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One. Letter to Shareholders
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Dear shareholders:
Although the global economy posted growth for another year in 2018, individual
performances of the world's major economies were rather inconsistent. While some emerging
markets experienced significant weakening of currency value due to a shift in the market's
preference towards the strengthening U.S. dollar, uncertainties associated with the China-USA
trade war and sluggish performance of European economies detracted the global growth
momentum in the second half of the year. In the United States, most economic indicators
pointed towards a strong expansion due to improved employment, recovered private spending,
implementation of the "Tax Cuts and Jobs Act," strengthened corporate investment and
increased government spending; overall, the U.S. economy posted a 3.2% growth in the first
half. Although effects of the tax cut, job market, private spending and government spending
continued, corporate investment and export were impacted by the China-USA trade war, which
resulted in a lower second-half growth. Taiwan's economic growth in 2018 moved much in-sync
with the U.S. Driven by the growth of the global economy and overseas demands, Taiwan
exhibited high-than-expectation export, trade and production performance in the first half,
which eventually improved corporate profitability, employment and domestic demand and
helped deliver an economic growth rate of 3.2%, registering above-3% growth for four
consecutive quarters. In the second half, however, economic growth rate had dwindled quarterby-quarter due to underwhelming private consumption and effect of the trade war, which
ultimately impacted corporate investment and export performance.
As for the financial market, the banking industry continued to operate in a low-interest
environment that limited its profit potentials, but the participants remained active in making
improvements to operating efficiency. In 2018, local banks delivered NT$334.23 billion of pretax profit as a whole, up 9.3% or NT$28.31 billion from 2017; total assets amounted to
NT$49.0 trillions while net worth stood at NT$3.71 trillion at the end of 2018, both of which
had increased from the previous year. The securities market, on the other hand, took a dramatic
turn in 2018. The market started strong throughout the first three quarters, enabling the
securities industry to report overall pre-tax earnings of NT$22.36 billion in the first half,
representing a year-on-year growth of 67% or NT$8.95 billion over 2017. However, decline in
the global economic growth combined with the China-USA trade war put Taiwan's stock market
in decline and increased volatility from October 2018 onwards; overall, TAIEX closed with a
9.3% loss for the year. The stock market decline affected fourth-quarter profit performance of
all securities firms; overall, the securities industry delivered pre-tax earnings totaling NT$29.49
billion for the year, representing a 28.4% decline compared to 2017.
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Despite the challenging environment presented to us in the second half, the Company has
adhered to its principles of stability and focused on growing core business strength, which
enabled the organization to improve financial health, revenues and profitability. The Company
delivered consolidated net income totaling NT$8.583 billion in 2018, up 5% from 2017,
whereas consolidated pre-tax profit amounted to NT$2.511 billion, up 8% from 2017. These
profits were mainly contributed by the banking and securities subsidiaries. In addition to
improving operational performance, the Company has also made exceptional accomplishments
in corporate performance, and was ranked "top 5% among TPEX-listed companies during the
4th Corporate Governance Evaluation." The subsidiaries, too, delivered outstanding
performance in their respective areas of expertise. JihSun Bank won the 12th "Golden
Excellence Award" and claimed 2nd place in "Bank Trade Volume" during Taiwan Futures
Exchange's 4th Futures Diamond Award; meanwhile, JihSun Securities won titles of
Outstanding Business and Best Product (including "National Grand Prize" for the "JihSun Smart
APP") during the "15th National Brand Yushan Award," and claimed "Best Innovation and
Design" during the 11th Best S&F Paper Award.
Economic prospect for year 2019 has been presented with many variables such as the
direction of U.S. trade policy, ongoing trade conflicts between USA and China, UK's exit from
EU, China's real estate bubble and debt overhang, geopolitical risks and changes in international
commodity prices. All of which have the potential to affect the outlook of the global economy
and the financial industry. JihSun Holding has devised strategies in response to these
uncertainties and will enforce them with a feasible business development plan, and thereby
taking steps toward becoming "Customers' Most Trusted Financial Partner."
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I.

2018 business results
(I) Balanced growth between commercial banking and securities/futures
Commercial banking and securities/futures are the two core business activities
of JihSun Financial Holding. The Company currently has three main subsidiaries,
namely: Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd., JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. and JihSun
International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. Commercial banking and
securities/futures serve as the two profit engines for the Company; these two core
business activities have grown consistently over time, contributing NT$3.918 billion
and NT$4.899 billion of consolidated net income and NT$1.064 billion and
NT$1.647 billion of consolidated pre-tax profit, respectively, in 2018.

(II) Enhanced management efficiency and accomplishment of business
targets
The Company continued incorporating Fintech into its operations in 2018; this
effort has led to the implementation of new management systems that improved the
effectiveness and efficiency of existing service activities. Despite the challenging
environment presented to us in the second half of 2018, the Company has adhered to
its principles of stability and focused on growing core business strength, which
enabled the organization to improve business performance and accomplish its targets.
Apart from improved operating performance, the Company has also made
outstanding progress in terms of corporate governance and service innovation, and
was rewarded with a top 5% ranking among TPEX-listed companies in the 4th
Corporate Governance Evaluation.

(III) Improved business health and robust financial position
The Company actively coordinates its subsidiaries in numerous business
development strategies and resource integrations. Owing to the efforts of our
employees, the Company and its main subsidiaries have been able to improve
business health progressively while maintain robust financial position at the same
time. The Company's consolidated capital adequacy ratio at the end of 2018 was
calculated at 150.90%, down from the 165.93% measured at the end of 2017. This
reduction was mainly attributed to increased risky assets of the securities subsidiary
and increased credit risk from investment positions held by the subsidiary bank.
Despite the decrease, JihSun still held the second highest consolidated capital
adequacy ratio among financial holding companies. Meanwhile, debt-to-equity ratio
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stood at 10.62%, down from the 11.44% in 2017 and was the 4th lowest among
financial holding companies; and double leverage ratio was concluded at 109.18%,
down from the 110.27% at the end of 2017, and was the 6th lowest among financial
holding companies. Overall, the Company's financial position was still considered
strong.

(IV) Increased revenues and profits from subsidiaries' improved performance
JihSun Holding is a financial holding company; it earns revenues mainly in the
form of investment income. In 2018, equity-accounted investment income accounted
for 99.19% of total revenues, while other income represented the remaining 0.81%.
Banking and securities subsidiaries were the main contributors of equity-accounted
investment income. The Company delivered increased revenues and profits in 2018;
consolidated net income amounted to NT$8.583 billion, up 5% from the NT$8.167
billion recorded in 2017, whereas consolidated pre-tax profit amounted to NT$2.511
billion, up 8% from the NT$2.335 billion recorded in 2017. These profits were
mainly contributed by the banking and securities subsidiaries. Return on
consolidated assets was calculated at 0.81% in 2018, which was comparable to 2017;
return on shareholders' equity was concluded at 5.80%, and was slightly lower than
2017. The Company's 2018 revenues and profits have grown over 2017; this was
mainly attributed to increased profitability from the securities subsidiary and
sustained profitability from the banking subsidiary.

(V) Award-winning service innovations from subsidiaries
Subsidiaries of the Company were able to deliver outstanding performance to
the recognition of major awards. JihSun Bank won the 12th "Golden Excellence
Award" and claimed 2nd place in "Bank Trade Volume" during Taiwan Futures
Exchange's 4th Futures Diamond Award. Meanwhile, JihSun Securities won titles of
Outstanding Business and Best Product (including "National Grand Prize" for the
"JihSun Smart APP") during the "15th National Brand Yushan Award," and claimed
"Best Innovation and Design" during the 11th Best S&F Paper Award.
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II. Impacts of the competitive environment, regulatory environment
and overall business environment, and future development
strategies
The global economy is presented with many variable going into 2019; the most
prominent of all is the trade tension, which may impact China's economic growth and
escalate hidden issues such as debt crisis and underground financing. Given the fact that
China is the world's second largest economy and a key importing/exporting nation, a hard
landing would undoubtedly affect growth of the global economy. Another prominent
variable involves UK's exit from EU, which may put stress on the fiscal policy of some
high-debt countries in the EU. According to estimates of the UK central bank, exit from
EU without deal and transition period would cause a 10.5% shrink in UK's GDP over 5
years. Other variables that have the potential to affect economic growth include: direction
of U.S. trade policy, China's real estate bubble and debt overhang, China's supply chain
localization and structural adjustment, financial stability of emerging markets following a
capital shift, geopolitical risks, changes in international commodity prices, and movement
of financial markets, stock markets and exchange rates worldwide. All above factors have
the potential to undermine economic growth and increase downside risk, which was why
the 3 of the world's major economic cooperation organizations have revised downward
their global economic growth forecasts for year 2019. Given Taiwan's susceptibility to
international factors, research institutions generally expect a slowdown in the nation's
economic growth, and have estimated Taiwan's economic rate rate at 2.12%-2.45% for
year 2019.
In terms of global liquidity, the FED has raised interest rate 8 times between
December 2015 and December 2018 and began balance sheet shrinking since October
2017. Tightened liquidity in the U.S. had already affected other countries in 2018,
particularly emerging markets of weak economic and fiscal health, which resulted in
substantial loss of currency value. The real challenge begins in the second half of 2019, as
central banks around the world will have to decide whether to respond with their interest
rate hike. If they choose not to raise interest rate or only by a small degree, they risk a shift
of capital to the U.S.; but if they respond with an aggressive rate hike, they may increase
financial burden to borrowers and raise the likelihood of default that compromises
economic growth. FED is not the only one adopting a tightened monetary policy, as the
European Central Bank (ECB) had already ended its quantitative easing at the end of 2018
and expects to increase interest rates starting from the 4th quarter of 2019. Consequently,
the central bank of Japan will be more unlikely to undertake expansionary measures.
Tightening of money supply by central banks around the world will ultimately impact the
financial market.
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Risks of worldwide economic slowdown and tightened liquidity have impacted global
financial markets. According to the latest "Global Financial Stability Report" published by
International Monetary Fund: "new vulnerabilities have emerged, and the resilience of the
global financial system has yet to be tested." In IMF's opinion, expansion of the global
economy has "peaked" but the financial system was presented with increased short-term
risk in the last six months. Judging by the global financial environment, strong risk
appetite continues to support rising asset prices in main financial markets, and liquidity
remains relatively loose despite the FED having raised interest rate several times. However,
strengthened U.S. dollar combined with rising USD interest rate do present additional
overseas borrowing costs for emerging markets, which is particularly true for economies
characterized by higher credit demand, weaker economy or policy framework. There are
also other factors that may increase the risk of financial stability, including: wide-spread
escalation of trade tension, and UK's failure to exit from EU with a deal. These factors will
put strain on the fiscal policies of some EU countries that are already high in debt.
With regards to technological innovations and their impacts on the local financial
industry, recent innovations including Internet of things, cloud computing, big data
analysis and AI are changing consumers' behaviors and giving rise to new business models.
In light of the ongoing digital transformation of banking services, the Financial
Supervisory Commission (FSC) announced new policies on the establishment of onlineonly banks on April 26, 2018, that outlined the establishment criteria and scope of service
in details. In an attempt to encourage financial innovation, promote popularity of financial
service and satisfy consumers' needs on a higher level, online-only banks will be permitted
to perform whatever services that are available to conventional banks. The FSC expects to
issue two online-only banking licenses and will be accepting applications between
November 15, 2018 and February 15, 2019. Three applications have already been
submitted to date, and the industry will see its first online-only bank joining the
competition in the second half of 2019. The rise of financial technology not only benefits
consumers with more secured and convenient services, it also has the potential to change
the competitive landscape in the financial industry.
The Company has devised the following strategies in response to uncertainties in the
external environment in 2019: 1. Enforce corporate governance and sustainable operations;
2. Strengthen core business activities and competitiveness; 3. Utilize financial
technologies and create value in distribution; 4. Enhance internal control and maintain
balanced business risk.
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III. Summary business plans for 2019
(I) Operational strategies and key operational policies
The Company has set its goals to "become customers' most trusted financial
partner" and adopted a sustainable management philosophy that emphasizes on
"customer service, trustworthiness, teamwork and harmony." The following is a
description of the Company's 2019 operating guidelines and plans based on existing
strategies:
1.

Enforce corporate governance and sustainable operations
(1) Enforce corporate governance to protect the Company's interests and those
of its stakeholders (employees, shareholders and customers).
(2) Fulfill corporate social responsibilities to improve corporate image and
convey the organization's conviction to sustainability.

2.

Strengthen core business activities and competitiveness
(1) Continually enhance core business activities of subsidiaries for overall
performance improvement to the financial holding group.
(2) Expand scope of service; raise employee productivity and increase branch
profits.
(3) Promote and associate use of innovative financial technologies with core
business activities of subsidiaries.

3.

Utilize financial technologies and create value in distribution
(1) Explore innovative applications of financial technology in subsidiaries;
integrate virtual and physical channels and manage customer relations
through innovation and efficiency.
(2) Promote application of big data analysis and relevant technologies among
subsidiaries for more cross-selling opportunities.
(3) Encourage process innovation and optimization among subsidiaries using
Fintech for refined service and efficiency.

4.

Enhance internal control and maintain balanced business risk
(1) Enhance internal control and enforce compliance and risk management for
balanced risk and return.
(2) Enhance defense against hackers, viruses and information leakage for
security of the IT system.
(3) Enhance anti-money laundering and counter terrorism financing
mechanisms and systems among subsidiaries, and thereby strengthen the
group's overall AML and CTF efforts.
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(II) Projected business goals
Economic prospect for year 2019 has been presented with many variables, all of
which have the potential to affect the outlook of the global economy and the financial
industry. The Company has made feasible plans in response to changes in the
domestic and foreign environment, and has set the following business goals for 2019:
1. Raise profitability.
2. Improve financial position.
3. Enhance corporate governance.
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Two. Company Profile
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I.

Date of establishment:
February 5, 2002

II. Corporate history:
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. was established as a result of the world’s new
trend, and in response to the government’s financial reformation policies. It was an attempt
to achieve economies of scale and create new synergies and competitiveness. As of the end
of December 2018, the Company had a total employee size of 3,317. Below are some of
the highlights in the Company’s history:
8.2001

A professional management team was assembled for JihSun Financial
Holding Co., Ltd., whereas KPMG and Chien Yeh Law Offices were
commissioned as project consultants.

11.14.2001

An application was submitted to the Ministry of Finance for the
incorporation of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.. Approval was
granted on December 31, 2001.

11.29.2001

An application was submitted to Fair Trade Commission, Executive
Yuan, for the combination of business activities. Permission was
granted on December 31, 2001.

12.14.2001

JihSun Securities and Jih Sun International Commercial Bank held
separate extraordinary shareholders’ meetings. (They were also the
founders’ meetings for JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.)

01.14.2002

Application was submitted for the listing of JihSun Financial Holding
Co., Ltd. on Taipei Exchange.

02.05.2002

JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. was established through an
exchange of shares with JihSun Securities and Jih Sun International
Commercial Bank. This day was set as the baseline date for the share
exchange on February 05.2002

. After obtaining the certificate of

company registration from the Ministry of Economic Affairs, business
license from the Ministry of Finance, and certificate of business
registration from Taipei City Government, JihSun Financial Holding
Co., Ltd. was formally listed for trading on Taipei Exchange.
06.06.2003

JihSun Holding convened its annual general meeting, and resolved to
acquire all remaining minority interest in JihSun Securities in
compliance with Articles 29 and 30 of the Corporate Merger and
Acquisition Act. As of the share exchange date, JihSun Securities
became a 100%-owned subsidiary of JihSun Holding.
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08.12.2004

JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd..

05.23.2005

JihSun Bank signed a “Business Entitlement and Property Ownership
Transfer Agreement” with Taiwan Land Development Corporation.

08.06.2005

JihSun Bank's general assumption of the Trust Division of Taiwan
Land Development Corporation was settled on this date.

07.12.2006

The Securities and Futures Development Foundation announced its
Third Information Disclosure System Evaluation for TSEC/TPEX
Listed Companies, in which JihSun Holding was the only TPEX-listed
company to receive an “A+” rating (a total of 630 TSEC-listed
companies and 402 TPEX-listed companies were evaluated).

07.21.2006

JihSun Holding completed its 2006 first private cash issue, in which
Shinsei Bank Japan subscribed 1.08 billion (31.8%) of the Company’s
common shares and 630 million perpetual non-cumulative preferred
shares; the latter of which are convertible into common shares after 5
years. Total capital contribution amounted to NT$11.34 billion.

12.18.2006

Taiwan Academy of Banking and Finance (TABF) was appointed by
Financial Supervisory Commission to conduct an “Evaluation on
Protection of Consumer Interests by Banks.” JihSun Bank was rated
as one of the 13 top-performing banks in this evaluation.

03.28.2007

JihSun Holding made an additional NT$1-billion investment in JihSun
Bank to further strengthen the subsidiary’s working capital, financial
structure and capital adequacy ratio.

07.27.2007

JihSun Holding was rated A+ in the Securities and Futures
Development Foundation’s Fourth Information Disclosure System
Evaluation for TSEC/TPEX Listed Companies. It indicated that the
Company was completely transparent on all material disclosures and
withheld no information from investors.

06.04.2008

The Company was rated “A” in the Securities and Futures
Development Foundation’s Fifth Information Disclosure System
Evaluation for TSEC/TPEX Listed Companies. It indicated that the
Company was completely transparent on all material disclosures and
withheld no information from investors.

02.03.2009

JihSun Holding made a cash issue of 2,350,374 thousand common
shares for a sum of NT$23,503,740 thousand. NT$9,401,496 thousand
of which were invested into JihSun Bank while the remainder was
used to strengthen the Company’s financial structure and capital
adequacy ratio.
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03.21.2009

JihSun Securities and JihSun Futures received “Top Trade Volume
Award” as a futures introducing broker (IB) and a futures commission
merchant, respectively, in the Futures Brokerage Excellence Awards

04.14.2009

2008” organized by Taiwan Futures Exchange.
JihSun Holding completed its cash issue, to which the major corporate
shareholder - Shinsei Bank Japan had subscribed while former
Chairman Chen Kuo-Ho and his associates withdrew from the
subscription and invited CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED to subscribe
the remaining shares. The shareholding structure changed significantly
following the cash issue, with Shinsei Bank Japan and CAPITAL
TARGET LIMITED becoming the two largest shareholders. The
board of directors was re-elected following the change of shareholding
structure; Mr. Chen Tang was elected Chairman, while Mr. James
C.Tang was elected Vice Chairman.

06.19.2009

JihSun Holding assembled its Audit Committee for the purpose of

09.09.2009

maintaining sound corporate governance.
JihSun Bank assembled its Audit Committee for the purpose of

09.30.2009
11.12.2010
12.15.2010

maintaining sound corporate governance.
JihSun Securities assembled its Audit Committee for the purpose of
maintaining sound corporate governance.
JihSun Securities held an extraordinary shareholder meeting and
elected Mr. James C.Tang as the new Chairman.
JihSun Holding announced its new corporate identity (CI) and
relocated its Head Office to 10F, No. 85, Section 2, Nanjing East
Road, Zhongshan District, Taipei City.

12.31.2010

JihSun Holding and JihSun Bank held board of directors meetings to

03.31.2011

elect Mr. Yang Chih Kuang as the new Chairman.
JihSun Bank held a board of directors meeting to elect Mr. Huang
Ching Tang as the new Chairman.

04.15.2011

JihSun Holding held a board of directors meeting to elect Mr. Huang
Ching Tang as the new Chairman.

04.22.2011

Yang Chih Kuang, new Chairman of JihSun International Property

10.31.2011

Insurance Agency Co., Ltd., came onboard.
New share issue totaling NT$1,932,523,200 was resolved during the
Company's annual general meeting dated June 24, 2011. This issue
was approved by the authority on July 19, 2011, and the board of
directors later resolved on July 29, 2011, to set the baseline date on
September 3, 2011. These new shares were issued against capitalized
earnings, which increased the share capital from NT$25,816,100,940
to NT$27,748,624,140.
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02.01.2012

Wang Chi-Fang, acting President of JihSun Holding, was approved by
the board of directors and the Financial Supervisory Commission on
February 1, 2012, to formally assume the role of President.

07.19.2013

New share issue totaling NT$1,538,884,610 was resolved during the
Company's annual general meeting dated June 21, 2013. This issue
was approved by the authority on July 11, 2013, and the board of
directors later resolved on July 19, 2013, to set the baseline date on
August 12, 2013. These new shares were issued against capitalized
earnings, which increased the share capital from NT$29,452,195,620
to NT$30,991,080,230.

12.17.2013

JS Cresvale Securities International Co., Ltd. established a new
subsidiary named JihSun Investment Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

06.05.2014

JihSun Securities established a new subsidiary named JihSun Venture
Capital Co., Ltd..

06.20.2014

The Company was rated A++ during the 11th Information Disclosure
System Evaluation for TSEC/TPEX Listed Companies organized by
the Securities and Futures Development Foundation. It was a
testament to the Company's utmost transparency and disclosure to
investors with respect to material information.

07.24.2014

New share issue totaling NT$1,160,736,640 was resolved during the
Company's annual general meeting dated June 20, 2014. This issue
was approved by the authority on July 11, 2014, and the board of
directors later resolved on July 24, 2014, to set the baseline date on
August 17, 2014. These new shares were issued against capitalized
earnings, which increased share capital from NT$30,991,080,230 to
NT$32,151,816,870.

08.29.2014

JihSun Bank opened its new office in Hong Kong.

03.12.2015

Huang, Chin-Ming, Acting President of JihSun Securities, was
approved by the board of directors and the Financial Supervisory
Commission on March 12, 2015, to formally assume the role of
President.

04.02.2015

The Company was rated A++ during the 12th Information Disclosure
System Evaluation for TSEC/TPEX Listed Companies organized by
the Securities and Futures Development Foundation. It was a
testament to the Company's utmost transparency and disclosure to
investors with respect to material information.
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04.30.2015

06.12.2015

10.20.2015
12.17.2015
04.08.2016

06.08.2016

04.14.2017

07.18.2017

04.30.2018

06.08.2018

07.12.2018

Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation announced the results of its first
corporate governance evaluation, in which the Company was ranked
among the top 5% of all TPEX-listed companies.
New share issue totaling NT$1,811,211,730 was resolved during the
Company's annual general meeting. This issue was approved by the
authority on August 3, 2015, and the board of directors later resolved
on August 21, 2015, to set the baseline date on September 14, 2015.
These new shares were issued against capitalized earnings, which
increased share capital from NT$32,151,816,870 to
NT$33,963,028,600.
Acting President Huang Bing-Ho of JihSun Futures was formally
awarded the position of President.
Liquidated JihSun Investment Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation announced the results of its
second corporate governance evaluation, in which the Company was
ranked among the top 5% of all TPEX-listed companies.
New share issue totaling NT$1,460,578,110 was resolved during the
Company's annual general meeting. This issue was approved by the
authority on August 19, 2016, and the board of directors later resolved
on August 26, 2016, to set the baseline date on September 12, 2016.
These new shares were issued against capitalized earnings, which
increased share capital from NT$33,963,028,600 to
NT$35,423,606,710.
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation announced the results of its third
corporate governance evaluation, in which the Company was ranked
among the top 5% of all TPEX-listed companies.
Fitch Ratings gave JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. a domestic
long-term rating of “A-(twn),” a domestic short-term rating of
“F2(twn),” and a “Stable” credit outlook.
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation announced the results of its
fourth corporate governance evaluation, in which the Company was
ranked among the top 5% of all TPEX-listed companies.
The shareholders' ordinary meeting of the Company resolved for
capital increment of NT$766,750,700. This capital increment
case was declared and effective on July 17, 2018, and the Board of
Directors decided on July 25, 2018 that August 19, 2018 was the base
day for ex-dividend. This capital increment was from the earnings,
after which the paid-in capital was increased from
NT$35,423,606,710 to NT$36,190,357,410.
Fitch Ratings gave JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. a domestic
long-term rating of “A-(twn),” a domestic short-term rating of
“F2(twn),” and a “Stable” credit outlook.
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Three. Corporate Governance Report
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Organizational structure

Risk Management
Division
Audit Division
Remuneration
Committe

Audit Committee

e

I.

(I) Organization of the financial holding company (dated: 12.31.2018)

Subsidiaries

Chairman

President

Financial Planning Division

Administration Division

Shareholders

Board of Directors

E-Commerce Division

IT Division

President's Office

Compliance & Legal Division

Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Terrorism Financing
Committee

Information Security Committee

Financial Asset and Liability
Management Committee

Product Committee

Risk Management Committee

Personnel Review Committee
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(II) Responsibilities of main departments
1.

JihSun Financial Holding was incorporated in accordance with regulations
including the Financial Holding Company Act and the Company Act.

2.

Shareholders hold the ultimate authority of the Company; positions including
the Board of Directors, Chairman, and President were established beneath in
descending order of authority.

3.

Audit Division and Risk Management Division have been established under the
Board of Directors. They are responsible for auditing and risk management
affairs of the Company and subsidiaries, and reporting regularly to the Board of
Directors.

4.

The Company has one President and several Vice Presidents to assist in the
President’s managerial affairs. If the President is unable to perform duties, the
Chairman may appoint one of the Vice Presidents to act on behalf.

5. The following units have been established under the supervision of the President:
President’s Office, IT Division, Financial Planning Division, Administration
Division, E-Commerce Division, and Compliance & Legal Division. The
responsibilities of each unit are listed as below:
Main Divisions

President's Office

IT Division

Responsibilities
1. Establishes the Company’ medium and long-term business strategies,
guidelines, and plans.
2. Promotes and conveys the Company’s strategies, business goals,
corporate culture and visions.
3. Plans and executes division of job duties within the organization.
4. Assesses and executes investment, merger, and acquisition projects.
5. Supervises subsidiaries in accomplishing business and financial
targets.
6. Manages the performance of individual departments.
7. Enforces corporate governance practices.
8. Supervises subsidiaries in product integration and joint marketing.
9. Matters relating to anti-money laundering and counter terrorism
financing.
1. Responsible for developing information technologies required to
support business growth. Analyzes information technological changes
in the external environment; adopts suitable IT models and data
solutions to accommodate internal activities and achieve financial
targets.
2. Responsible for making modifications to the IT system; evaluates
whether IT solutions should be developed in-house or outsourced;
performs system development, establishment, upgrades, and
modifications.
3. Responsible for daily management of the corporate IT environment;
manages resources such as network, server, system, security, storage
media etc; handles daily operations such as server boot/shutdown,
work schedule arrangement, service monitoring etc.
4. Responsible for providing technical support to corporate customers;
conducts customer service management, inquiry management, incident
management, troubleshooting and maintenance works.
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Main Divisions

Responsibilities
1. Responsible for compiling financial reports and regulatory reporting,
while ensuring all contents are on time, accurate, and comply with all
legal requirements.
2. Makes short, medium, and long-term capital plans for the financial
holding company and its subsidiaries, and recommends asset
allocation strategies.
3. Assists the Asset and Liability Management Committee in reporting
financial performance.
4. Reviews and manages external credit ratings of the financial holding
company (and its subsidiaries).
5. Performs financial evaluation prior to mergers, acquisitions, and new
business activities.
6. Makes earnings appropriation plans for the financial holding company
and its subsidiaries.
7. Establishes business plans and budgets for the financial holding
Financial Planning
company and its subsidiaries; carries out performance tracking as well
Division
as budget amendments.
8. Plans, sources, and raises short/medium/long-term capital for the
financial holding company and its subsidiaries.
9. Performs evaluation and analysis before any long-term investments
are made by the financial holding company or its subsidiaries, and
conducts performance tracking and management after investments are
made.
10.Assists and supervises financial accounting operations of the financial
holding company and its subsidiaries. Handles all accounting affairs
of the Company.
11.Ensures that securities settlement, disbursement, and clearance
operations are completed promptly and accurately.
12.Prepares managerial reports.
13.Handles tax return filings and matters relating to withholding tax
statements.
Establishes the Company’s human resource policy; arranges job transfers
and employee trainings etc.
Manages office maintenance works, procurements, general affairs etc;
assist in the search, lease, or purchase of office premises.
Manages the Company's fixed assets.
Manages the Company’s marketing, advertising and related affairs.
Manages official correspondences and corporate seals.
Holds custody of corporate seals.
Administration
Manages affairs relating to shareholder meetings, Board of Directors
Division
meetings, and Audit Committee meetings.
Handles media relationship, investor relationship, relationship with
government authorities, and crisis management.
Organizes charity events; maintains and promotes JihSun Financial
Holding's corporate image.
Manages news releases.
Preparation of annual reports, in Chinese and English.
1. Promotes and manages electronic banking services.
2. Designs and maintains electronic platforms.
E-Commerce
3. Service and relationship maintenance for electronic banking
Division
customers.
4. Coordinates and manages resources relating to e-commerce.
1. Review and verification of contractual and legal documents.
Compliance & Legal 2. Handling of litigation cases.
3. Compliance-related matters.
Division
4. All other types of legal affairs.
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Shares held: 68,696,435

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Shares held: 30,000,000
Initial investment: NTD 300,000
thousand

Initial investment: NTD 618,268 thousand

JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.

Shareholding percentage: 98.138%

JihSun Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

Shares held: 297,000

Initial investment: HKD 20,000 thousand

Shares held: 2,000,000

Shareholding percentage: 100%

JS CRESVALE CAPITAL LIMITED

Shares held: 8,050,000
Initial investment: USD 8,050 thousand

Initial investment: USD 47,160 thousand

Note 1: No subsidiary had held shares of the parent
company.
Note 2: Dismissal and liquidation have been resolved
by the board of directors of JihSun Securities
during the meeting held on March 14, 2019

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Shares held: 370,000,000

Initial investment: NTD 1,980 thousand

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Initial investment: NTD 1,795,250 thousand

Initial investment: NTD 173,600 thousand

Shareholding percentage: 99%

Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman) Limited
(Note 2)

Shares held: 54,600,000

Shares held: 10,000,000

JihSun Life Insurance Agency Co.,Ltd.

Initial investment: NTD 46,906,793 thousand

JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited

Jih Sun International Investment Holding
Company Limited
Shareholding percentage: 100%

Initial investment: NTD 17,601,701 thousand

Shares held: 1,728,607,993

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Shares held: 1,157,212,760

Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.

Shareholding percentage: 100%
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Information dated: December 31, 2018

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

JihSun Securities Investment Consulting
Co., Ltd.
Shareholding percentage: 100%

Initial investment: NTD 3,000 thousand

Shares held: 300,000

Shareholding percentage: 100%

JihSun International Property Insurance
Agency Co., Ltd.

JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

(III) Relationship between financial holding company and subsidiaries

Capital Target
Limited

Hong Kong

Representative:
The Republic of
Huang Ching
China
Tang

Name

Nationality or
place of
domicile

Male

Male

Gender

06.08.2018

06.08.2018

Date elected /
appointed

3 years

3 years

Term of
office

Directors
1. Background of Directors (1)

Independent The Republic of Liou Chih
Director
China
Poung

Chairman

Title

(I)

06.08.2018

04.14.2011

Date first
elected

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
24.08%
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
852,946,952
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares Held

Shareholding as of elected date

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
871,791,816
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
24.09%
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Current shareholding

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held in the names of
others

1. Bachelor of Law,
National Taiwan
University
2. EMBA, National
Sun Yat-Sen
University
3. President and Vice
Chairman of Ta
Chong Securities
Co., Ltd.
4. President and
Chairman of
Waterland
Securities Co.,
Ltd.
5. President of Ta
Chong Bank Ltd.
6. President of
King’s Town Bank
1. Master of Law and
Political Studies,
The University of
Tokyo
2. Master of Law,
National Taiwan
University
3. Bachelor of Laws,
National Taiwan
University
4. President of
Formosan
Brothers
Attorneys-at-Law
5. Chairman of
Taiwan Labor Law
Society
6. 25th Chairman of
Taipei Bar
Association
7. Chairman of
Taiwan Law
Society
8. Chairman of
Taiwan Society of
Construction Law
9. Member of
Ministry of Labor
Legal Affairs
Committee
10. Member of
Ministry of Labor
Non-compliant
Work Conducts
Committee

Major academic and
work experience

1. President of Stellex
Law Firm

1. Chairman of Jih Sun
International Bank,
Ltd.
2. Director of JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.
3. Director of JihSun
Venture Capital Co.,
Ltd.
4. Supervisor of
Taiwan Stock
Exchange
Corporation

None

None

None

None
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None

None

Spouse or relatives of second degree or
Other concurrent positions closer acting as a Director, Supervisor,
or other managerial officer
in the financial holding
company or in other
Relationshi
companies
Title
Name
p

January 31, 2019 / Unit: shares; %

II. Background information of Directors, Supervisors, President, Vice Presidents, Assistant Vice Presidents,
and the heads of various departments and branches

Gender

Female

Name

Independent The Republic of Huang Hsin
Director
China
Hui

Title

Nationality or
place of
domicile

06.08.2018

Date elected /
appointed

3 years

Term of
office

06.08.2018

Date first
elected
Shareholding
percentage

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding as of elected date

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Current shareholding

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None
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None

Spouse or relatives of second degree or
Other concurrent positions closer acting as a Director, Supervisor,
or other managerial officer
in the financial holding
company or in other
Relationshi
companies
Title
Name
p

1. Master of Law and 1. President of Stellex
Political Studies,
Law Firm
The University of
Tokyo
2. Bachelor of Law,
National Taiwan
University
3. Partner of
Formosan
Brothers
Attorneys-at-Law
4. Judicial Yuan
Judicial
Evaluation
Committee (4th)
5. Director of Taipei
Bar Association
(26th and 27th)
6. Managing
Supervisor of
Taipei Bar
Association (28th)
7. Member of
International
Affairs
Committee,
Taiwan Bar
Association
8. Member of Taipei
City Land
Evaluation and
Standard Value
Committee
9. Ministry of Labor
Disputed
Employment Law
and Living Cost
Review Task
Force
10. Taipei City
Employment
Dispute Mediator
11. Taipei City
Employment
Dispute Arbitrator
12. Lecturer of Labor
Law, Attorney
Workshop

Major academic and
work experience

Hong Kong

United States

Director

Director

United States

07.21.2006

06.19.2009

Representative:
Huang Flynn
Xuxian

Male

06.08.2018

3 years

03.01.2012
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
Common
Common
shares
shares
shares
871,791,816
24.08%
24.09%
Preferred
Preferred
Preferred
shares
shares - none
shares - none
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
24.09%
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Current shareholding

Common
Common
shares
shares
871,791,816
24.08%
Preferred
Preferred
shares
shares - none
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
852,946,952
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares Held

Shareholding as of elected date

Common
shares
852,946,952
Preferred
shares
None

3 years

3 years

Date first
elected

Capital Target
Limited

06.08.2018

06.08.2018

Term of
office

Representative:
James C.Tang

Male

Male

Gender

Date elected /
appointed

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Capital Target
Limited

Hong Kong

Independent
Director

Director

Joseph Tong

Canada

Title

Name

Nationality or
place of
domicile

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held in the names of
others

1. MBA, University
of Chicago
2. CPA,
Ernst&Young
3. Co-founder and
Director of Wealth
Bank Los Angeles,
USA
4. Independent
Director of Jih Sun
International
Bank, Ltd.
5. Independent
Director of JihSun
Securities Co.,
Ltd.
6. Director of Carry
Wealth Holdings
Limited (Hong
Kong)

1. Bachelor of
Sociology, The
University of
Hong Kong
2. Master of
Business
Administration,
The Chinese
University of
Hong Kong
3. Senior member of
the Association of
Chartered
Certified
Accounts, UK
4. Managing Director
and Chief
Executive Officer
of Sun Hong Kai
Ltd. (Capital
Market and
Institutional
Brokerage)
1. Juris Doctor, St.
John’s University
School of Law
2. MBA, Columbia
University
Graduate School
of Business
3. Manager of
Shinsei Bank
4. Manager, Merrill
Lynch
5. Licensed Attorney
in USA

Major academic and
work experience

1. Director of Jih Sun
International Bank,
Ltd.
2. Director of JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.
3. Chairman of JihSun
Life Insurance
Agency Co., Ltd.
4. Director of JihSun
Futures Co., Ltd.
5. Director of JihSun
Venture Capital Co.,
Ltd.
6. Director of
CAPITAL TARGET
LIMITED
7. Chairman of
CAPITAL TARGET
LIMITED
8. Director of Taiwan
Futures Exchange
Corporation

1. Chairman of JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.
2. Director of Jih Sun
International Bank,
Ltd.
3. Director of JihSun
Venture Capital Co.,
Ltd.

1. Director and
Chairman of Morton
Securities Limited
(Hong Kong).
2. Chairman and Nonexecutive Director of
Tree Holdings
Limited (Hong
Kong).

None

None

None

None

None

None
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None

None

None

Spouse or relatives of second degree or
Other concurrent positions closer acting as a Director, Supervisor,
or other managerial officer
in the financial holding
company or in other
Relationshi
companies
Title
Name
p

Director

Director

Title

Capital Target
Limited

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

Representative:
Tse Chi Wai

Capital Target
Limited

Representative:
The Republic of
Yang Chih
China
Kuang

Name

Nationality or
place of
domicile

Male

Male

Gender

06.08.2018

06.08.2018

Date elected /
appointed

3 years

3 years

Term of
office

12.30.2010

04.14.2009

Date first
elected

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
852,946,952
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
Common
Common
shares
shares
shares
871,791,816
24.08%
24.09%
Preferred
Preferred
Preferred
shares
shares - none
shares - none
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
Common
Common
shares
shares
shares
871,791,816
24.08%
24.09%
Preferred
Preferred
Preferred
shares
shares - none
shares - none
None

Common
shares
852,946,952
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shareholding
percentage
Shares Held

Current shareholding

Shares Held

Shareholding as of elected date

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held in the names of
others

1. Bachelor of Social
Sciences, The
University of
Hong Kong
2. Director of AGCA
CPA Limited HK
Branch
3. Financial
Controller and
Secretary of
Shandong
Jinchuang Co.,
Ltd.
4. Financial
Controller and
Secretary of
Shanxi Sanyuan
Coal Industry Co.,
Ltd.
5. Independent Nonexecutive Director
of Greens
Holdings Ltd.
6. Independent Nonexecutive Director
of Sunac China
Holdings Limited
7. Independent Nonexecutive Director
of Chong Kin
Group (Holdings)
Limited

1. Director of Jih Sun
International Bank,
Ltd.
2. Director of JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.
3. Financial Controller
and Secretary of
China Information
Technology
Development
Limited
4. Executive Director
of China Information
Technology
Development
Limited
5. Independent Nonexecutive Director of
China
Environmental
Technology
Holdings Limited
6. Independent Nonexecutive Director of
Great Water
Holdings Limited
7. Independent Nonexecutive Director of
Huarong Investment
Stock Corporation
Limited
8. Independent Nonexecutive Director of
Winto Group
(Holdings) Limited
9. Director of
CAPITAL TARGET
LIMITED

None

None

None

None
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None

None

Spouse or relatives of second degree or
Other concurrent positions closer acting as a Director, Supervisor,
or other managerial officer
in the financial holding
company or in other
Relationshi
companies
Title
Name
p

1. MBA of Azusa
1. Director of Jih Sun
Pacific University
International Bank,
2. Nickent Golf. Inc.
Ltd.
General Manager 2. Director of JihSun
3. Jack Tam
Securities Co., Ltd.
Accountancy
3. Chairman of JihSun
Corporation
International
Senior Accountant
Property Insurance
Agency Co., Ltd.
4. Chairman of JihSun
Futures Co., Ltd.
5. Director of JihSun
Venture Capital Co.,
Ltd.
6. Director of
CAPITAL TARGET
LIMITED

Major academic and
work experience

Japan

Netherlands

Japan

Netherlands

Representative:
Hiroshi
Nakagawa

SIPF B.V.

Representative:
Chunmei Ozaki
(Huang)

SIPF B.V.

Representative:
Masaaki
Sakamoto

SIPF B.V.

Netherlands

Japan

Name

Male

Female

Male

Gender

06.08.2018

06.08.2018

06.08.2018

Date elected /
appointed

3 years

3 years

3 years

Term of
office

04.01.2018

08.31.2012

03.08.2016

Date first
elected

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
35.47%
Preferred
shares - none

Common
shares
1,256,331,901
Preferred
shares
None
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
35.47%
Preferred
shares - none

Common
shares
1,256,331,901
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
35.48%
Preferred
shares - none

Common
shares
1,256,331,901
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares Held

Shareholding as of elected date

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
35.48%
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
1,284,089,0
84
Preferred
shares
None
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
35.48%
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
1,284,089,0
84
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
35.47%
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
1,284,089,0
84
Preferred
shares
None
Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares Held

Current shareholding

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shares Held

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Common
shares
None
Preferred
shares
None

Shareholding
percentage

Shares held in the names of
others

1. MBA, Kobe
1. Manager of Shinsei
University
Bank
2. Certified Public
Accountant, USA
3. Chartered
Financial Analyst
4. Manager of
Private Equity
Department,
Shinsei Bank
5. Supervisor of
Raphia Capital
Co., Ltd.
6. Supervisor of
Yamaichi Co., Ltd.
7. Supervisor of
Raphia Partners
Co., Ltd.
1. Manager of Shinsei
1.Keio University
2.Fuji Bank, Manager
Bank
in Germany,
Netherlands
3.Mizuho Bank,
Director in credit
division
4.Director of SIPF
B.V.

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Spouse or relatives of second degree or
Other concurrent positions closer acting as a Director, Supervisor,
or other managerial officer
in the financial holding
company or in other
Relationshi
companies
Title
Name
p

1. Bachelor of
1. Senior Manager of
Commercial
Shinsei Bank
Science from
2. Director of Asuka
Hitotsubashi
Corporate Advisory
College
Co., Ltd.
2. Experience of
corporate finance
both in Tokyo and
Hong Kong.
3. Experience of debt
investment
4. Experience of
asset management

Major academic and
work experience
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Note 1: SIPF B.V. reappointed Hiroshi Nakagawa as its new director representative, while former director Takashi Yoshikawa was relieved of duty. The decision was
effected on April 1, 2018.
Note 2: The Company's 7th board of directors was re-elected on June 8, 2018; the date elected was the date on which the current corporate representatives assumed their
positions. Independent directors Liou Chih Poung and Huang Hsin Hui were newly elected for this board, whereas all other directors had service terms renewed.
Note 3: The date first elected is the date when directors or representatives first assumed their positions.

Director

Director

Director

Title

Nationality or
place of
domicile

2.

shareholders. Table 2 below is used if the major shareholder is also a corporate entity.
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The above table shows the names and shareholding ratios of major shareholders (top 10 shareholders) in each of the Company’s corporate

24.09%

Note 2:

Best Fortune Investments Limited

Capital Target Limited

35.48%

If Directors and Supervisors are representatives of Corporate Shareholders, the names of the Corporate Shareholders shall be displayed.

Shinsei Bank, Limited

SIPF B.V.

Shareholding percentage (%)

December 31, 2018

Note 1:

Major shareholders of the corporate shareholder (Note 2)

Name of corporate shareholder (Note 1)

(1) Table 1: Major shareholders of corporate shareholders

Major shareholders of corporate shareholders

3.91%
3.51%
2.96%
2.40%
1.80%
40%
60%

SSBTC CLIENT OMNIBUS ACCOUNT
J. CHRISTOPHER FLOWERS
JAPAN TRUSTEE SERVICE BANK,LTD. (TRUST ACCOUNT)
GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO. REG
Derek Ming Dar Chen
NBS Limited

4.26%

SATURN JAPAN III SUB C.V. (JPMCB 380113)

THE MASTER TRUST BANK OF JAPAN, LTD. (TRUST ACCOUNT)

5.22%

SHINSEI BANK,LIMITED

3.96%

7.72%

THE RESOLUTION AND COLLECTION CORPORATION

JAPAN TRUSTEE SERVICE BANK, LTD. (TRUST ACCOUNT 9)

10.38%

Deposit Insurance Corporation of Japan

Note 1: Where major Shareholders listed in Table 1 are corporate entities, the names of the corporate entities shall be displayed.
Note 2: The above table shows the names and shareholding ratios of major shareholders (top 10 shareholders) in the respective corporate entities.

Best Fortune Investments Limited

Shinsei Bank Limited

12.49%

percentage (%)

Shareholding
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December 31, 2018

SATURN JAPAN IV SUB LP (JPMCB 380111)

Major shareholders of the corporate shareholder (Note 2)

Table 2: Major shareholders of major corporate shareholders listed in Table 1

Name of corporate shareholder (Note 1)

(2)

3.

Background of Directors (2)
Date: January 31, 2018
Having more than 5 years of work
Qualification experience and the following qualifications

Name

Lecturer (or
above) of
commerce,
law, finance,
accounting, or
any subject
relevant to the
Company’s
operations in a
public or
private tertiary
institution.

Certified
judge,
attorney,
lawyer,
accountant, or
holders of
professional
qualification
relevant to
the
Company’s
operations

CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED
Representative: Huang Ching
Tang

Compliance of independence (Note)

Commercial,
legal,
financial,
accounting
or other
work
experiences
relevant to
business
operations as
required to
perform the
assigned
duties.

1

3

3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

10

Number of
other public
companies
the
independent
director
concurrently
serve as an
independent
director.

0

Independent Director: Liou Chih
Poung

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

Independent Director: Huang
Hsin Hui

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

Independent Director: Joseph
Tong

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED
Representative: James C.Tang

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED
Representative: Huang Flynn
Xuxian

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0

CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED
Representative: Yang Chih Kuang
CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED
Representative: Tse Chi Wai
SIPF B.V.
Representative: Masaaki
Sakamoto
SIPF B.V.
Representative: Chunmei Ozaki
(Huang)
SIPF B.V.
Representative: Hiroshi
Nakagawa

3

3

Note: A "" is placed in the box if the director or supervisor met the following conditions at any time
during active duty and two years prior to the date elected.
(1) Not employed by other companies or any of their affiliated companies.
(2) Not a director of any of the company's related companies (this restriction does not apply to
independent director positions in the company, its parent company or subsidiary, which have
been appointed in accordance with local laws or laws of the registered country).
(3) Does not hold more than 1% of the Company's outstanding shares in their own names or
under the name of a spouse, underage children, or proxy shareholder; nor is a top-10 naturalperson shareholder of the Company.
(4) Not a spouse, relative of second degree, or direct kin of third degree or closer to persons
described in criteria 1-3.
(5) Not a director, supervisor, or employee of any company that has 5% or higher ownership
interest in the Company; nor a director, supervisor, or employee of any of the top-5 corporate
shareholders.
(6) Not a director, supervisor, manager, or shareholder with more than 5% ownership interest in
any companies or institutions that have financial or business relationship with the Company.
(7) Not a professional, business owner, partner, director, supervisor, or manager of any soleproprietorship, partnership, company, or institution providing commercial, legal, financial, or
accounting services or consultation for the Company or any of its affiliated companies; nor a
spouse to anyone listed herein. However, this excludes members of the Remuneration
Committee who have been appointed to exercise duties in accordance with Article 7 of the
Regulations Governing the Appointment and Exercise of Powers by the Remuneration
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Committee of a Company Whose Stock is Listed on the Stock Exchange or Traded Over the
Counter.
(8) Not a spouse or relative of the second degree or closer to any other Directors.
(9) Does not meet any of the conditions stated in Article 30 of The Company Act.
(10) Not elected as a government or corporate representative according to Article 27 of the
Company Act.
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Status of diverse board members:
In order to diversify the board members, the Company has established such internal policies as “JihSun
Financial Holding Director Election Rules" and "JihSun Financial Holding Corporate Governance
Principles". The relevant requirements are stated as following:
Board composition should be taken into consideration when electing director members. Board members
should exhibit a certain level of diversity, and there shall not be any inappropriate restrictions imposed
against candidates' gender, age, nationality or cultural background. The board as a whole shall possess the
common knowledge, skills, and characters needed to exercise its duties. The board as a whole must
possess the following capabilities:
I. Ability to make operational judgments.
II. Ability to analyze legal, marketing, technological, accounting and financial issues.
III. Business administration.
IV. Crisis management.
V. Industry knowledge.
VI. Vision towards the global market.
VII. Leadership.
VIII. Decision making.
More than half of the Company's board members must consist of persons who are neither a spouse nor
relative of second degree or closer to any director.
Independent directors are subject to the eligibility criteria specified in "Regulations Governing
Appointment of Independent Directors and Compliance Matters for Public Companies."
The board of directors must have at least a certain percentage of its members complying with the
requirements of "Regulations Governing Qualification Requirements for the Promoter or Responsible
Persons of Financial Holding Companies and Concurrent Serving Restrictions and Matters for
Compliance by the Responsible Persons of a Financial Holding Company."
The status of the Company’s board member diversity policy has been disclosed on the Company’s website
and in the annual report.
Measurements of
diversity
Gender

Nationality

Name of director
Capital Target Limited
Male
Representative：Huang Ching Tang
Independent Director：Liou Chih Poung Male
Independent Director：Huang Hsin Hui Female
Independent Director：Joseph Tong
Male
Capital Target Limited
Male
Representative：James C. Tang
Capital Target Limited
Male
Representative：Huang Flynn Xuxian
Capital Target Limited
Male
Representative：Yang Chih Kuang
Capital Target Limited
Male
Representative：Tse Chi Wai
SIPF B.V.
Male
Representative：Masaaki Sakamoto
SIPF B.V.
Female
Representative：Chunmei Ozaki(Huang)
SIPF B.V.
Male
Representative：Hiroshi Nakagawa

Certified lawyer,
Commercial, legal, financial,
accountant, or holder of
accounting or other work
professional qualification experiences relevant to business
relevant to the company’s operations as required to perform
operations
the assigned duties.
Other
Attorney
Legal
Financial
CPA certificate/ Commerce affairs Finance institution
-at-Law
license

The Republic of China
The Republic of China
The Republic of China
Canada

3
3

United States

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3Note

3

3

3

3Note

3

3

3

3

United States

3

The Republic of China
Hong Kong

3

Japan
Japan
Japan

3

3

3

3
3
3

3
3

3

3

Note: Director Chunmei Ozaki (Huang) Other certificate/license: CFA
Note: Director Hiroshi Nakagawa Other certificate/license: SMEC
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Capital Target Limited
Representative: Huang
Ching Tang

Liou Chih Poung
(Date first onboard:
06.08.2018)

Independent
2 Director

Name

10.24.2018

10.24.2018

09.11.2018

09.11.2018

10.17.2018

09.05.2018

09.05.2018

10.17.2018

08.16.2018

08.16.2018

09.19.2018

10.18.2018

10.18.2018

09.19.2018

08.16.2018

08.16.2018

04.13.2018

04.13.2018
04.16.2018

03.15.2018

03.15.2018

04.16.2018

End

Start

Training date

Directors' and managers' ongoing education:

1 Chairman

Title

4.

Organizer

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

The 14th International Corporate Governance Summit
Forum - Enforcement of Independent Director System
and Corporate Governance

Corporate Operation Association
of the Republic of China

Corporate Operation Association
of the Republic of China

Key Focuses of The Company Act Amendments

Board of Directors Compliance Practice,
Directors'/Supervisors' Legal Responsibilities and Case
Studies

Corporate Operation Association
of the Republic of China

Corporate Governance and Directors'/Supervisors'
Responsibilities Under the New Company Act

Taipei Foundation Of Finance

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length
Transaction, Breach of Trust and Embezzlement under
the Securities and Exchange Act

Prevention of Taxation and Money Laundering Risk

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including
Criminal Liabilities)

3

3

3

3

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length
Transaction, Breach of Trust and Embezzlement under
the Securities and Exchange Act

2

3

Association of Taiwan Listed
Companies

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Eastern Leaders Workshop - Role and Function of
Corporate Governance in Capital Market

Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks

2
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Training
hours

Date: December 31, 2018

Eastern Leaders Seminar - Mutually Beneficial Business Association of Taiwan Listed
Management
Companies

Course name

Directors' education

Huang Hsin Hui
(Date first onboard:
06.08.2018)

Joseph Tong

Capital Target Limited
Representative: James
C.Tang

Independent
4 Director

5 Director

Name

Independent
3 Director

Title

09.21.2018
10.18.2018

09.21.2018
10.18.2018

05.21.2018

05.21.2018

08.16.2018

04.13.2018

04.13.2018

08.16.2018

03.05.2018

03.05.2018

04.13.2018

04.13.2018
05.21.2018

10.22.2018

10.22.2018

05.21.2018

10.18.2018

10.18.2018

09.05.2018

09.05.2018
10.03.2018

08.16.2018

08.16.2018

10.03.2018

End

Start

Training date

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including
Criminal Liabilities)

International AML Practices and Responses/IFRS
Adoption (IFRS 16 - Leases)/Changes in Local and
International Tax Environment and Corporate Responses
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length
Transaction, Breach of Trust and Embezzlement under
the Securities and Exchange Act
Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New
Developments of Money Laundering Control Act/Trade
War

3

6

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

6

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

6

Taipei Exchange

Electronic Voting and Corporate Value Improvement
Forum
Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks

6

International AML Practices and Responses/IFRS
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Adoption (IFRS 16 - Leases)/Changes in Local and
Association
International Tax Environment and Corporate Responses

Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks

3

Corporate Operation Association
of the Republic of China

Case Study of Material Information Disclosure and
Directors' Responsibilities

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including
Criminal Liabilities)

3

3

Taipei Foundation Of Finance

Corporate Operation Association
of the Republic of China

Corporate Governance and Directors'/Supervisors'
Responsibilities Under the New Company Act

3
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Training
hours

Supervision and Regulation of 3rd Party Payment

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Organizer

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length
Transaction, Breach of Trust and Embezzlement under
the Securities and Exchange Act

Course name

Capital Target Limited
Representative: Huang
Flynn Xuxian

Capital Target Limited
Representative: Yang Chih
Kuang

Capital Target Limited
Representative: Tse Chi
Wai

7 Director

8 Director

Name

6 Director

Title

04.13.2018

04.13.2018

05.21.2018

10.18.2018

10.18.2018

05.21.2018

09.21.2018

05.21.2018

05.21.2018

09.21.2018

04.13.2018

04.13.2018

08.16.2018

09.21.2018

09.21.2018

08.16.2018

09.06.2018

08.07.2018

08.07.2018

09.06.2018

End

Start

Training date

6

International AML Practices and Responses/IFRS
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Adoption (IFRS 16 - Leases)/Changes in Local and
Association
International Tax Environment and Corporate Responses

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including
Criminal Liabilities)

International AML Practices and Responses/IFRS
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Adoption (IFRS 16 - Leases)/Changes in Local and
Association
International Tax Environment and Corporate Responses

Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New
Developments of Money Laundering Control Act/Trade
War

6

6

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length
Transaction, Breach of Trust and Embezzlement under
the Securities and Exchange Act

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks

6

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New
Developments of Money Laundering Control Act/Trade
War

3

3
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Training
hours

Corporate Operation Association
of the Republic of China

Taipei Foundation Of Finance

Organizer

Best Board Practice and The New Company Act

Open Course - Corporate Governance - Use of
Innovative Technology - From Blockchain, IoT to AI
Finance

Course name

SIPF B.V.
Representative: Hiroshi
Nakagawa
(Date first onboard:
04.01.2018)

10 Director

11 Director
09.21.2018

05.21.2018

09.21.2018

05.21.2018

10.18.2018

09.21.2018

09.21.2018

10.18.2018

09.21.2018

05.21.2018

05.21.2018

09.21.2018

End

Start

Training date
Organizer

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

6

6

International AML Practices and Responses/IFRS
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Adoption (IFRS 16 - Leases)/Changes in Local and
Association
International Tax Environment and Corporate Responses
Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New
Developments of Money Laundering Control Act/Trade
War

3

6

6

6

Training
hours

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New
Developments of Money Laundering Control Act/Trade
War
AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including
Criminal Liabilities)

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New
Developments of Money Laundering Control Act/Trade
War

International AML Practices and Responses/IFRS
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Adoption (IFRS 16 - Leases)/Changes in Local and
Association
International Tax Environment and Corporate Responses

Course name
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Note:
1: SIPF B.V. reappointed Hiroshi Nakagawa as its new director representative, while former director Takashi Yoshikawa was relieved of duty. The decision was effected on April 1, 2018.
2: The Company's 7th board of directors was re-elected on June 8, 2018. Independent directors Liou Chih Poung and Huang Hsin Hui were newly elected for this board, whereas all other
directors had service terms renewed.

SIPF B.V.
Representative: Chunmei
Ozaki (Huang)

9 Director

Name

SIPF B.V.
Representative: Masaaki
Sakamoto

Title

Wang Chih
Fang

Huang, ChinMing

Su Bao Hsiu

President

President

Chief Auditor

Title

Name

09.03.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)
09.03.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
03.22.2018 IIA 2018 Conference
04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)
05.15.2018 IT Security Training 2018
07.16.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)
07.16.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
09.07.2018 Relevance of AML and CTF Laws in the Insurance Industry
09.21.2018 Financial Inspection and Audit Workshop (20th)

09.03.2018

09.03.2018

03.22.2018

04.13.2018

05.15.2018

07.16.2018

07.16.2018

09.07.2018

09.20.2018

3
13

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (learning credit
exclusive)

1

1

3

3

10

1

1

3

1.5

3.5

3

3
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Trainin
g hours

Taiwan Insurance Institute

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Institute of Internal
Auditors, R.O.C
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

The Company

The Company

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

08.16.2018

06.27.2018

The Company

02.22.2018 2018 AML Seminar for Securities Firms

02.22.2018

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
Taiwan Stock Exchange
Corporation

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

10.18.2018

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Organizer

Date: December 31, 2018

06.27.2018 MacroMicro - 2018 Macroeconomic Outlook

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

End

Course name

08.16.2018

Start

Training date

Managers' ongoing education

Su Bao Hsiu

Wu Wen Ke

Chung Hsueh
Ti

Executive Vice
President

Senior Vice
President

Name

Chief Auditor

Title

11.09.2018 Trust Supervisors (Including In-service Personnel) Workshop

11.09.2018

The Company
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

12.18.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks
06.06.2018 IT Security Training 2018
07.16.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)
07.16.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
09.18.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Securities Firms
10.16.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

12.18.2018

06.06.2018

07.16.2018

07.16.2018

08.16.2018

09.18.2018

10.16.2018

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Company

12.14.2018

1

1

3

1

1

3

3

4

6

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)
The Company

1

3

3

4

3

3
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Trainin
g hours

The Company

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

12.14.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

09.28.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Securities Firms

09.28.2018

11.14.2018

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

04.13.2018

11.14.2018

08.16.2018

The Company

Organizer

12.12.2018

10.26.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

End

Course name

Specialized Laws - Internal Control Practice and Compliance for Insurance
Taiwan Insurance Institute
Brokerage and Agency
2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
12.12.2018
The Company
Information Protection Act)
Taiwan Corporate Governance
04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)
Association

10.26.2018

Start

Training date

Chung Hsueh
Ti

Lin Chia
Ching

Vice President

Name

Senior Vice
President

Title

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

07.18.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

12.14.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health - AED (2018)

07.18.2018

08.16.2018

10.18.2018

12.14.2018

12.27.2018

12.28.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

12.27.2018

12.28.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

The Company

07.13.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

The Company

The Company

The Company

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

The Company

3

4

1

3

3

1

1

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

07.13.2018

4

The Company

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

41

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

04.13.2018

Trainin
g hours

Organizer

11.13.2018

2018 Securities Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

End

Course name

11.13.2018

10.18.2018

Start

Training date

Lin Che Li

Lin Che Li

Vice President

Name

Vice President

Title

05.21.2018 2018 Corporate Governance - English Course Session 1

05.21.2018

12.07.2018 Trust Supervisors (Including In-service Personnel) Workshop (640th)
12.21.2018 Key Focuses of The Company Act Amendments 2018

12.07.2018

12.21.2018

11.09.2018 AML and CTF Workshop - Audit Personnel (12th)

11.09.2018

11.21.2018 Corporate Governance Seminar (26th)

10.26.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

10.26.2018

11.21.2018

10.25.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

10.25.2018

11.15.2018 Penalty Case Studies Workshop (46th)

10.17.2018 Corporate Governance Seminar (24th)

10.17.2018

11.15.2018

10.11.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

10.11.2018

09.21.2018

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New Developments of
09.21.2018 Money Laundering Control Act/Trade War (09.21.2018; lectured in
English)

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

04.13.2018

08.16.2018

03.21.2018 Analysis and Practical Planning for the Latest Company Act Amendments

End

Course name

03.21.2018

Start

Training date

1.5

3

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)
The Company

3

3

3

1

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)
Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)

The Company

1

3

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)
The Company

1

The Company

6

42

6

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

3

15

Corporate Operation
Association of the Republic of
China

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Trainin
g hours

Organizer

Shu Mu Chun

Lee Yi Chieh

Lee Yi Chieh

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Name

Vice President

Title

10.05.2018 On-job Workshop for AML/CTF Personnel (Taipei Session)
10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

10.04.2018

10.18.2018

12
3

Talent Training Center,
Securities & Futures Institute
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

08.16.2018

05.09.2018

3

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

04.13.2018

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance

15

Chinese National Futures
Association

05.09.2018 Corporate Governance Seminar

12.07.2018 2018 Futures On-job Training (1) Taipei Session No. 013

12.03.2018

1

The Company

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

3

11.29.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

11.29.2018

1

1

1

3

43

Trainin
g hours

The Company

The Company

The Company

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Organizer

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

10.18.2018

09.18.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

09.18.2018
09.18.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Securities Firms

09.18.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

09.18.2018

09.18.2018

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

End

Course name

08.16.2018

Start

Training date

Lin Tao Hsiao

Chang Bo
Hsiung

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Name

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Title

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)
10.26.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

10.18.2018

10.26.2018
11.23.2018

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)
05.15.2018 IT Security Training 2018
06.21.2018 Financial Technology Seminar 20180621
07.24.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

11.23.2018

04.13.2018

05.15.2018

06.21.2018

07.24.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

09.18.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

09.18.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

09.18.2018

09.18.2018

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

08.16.2018

The Company

The Company

1

3.5

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
The Company

4

The Company

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
The Company

1

1

3

3

The Company

The Company

The Company

06.06.2018 IT Security Training 2018

44

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

06.06.2018

Trainin
g hours

Organizer

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

End

Course name

04.13.2018

Start

Training date

Chang Bo
Hsiung

Cheng Ru Mu

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Name

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Title

10.23.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

10.23.2018

The Company
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

12.14.2018 Compliance Personnel On-job Workshop (Session 6)
04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)
05.28.2018 IT Security Training 2018
06.21.2018 Financial Technology Seminar 20180621
07.27.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)
07.27.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
International Fintech Talent Training - Module B: Innovative Commercial
Model and Application

09.07.2018

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)
10.25.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

12.13.2018

04.13.2018

05.28.2018

06.21.2018

07.27.2018

07.27.2018

08.16.2018

08.23.2018

10.18.2018

10.25.2018

1

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
The Company

35

3

1

1

3.5

3

3

15

4

3

1

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)

The Company

The Company

The Company

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

12.10.2018

The Company

The Company

The Company

12.10.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

10.23.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

10.18.2018

10.23.2018

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

08.16.2018

1

45

Trainin
g hours

The Company

Organizer

07.24.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

End

Course name

07.24.2018

Start

Training date

Cheng Ru Mu

Yen Chien
Hua

Hou Kuan

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Senior Project
Assistant Vice
President

Name

Senior Assistant
V.P.

Title

The Company
Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

08.16.2018

The Company

3

1

1

6

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

07.23.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

05.21.2018 2018 Corporate Governance - English Course Session 1

05.21.2018

3

The Company

07.23.2018

05.18.2018 IT Security Training 2018

05.18.2018

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

07.23.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

04.13.2018

4

The Company

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
The Company

3

1

1

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

The Company

The Company

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
The Company

4

3

46

Trainin
g hours

The Company

The Company

Organizer

07.23.2018

11.23.2018

11.23.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

10.23.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

10.23.2018

07.19.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

07.19.2018

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

07.18.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

07.18.2018

10.18.2018

06.06.2018 IT Security Training 2018

06.06.2018

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

04.13.2018

08.16.2018

12.12.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

10.26.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

End

Course name

12.12.2018

10.26.2018

Start

Training date

Hou Kuan

Wang Hui
Zhen

Assistant V.P.

Name

Senior Project
Assistant Vice
President

Title

05.11.2018 On-job Training for Head of Accounting
05.14.2018 IT Security Training 2018
07.12.2018 On-job Training for Insurance Agents and Brokers - Session 65
07.24.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)
07.24.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
08.14.2018 On-job Training for Insurance Agents and Brokers - Session 68
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
10.19.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks
10.23.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

04.17.2018

05.14.2018

07.12.2018

07.24.2018

07.24.2018

08.14.2018

08.16.2018

10.19.2018

10.23.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

04.13.2018

12.10.2018

8

The Insurance Agency
Association of the Republic of
China

03.22.2018 Compliance Personnel On-job Workshop

03.21.2018

12.10.2018

1

The Company

10.23.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Company

4

1

3

3

1

8

12

Accounting Research and
Development Foundation

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

The Company

15

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)

The Insurance Agency
Association of the Republic of
China

3

The Company

1

10.23.2018

The Company

10.23.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

3

6

47

Trainin
g hours

10.23.2018

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Organizer

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

Emphases of The Company Act Amendments and New Developments of
09.21.2018 Money Laundering Control Act/Trade War (09.21.2018; lectured in
English)

End

Course name

10.18.2018

09.21.2018

Start

Training date

Wang Bi Hsia

Zhu Hui Jun

Assistant V.P.

Name

Assistant V.P.

Title

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

07.16.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
09.17.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Securities Firms
10.15.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar
10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)
2018 Securities Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

11.06.2018

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

07.16.2018

08.16.2018

09.17.2018

10.15.2018

10.18.2018

11.06.2018

04.13.2018

The Company

The Company

The Company

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
Bankers Association of the
Republic of China

12

1

1

3

6

2.5

3

4

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
The Company

1

1

3

1

1

3

The Company

The Company

The Company

2018 Advanced Course for Core Banking Personnel - Financial Instrument Taiwan Academy of Banking
Traders V (Session 1)
and Finance (TABF)

07.16.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

07.16.2018
08.12.2018

07.10.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

07.10.2018

08.05.2018

06.19.2018 IT Security Training 2018

05.21.2018 2018 Corporate Governance - English Course Session 1

05.21.2018

06.19.2018

05.11.2018

05.11.2018

International Sanction against North Korea and U.S. Due Diligence Best
Practices

The Company

07.16.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

07.16.2018

The Company

06.06.2018 IT Security Training 2018

48

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

06.06.2018

Trainin
g hours

Organizer

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

End

Course name

04.13.2018

Start

Training date

Zhu Hui Jun

Chen Chung
Hung

Assistant V.P.

Name

Assistant V.P.

Title

09.07.2018 2018 Consumer Protection Seminar - Banking Industry
10.23.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar
11.12.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

09.07.2018

10.23.2018

11.12.2018

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

05.16.2018 IT Security Training 2018
07.17.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)
07.17.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
09.04.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Securities Firms
10.15.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

05.16.2018

07.17.2018

07.17.2018

08.16.2018

09.04.2018

10.15.2018
10.31.2018

12.06.2018 2018 E-Commerce and Workplace Stress Relief Seminar

10.31.2018

12.06.2018

2018 Securities Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

The Company

12.21.2018 Key Focuses of The Company Act Amendments 2018

12.21.2018

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Company

The Company

12.11.2018

The Company

The Company

2

4

2

1

3

1

1

3

1.5

4

3

1

6

Taiwan Academy of Banking
and Finance (TABF)
The Company

3

49

Trainin
g hours

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Organizer

12.11.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

End

Course name

08.16.2018

Start

Training date

Long Tao
Ming

Long Tao
Ming

Wu Zhen

Assistant V.P.

Project assistant
manager

Name

Assistant V.P.

Title

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

07.17.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)
Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)
10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)
10.19.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Banks

07.17.2018

08.16.2018

10.18.2018

10.19.2018

3

10.18.2018 AML/CTF Regulations and Case Studies (Including Criminal Liabilities)

10.18.2018

1

09.18.2018 2018 "AML and CTF Training" for Securities Firms

09.18.2018

3
The Company

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

Unfair Advantage: Insider Trading, Non-arms Length Transaction, Breach
08.16.2018 of Trust and Embezzlement under the Securities and Exchange Act
(08.16.2018)

08.16.2018

2

1

1

1

15

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

The Company

07.23.2018 [Workplace Health] Raising Safety Awareness (60 minutes viewing)

The Company

The Company

08.03.2018 Fundamental AML/CTF Concept (0803)

07.23.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

07.23.2018

The Company

08.03.2018

07.23.2018 Fundamental AML/CTF Concept and Laws

07.23.2018

Taiwan Securities Association

3

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association
The Company

4

3

3

3

1

1

3

The Company

The Company

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

The Company

07.23.2018

06.04.2018 IT Security Training 2018
06.30.2018 Mid-level Wealth Management On-job Training Workshop

06.29.2018

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

04.13.2018

06.04.2018

11.21.2018

11.21.2018

2018 Banking Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

The Company

07.17.2018 [Workplace Health] Occupational Safety and Health (60 minutes viewing)

07.17.2018

The Company

06.06.2018 IT Security Training 2018

50

3

Taiwan Corporate Governance
Association

06.06.2018

Trainin
g hours

Organizer

04.13.2018 Assessment and Management of Banking Legal Risks (04.13.2018)

End

Course name

04.13.2018

Start

Training date

Project assistant
manager

Title

Wu Zhen

Name

11.06.2018
12.26.2018 2018 Statutory Courses for (Senior) Insurance Representatives

12.26.2018

2018 Securities Regulations (Financial Consumer Protection Act/Personal
Information Protection Act)

10.23.2018 Occupational Safety and Health Seminar

End

Course name

11.06.2018

10.23.2018

Start

Training date

The Company

The Company

The Company

Organizer

8

4

1

51

Trainin
g hours

Wang Chih
Fang

Wu Wen Ke

Chung Hsueh
Ti

Lin Chia
Ching

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

President

Senior Executive
Vice President

Executive Vice
President

Senior Vice President

Vice President

Huang, ChinMing

Name

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Gender

12.31.2010

12.22.2010

08.10.2015

02.01.2012

Date elected
/ appointed

1,022,093

2,954

1,728,034

1,094,146

1,022,093

Shares
Held

0.028

0.000

0.048

0.030

0.028

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under
Own Name

JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

1.

0

701

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0.000

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse
and underage children

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the
names of others
Concurrent positions in other companies

None

None

None

Applied
Mathematics,
Senior Vice President of JihSun Securities Co.,
National Chengchi
Ltd.
University
1. Director Representative of JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd.
2. Director Representative of Jih Sun Life
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
3. Director of Chi Mao Enterprise Ltd.
4. Director representative of JihSun Venture
Master of
Capital Co., Ltd.
International
5. Supervisor of JihSun Life International
Business, Tamkang
Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
University
6. Director of Phoenix Asset Management Co.,
Ltd.
7. Director Representative of Jih Sun
International Bank, Ltd.
8. Vice President of Jih Sun International Bank,
Ltd.

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

Name

52

None

None

None

None

None

Relati
onship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Executive MBA
(Asia Pacific), The Executive Vice President of JihSun Securities Co.,
Chinese University Ltd.
of Hong Kong

1. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
Master of Finance, 2. Director representative of JihSun Venture
National Taiwan
Capital Co., Ltd.
University
3. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited
4. President of Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.
1. President of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
2. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
3. Director of JihSun Financial Services
(Cayman) Limited
Master of
4. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Management,
Limited
University of
5. Representative of the Corporate Director of PK
Virginia, U.S.
II Venture Capital Corp.
6. Representative of the Corporate Director of
JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.
7. Director of Jih Sun International Investment
Holding Company Limited (Cayman Islands)

Main career
(academic)
achievements
(Note 2)

December 31, 2018

(II) Background Information of the President, Vice Presidents, Assistant Vice Presidents, and Heads of Departments and Branch Offices

Name

Lin Che Li

Shu Mu Chun

Su Bao Hsiu

Lin Tao
Hsiao

Cheng Ru
Mu

Yen Chien
Hua

Lee Yi Chieh

Chang Bo
Hsiung

Nationality

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Title
(Note 1)

Vice President

Vice President

Chief Auditor

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Gender

07.01.2010

03.03.2016

06.01.2004

06.01.2005

06.01.2004

12.20.2013

03.09.2017

12.01.2012

Date elected
/ appointed

0

51,104

1,013

524

11,883

1,167,156

777,391

420,279

Shares
Held

0

0.001

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.032

0.021

0.012

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under
Own Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse
and underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the
names of others
Concurrent positions in other companies

None

None

M.S., Management
Senior Assistant Vice President of Jih Sun
Science, Tamkang
International Bank, Ltd.
University
Master of
International
Business, Tam
Kang University

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name

53

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relati
onship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

MBA, Royal Roads Senior Assistant Vice President of Jih Sun
University, Canada International Bank, Ltd.

Master of Law,
National Taiwan
Ocean University

1. Supervisor Representative of JihSun Venture
Capital Co., Ltd.
2. Director Representative of JihSun International
Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
3. Vice President of Jih Sun International Bank,
Ltd.
1. Vice President of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
2. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
3. Director of JihSun Financial Services
(Cayman) Limited
Master of Finance, 4. Representative of the Corporate Director of
Catholic University
Hui Yang Venture Capital Group
of America
5. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited
6. Corporate director representative for Centillion
III Venture Capital Corp.
7. Director of Jih Sun International Investment
Holding Company Limited (Cayman Islands)
Postgraduate
Program of
Business
None
Administration,
National Taipei
University
Department of
1. Senior Assistant Vice President of Jih Sun
Electrical
International Bank, Ltd.
Engineering, Chung
2. Supervisor of Lien Chen Tang Information
Cheng Institute of
Technology Co., Ltd.
Technology
1. Senior Assistant Vice President of JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.
Master of Business 2. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Administration,
Kong)
University of South 3. Director of JihSun Financial Services
Carolina, USA
(Cayman) Limited
4. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited

Main career
(academic)
achievements
(Note 2)

Wu Zhen

Chen Chung
Hung

Wang Bi Hsia Female

Long Tao
Ming

Wang Hui
Zhen

Zhu Hui Jun

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Female

Female

Male

Male

Female

Male

Project assistant
manager

Hou Kuan

The Republic of
China

Gender

Senior Project
Assistant Vice
President

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

07.16.2015

09.15.2015

08.01.2007

07.01.2010

01.09.2013

01.16.2012

12.30.2010

Date elected
/ appointed

81,767

153,314

0

11,068

0

447,195

1,582

Shares
Held

0.002

0.004

0

0.000

0

0.012

0.000

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under
Own Name

0

0

0

0

0

22,414

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0.001

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse
and underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the
names of others

Assistant Vice President of Jih Sun International
Bank, Ltd.

Assistant Vice President (signatory) of JihSun Life
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.

Master of
Information
Management, Fu
Jen Catholic
University
Master of
Accounting,
National Taiwan
University

Department of Law
(Financial Law
Assistant Vice President of Jih Sun International
Major), National
Bank, Ltd.
Taiwan University

Assistant Vice President of JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd.

Department of
Electronic Data
Processing, Ming
Chuan University

None

None

None

None

None

Assistant Vice President of JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd.

Department of
Information
Management, FuJen Catholic
University

None

Title

None

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relati
onship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Department of
International Trade, Assistant Vice President of JihSun Securities Co.,
Chinese Culture
Ltd.
University

Master of Health
Care Management,
Yale University

Main career
(academic)
achievements
(Note 2)

Name

Wang Chih
Fang

Huang Wen
Han

Mao Nien
Chu

Tu MingSung

Lin Chung
Cheng

Lin Chia
Ching

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

President

Senior Vice
President

Vice President

Vice President

Vice President

Vice President

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Gender

12.31.2010

03.09.2017

05.12.2011

11.20.2017

03.01.2016

09.01.2010

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

2.

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

Master of
International
Business,
Tamkang
University

None

1. Director Representative of JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd.
2. Director Representative of Jih Sun Life
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
3. Director of Chi Mao Enterprise Ltd.
4. Director representative of JihSun Venture
Capital Co., Ltd.
5. Supervisor of JihSun Life International Property None
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
6. Director of Phoenix Asset Management Co.,
Ltd.
7. Vice President of JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.
8. Director Representative of Jih Sun International
Bank, Ltd.

None

None

None

None

Department of
Land Economics,
National Chung
Hsing University

None

None

None

None

Name

None

None

1. Director Representative of Jih Sun Life
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
2. Director Representative of JihSun International
Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.

MBA, National
Taiwan University

Master of
Accounting,
Soochow
University

None

None

MBA, University
of Central
Missouri

Title

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

1. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
Master of Finance, 2. Director representative of JihSun Venture
National Taiwan
Capital Co., Ltd.
University
3. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited
4. President of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)
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None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

12.31.2018

Chou Ting
Chiang

Wu Dao Jun

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Vice President

Vice President

Chief Auditor

Tsai Pei Chen Female

Lee Yi Chieh

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Female

Male

Chen Kuo
Kung

The Republic of
China

Senior Assistant V.P.

Male

Yen Chien
Hua

The Republic of
China

Male

Female

Male

Male

Gender

Senior Assistant V.P.

Lin Tao
Hsiao

Lin Che Li

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
Senior Assistant V.P.
China

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

07.01.2015

07.01.2015

08.01.2016

11.03.2009

08.16.2004

03.21.2011

03.09.2017

12.01.2012

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

M.S.,
Management
Senior Assistant V.P. of JihSun Financial Holding
Science, Tamkang Co., Ltd.
University

None

Department of
Finance, Corndale
University,
Canada

None

None

None

None

Master of Finance,
National Central
University

None

None

1. Senior Assistant V.P. Of JihSun Financial
Holding Co., Ltd.
2. Supervisor of Lien Chen Tang Information
Technology Co., Ltd.

MBA, Royal
Senior Assistant V.P. of JihSun Financial Holding
Roads University,
Co., Ltd.
Canada

Department of
Electrical
Engineering,
Chung Cheng
Institute of
Technology

None

Department of
Banking and
Insurance,
Hsingwu College

None

None

None

Department of
Accounting, Chung
Yuan Christian
University

Title

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

1. Supervisor Representative of JihSun Venture
Capital Co., Ltd.
Master of Law,
2. Director Representative of JihSun International
National Taiwan
Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
Ocean University
3. Vice President of JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Lu Rui Lan

Kao Hsiu Jia

Huang Hsiao
Hsi

Kao Kuang
Kuan

Chou Rui
Ming

Chen Chih
Hsien

Tsai Chi
Lung

Yin Chi Ren

Ma Chien
Huei

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Senior Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Name

The Republic of
China

Nationality

Senior Assistant V.P.

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Gender

08.09.2018

01.16.2017

08.17.2017

09.07.2013

07.05.2017

08.18.2016

07.15.2009

12.10.2018

08.01.2016

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

Department of
Economics,
Chinese Culture
University

None

None

Department of
Vehicle
Engineering,
National Taipei
University of
Technology

Department of Law,
Tunghai University

None

Supervisor of Jet Quick Industrial Co., Ltd.

None

None

None

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

Master of Finance,
Chaoyang
University of
Technology

MBA, Drexel
University

MBA, North
Alabama

MBA, National
Taiwan University
of Science and
Technology

Department of
Industrial
Management,
National Taiwan
University of
Science and
Technology
Master of
Business
Management,
National Chengchi
University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Cheng Yuan
Ming

Luo Ching
Yang

Lin Pei Tsan

Chiu Hsin
Chu

Chiu Jin
Hsien

Yao Chi

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Name

Hsiao Yi
Cheng

Nationality

The Republic of
China

Title
(Note 1)

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Gender

07.05.2017

01.16.2017

01.15.2016

09.13.2013

07.05.2017

02.02.2015

08.01.2016

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Banking, Tamkang
University
Department of
Industrial
Management,
National Taiwan
University of
Science and
Technology
Department of
Statistics, National
Chung Hsing
University

Department of
Accounting,
Chinese Culture
University

Department of
International Trade,
Feng Chia
University

Master of
Management, Fu
Jen Catholic
University

Concurrent positions in other companies

Department of
Financial Taxation,
Tamsui Institute of
Business
Administration

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Name

Muo Chen
Hua

Zhu Hui Jun

Peng Hsun
Wei

Long Tao
Ming

Huang
Chien-An

Lin Chi Feng

Nationality

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Project assistant
manager

Senior Manager

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Gender

10.08.2018

09.15.2015

08.01.2007

04.11.2016

07.13.2015

12.10.2018

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

Department of
Industrial
Management
Technology,
National Taiwan
University of
Science and
Technology

None

None

Assistant V.P. of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. None

Department of
International Trade,
Chung Yuan
Christian
University

Master of
Information
Management, Fu
Jen Catholic
University

None

None

None

None

None

Master of Civil
Engineering,
National Cheng
Kung University

None

None

Name

Department of Law
(Financial Law
Assistant V.P. of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. None
Major), National
Taiwan University

Title

None

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

None

Department of Cooperative
Economics, Feng
Chia University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)
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None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Name

Huei-Ping
Liao

Chen De
Huei

Lin Heng Yu

Tsai Tung
Chin

Chang Wen
Yuan

Chiang Wen
Wen

Liu Kuo
Shun

Nationality

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Title
(Note 1)

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Male

Female

Male

Male

Female

Male

Female

Gender

06.19.2017

07.15.2009

08.03.2017

01.16.2017

12.04.2014

08.01.2017

09.28.2018

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Economics,
Chinese Culture
University

Department of
Finance, Tamkang
University

Department of
International Trade,
National Taipei
College of Business

Department of
Economics, Feng
Chia University

None

Master of
Economics,
Soochow
University

MBA, Tamkang
University

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

Department of
Finance, National
Taipei College of
Business

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Wang Wan Yi

Huang Jing
Ya

Huang Long
Hsien

Chang Ruo
Chun

Lin Ya Ying

Hung-Pin
Chen

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Female

Female

Male

Female

Female

Gender

10.04.2018

12.04.2014

07.03.2018

01.16.2017

10.20.2015

08.18.2016

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

Department of
Business
Administration,
Ming Chuan
University

Department of
Business
Administration,
Mingdao
University

None

Master of Financial
Management,
National Kaohsiung
First University of
Science and
Technology

None

None

Department of
Business
Administration,
Feng Chia
University

MBA, University
of North Alabama

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

Executive Master
of Business
Administration
Program College of
Management, Yuan
Ze University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Name

Kuo-En Su

Hung Min
Nan

Hu Hui Ling

Huang Pei
Ching

Kuo Yu Lin

Li Wan Tzu

Lin Chi An

Jing Huei Lin

Nationality

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Title
(Note 1)

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Female

Male

Male

Gender

05.12.2016

01.09.2017

06.19.2017

12.10.2018

03.18.2016

08.17.2017

10.06.2016

08.09.2018

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Accounting, Feng
Chia University

Department of
Financial Taxation,
National Chengchi
University

Master of Law,
Chinese Culture
University

Department of
Chemistry , Chung
Yuan Christian
University
Department of
Accounting,
Soochow
University

EMBA, National
Chengchi
University

Department of
International Trade,
National Tamkang
University

Concurrent positions in other companies

Master of Finance,
National Cheng
Kung University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Liu Hung Yi

Shih Chao
Ming

Hsieh Liang
Deh

Wu Yuan Yi

Kuo-Chang
Chen

Lo Wen
Hung

Chu Chi

Shih-Ming
Chen

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Senior project
manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Gender

10.04.2018

01.16.2017

08.03.2017

12.10.2018

06.19.2017

07.05.2013

10.06.2016

12.05.2016

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Finance, Lunghwa
University of
Science and
Technology
M.A. in Finance,
National Taipei
University

Department of
Economics,
Chinese Culture
University
Department of
Business
Administration,
Ling Tung College
of Technology
Department of
Industrial
Management
Science, National
Cheng Kung
University
Ph.D Program,
Computer Science
& Information
Engineering, Asia
University

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

MBA, Yuan Ze
University

MSc International
Banking and
Finance, University
of Salford

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Name

Wei-Hung
Lin

Hu ChenYang

Liu Yi Hsien

Nationality

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Manager

Manager

Manager

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Gender

08.17.2017

08.03.2017

07.03.2018

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

Department of
Accounting, Shih
Chien University

MBA, Tamkang
University

None

Concurrent positions in other companies

Department of
International Trade,
Feng Chia
University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Huang,
Chin-Ming

Wu Wen Ke

Kao Shu Hui

Shu Mu Chun

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

President

Senior Vice
President

Executive Vice
President

Executive Vice
President

Vice President

Vice President

Yuan-Kai
Pang

Chung
Hsueh Ti

Name

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Gender

01.23.2017

11.11.2003

08.07.2018

05.21.2018

05.22.2007

03.12.2015

Date elected
/ appointed

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

3.

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

1. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
2. Director of JihSun Financial Services (Cayman)
Limited
3. Corporate director representative for Hui Yang
Venture Capital Co., Ltd.
Master of Finance,
4. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Catholic University
Limited
of America
5. Vice President of JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.
6. Corporate director representative for Centillion
III Venture Capital Corp.
7. Director of Jih Sun International Investment
Holding Company Limited (Cayman Islands)

None

None

Department of
Business
Administration,
National Chengchi
University

None

None

Executive MBA
(Asia Pacific), The Executive Vice President of JihSun Financial
Chinese University Holding Co., Ltd.
of Hong Kong

None

Master of
Commerce,
National Taiwan
University

None

Title

None

1. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
2. Director of JihSun Financial Services (Cayman)
Limited
3. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited
4. Senior Executive Vice President of JihSun
Financial Holding Co., Ltd. (JihSun FHC)
5. Representative of the Corporate Director of PK
II Venture Capital Corp.
6. Representative of the Corporate Director of
JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.
7. Director of Jih Sun International Investment
Holding Company Limited (Cayman Islands)

Concurrent positions at other companies

Applied
Mathematics,
Senior Vice President of JihSun FHC
National Chengchi
University

Master of
Management,
University of
Virginia, U.S.

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

12.31.2018

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Yen Hsieh Yu
Run

Su Li Te

Zo Jun Yi

Chen Hsiang
Chun

Cheng Ru Mu

Chen-Cheng
Chen

Chung Ren
Fu

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Vice President

Vice President

Vice President

Chief Auditor

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Female

Gender

10.01.2016

11.05.2018

04.29.2009

05.30.2014

12.15.2010

02.01.2011

03.28.2017

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

MBA, Tunghai
University

Master of Finance,
National Chung
Cheng University

None

None

None

None

1. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
Director of JihSun Financial Services (Cayman)
Limited
Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited
Senior Assistant V.P. Of JihSun Financial
Holding Co., Ltd.

None

None

None

Department of Cooperative
Economics, Feng
Chia University

Master of Business 2.
Administration,
University of South 3.
Carolina, USA
4.

None

None

1. Director Representative of JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd.
2. Chairman of JihSun Venture Capital Co., Ltd.
3. Supervisor of JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.
4. Director Representative of Jih Sun International
Bank, Ltd.

Department of
Information
Management,
National Taiwan
University

Department of
Politics, Chinese Director of Lian Jing Enterprise Ltd.
Culture University

None

Title

None

Concurrent positions at other companies

Department of
Accounting and
Statistics, National
Huanan
Commercial High
School

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Name

Chou Da
Kuang

Hsu Chiong
Wen

Shih Yong Jie

Hsia Kuan
Ying

Wang Shih
Jing

Chang Hsiu
Yue

Sung Hsiang
Feng

Wang Bi Hsia

Liu Kun Song

Chen Hsin
Liang

Nationality

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Senior Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Female

Female

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Gender

12.04.2010

05.01.2015

02.01.2002

03.10.2017

09.01.2017

03.01.2017

08.06.2018

07.01.2015

07.01.2015

10.01.2017

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Assistant V.P. of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

None

None

Department of
Agricultural
Economics,
National Chiayi
University
Department of
Finance, National
Chung Hsing
University
Master of Business
Administration,
University of Texas
at Arlington
Department of
Mathematics,
Tamkang
University
Department of
Computing, Ming
Chuan University
Department of Law,
Fu Jen Catholic
University
Department of
Electronic Data
Processing, Ming
Chuan University
Department of
International Trade,
Tunghai University
Master of Business
Administration,
National Taipei
University

Concurrent positions at other companies

Department of
Mass
Communication,
Chinese Culture
University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Wang Ming
Song

Chien-Shun
Lin

Cheng-Han
Yang

Chia Hung
Chang

Yeh Li Chen

Chan Chung
Chin

Hsu Rong
Hsu

Huang Chien
Hsung

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Gender

06.30.2017

08.26.2016

03.19.2018

01.24.2017

10.01.2016

11.05.2018

11.01.2018

12.04.2010

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Business
Administration,
National Tam Kang
University
Brandeis University
International
Economics and
Finance
Department of
Industrial
Management
Technologies,
National Taiwan
University of
Science and
Technology
Department of
Banking and
Insurance, Hsingwu
College
Department of
Business
Management,
National Open
College of
Continuing
Education
Affiliated to
National Taichung
Institute of
Technology
EMBA, National
Chung Cheng
University
Master’s Degree,
Institute of
Economics of
National Taiwan
University

Concurrent positions at other companies

Master of Financial
Management,
Temple University,
USA

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Huang Hung
Yi

Jiang HungBin

Wang Shih
Cheng

Hsiu-Ru Tsai

Sun Hsieh
Chiang

Liu Hsiang Li

Chen Chung
Hung

Rong-Yu
Tsao

Gong Wen
Zhong

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Gender

09.01.2017

06.21.2018

03.27.2014

03.27.2017

10.12.2015

08.06.2018

05.03.2016

06.01.2016

01.24.2017

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

Assistant V.P. of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

None

None

MBA, CUNYBARUCH

Master of Finance,
National Taiwan
University
Department of
Mathematics,
National Taiwan
University
Master of Finance,
National Sun YatSen University
Department of
Information
Management, FuJen Catholic
University
University of
Michigan Financial
Engineering
Department of
Mass
Communication,
Ming Chuan
University

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Radio, Television
and Film, Shih
Hsin University

Title

None

Concurrent positions at other companies

Department of
Industrial
Management,
Supervisor of CHYI MAW PRECISION CO., LTD.
Tamsui Institute of
Business
Administration

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Wu Tsui
Chiang

Wu Zhen

Chen Cheng
Heng

Yi-Cheng Lin

Lin Ming Chi

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Hong Kong

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Assistant V.P.

Project assistant
manager

Project assistant
manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Huang Ya
Wen

Yu Tai Lung

Chiang
Cheng
Hsiung

The Republic of
China

Assistant V.P.

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Female

Female

Male

Gender

09.01.2017

08.06.2018

07.22.2016

11.05.2018

02.01.2012

08.01.2007

01.26.2018

07.17.2017

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

De Montfort
University
International
Business and
Finance
Master of Business
Administration,
National Chengchi
University

Master of Business Responsible Person of Mercury Information
and Management, Enterprise (English translation of 水星資訊企業
Chung Hua
社)
University

None

None

MBA, Durham
University, UK

MBA, University
of Pittsburgh

1. Director of JS Cresvale Capital Limited (Hong
Kong)
2. Director of JihSun Financial Services (Cayman)
Limited
3. Director of JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited
4. Director/President of JihSun Cresvale Securities
International Limited

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
International Trade,
Project Assistant V.P. of JihSun FHC
Chinese Culture
University

None

Title

None

None

Concurrent positions at other companies

Master of Industrial
Engineering and
1. Director of JihSun Securities Investment
Management,
Consulting Co., Ltd.
National Taipei
2. President of JihSun Venture Capital Co., Ltd.
University of
Technology

Department of
Economics, Fu-Jen
Catholic University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Bo Hsia Jun

Tang Ya Ping

Li Wei Ying

Lin Chi
Hsiung

Yang Huan
Lu

Ho Mei Chu

Lin Hsin Da

Cheng Tung
Hui

Chuang, ShuYa

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Female

Male

Male

Female

Female

Male

Male

Female

Female

Gender

08.01.2017

09.01.2017

08.01.2017

08.01.2018

12.04.2010

10.12.2015

04.01.2013

09.01.2017

10.12.2015

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Business
Administration,
Feng Chia
University
Department of
Business
Administration,
National Cheng
Kung University
Department of
Applied
Commerce,
National Taipei
College of Business
Master of Finance,
National Kaohsiung
First University of
Science and
Technology
Department of
Physics, Fu Jen
Catholic University

Master of
Economics,
Soochow
University
Department of
Business
Administration,
Tunghai University

None

Concurrent positions at other companies

MBA, Feng Chia
University

Department of
Commerce,
Providence
University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Chen Hsin Li

Kao Chun
Ying

Feng Yuan
Wu

Wang Yung
Hsiang

Ching-Huei
Tung

Hsiao Wei Po

Wu Yu Fang

Lin Chien Yu

Lin Li Fen

Cheng Ya Fen

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Senior Manager

Senior Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Name

Nationality

Title
(Note 1)

Female

Female

Female

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Gender

07.01.2014

10.01.2017

06.17.2017

06.01.2012

06.30.2017

04.30.2018

01.23.2014

09.22.2016

09.01.2017

11.24.2015

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
economics, Fu Jen
Catholic University
Master of Finance,
National Chung
Cheng University
Department of
Applied
Commerce,
National Taipei
College of Business
Master of Finance,
National Chung
Cheng University
Department of
Applied Statistics
and Information
Science, Ming
Chuan University
Department of
Accounting &
Statistics, Tatung
Institute of
Technology
M.A. in Finance,
National Taipei
University
Department of
Accounting,
Tamkang
University
Department of
Public
Administration,
Tunghai University

Concurrent positions at other companies

Department of
Electronic
Engineering, De
Lin Institute of
Technology

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Wang Chien
Da

Yeh Peng
Ming

Kung Kuan
Chu

Yu Li Sen

Kuan Ru Chu

Chang Wen
Sheng

Fang HueiChen

Hsu Jih Hao

Tsai Li Ping

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

The Republic of
China

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Manager

Name

The Republic of
China

Nationality

Manager

Title
(Note 1)

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Gender

09.01.2017

10.12.2015

03.07.2017

12.21.2015

08.26.2016

09.01.2017

11.24.2015

06.30.2017

04.01.2013

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Department of
Finance, Tainan
University of
Technology
Department of
Business
Administration,
Republic of China
Military Academy
Department of
Business
Administration,
National Cheng
Kung University
Department of
Finance, National
Central University
NCCU Department
of Money and
Banking (formerly
known as
Department of
Banking)
Integrated Business
Department,
Nanshan Senior
Vocational
Business &
Technology High
School
Master of Finance,
National Chiao
Tung University
Department of Cooperative
Economics,
National Taipei
University

Concurrent positions at other companies

Department of
Electrical
Engineering, Jing
Wen Vocational
High School

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Title

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Name
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

Tsung ChihHao

The Republic of
China

Manager

Male

Male

Gender

03.01.2017

03.27.2017

Date elected
/ appointed

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held by spouse and
underage children

0

0

Shares
Held

0

0

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares held in the names of
others

None

None

Department of
Business
Management,
Ching Yun
University

Concurrent positions at other companies

Department of
Chemical
Engineering, Kun
Shan University

Major academic
and career
achievements
(Note 2)

None

None

Title

None

None

Name

74

None

None

Relatio
nship

Spouse or relatives of the
second degree or closer
acting as managers

(III) Chairman or general manager who have retired from the Company or its affiliates and returned as consultants: N/A.

Su ChinHsien

Name

The Republic of
China

Nationality

Manager

Title
(Note 1)

Shareholding Under Own
Name

Lin Chih Chung

Yeh Min Kung

Director

Independent
Director

Independent
Director

13,604,008

The
Company

48,716,010

All
companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

0

The
Company

0

All
companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

Retirement Pension (B)

1,500,000

The
Company

1,500,000

All
companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

960,000

The
Company

9,103,360

All
companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

Fees for services rendered (D)
(Note 4)

0.6401

The
Company

2.3625

All companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

The sum of A, B, C and D
as a percentage of after tax
profit (%)
(%)(Note 10)

0

The
Company

0

All
companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

Salaries, bonuses, special
allowances etc (E)
(Note 5)

0

The
Company

0

All
companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

Retirement Pension
(F)

0

Cash
Amount

0

Stock
Amount

0

Cash
Amount

0

Stock
Amount

All companies
included in the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

Employee remuneration (G)
(Note 6)
(Proposed)

The Company

Remuneration received as a staff

0.6401

The
Company

2.3635

All
companies
included in
the
consolidated
statements
(Note 7)

The sum of A, B, C, D,
E, F and G as a
percentage of after tax
profit (%) (Note 10).

The basis of remuneration disclosed above is different according to the basis of the Income Tax Act; hence the above table has been prepared solely for information disclosure, and not for tax purposes.

The Company's board of directors comprises 8 corporate director representatives and 3 independent directors (for a total of 11 seats). Director remuneration totaling NT$14,300,000 had been approved during shareholder meeting, and will be

Note 3:

Since the Company did not incur a net loss after tax in the latest year, it was not required to disclose individually the amount of remuneration paid to each director; furthermore, none of the directors received remuneration from invested

Note 5:
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The Company's 7th board of directors was re-elected on June 8, 2018; the date elected was the date on which the current corporate representatives assumed their positions. Independent directors Liou Chih Poung and Huang Hsin Hui were newly

Note 7:

elected for this board, whereas all other directors had service terms renewed.

SIPF B.V. reappointed Hiroshi Nakagawa as its new director representative, while former director Takashi Yoshikawa was relieved of duty. The decision was effected on April 1, 2018.

Note 6:

businesses other than subsidiaries, and thus are not required to provide detailed amounts of remuneration received.

All retirement benefits and severance pays, whether provided or contributed, have been expensed as incurred.

Note 4:

paid to the corporate entities whom the 8 director representatives represent, and to the 3 independent directors.

Remuneration to drivers totaled NT$0.

Note 2:

None

Remuneration
from investments
other than the
subsidiaries
(Note 11)

Note 1:

*Compensation received by director for providing service to any company included in the financial statements (e.g. consultancy service without the title of an employee) in the last year, except those disclosed in the above table: None

Tse Chi Wai

Huang Flynn Xuxian

Director

Yang Chih Kuang

Chunmei Ozaki (Huang)

Takashi Yoshikawa

Director

Director

Hiroshi Nakagawa

Director

Director

Joseph Tong

Masaaki Sakamoto

Director

Huang Hsin Hui

Independent
Director

Independent
Director

James C. Tang

Liou Chih Poung

Independent
Director

Huang Ching Tang

Chairman

Director

Name
(Note 1)

Title

Remuneration (A)
(Note 2)

Remuneration (C)
(Note 3)
(Proposed)

Director’s remuneration

(1-2) Remuneration to directors (including independent directors) (aggregate disclosure of directors' names and range of remuneration) December 31, 2018; unit: NTD

(1-1) Remuneration to directors (including independent directors) (individual disclosure by name and amount): not applicable

1. Remuneration to Directors (including Independent Director)

remuneration amount: Aggregate remuneration information with the name(s) indicated for each remuneration range

(I) The Company may opt either to disclose aggregate remuneration information, with the name(s) indicated for each remuneration range, or to disclose the name of each individual and the corresponding

III. Remuneration Paid to Directors, Supervisors, the President, Vice Presidents and Employees in 2018:

14

Huang Ching Tang

Lin Chih Chung、Yeh Min
Kung、
Joseph Tong 、James C.Tang、
Masaaki
Sakamoto、
Takashi Yoshikawa
Yang Chih Kuang、Chunmei
Ozaki(Huang)、Tse Chi Wai、
Huang Flynn Xuxian、Hiroshi
Nakagawa、
Liou Chih Poung、Huang Hsin
Hui

The Company (Note 8)

Lin Chih Chung、Yeh Min
Kung、
Joseph Tong 、James C.Tang、
Masaaki
Sakamoto、
Takashi Yoshikawa
Yang Chih Kuang、Chunmei
Ozaki(Huang)、Tse Chi Wai、
Huang Flynn Xuxian、Hiroshi
Nakagawa、
Liou Chih Poung、Huang Hsin
Hui

The Company (Note 8)

14

14

14

Lin Chih Chung, Yeh Min Kung
Yang Chih Kuang,
Huang Ching Tang, James C.Tang
Flynn Xuxian

(Note 9) I
Joseph Tong 、Masaaki
Sakamoto、Takashi
Yoshikawa、
Chunmei
Ozaki(Huang)、
Tse Chi Wai、Hiroshi
Nakagawa、
Liou Chih Poung、Huang Hsin
Hui

consolidated statements

All companies included in the

Sum of the first 7 items (A+B+C+D+E+F+G)

Lin Chih Chung, Yeh Min Kung
Yang Chih Kuang,
Huang Ching Tang, James C.Tang Huang Ching Tang
Flynn Xuxian

(Note 9) H
Joseph Tong 、Masaaki
Sakamoto、Takashi
Yoshikawa、
Chunmei
Ozaki(Huang)、
Tse Chi Wai、Hiroshi
Nakagawa、
Liou Chih Poung、Huang Hsin
Hui

consolidated statements

All companies included in the

Sum of the first 4 items (A+B+C+D)

Name of director

December 31, 2018; unit: NTD
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Note 1: Directors' names are presented separately (for corporate shareholders, the name of the corporate shareholder and its representatives are stated separately; see P.25 ~
P.29 for directors' information), whereas the amount of benefits and allowances are presented in aggregate sums. Any Directors who co-headed the President or Vice
President positions are disclosed in this table and in Table (3-1) or (3-2) below.
Note 2: Refers to director's remuneration in the last year (including salaries, allowances, severance pay, various bonuses and incentives etc).
Note 3: Represents the amount of directors’ remuneration that the board has proposed as part of the latest earnings appropriation.

NT$15,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$30,000,000 (exclusive)
NT$30,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$50,000,000 (exclusive)
NT$50,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$100,000,000 (exclusive)
NT$100,000,000 and above
Total

NT$10,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$15,000,000 (exclusive)

NT$2,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$5,000,000 (exclusive)
NT$5,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$10,000,000 (exclusive)

Below NT$2,000,000

Ranges of remuneration paid to the Company’s directors

(1-3) Remuneration brackets table

2. Remuneration to Supervisors
(2-1) Remuneration to supervisors (individual disclosure by name and amount): Not applicable
(2-2) Remuneration to supervisors (collective disclosure by name and range of remuneration): Not applicable
(2-3) Remuneration brackets table: Not applicable
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Note 4: Refers to compensations for services rendered (including travel, special allowances, various subsidies, accommodation, corporate vehicle and other items). Where
housing, cars, vehicles, or personal allowances were granted, the nature and cost of assets, the rental rates (calculated based on actual or fair value), cost of petrol
and other subsidies are also disclosed. Where personal drivers were allocated, please make a footnote disclosure explaining the amount of salaries made to drivers,
but do not count them as part of the remuneration paid to the above beneficiaries.
Note 5: Refers to any salaries, allowances, severance pay, bonuses, incentives, travel allowances, special allowances, subsidies, accommodation, vehicles etc which the
director has received in the last year for assuming the role of a company employee (such as President, Vice President, manager or other employee). Where housing,
cars, vehicles, or personal allowances were granted, the nature and cost of assets, the rental rates (calculated based on actual or fair value), cost of petrol and other
subsidies are also disclosed. Where personal drivers were allocated, please make a footnote disclosure explaining the amount of salaries made to drivers, but do not
count them as part of the remuneration paid to the above beneficiaries. Part of the salary expense was recognized according to IFRS2 - "Share-based Payment."
Amounts including employee stock options, restricted employee shares and subscription to cash issues are treated as remuneration.
Note 6: Refers to any compensation that the director received (in cash or in shares) in the last year for assuming the role of an employee (such as President, Vice President,
manager or other employees). The amount of employee compensation proposed by the board of directors in the last year has been disclosed (where the amount
could not be estimated, the actual amount paid in the last year was presented instead). Table 1-3 has also been completed for reference.
Note 7: The disclosure includes all companies covered by the consolidated financial statements (including the Company), and represents total amount of remuneration paid
by all companies above to the Company's directors.
Note 8: The amount of remuneration paid by the Company to each director has been disclosed in ranges.
Note 9: The details represent the range of remuneration paid by the consolidated entity (including the Company) to each director.
Note 10: Net income refers to the amount of profit shown in the latest financial reports of the consolidated/standalone entity.
Note 11: a. This field represents all forms of remuneration the director has received from the Company's invested businesses other than subsidiaries.
b. For directors who received remuneration from invested businesses other than subsidiaries, amounts received from these invested businesses have been
added to column I of the remuneration brackets table. In which case, column I will be renamed "...all invested businesses..."
c. Remuneration refers to any returns, compensation (including compensations received as an employee, director and supervisor) and professional service
fees which the Bank's directors received for serving as directors, supervisors or managers in invested businesses other than subsidiaries.
* The basis of remuneration disclosed above is different according to the basis of the Income Tax Act; hence the above table has been prepared solely for
information disclosure, and not for tax purpose.

Lin Che Li

Shu Mu Chun

Su Bao Hsiu

Vice President

Vice President

Chief Auditor

7,218,664

The Company

33,459,828

All companies
included in the
consolidated
statements
(Note 5)

216,000

The Company

864,000

All companies
included in the
consolidated
statements
(Note 5)

Retirement Pension (B)

2,416,936

The Company

16,833,629

All companies
included in the
consolidated
statements
(Note 5)

Bonus and special allowances
etc (C)
Note 3

13,200

Amount
paid in
cash

0

Amount
paid in
shares

The Company

54,550

Amount
paid in
cash

0

Amount
paid in
shares

All companies
included in the
consolidated
statements
(Note 5)

Employee remuneration (D)
(Note 4)
(Proposed)

0.3931

The Company

2.0405

All companies
included in the
consolidated
statements
(Note 5)

The sum of A, B, C and D as a
percentage of after-tax profit
(%) (Note 8)

None

Remuneration
from invested
businesses
other than
subsidiaries
(Note 9)

December 31, 2018; unit: NTD
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*Disclosure is mandatory for persons who hold positions equivalent to a President or Vice President (e.g. group president, CEO, general manager etc).
Note 1: Remuneration to drivers totaled NT$0.
Note 2: The basis of remuneration disclosed above is different according to the basis of the Income Tax Act; hence the above table has been prepared solely for information disclosure,
and not for tax purposes.
Note 3: All retirement benefits and severance pay, whether provided or contributed, have been expensed as incurred.
Note 4: Since the Company did not incur a net loss after tax in the latest year, it was not required to disclose individually the amount of remuneration paid to the Present and to each
Vice President; furthermore, none of the President or Vice Presidents received remuneration from invested businesses other than subsidiaries, and thus are not required to
disclose detailed amounts of remuneration received.

Lin Chia Ching

Vice President

Chung Hsueh Ti

Wu Wen Ke

Wang Chih Fang

Huang, ChinMing

Senior Executive
Vice President
Executive Vice
President
Senior Vice
President

Name
(Note 1)

President

Title

Salary (A)
(Note 2)

(3-2) Remuneration to the President and Vice Presidents (disclosed collectively by range of remuneration)

(3-1) Remuneration to the President and Vice Presidents (disclosed individually by name and remuneration): Not applicable

3. Remuneration to the President and Vice Presidents

8

Huang, Chin-Ming、Wu Wen Ke
Lin Chia Ching、Shu Mu Chun
Wang Chih Fang

Chung Hsueh Ti、Lin Che Li、Su Bao Hsiu
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Note 1: The names of President and Vice Presidents are presented separately, whereas the amount of benefits and allowances is presented in aggregate sums. Any
directors who co-headed the President or Vice President positions are disclosed in this table and in Table (1-1) or (1-2) above.
Note 2: Refers to salaries, allowances, and severance pay made to the President and Vice Presidents in the last year.
Note 3: Refers to other compensations such as bonuses, incentives, travel allowances, special allowances, subsidies, accommodation, corporate vehicle or other inkind benefits made to the President and Vice Presidents. Where housing, cars, vehicles, or personal allowances were granted, the nature and cost of assets, the
rental rates (calculated based on actual or fair value), cost of petrol and other subsidies are also disclosed. Where personal drivers were allocated, please make
a footnote disclosure explaining the amount of salaries made to drivers, but do not count them as part of the remuneration paid to the above beneficiaries. Part
of the salary expense was recognized according to IFRS2 - "Share-based Payment." Amounts including employee stock options, restricted employee shares
and subscription to cash issues are treated as remuneration.

Total

NT$100,000,000 and above

NT$50,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$100,000,000 (exclusive)

NT$30,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$50,000,000 (exclusive)

NT$15,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$30,000,000 (exclusive)

8

Wu Wen Ke

NT$5,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$10,000,000 (exclusive)

NT$10,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$15,000,000 (exclusive)

Su Bao Hsiu

December 31, 2018; unit: NTD
Name of President and Vice Presidents
All companies included in consolidated
The Company (Note 6)
statements (Note 7) E
Wang Chih Fang、Huang, Chin-Ming、Chung
Hsueh Ti、Lin Chia Ching
、Lin Che Li、Shu Mu Chun

NT$2,000,000 (inclusive) ~ NT$5,000,000 (exclusive)

Below NT$2,000,000

Range of remunerations to the President and Vice
Presidents

(3-3) Remuneration brackets table
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Note 4: Represents the amount of employee remuneration allocated to the President and Vice Presidents (in cash or in shares), which the board of directors has
proposed as part of the most recent earnings appropriation (where the amount could not be estimated, a calculation was made based on last year's payout ratio).
Table 1-3 has been prepared in addition to the above details.
Note 5: Remuneration is presented in aggregate of all amounts paid by all companies covered by the consolidated financial statements (including the Company) to the
Company's President/Vice Presidents.
Note 6: The amount of remuneration made by the Company to its President/Vice Presidents have been disclosed separately in ranges.
Note 7: The disclosure includes the sum of amounts paid by the consolidated entity (including the Company) to the Company's President/Vice Presidents; the names
of President/Vice Presidents have been disclosed separately in ranges.
Note 8: Net income refers to the amount of profit shown in the latest financial reports of the consolidated/standalone entity.
Note 9: a. This field includes all forms of remuneration that the President and Vice Presidents have received from the Company's invested businesses other than
subsidiaries.
b. For President/Vice Presidents who receive remuneration from invested businesses other than subsidiaries, the amount of remuneration from these invested
businesses have been added to column E of the remuneration brackets table. In which case, Column E will be renamed "all invested businesses".
c. Remuneration refers to any returns, remuneration (including remunerations received as an employee, director and supervisor) and professional service fees
which the Company's President/Vice Presidents received for serving as directors, supervisors, or managers in invested businesses other than subsidiaries.
* The basis of remuneration disclosed above is different according to the basis of the Income Tax Act; hence the above table has been prepared solely for
information disclosure, and not for tax purpose.

4. Names of managers who received employee remuneration
December 31, 2018; unit: NTD

Title

Manager:

Name

President
Senior Executive Vice
President
Executive Vice
President
Senior Vice President

Chung Hsueh Ti

Vice President

Lin Chia Ching

Vice President

Lin Che Li

Amount paid in Amount paid in
shares
cash
(Proposed)
(Proposed)

Total
(Proposed)

As a percentage
of net income
(%)
(Proposed)

36,000

0.0014%

Wang Chih Fang
Huang, Chin-Ming
Wu Wen Ke

Vice President

Shu Mu Chun

Chief Auditor

Su Bao Hsiu

Senior Assistant V.P.

Chang Bo Hsiung

Senior Assistant V.P.

Cheng Ru Mu

Senior Assistant V.P.

Lin Tao Hsiao

Senior Assistant V.P.

Yen Chien Hua

0

36,000

Senior Assistant V.P.
Lee Yi Chieh
Senior Project Assistant
Hou Kuan
Vice President
Assistant V.P.
Wang Hui Zhen
Assistant V.P.

Chen Chung Hung

Assistant V.P.

Wang Bi Hsia

Assistant V.P.

Long Tao Ming

Assistant V.P.
Project assistant
manager

Zhu Hui Jun
Wu Zhen

Note 1: Names and titles have been disclosed separately, whereas the amount of remuneration has been
disclosed in aggregate.
Note 2: Refers to the amount of employee remuneration provided for managers (in cash or in shares),
which the board of directors has proposed as part of the most recent earnings appropriation and is
pending shareholders’ resolution (where the amount could not be estimated, a calculation was
made based on last year's payout ratio). After-tax profit refers to the amount of profit shown in
the latest financial reports of the consolidated/standalone entity.
Note 3: Pursuant to FSC Letter No. Tai-Tsai-Cheng-3-0920001301 dated March 27, 2003, the role of
manager covers the following positions:
(1) President or other position of equivalent grade.
(2) Vice President or other position of equivalent grade.
(3) Assistant Vice President or other position of equivalent grade.
(4) Head of Finance.
(5) Head of Accounting.
(6) Any other signatories involved in the Company's administrative affairs.
Note 4: Directors, President and Vice Presidents who receive employee remuneration (in cash or in
shares) shall have details disclosed in this table in addition to Table 1-2

5. Names, titles and sum of top-ten employees receiving the highest
remuneration
The Company distributes employee remuneration equally among all
eligible employees. Every employee who completes full year service has been
proposed to receive NT$6,000 in remuneration; a sum of NT$96,000 has been
proposed.
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(II) Remuneration to directors, supervisors and the President must be disclosed on
an individual basis if the company meets any of the following conditions: None
of the three conditions below was applicable.
1. Capital adequacy ratio was below 100%, whether based on the latest
audit/unaudited financial statements or financial figures adjusted following an
inspection by the Financial Supervisory Commission.
2. The company exhibited loss after tax in the last two years. This excludes situations
where the company has generated profit after tax in the latest standalone financial
statements that sufficiently covers cumulative losses.
3. The company was instructed by the Financial Supervisory Commission to raise
additional capital, but failed to complete according to the proposed plan.
(III) Disclosure of director and supervisor remuneration on an individual basis, if
directors' or supervisors' shareholding fell below the minimum percentage for
three consecutive months for more: Not applicable.
(IV) Disclosure of director and supervisor remuneration on an individual basis, for
directors and supervisors that pledged an average of more than 50% of shares
held in any three months in the last year: Not applicable.
(V) Disclosure of director and supervisor remuneration on an individual basis, for
any director/supervisor of any company included in the financial statements
that receives remuneration totaling more than 2% of net income and more than
NT$15 million: Not applicable.
(VI) Amount of remuneration paid in the last 2 years by the Company and all
companies included in the consolidated financial statements to the Company's
directors, supervisors, President, and Vice Presidents, and their respective
proportions to standalone net income, as well as the policies, standards, and
packages by which they were paid, the procedures through which
remunerations were

determined,

and their association with

business

performance and future risks.
The following data is accurate as of December 31.
2017 sum as a
percentage of net
income (%) Company

2017 sum as a
percentage of net
income (%) consolidated

2018 sum as a
percentage of net
income (%) Company
(proposed)

2018 sum as a
percentage of net
income (%) Consolidated
(proposed)

Remuneration to
Directors

0.6885

2.1448

0.6401

2.3635

Remuneration to
President and Vice
Presidents

0.4120

1.9616

0.3931

2.0405
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1. Explanation to directors’ remuneration
(1) Remuneration policy: the director remuneration policy has been stated in
Article 19-5 of the Company’s Memorandum of Association. All proposed
remunerations are subject to shareholders’ approval.
(2) Remuneration standards and packages: the remuneration package consists
of returns, compensation, and fees for services rendered.
(3) Remuneration procedures: in addition to the director remuneration policy
stated in the Memorandum of Association, the Company also engages
outside professionals to conduct salary surveys across the industry, and sets
its own salary levels and policies in reference to industry peers.
(4) Correlation between remuneration and business performance: the board of
directors is authorized to determine remuneration based on their business
involvement, contribution, the Company’s earnings, and peer levels.
2. Explanation to managers’ remuneration
(1) Remuneration policy: managers are remunerated at levels that correspond
to their responsibilities and roles. The Company engages outside
professionals to survey the level of remuneration paid by peers, and thereby
ensures that its packages are capable of attracting and retaining top talents.
(2) Remuneration standards and packages
a. Salaries, allowances, and managerial allowances: the level of
remuneration is determined according to the Company’s “Employee and
Manager Salary Principles.”
b. Performance bonus: employees’ performance is graded in accordance
with “Employee Performance Management and Development
Principles;” their appraisal results are measured against “Performance
Bonus Principles” for the payment of performance bonus.
c. Employee remuneration: to be distributed in accordance with Article 23
of the Memorandum of Association.
(3) Remuneration procedures
a. The Company has devised a set of “Employee and Manager Salary
Principles” in reference to peer levels. The the board of directors has
approved the principles and authorized the Chairman to determine the
salary range based on them (in reference to Letter No. Jing-Shang09902415710 issued by the Ministry of Economic Affairs).
b. The Company has a Remuneration Committee in place to regularly
review current salaries and remuneration packages. The committee also
provides the board of directors with useful opinions from time to time.
(4) Correlation between remuneration and business performance: the Company
has implemented a set of “Employee Performance Management and
Development Principles” to evaluate and remunerate managers’
performances. Due to risk concerns, performance bonuses are deferred and
are not paid in the current month.
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IV. Corporate governance
(I) Functionality of the board of directors
I. A total of 12 meetings (A) were held in the last year (01.01.2018~12.31.2018);
below are the attendance records:
II. The board of directors held a total of 12 meetings in 2018, and has complied with
Article 7 of Regulations Governing Procedure for Board of Directors Meetings of
Public Companies by having at least one independent director personally present at
every board meeting. Furthermore, the entire panel of independent directors was
invited to participate in every motion that required board resolution; independent
directors who were unable to attend personally had sought proxy attendance from
other independent directors.
Title

Name

Actual
Attendance
B

Proxy
Attendance
C

Percentage of
actual (proxy)
attendance (%)
[B / A] (Note)

Including
Percentage of
(proxy)
Attendance (%)
[(B+C) / A]

Capital Target
Limited
Representative:
Huang Ching Tang

12

0

100%

100%

Independent
Director

Liou Chih Poung

8

0

100%

100%

Independent
Director

Huang Hsin Hui

7

1

88%

100%

Independent
Director

Joseph Tong

11

1

92%

100%

Director

Capital Target
Limited
Representative:
James C.Tang

12

0

100%

100%

Director

Capital Target
Limited
Representative:
Huang Flynn Xuxian

10

2

83%

100%

Chairman

Remarks
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which began
on June 8, 2018.
1. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which began
on June 8, 2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
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Title

Name

Actual
Attendance
B

Proxy
Attendance
C

Percentage of
actual (proxy)
attendance (%)
[B / A] (Note)

Including
Percentage of
(proxy)
Attendance (%)
[(B+C) / A]

Director

Capital Target
Limited
Representative: Yang
Chih Kuang

12

0

100%

100%

Director

Capital Target
Limited
Representative: Tse
Chi Wai

10

2

83%

100%

Director

SIPF B.V.
Representative:
Masaaki Sakamoto

12

0

100%

100%

Director

SIPF B.V.
Representative:
Chunmei
Ozaki(Huang)

12

0

100%

100%

Director

SIPF B.V.
Representative:
Hiroshi Nakagawa

10

0

100%

100%

Departed
director

SIPF B.V.
Representative:
Takashi Yoshikawa

2

0

100%

100%

Departed
independent
director

Lin Chih Chung

2

2

50%

100%

Departed
independent
director

Yeh Min Kung

3

1

75%

100%

Remarks
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 2
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board,
which began on
April 1, 2018.
2. A total of 8
meetings were held
during active duty
on the seventh
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 2
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board,
which ended on
April 1, 2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board,
which ended on
June 8, 2018.
1. A total of 4
meetings were held
during active duty
on the sixth board,
which ended on
June 8, 2018.
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Independent directors' attendance in 2018 board meetings ◎: Attendance in person; ☆:
Attendance by proxy; ＊: No attendance
2018
(The 6th Board of
Director)

31st meeting of the 6th
board

32nd meeting of the 6th
board

33rd meeting of the 6th
board

34th meeting of the 6th
board

◎
◎
◎

☆
◎
◎

☆
◎
◎

◎
◎
◎

Lin Chih Chung
Yeh Min Kung
Joseph Tong

2018
(The 7th Board of
Director)
Liou Chih Poung
Huang Hsin Hui
Joseph Tong

1st
meeting
of the 7th
board

2nd
meeting
of the 7th
board

3rd
meeting
of the 7th
board

4th
meeting
of the 7th
board

5th
meeting
of the 7th
board

6th
meeting
of the 7th
board

7th
meeting
of the 7th
board

8th
meeting
of the 7th
board

◎
◎
◎

◎

◎
◎
◎

◎
◎
◎

◎
◎

◎
◎
◎

◎
◎
◎

◎
◎
◎

☆
◎

☆

Note:
(1) The date of resignation is specified for Directors or Supervisors who had resigned prior to the
close of the financial year. The Percentage of actual attendance (%) is calculated based on the
number of board of directors meetings held and the number of actual attendance during active
duty.
(2) If a re-election of Directors or Supervisors had taken place prior to the close of the financial year,
Directors/Supervisors of both the previous and the current term are listed; in which case, the
remarks column would specify the re-election date and whether the Director/Supervisor was
elected in the previous term, the new term, or both. The Percentage of actual attendance (%) will
be calculated based on the number of Board of Directors meetings held during active duty and the
number of actual attendance.

Other remarks:
I.

For board of directors meetings that meet any of the following descriptions, state the date, session, the
discussed agenda, independent directors' opinions and how the company has responded to such
opinions:
(I) Conditions described in Article 14-3 of the Securities and Exchange Act: The Company has
already established an Audit Committee, therefore Article 14-3 does not apply, as stated in Article
14-5 of the Securities and Exchange Act.
(II) Any other documented objections or qualified opinions raised by independent director against
board resolution in relation to matters other than those described above: None.

II.

Disclosure regarding avoidance of interest-conflicting agendas, including the names of directors
concerned, the agendas, the nature of conflicting interests, and the voting process:
(I).
[33rd meeting of the 6th Board of Directors]
Motion: Eligibility review for candidates of the 7th board of directors (including independent
directors).
※ Avoidance of conflicting interests:
(1). Concerned directors: Huang Ching Tang, James C.Tang, Huang Flynn Xuxian, Yang Chih
Kuang, Tse Chi Wai, Chunmei Ozaki (Huang), Masaaki Sakamoto, Hiroshi Nakagawa,
Joseph Tong . (Titles omitted)
(2). Reasons: the review of directors’ (including independent directors) eligibility concerned the
interests of the above parties.
(3). Avoidance: Matters concerning directors' personal interests were voted on a case-by-case
basis, for which the directors concerned had disassociated from the specific case that
pertained to their interest.
Resolution: Voting for this motion had proceeded in separate stages on a case-by-case basis. The
concerned parties had avoided discussion and voting of only the cases that pertained to
their interests. Apart from those who had disassociated from the discussion/voting, all
remaining directors had unanimously agreed to the motion as resolved in the "32nd
meeting of the 3rd Audit Commission" and reported the resolution during the 2018
annual general meeting.
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(II). [2nd meeting of the 7th Board of Directors]
Motion: Appointment of the Company’s Fourth Remuneration Committee.
※ Avoidance of conflicting interests:
(1). Concerned independent directors: Liou Chih Poung, Huang Hsin Hui, and Joseph Tong .
(Titles omitted)
(2). Reason: The concerned party was the candidate to be elected for the 4th Remuneration
Committee.
(3). Avoidance: the above subject(s) had disassociated from all discussions and voting of this
motion.
Resolution: Voting for this election had proceeded on a case-by-case basis. The concerned parties had
avoided discussion and voting of only the cases that pertained to their interests. Apart
from those who had disassociated from the discussion/voting, all remaining directors had
unanimously agreed to the list of members for the 4th Remuneration Committee, namely:
Liou Chih Poung, Huang Hsin Hui, Joseph Tong and Tang Chak Lam.
(III). [6th meeting of the 7th Board of Directors]
Motion: Distribution of 2017 director remuneration by JihSun Financial Holding Company.
[Stage 1] A package vote was made for "directors and independent directors who were active in 2017
but are currently inactive."
[Stage 2] Matters concerning directors' personal interests were voted on a case-by-case basis, for which
the directors concerned had disassociated from the specific case that pertained to their
interest.
※ Avoidance of conflicting interests:
(1). Concerned directors: Huang Ching Tang, James C.Tang, Huang Flynn Xuxian, Yang Chih
Kuang, Tse Chi Wai, Chunmei Ozaki(Huang), Masaaki Sakamoto, and Joseph Tong . (Titles
omitted)
(2). Reasons: The distribution of 2017 director remuneration concerned the interests of the above
parties.
(3). Avoidance: the above subject(s) had disassociated from all discussions and voting of this
motion.
Resolution: For this motion, discussion and voting were carried out using a 2-stage process. The
concerned parties had avoided discussion and voting of the cases that pertained to their
interests. Apart from those who had disassociated from the discussion/voting, all
remaining directors present at the meeting had unanimously passed the motion without
objection as resolved during the "2nd Meeting of the 4th Remuneration Committee" and
the "5th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee."
III. Enhancements to the functionality of the board of directors in the current and the most recent year (e.g.
establishment of an Audit Committee, improvement of information transparency etc), and the progress
of such enhancements:
The Company values corporate governance and risk management. Functional committees including an
Audit Committee and a Remuneration Committee have been created under the board of directors to
enhance internal management, internal control, audit, compliance, and information disclosure.
Requirements for diverse board members have been outlined in the Company's "JihSun Financial
Holding Director Election Rules" and "JihSun Financial Holding Corporate Governance Principles."
Board composition should be taken into consideration when electing director members. Board
members should exhibit a certain level of diversity, in terms of professional experience or background
(commerce, law, finance, accounting, industry knowledge, marketing or technology), and there shall
not be any inappropriate restrictions imposed against candidates' gender, age, nationality or cultural
background. The board as a whole shall possess the common knowledge, skills, and characters needed
to exercise its duties. For ideal corporate governance, matters concerning capability and functionality
of the board of directors shall be governed by laws and the Company's director election rules.
The Company had elected its 7th board of directors comprising 11 members (including 3 independent
directors) during the annual general meeting held on June 8, 2018. A total of 12 board of directors
meetings were convened in 2018, which the directors averaged an attendance rate (including proxy
attendance) of 100%.
On-job training information for all directors of the Company have been announced over the Market
Observation Post System. All directors had completed training in compliance with "Directions for the
Implementation of Continuing Education for Directors and Supervisors of TWSE Listed and TPEx
Listed Companies" and "AML/CTF Internal Control and Internal Audit System Implementation Policy"
in 2018. A total of 157 training hours were completed across the board in 2018.
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(I). [Audit Committee]
(1). Amendments to the Company's Memorandum of Association were passed in the annual
general meeting held on June 19, 2009, during which an Audit Committee was assembled to
replace supervisors. The Company's Audit Committee consists entirely of independent
directors, and the first Audit Committee held its first meeting on July 21, 2009. Audit
Committee meetings were held in accordance with the Company's Audit Committee
Foundation Principles, and any decisions made were submitted to the board of directors for
the final resolution.
(2). The Company’s first Audit Committee was assembled on June 19, 2009.
(3). The Company’s second Audit Committee was assembled on June 22, 2012.
(4). The Company’s third Audit Committee was assembled on June 12, 2015.
(5). The Company’s fourth Audit Committee was assembled on June 8, 2018.
(II). [Remuneration Committee]
(1). During the Board of Directors meeting held on September 28, 2011, a resolution was passed
to assemble the Company's first Remuneration Committee. The first Remuneration
Committee held its first meeting on December 14, 2011. Remuneration Committee meetings
were held in accordance with the Company's Remuneration Committee Foundation
Principles, and any decisions made were submitted to the board of directors for the final
resolution.
(2). During the Board of Directors meeting held on March 1, 2012, a resolution was passed to
re-elect the Company's first Remuneration Committee.
(3). During the Board of Directors meeting held on July 5, 2012, a resolution was passed to elect
the Company's second Remuneration Committee.
(4). During the Board of Directors meeting held on January 17, 2014, a resolution was passed to
resize the Company's second Remuneration Committee.
(5). During the Board of Directors meeting held on June 25, 2015, a resolution was passed to
elect the Company's third Remuneration Committee.
(6). During the Board of Directors meeting held on June 27, 2018, a resolution was passed to
elect the Company's fourth Remuneration Committee.
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(II) Involvement of Audit Committee members or supervisors in board of directors
meetings
1. Functionality of the Audit Committee
A total of 11 (A) Audit Committee meetings were held in the last year
(01.01.2018~12.31.2018); Independent Directors' attendance records are summarized below:

Title

Name

Actual
Attendance(B)

Proxy
Attendance (C)

Percentage of
actual (proxy)
attendance (%)
[B/A] (Note)

Including
Percentage of
(proxy)
Attendance (%)
[(B+C) /A]

Independent
Director

Liou Chih
Poung

7

0

100%

100%

Independent
Director

Huang Hsin
Hui

6

1

86%

100%

Independent
Director

Joseph Tong

9

2

82%

100%

Departed
independent
director

Lin Chih
Chung

2

2

50%

100%

Departed
independent
director

Yeh Min
Kung

3

1

75%

100%

Remarks
[Convener of the 4th
board]
1. A total of 7 meetings
were held during active
duty on the fourth
board, which began on
June 8, 2018.
1. A total of 7 meetings
were held during active
duty on the fourth
board, which began on
June 8, 2018.
1. A total of 4 meetings
were held during active
duty on the third board.
2. A total of 7 meetings
were held during active
duty on the fourth
board, which was
renewed on June 8,
2018.
[Convener of the 3rd
board]
1. A total of 4 meetings
were held during active
duty on the third board,
which ended on June 8,
2018.
1. A total of 4 meetings
were held during active
duty on the third board,
which ended on June 8,
2018.

Note:
(1) The date of resignation is specified for Independent Directors who had resigned prior to the close of the financial year.
The percentage of actual attendance (%) is calculated based on the number of Audit Committee meetings held and the
number of meetings actually attended during active duty.
(2) If a re-election of Independent Directors had taken place prior to the close of the financial year, Independent Directors
of both the previous and the current board will be listed; in which case, the remarks column will address the re-election
date and specify whether the Independent Director was elected in the previous board, the new board, or both. The
percentage of actual (proxy) attendance (%) will be calculated based on the number of Audit Committee’s meetings
held during active duty and the number of actual (proxy) attendance.
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Other remarks:
I. For Audit Committee meetings that meet any of the following descriptions, state the date and session of board of
directors meeting held, the discussed agenda, the Audit Committee's resolution, and how the company has
responded to Audit Committee's opinions:
(I) Conditions described in Article 14-5 of the Securities and Exchange Act; see the following table.
Board of Directors
Date

Term

01.26.2018

31st meeting
of the 6th
board

03.16.2018

32nd
meeting of
the 6th
board

04.26.2018

33rd
meeting of
the 6th
board

The agenda concerned issues listed in §14-5 of the Securities and Exchange Act and follow-up actions
1. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Credit Risk Management Guidelines.”
[Passed during the 30th meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
2. Establishment of "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries AML and CTF Rules."
[Passed during the 30th meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (01.26.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
3. Transfer of the 5th and 6th treasury stock buybacks to employees and determination of the baseline
date for share subscription.
[Passed with revision during the 30th meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (01.26.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed with revision by all Members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
The agenda was passed as proposed unanimously by all Directors present at the meeting.
1. Appointment of CPA firm for the Company's 2018 financial statement audit and profit-seeking
enterprise income tax filing, and discussion of audit remuneration.
[Passed during the 31st meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
2. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Asset Quality Assessment Guidelines" and "JihSun
Financial Holding Consolidated Asset Quality Assessment Guidelines."
[Passed during the 31st meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
3. Issuance of the Company's "2017 Declaration of Internal Control System."
[Passed during the 31st meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
4. Presentation of the Company's 2017 business report and financial statements.
[Passed during the 31st meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
5. Distribution of the Company's 2017 employee and director remuneration.
[Passed during the 31st meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (03.16.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
1. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Corporate Governance Practice Rules" and rename to
"JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Corporate Governance Practice Rules."
[Passed during the 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
2. Report on the closure and progress of the Company's 6th common share buyback transfer to
employees, and progress of the 5th and 6th treasury stock transfer.
[Passed during the 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
3. Appropriation of the Company's 2017 earnings.
[Passed during the 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
4. Issuance of new shares against capitalized 2017 earnings.
[Passed during the 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
5. Eligibility review for candidates of the 7th board of directors (including independent directors).
[Passed during the 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
6. Motion: Removal of restrictions on competing business involvements for newly elected members
of the Company’s 7th board of directors (including independent directors).
[Passed during the 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (04.26.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
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05.25.2018

34th
meeting of
the 6th
board

06.08.2018

1st meeting
of the 7th
board

06.27.2018

2nd meeting
of the 7th
board

07.25.2018

3rd meeting
of the 7th
board

08.30.2018

4th meeting
of the 7th
board

09.20.2018

5th meeting
of the 7th
board

10.24.2018

6th meeting
of the 7th
board

1. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Work Rules."
[Passed during the 33rd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
2. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Compliance System Implementation Rules."
[Passed during the 33rd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (05.25.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
The current meeting session contained no motion that matched the descriptions outlined in Article 145 of the Securities and Exchange Act.
1. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Management Department Organizational Rules."
[Passed during the 1st meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
2. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries AML and CTF Rules."
[Passed during the 1st meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (06.27.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
1. Set the "baseline date for common cash dividend," "baseline date for new share issuance," and
"book closure period" relating to the Company's ordinary stock dividends.
[Passed during the 2nd Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
2. Establishment of "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Misconduct Reporting Rules."
[Passed during the 2nd Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
3. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Information Security Principles."
[Passed during the 2nd Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (07.25.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
1. Presentation of the Company's 2018 first-half financial statements.
[Passed during the 3rd Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
2. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Responsibility Principles."
[Passed during the 3rd Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
3. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Management Department and Committee
Organizational Rules.”
[Passed during the 3rd Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (08.30.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
1. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Operating Principles for Non-credit
Transactions with Stakeholders."
[Passed during the 4th meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (09.20.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
1. Establishment of "JihSun Financial Holding Procurement Contract Management Rules."
[Passed during the 5th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
2. Distribution of 2017 director remuneration by JihSun Financial Holding Company.
[Passed during the 5th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (10.24.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
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11.22.2018

7th meeting
of the 7th
board

12.20.2018

8th meeting
of the 7th
board

1. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Compliance System Implementation Rules."
[Passed during the 6th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (11.22.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.
1. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Asset and Liability Risk Management
Principles."
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
2. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Capital Adequacy Management
Guideline."
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
3. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Market Risk Management
Guidelines."
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
4. Amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Accounting Policy."
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
5. Presentation of the Company's "2019 Audit Plan."
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
6. Presentation of the Company's 2019 business plan.
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
7. Presentation of the Company's 2019 budgets.
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
8. Proposal to set market risk exposure limits for the financial group and all subsidiaries and trading
departments for 2019.
[Passed during the 7th Meeting of the 4th Audit Committee.]
※ Resolution of Audit Committee meeting dated (12.20.2018):
[Audit Committee Resolution] Passed by all members of the Audit Committee.
[Company's response to Audit Committee's opinions]
Agenda was passed without objection from attending directors.

(II) Other than those described above, any resolutions unapproved by the Audit Committee but passed by more than
two-thirds of directors: None.
II. Avoidance of involvements in interest-conflicting agendas by Independent Directors, including details such as
the names of Independent Directors, the agenda, the nature of conflicting interests, and the voting process.
According to "JihSun Financial Holding Audit Committee Foundation Principles," independent directors who serve
as members of the Company’s Audit Committee must disassociate from any motion that poses a conflict of self interests
with those of the Company’s.
1.[The 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee]
Motion:Eligibility review for candidates of the 7th board of directors (including independent directors).
※A 2-stage voting process was adopted for this motion, during which concerned parties were requested to
avoid involvement where applicable.
Avoidance of conflicting interests:
(1). Concerned independent director(s): Joseph Tong . (Titles omitted)
(2). Reasons: the review of directors’ (including independent directors) eligibility concerned the interests of
the above parties.
(3). Avoidance: the above subject(s) had disassociated from all discussions and voting of this agenda.
Resolution: Voting for this motion had proceeded in separate stages. The concerned parties had avoided
discussion and voting of only the cases that pertained to their interests. Apart from those who had
disassociated from the discussion/voting, all remaining directors had unanimously agreed to the
motion as proposed.
2.[The 32nd meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee]
Motion: Removal of restrictions on competing business involvements for newly elected members of the Company’s
7th board of directors (including independent directors).
※A 2-stage voting process was adopted for this motion, during which concerned parties were requested to
avoid involvement where applicable.
Avoidance of conflicting interests:
(1). Concerned independent director(s): Joseph Tong . (Titles omitted)
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(2). Reason: Removal of restrictions on competing business involvements for newly elected independent
directors of the 7th board concerned the interests of the above parties.
(3). Avoidance: the above subject(s) had disassociated from all discussions and voting of this agenda.
Resolution: Voting for this motion had proceeded in separate stages. The concerned parties had avoided
discussion and voting of only the cases that pertained to their interests. Apart from those who had
disassociated from the discussion/voting, all remaining directors had unanimously agreed to the
motion as proposed.
3. [5th meeting of the 4th Audit Committee]
Motion: Distribution of 2017 director remuneration by JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
※A 2-stage voting process was adopted for this motion, during which concerned parties were requested to
avoid involvement where applicable.
Avoidance of conflicting interests:
(1). Concerned independent director(s): Joseph Tong . (Titles omitted)
(2). Reasons: The distribution of 2017 director remuneration concerned the interests of the above parties.
(3). Avoidance: the above subject(s) had disassociated from all discussions and voting of this agenda.
Resolution: A 2-stage voting process was adopted for this motion. During the 1st stage, a package vote was made
and passed. During the 2nd stage, "Independent Director Joseph Tong " had avoided discussion and
voting for the case that concerned his interest. Apart from the independent director who had
disassociated from the discussion/voting, all remaining independent directors had unanimously
agreed to the motion as resolved in the "2nd meeting of the 4th Remuneration Committee."
III. Communication between Independent Directors and internal/external auditors (e.g. discussions concerning the
Company's financial and business affairs, the method of communication used, and the outcome).
One. Annual focus of the Audit Committee:
The Audit Committee shall consist entirely of independent directors. One among whom will serve as the convener,
and at least one member shall possess accounting or finance expertise. The Audit Committee shall exercise authority
and perform duty in accordance with the terms of the Articles of Incorporation, laws or internal policies.
The Company shall have at least one independent director personally present at each board of directors meeting.
For any decisions specified below that require resolution from a board of directors meeting, all independent directors
shall be personally present at the board meeting. Independent directors who are unable to attend personally shall
appoint another independent director to attend on behalf. All objections and qualified opinions expressed by
independent directors must be detailed in the board of directors meeting minutes. If the independent director is unable
to express objections or qualified opinions in person during the board of directors meeting, the opinion shall be
expressed in writing in advance and recorded in the board of directors meeting minutes unless there is justifiable reason
not to do so.
I. The Company's operational plans.
II. Annual and semi-annual financial reports.
III. Establishment or amendment of internal control system, and assessment of effectiveness of the internal control
system according to Article 14-1 of the Securities and Exchange Act (SEA).
IV. Establishment or amendment of asset acquisition and disposal procedures, derivative trading procedures, use of
funds other than bank deposit, and other procedures of major financial consequences according to Article 36-1 of
the SEA.
V. Matters involving directors' personal interests.
VI. Major transaction of assets or derivatives.
VII. Offering, issuance, or private placement of securities with equity characteristics.
VIII. Appointment, dismissal, or compensation of financial statement auditors.
XI. Appointment and dismissal of finance, accounting, or internal audit officers.
X. Any decisions that must be resolved in a shareholder meeting or a board of directors meeting as required by law or
Articles of Incorporation, and any major issues prompted by the competent authority.
XI. Donation to related party or major donation to non-related party. However, in the occurrence of a major natural
disaster, emergency aids of charitable nature can be made first and acknowledged later during the next board of
directors meeting.
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Two.

Communications between the Audit Committee and internal/external auditors:
I. According to "JihSun Financial Holding Audit Committee Foundation Principles," the Audit Committee shall
consist entirely of independent directors and convene meetings on a regular basis. The Audit Committee may
request for the presence of any managerial staff, internal auditor, CPA, legal advisor, or any personnel deemed
relevant to provide the necessary information.
II. Communication between the Audit Committee and internal auditors:
1. At the end of each financial year, the Company prepares audit plans for the upcoming year and submits
them for approval of the Audit Committee, followed by the board’s resolution.
2. Audit progress is reported to the Audit Committee on a quarterly basis. The report covers the Company
and its subsidiaries, and addresses a number of issues including: findings identified in an internal/external
audit, the subsequent improvements made, any material occurrences or penalties received, and overall
management of audit practice by subsidiaries. The report provides independent directors with good
understanding and control over audit practices.
3. The Company constantly keeps track of findings or weaknesses raised by the financial supervisory
authority, the Audit Division and internal departments, as well as improvements prompted in the
declaration of internal control system. Any progress made on such findings are reported to the Audit
Committee in writing.
4. Audit reports of the Company and its subsidiaries are prepared by the Audit Division and submitted to each
independent director of the Audit Committee within two months after audit ends.
5. Amendments to the Company's internal audit policy are first approved by the Audit Committee and
proposed to the board of directors for the final resolution.
6. Effectiveness of the Company's internal control system is reviewed (with Declaration of Internal Control
System issued) by the Audit Committee on a yearly basis. The outcome of which is submitted to the board
of directors for the final resolution.
7. The Company's directors (independent directors) engage internal auditors in conference discussions at least
once a year. During the conference, issues concerning defects of the internal control system are fully
communicated and compiled into formal reports for the board's review.
8. Communication between independent directors and internal auditors:
Date
01.11.2018
01.26.2018
02.23.2018
02.23.2018
03.16.2018
04.03.2018

Method of
communication

Matters communicated

Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission
2017 4th quarter audit report and inspection rating and
Audit Committee
key inspection defects of subsidiary - JihSun Bank
Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission
Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission
Review of effectiveness of the Company's internal
Audit Committee control system and Declaration of Internal Control
System - 2017
Delivery through Presentation of of JihSun Financial Holding special
written report audit report

Communication and
execution progress
Acknowledged
Acknowledged
Acknowledged
Acknowledged
Passed
Acknowledged

04.26.2018

Audit Committee 2018 1st quarter audit reporting

Acknowledged

04.27.2018

Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission

Acknowledged
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05.04.2018
05.24.2018
06.06.2018
06.28.2018

Delivery through
written report
Delivery through
written report
Delivery through
written report

Presentation of Jih Sun Bank special audit report

Acknowledged

Presentation of JihSun Securities special audit report

Acknowledged

Presentation of JihSun International Property Insurance
Agency special audit report
Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission

Acknowledged
Acknowledged

07.25.2018

Delivery through
Presentation of Jih Sun Bank special audit report
written report

Acknowledged

07.25.2018

Audit Committee 2018 2nd quarter audit reporting

Acknowledged

07.25.2018

Delivery through
Presentation of Jih Sun Bank special audit report
written report

Acknowledged

08.10.2018
09.28.2018

Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission
Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission

Acknowledged
Acknowledged

10.02.2018

Delivery through Presentation of of JihSun Financial Holding general
written report audit report

Acknowledged

10.16.2018

Delivery through Presentation of JihSun International Property Insurance
written report Agency special audit report

Acknowledged

10.24.2018

Audit Committee 2018 3rd quarter audit reporting

Acknowledged

10.24.2018

Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission

Acknowledged

11.13.2018

Delivery through
Presentation of JihSun Securities special audit report
written report

Acknowledged

11.22.2018

Conference

Conference discussion between directors (including
independent directors) and internal auditors regarding
defects of the internal control system - 2018

Acknowledged

11.23.2018

Delivery through
Presentation of Jih Sun Bank special audit report
written report

Acknowledged

11.26.2018

Reporting of improvements made on various inspection
Delivery through
findings raised by Financial Examination Bureau,
written report
Financial Supervisory Commission

Acknowledged

12.20.2018

Audit Committee Review of 2019 audit plan (draft)

Passed

III. Communication between Audit Committee and CPA:
1. The Company's annual and half-yearly financial reports are subject to approval by more than 50% of Audit
Committee members before submitting to the Board of Directors for their final resolution. Prior to its
review, the Audit Committee invites financial statement auditors to provide comprehensive reports on their
findings and opinions.
The Company also invites independent directors, external auditors, and the management team to
discuss and communicate on issues concerning corporate governance and internal control. Managers from
relevant departments are requested to be present at such discussions to answer questions and provide
information when necessary. As a conclusion of the above meeting, the independent directors agreed to
present the Company's "2017 financial statements" for the [31st meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee] dated
March 16, 2018 and "2018 first-half financial statements" for the [3rd meeting of the 4th Audit Committee]
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dated August 30, 2018.
2. CPAs' independence is reviewed regularly once a year using [CPA Independent Assessment Sheet] as
presented. Please refer to page XX herein.
The Company has acquired a Declaration of Independence from the appointed CPAs and the audit
team members for the review of the Company’s Audit Committee and the Board of Directors; also, the
Company has not retained the service of the same CPAs for seven consecutive years. “Appointment of 2018
financial statement auditors” was resolved during the [31st meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee] and the
[32nd meeting of the 6th Board of Directors] held on March 16, 2018. KPMG was appointed as the
Company’s financial statement audit firm, whereas Jun-Kuang Chen (CPA) and Feng-Hui Li (CPA) were
appointed as financial statement auditors (active since 2015 first quarter financial statements until 2018
fourth quarter financial statements).
3. Review on financial statements
The Board of Directors prepared the 2017 financial statements (including consolidated financial
statements), business report and motion for allocation of earnings. Among the other things, the 2017
financial statements (including consolidated financial statements) have been audited by KPMG in Taiwan,
which gave an unqualified opinion on the audit report. The Audit Committee, after completing the audit on
said financial statements (including consolidated financial statements), business report and motion for
allocation of earnings, believes that they are free of material misstatement.
The 2018 financial statements (including consolidated financial statements) ended on June 30, 2018
have been audited by KPMG in Taiwan, which gave an unqualified opinion on the audit report. The Audit
Committee agrees, and the Board of Directors resolves, that the Company’s 2018 financial statements
(including consolidated financial statements) ended on June 30, 2018 comply with related laws and
regulations and, therefore, the report is given in accordance with Article 14 of the Securities and Exhange
Act.
Date

03.07.2018

08.15.2018

Method of communication

Communication and
execution progress

Matters communicated

Key audit issues concerning 2017 financial
Communication meeting
statement disclosure of the financial holding
between CPAs and the
company and subsidiaries and the audit
Company's governance team
result
Key audit issues concerning 2018 first-half
Communication meeting
financial statement disclosure of the
between CPAs and the
financial holding company and subsidiaries
Company's governance team
and the audit result

Acknowledged

Acknowledged

2. Supervisors' involvements in Board of Directors meetings: Not applicable.
(III) Disclosures required under Corporate Governance
Principles for Financial Holding Companies:

Best-Practice

The Company has established "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Corporate
Governance Principles" based on "Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles for
Financial Holding Companies" and "Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles for
TWSE/TPEX Listed Companies" to serve as the ultimate guiding principles for the
Company's corporate governance practice.
All details subject to disclosure under the Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles for
Financial Holding Companies have been disclosed on the Company's website:
http://www.jsun.com.tw under the section titled "Investor Relations." A list of mandatory
disclosures under "Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles for Financial Holding
Companies" can be found in that section.
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I.

(IV)

Has the financial holding company
implemented a set of internal
procedures to handle shareholders'
suggestions, queries, disputes and
litigations?

V

(II) Is the financial holding company
V
constantly informed of the identities
of its major shareholders and the
ultimate controller?

(I)

Shareholding structure and shareholders'
rights within the financial holding
company

Assessment criteria

Holding Companies

Yes

No

(II) The Company keeps track of its shareholders by monitoring the
shareholder registry as at each book closure date, and by monitoring
changes in share ownership that insiders and major shareholders have
reported in accordance with Article 25 of the Securities and Exchange
Act and Article 16 of the Financial Holding Company Act. The
Company’s shares are held by a small group of shareholders that it
maintains good relationship with, which enables it to keep track of the
identity of the ultimate controller.
The Company’s website contains sections that provide information for
shareholders, contact windows, important announcements, and

(I) The Company has arranged dedicated personnel and layered authorities
to handle shareholders’ suggestions, queries, disputes and litigations.
Contact methods have been disclosed on the Company’s website to give
shareholders the means to raise queries and opinions. The Company's
spokesperson and acting spokesperson are responsible for handling
shareholders' suggestions, disputes and queries. Where the issue concerns
share administration or legal affairs, the Company would approach the
share administration agency or legal department for assistance.

Summary

Actual governance (Note 1)
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None

None

Deviation and causes of
deviation from Corporate
Governance BestPractice Principles for
Financial Holding
Companies

Existing corporate governance practices and deviation from Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles for Financial

II.

(I)

Apart from the Remuneration
Committee and Audit Committee,
has the financial holding company
assembled other functional
committees at its own discretion?

The constitution and obligations of the
Board of Directors

(III) Has the financial holding company
established and implemented risk
management and firewalls on
companies it is affiliated with?

Assessment criteria

V

Yes

V

No

(I) During the 2009 annual general meeting, three independent directors
were elected in accordance with laws and the Memorandum of
Association. The board of directors has assembled an “Audit Committee”
and a “Remuneration Committee;” no other functional committees have
been assembled.

(III) A stakeholders system had been implemented in accordance with the
Financial Holding Company Act, the Securities and Exchange Act, and
the Banking Act to facilitate realtime checks on whether a counterparty is
a stakeholder. Transactions with stakeholders will then proceed according
to the relevant regulations. Lending and non-lending transactions with the
Company's person-in-charge, major shareholders, affiliated companies,
and stakeholders are conducted in compliance with Articles 44 and 45 of
the Financial Holding Company Act. Based on the above regulation, the
Company has implemented several internal policies including “Jih Sun
International Bank Stakeholders Lending Policy for Compliance with
Article 44 of the Financial Holding Company Act,” “JihSun Financial
Holding Mandatory Reporting and Disclosure Guidelines for Compliance
with Article 46 of the Financial Holding Company Act,” and “JihSun
Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Operating Principles for Non-credit
Transactions with Stakeholders.”

information relevant to Articles 4, 5 and 16 of the Financial Holding
Company Act. Application forms have also been made available for
download from the website.

Summary

Actual governance (Note 1)
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None

None

Deviation and causes of
deviation from Corporate
Governance BestPractice Principles for
Financial Holding
Companies

III. Where the financial holding company is a V
TWSE/TPEx-Listed company, has the
company designated a department or
personnel that specializes (or is involved)
in corporate governance affairs (including
but not limited to providing
directors/supervisors with the information
needed to perform their duties, convention
of board meetings and shareholder
meetings, company registration and
changes, preparation of board meeting
and shareholder meeting minutes, etc)?

(II) Does the financial holding company V
conduct regular assessments
regarding the independence of its
financial statement auditors?

Assessment criteria
Yes

No
(II) The Company evaluates CPAs' independence on a regular basis through
the following procedures:
1. The Company evaluates CPAs' independence once a year according
to Articles 8~12 of Statement of CPA Professional Ethics No. 10,
which involves the accounting firm issuing a Declaration of
Independence and the Company performing it own CPA
independence review. The declaration, the independence review and
the letter of appointment are then submitted for review by the
Company's Audit Committee and board of directors.
2. CPAs Jun-Kuang Chen and Feng-Hui Li of KPMG both passed the
Company's independence evaluation (Note: see Attachment 1) and
were deemed competent to perform financial statement audit for the
Company. No financial statement auditor had served the Company
for 7 consecutive years or longer. "Appointment of CPAs for the
2018 financial statement audit" had been passed during the 31st
meeting of the 3rd Audit Committee held on March 16, 2018, and
was resolved during the 32nd meeting of the 6th Board of Directors.
Various corporate governance affairs are handled by the Company’s
“Administration Division”. The Division shall also work hard to boost and
fulfill corporate governance. Major operations are stated as following:
1. Shareholder meeting-related affairs, such as: preparation of meeting
advice, handbook and minutes; preparation of shareholder meeting
annual report; and announcement of relevant information.
2. Handling meeting affairs of the Board of Directors’ Meetings, Audit
Committee’s Meetings, and Remuneration Committee’s Meetings,
including providing Directors with the information needed to perform
their duties, setting the meeting agenda, distributing meeting notices,
handling meeting affairs and preparing meeting minutes.
3. Handling company registration and changes.

Summary

Actual governance (Note 1)
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None

Deviation and causes of
deviation from Corporate
Governance BestPractice Principles for
Financial Holding
Companies
None

IV. Does the financial holding company have V
any means to communicate with
stakeholders (including but not limited to
shareholders, employees, customers etc)?

Assessment criteria
Yes

No

Maintenance of Investor Relations section on the Company's portal, and
disclosure of corporate governance-related information in Chinese and
English.
5. Organizes annual corporate governance courses for directors and
supervisors of the financial holding company and subsidiaries.
6. Evaluating and purchasing proper “Directors, Supervisors and Officers
Liability Insurance".
The Company will have the corporate governance officer in place by the end
of June 2019, who will be held by the manager appointed by the Board of
Directors. The Company will announce important messages when the
corporate governance officer holds the position, and post the powers vested in
the position on the Company’s website at the same time. After that, the
Company will keep the focus of operations and the status of continuing
education for the previous year update each year. The powers vested in the
corporate governance officer include organization of directors’ meetings and
shareholders’ meetings pursuant to laws, production of the directors’ meeting
and shareholders’ meeting minute, helping the directors with their assumption
of the position and continuing education, provision of information required by
directors for carrying out business, helping the directors with compliance
affairs and completion of any other operations required under laws or internal
regulations.
The Company has a Stakeholders section created on its website that provides
contact information and serves as a communication channel. Information is
maintained on a regular basis.

4.

Summary

Actual governance (Note 1)
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None

Deviation and causes of
deviation from Corporate
Governance BestPractice Principles for
Financial Holding
Companies

VI. Does the financial holding company have V
other information that enables a better
understanding of the company's corporate
governance practices (including but not
limited to employee rights, employee care,
investor relations, stakeholders' rights,
continuing education of
directors/supervisors, implementation of
risk management policies and risk
measurements, implementation of

V. Information disclosure
(I) Has the financial holding company
V
established a website that discloses
financial, business, and corporate
governance-related information?
(II) Has the financial holding company
V
adopted other means to disclose
information (e.g. English website,
assignment of specific personnel to collect
and disclose corporate information,
implementation of a spokesperson system,
broadcasting of investor conferences via
the company website)?

Assessment criteria
Yes

No

None

(II) Other means of information disclosure:
1. The Company has implemented a Spokesperson Policy, an Acting
Spokesperson Policy, and "JihSun Financial Holding External
Communication Policy."
2. A system has been established for posting public information over
the Internet.
3. An English website has been established.
4. Dedicated personnel have been assigned for the collection of
information relating to the Company in order to facilitate more
transparent and timely disclosure of information.
5. The Company has disclosed all information relevant to corporate
governance in compliance with the regulations.
1. The Company’s corporate governance-related policies include the
“Memorandum of Association,” “Shareholder Meeting Rules,” “Board of
Directors Meeting Rules,” “Director Election Rules,” “Board of Directors
Foundation Rules,” “Audit Committee Foundation Rules,”
“Remuneration Committee Foundation Rules,” “Independent Director
Responsibilities,” “Director and Manager Code of Conduct,” “Corporate
Governance Practice Principles,” “Corporate Social Responsibility
Practice Principles,” and “Business Integrity Principles.” All of which
have been complied to date.
2. Directors’ ongoing education: disclosures have been posted onto the
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None

None

Deviation and causes of
deviation from Corporate
Governance BestPractice Principles for
Financial Holding
Companies

(I) The Company has established a website for the disclosure of financial
performance and corporate governance.

Summary

Actual governance (Note 1)

customer policy, insuring against liabilities
of company directors and supervisors, and
donation to political parties, stakeholders
and charity organizations)?

Assessment criteria
Yes

No

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

Market Observation Post System as required by law. All of the
Company's directors (including independent directors) have completed
the mandatory education in 2018, and complied with the requirements of
"Directions for the Implementation of Continuing Education for Directors
and Supervisors of TPEx-Listed Companies."
Risk management policies and risk assessments: Please refer to Section 6,
Chapter Seven of this annual report - "Risk Management Issues Subject
to Analysis."
Customer policies: The Company has established "JihSun Financial
Holding and Subsidiaries Customer Data Confidentiality Policy" and
"JihSun Financial Holding Financial Consumer Rights Protection Policy"
and duly enforced them to protect customers' interest.
Insurance against directors' and supervisors' liabilities: the Company has
insured itself against liabilities of its directors and supervisors in
accordance with Articles 39 and 49 of Corporate Governance Best
Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies; these insurance
policies cover the entire duration of service of the above parties.
Employee rights and care: the Company is especially dedicated to
improving employees' work efficiency and loyalty by providing the best
welfare and maintaining sound employer-employee relationship through
care and protection.
Investor relations: to enhance the transparency of financial and business
information, the Company has appointed a spokesperson and an acting
spokesperson to address the public with accurate and reasonable
explanations to investors' queries. Furthermore, the Company makes
regular public announcements as required by law and publishes
information to the Market Observation Post System and to the Company's
own website for easy access.

Summary

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of
deviation from Corporate
Governance BestPractice Principles for
Financial Holding
Companies

Yes

No
8.

Summary

Deviation and causes of
deviation from Corporate
Governance BestPractice Principles for
Financial Holding
Companies

Note 1: Always provide explanations in the summary description column, regardless of whether there are any deviations from the best practice principles.
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Supplier relations: the Company has maintained good relationship with
its suppliers and developed mutual trust through sharing of information,
which in turn raises satisfaction and loyalty between the two parties and
facilitates positive influences to work efficiency.
9. Donation to political parties, stakeholders and non-profit organizations:
The Company donated NT$3 million to Hualien County Social Aid
Account to assist post-earthquake reconstruction in Hualien.
VII. Please explain the improvements made, based on the latest Corporate Governance Evaluation results published by Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation Corporate
Governance Center, and propose enhancement measures for any issues that are yet to be rectified. (Not applicable as the Company is not one of the evaluated
subjects):
The Company's corporate governance efforts have yielded tangible results, as the Company was ranked "top 5% among TPEX-listed companies during the 4th
Corporate Governance Evaluation." The Company will continue enhancing corporate governance in the future in 2018.

Assessment criteria

Actual governance (Note 1)

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Whether the CPAs are concerned with the possibility of losing customer

Whether CPAs have extensive commercial relationship with the Company

Whether CPAs have potential employment relationship with the Company

Whether CPAs receive contingent remuneration relating to the audit case

Whether members of the audit service team undertook directorship, supervisorship, managerial role or any position in
the Company that has material effect on the audit task, whether currently or at anytime in the last 2 years

Whether the CPAs provide any non-audit service to the Company that may directly affect the outcome of the audit task

Whether the CPAs promote or serve as any form of intermediary to the shares or securities issued by the Company

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. Whether the CPAs serve as defense attorney for the Company, or represent the Company in mediating any conflict
with a third party

11. Whether the CPAs are related to the Company's directors, managers or any person that is significant to the audit task

12. Whether any CPA partner resigned in the last year currently serve as the Company's director, supervisor, manager or
employee of any position that has material effect on the audit task

13. Whether CPAs receive gifts of significant value from the Company or its directors, supervisors or managers.

14. Whether the CPAs are requested to tolerate the management's inappropriate choice of accounting policy or
inappropriate disclosure on financial statements

15. Whether the CPAs are being pressured to forgo mandatory audit practices

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Are the CPAs involved in any financing or guarantee arrangement with the Company or its directors/supervisors

2.

No

Whether the CPAs have direct or material indirect financial interest with the Company.

Appointed accounting firm: KPMG
CPAs: Jun-Kuang Chen, Feng-Hui Li
Assessment
results

1.

Assessment criteria

CPAs' independence assessment criteria

Attachment 1: 2018 CPA Independent Assessment Sheet

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Compliance of
independence

(V) Disclosure regarding the composition, responsibilities, and functioning of
remuneration committee, if available:
(1) Information of the Remuneration Committee Members
Having more than 5 years of work
experience and the following
qualifications
Lecturer (or Certified
judge,
commerce, attorney,
law, finance, lawyer,
accounting, accountant,
or any
or holder of
subjects
professional
relevant to qualification
the
relevant to
Company’s the
operations in company's
a public or operations
private
tertiary
institution

Qualification above) of

Identity
(Note 1)

Name

Independent
Director

Joseph Tong

3

Independent
Director

Liou Chih
Poung

3

Independent
Huang Hsin Hui
Director
Others

Tang Chak Lam

Compliance of
independence
(Note 2)

Commercial,
legal,
Number
financial,
of
accounting
positions
or other
as
work
Remunera
experiences
tion
required to
Committe
perform the
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 e member
assigned
in other
duties
public
companie
s

3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

0

3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

0

3

3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

0

3

3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

0

Remarks

Note 1:

Please state whether the person is a Director, an Independent Director, or others in the “Status”
column.
Note 2: Members who meet the following conditions at any time during active duty and two years prior
to the date of appointment will have a “” placed in the corresponding boxes.
(1) Not employed by other companies or any of their affiliated companies.
(2) Not a director or supervisor of any company or its affiliated companies. This restriction does
not apply to independent director positions in the Company, its parent company or subsidiary,
which have been appointed in accordance with Securities and Exchange Act or laws of the
registered country.
(3) Does not hold more than 1% of the company's outstanding shares in their own names or
under the name of spouse, underage children, or proxy shareholder; nor is a top-10 naturalperson shareholder of the company.
(4) Not a spouse, relative of second degree, or direct kin of third degree or closer to persons not
qualified for criteria 1~3.
(5) Not a director, supervisor, or employee of any company that has 5% or higher ownership
interest in the company; nor a director, supervisor, or employee of any of the top-5 corporate
shareholders.
(6) Not a director, supervisor, manager, or shareholder with more than 5% ownership interest of
companies or institutions to whom the Company has business dealings with.
(7) Not a professional who provides commercial, legal, financial, accounting, or consulting
services to the company or its affiliates, nor is an owner, partner, director, supervisor, or
manager, or the spouse of any of the above, of a sole proprietorship, partnership, company, or
organization that provides such services to the company or its affiliates.
(8) Does not meet any descriptions stated in Article 30 of the Company Act.
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2. Duties of the Remuneration Committee
(1) Stipulate and review regularly the compensation policies, systems, standards and
structures, and performance of directors and managers.
(2) Regularly review and adjust directors' and managers' remuneration.

3. Operations of Remuneration Committee
(1) The Company's Remuneration Committee consists of 4 members.
(2) Duration of service: from June 27, 2018, to June 26, 2021. The Remuneration Committee
held 3 meetings (A) in the last year; details of members’ eligibility and attendance are as
follows
Proxy
Attendance

Percentage of
actual (proxy)
attendance (%)
(B/A)(Note)

Title

Name

Actual
Attendance (B)

Convener

Joseph Tong

3

3

100%

Committee

Liou Chih
Poung

3

3

100%

Committee

Huang Hsin
Hui

3

3

100%

Committee

Tang Chak
Lam

2

2

66.67%

Remarks

Other remarks:
I. Should the Board rejects or modifies the suggestions from the Remuneration Committee, the following should be
stated: date of the Board meeting, term of the Board, contents of the agenda, resolutions of the Board and the
Company’s handling of the Remuneration Committee’s opinion. (If the remunerations approved by the Board are
better than that suggested by the Remuneration Committee, the difference and the reason for the difference should
be stated): None.
II. Should any member object or express qualified opinions to the resolution made by the Remuneration Committee,
whether on-record or in writing, please describe the date and session of the meeting, details of the agenda, the
entire members' opinions, and how their opinions were addressed: None.
III. Where the operation of the Remuneration Committee meets any of the following circumstances, the minutes
concerned shall clearly state the meeting date, term, contents of motions, Reumeration Committee’s resolution
and the Company’s resolution of Remuneration Committee’s opinions:
(I) The requirements referred to in Article 7 of the Regulations on the Establishment of Remuneration
Committees by TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies and their Exercise of Powers are stated as following:
Board of Direcdtors
Date
April 26,
2018

Motion and Follow-up

Term
6th term
33rd
count

1.
2.
3.

A copy of the statistcs for the attendance rate to directors’ meetings of Jih Sun Financial Hollding
in 2017 was reported for review.
A copy of the statistics for directors’ continuning education of Jih Sun Financial Holding in 2017
was reported for review.
The motion for “allocation of remuneration to employees and directors in 2017” of Jih Sun
Financial Holding was submitted for review and approval.
Already reviewed and approved at 15th meeting of the Company’s Remuneration Committee of
3rd term】
【the Company’s resolution of Remuneration Committee’s opinions】The motions were agreed
by all members present at the meeting unanimously.
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May 25,
2018

6th term
34th

1.

November
22, 2018

7th term
7th

1.
2.

December
20, 2018

7th term
8th

1.

The motions for expiration of 6th buyback of common shares and transfer of the same to
employees by Jih Sun Financial Holding and status thereof, and 5th and 6th transfers of treasury
stock were submitted for review and approval.
【Already reviewed and approved at 16th meeting of the Company’s Remuneration Committee
of 3rd term】
【the Company’s resolution of Remuneration Committee’s opinions】The motion was agreed
by all members present at the meeting unanimously.
The motion for allocation of remuneration to employees of Jih Sun Financial Holding in 2017
was submitted for review and approval.
The motion for allocation of remuneration to directors of Jih Sun Financial Holding in 2017 was
submitted for review and approval.
【Already reviewed and approved at 2nd meeting of the Company’s Remuneration Committee of
4th term】
【the Company’s resolution of Remuneration Committee’s opinions】The motions were agreed
by all members present at the meeting unanimously.
The motion for Remuneration Committee’s periodic assessment on directors’ and managers’
salary and remuneration was submitted for review and approval.
【Already reviewed and approved at 3rd meeting of the Company’s Remuneration Committee of
4th term】
【the Company’s resolution of Remuneration Committee’s opinions】The motion was agreed
by all members present at the meeting unanimously.

(II) Aside from said circumstances, resolution(s) not passed by the Remuneration Committee but receiving the
consent of two thirds of the Board of Directors: None.
Note:
(1) Before the end of the year, if a Remuneration Committee member resigns from his/her position, the resignation date should be
marked in the remarks column. The actual attendance rate (%) should be calculated according to the number of times the
Remuneration Committee meeting was convened and his/her actual attendance.
(2) If a re-election of Remuneration Committee members had taken place prior to the close of the financial year, members of both the
previous and the current Remuneration Committee are listed; in which case, the remarks column would specify whether the
committee member was elected in the previous board, the new board, or both. The percentage of actual (proxy) attendance (%)
will be calculated based on the number of Remuneration Committees held during active duty and the number of actual (proxy)
attendance.
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Does the Company organize social
responsibility training on a regular
basis?

Does the Company have a unit that
specializes (or is involved) in CSR
practices? Is the CSR unit run by
senior management and reports its
progress to the board of directors?

(II)

(III)

Implementation of sound corporate
governance
(I)
Does the Company have a corporate
social responsibility policy or
system in place? Is progress
reviewed on a regular basis?

I.

Assessment criteria

(I) The Company implemented a new set of “Corporate Social
Responsibility Practice Principles” in 2015 to ensure fulfillment of
corporate social responsibilities by it and its subsidiaries. The structure
and content of the CSR report are reviewed on a yearly basis to ensure
comprehensive disclosure of the Company's CSR efforts.
(II) Training courses of relevant topics have been included in the
orientation. Professional ethics, risk management, and work safety
trainings are organized for every new recruit to build up their awareness
towards proper professional conducts, risks, and safety within the
working environment. Each year, the Company organizes tuition
courses for its directors and directors/supervisors of various
subsidiaries. These courses cover corporate governance-related topics
such as finance, business, commerce, law and corporate social
responsibilities. In addition, the Company holds regular courses on
compliance self-assessment and internal control so that employees can
fully appreciate the importance of laws and risk management.
(III) The Company's "Administration Division and President's Office" are
the two dedicated units responsible for overseeing matters concerning
environmental sustainability, public welfare, corporate governance and
employee care. They manage, review, and approve CSR-related
proposals before execution. Proposals that concern sensitive or critical
issues are executed with board of directors’ approval. CSR progress is

V

V

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)

V

Yes No

(VI) Fulfillment of social responsibilities

None
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Assessment criteria
Yes No
reported to the Board of Directors within one quarter after the end of
each financial year.
Task forces and missions:
1. Environmental sustainability (General Affairs Department, Credit
Card Segment): The Company is actively promoting "Green
Banking" services including mobile ATM card, mobile credit card,
mobile investment, and mobile trading, while encouraging
customers to make use of digital services such as e-statements.
2. Charity (Investor Relations Department, President's Office, Credit
Card Segment, General Affairs Department): The Company gathers
used computers and donates them to remotely located elementary
schools each year; meanwhile, Jih Sun Bank has long been making
donations to charity organizations on credit card transactions, and
is being accepted as a preferred way for cardholders to make
donations.
3. Corporate governance (President's Office, Compliance & Legal
Division, Risk Management Division, Audit Division): The
Company values corporate governance and risk management.
Functional committees including an Audit Committee and a
Remuneration Committee have been created at the financial
holding company and within banking and securities subsidiaries to
enhance internal management, internal control, audit, compliance,
and information disclosure.
4. Employee care (Human Resource Department, General Affairs
Department): The Company is dedicated to creating a healthy work
environment where employees can learn. In addition to offering
courses that are relevant to career development, the Company also

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Yes No

Has the company implemented a
V
reasonable remuneration system that
associates employees' performance
appraisals with CSR? Is the
remuneration system supported by
an effective reward/discipline
system?
II. Fostering a sustainable environment
(I)
Is the Company committed to
V
enhance the utilization efficiency of
resources and use renewable
materials that are with low impact
on the environmental?

(IV)

Assessment criteria

(I)

3.

2.

1.

The Company's energy-saving programs are conveyed, monitored
and reviewed on a regular basis; in the meantime, the Company
pays close attention to new laws and agreements that have been
introduced around the world in response to climate changes, and
the impacts they have on the Company so that responsive measures
can be devised.
The parent company has followed the “Energy-saving Target and
Program Guidelines” published by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, and set its target to reduce energy consumption by at least
1% per year over the 5-year span between 2015 and 2019.
Total greenhouse gas emission in 2017 was calculated at 3,265.459
tons co2e/year; breakdown is as follows:
(1). Direct emission amounted to 386.007 tons co2e/year,
representing approximately 11.82% of total emission. This
volume was mainly attributed to the use of fuel by company
vehicles.

(IV) The Company has a fair remuneration policy in place that assesses
employees' performance in terms of innovation, team work, and several
other aspects relating to corporate ethics. Reward and disciplinary
actions have also been outlined in the work rules.

encourages employees to engage in club activities outside of work,
and organizes regular badminton competitions, table tennis
competitions, and regular health checkups.

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)

None
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

6.
7.
8.

5.

4.

(2). Indirect emission amounted to 2,879.453 tons co2e/year,
representing 88.18% of total emission. This volume was
mainly attributed to the use of purchased electricity, totaling
5,443,200 KHW.
Total greenhouse gas emissions in 2018 was calculated at
2,758.843 tons co2e/year; the breakdown is as follows:
(1). Direct emission amounted to 237.534 tons co2e/year,
representing approximately 8.61% of total emission. This
volume was mainly attributed to the use of fuel by company
vehicles.
(2). Indirect emission amounted to 2,521.309 tons co2e/year,
representing 91.39 of total emission. This volume was mainly
attributed to the use of purchased electricity, totaling
4,551,100 KHW.
The head office has effectively reduced use of indirect energy
source, such as electricity, through the use of energy-saving
equipment and virtual servers. Compared to 2017, total power
consumption in 2018 was reduced by 16.4%, decreasing CO2
emission by 358 tons. (Note: The CO2 emission coefficient of
electricity was based on data published by the Bureau of Energy,
Ministry of Economic Affairs, in 2018.)
Total green power purchased was 20,000 kWh.
Old computers were recovered, refurbished and donated to charity.
The parent company has adopted a green procurement initiative
and made it a priority to purchase environmentally certified
products for minimal impact on the environment.

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Is the company aware of how
V
climate changes affect its business
activities? Are there any actions
taken to measure and reduce
greenhouse gas emission and energy
use?

(III)

V

Does the Company have an
appropriate environmental
management system established in
accordance with its industrial
character?

Yes No

(II)

Assessment criteria

7.

6.

4.
5.

3.

2.

(III) 1.

The General Affairs Department of the Administration Division has
been assigned the responsibility of engaging external contractors
for the regular cleaning, sterilization, and maintenance of the work
environment.
The Company adopts stringent energy management during
summers, advising all offices to set air conditioning at 26°C ~28°C
and increase compressor water outlet temperature by 1°C to 2°C.
The Bank purchases and rents office equipment with energy-saving
features.
The Company promotes and enforces garbage sorting.
Employees are encouraged to take stairs instead of elevators and
use it as a means of exercise. Some elevators are shut down outside
office hours and during public holidays to reduce power usage. The
number of hours for which signboards are lit have been cut down at
87 office locations nationwide.
Emergency exit indicators are being replaced with LED lighting,
which are more energy efficient and environmental friendly.
In office relocation or construction works, the Company enforces
rules to use green building materials for at least 45% of the
renovation work, and use high energy efficiency/power-saving
lamps where possible. Existing power-saving lamps are being
replaced with alternatives that are even more energy efficient, such
as T5 and LED, to reduce heat and power.

(II) Our bank starts from internal management of water resources, waste,
power savings, and offices. The bank continues to promote internal
energy saving strategies to stimulate the environment protection and
energy saving awareness of employees.

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Yes No

(II)

Does the Company have the
complaint mechanism and channel
established for employees and have
it handled properly?
V

III. Enforcement of public welfare
(I)
Does the Company have the relevant V
management policies and
procedures stipulated in accordance
with the relevant laws and
regulations and international
conventions on human rights?

Assessment criteria

The Company complies with labor regulations, and supports the
principles and spirit upheld by the “International Labour Convention”,
“Universal Declaration of Human Righs” and “Global Compact”; it has
human resource policies and proper management practices and
procedures in place to support its goals. The Company hires employees
without discrimination, whether in terms of ethnicity, religion, political
association, belief, place of birth, age, gender, sexual preference,
marital status etc. The Company also takes the initiative to care for the
socially disadvantaged, encourage childbirth and provide full welfare
package for employees. Regular labor-management meetings are held
to discuss issues concerning employees' rights and welfare, and thereby
protect employees' interests and create a friendly workplace.
The Company discloses "Corporate Social Responsibility Governance"
on its website and has dedicated units in place to oversee matters
concerning "environmental sustainability, public welfare, corporate
governance and employee care."

(II) The Company has employee grievance systems and channels in place.
Employees are entitled to raise complaints on issues concerning the
Labor Standards Act, Occupational Safety and Health Act, Employee
Welfare Fund Act, Labor Insurance Act, Labor Inspection Act,
Employment Welfare Act or any regulation deemed relevant.
Complaints can be made through:
1. Sexual harassment report hotline: (02)2561-5888 ext 6323, FAX:
(02)2531-0568, or email: hr2@jsun.com.
2. Mail box of Employee Assistance Program Center:
eapc@eapcenter.org, or TEL: (03)526-8269

(I)

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)

None
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Does the Company provide
employees with a safe and healthy
work environment, and provide
safety and health education to
employees regularly?

Does the Company have established
a mechanism of periodical
communication with employees and
have the employee notified in a
reasonable manner regarding the

(III)

(IV)

Assessment criteria

V

V

Yes No
Complaint hotline: (02)2561-5888 ext 6323, complaint FAX:
(02)2567-5889, or complaint email: hr1@jsun.com

(IV) The Bank has two-way communication channels in place to promote
employment relations and to protect employees' interests. Employees
have open channels through which they can voice out opinions to the
management. The Bank has internal mail boxes and communication
web pages available, which all employees may use to express opinions

(III) The Company is committed to providing employees with a safe and
healthy work environment. The workplace is being fitted with glass
materials where possible to reduce harm caused by artificial lighting,
while green plants are being placed throughout the workplace to remind
employees of the Company's green initiative. Facilities such as nursery
rooms and changing rooms have been provided to accommodate
employees’ requirements, whereas automated external defibrillators
(AED) are deployed at convenient locations for the safety of
employees. The Company has been active in the promotion of
workplace health and safety. By organizing courses and rehearsals,
employees are made constantly aware of the imminent dangers around
them, and are capable of responding to emergencies. In addition, the
Company has also been working with external institutions for the
launch of employee assistance programs (EAP), which provide free
mental counseling and relief to all kinds of stresses that employees may
encounter in life or at work. Health checkups are organized on a yearly
basis, whereas medical consultations and health seminars are also made
available to promote employees’ physical and mental health.

3.

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

(V)

Yes No

Does the Company have an effective V
career capacity development
training program established for the
employees?

potential impact of the operation
changes.

Assessment criteria

(V) 1.The development of human resource is the Bank’s long-term goal. To
facilitate further growth while satisfying employee career development,
we have established the relevant training policies along with other
supplementary measures, thereby creating opportunities for our
employees to learn and grow. A career development program has also
been introduced along with courses that help employees develop new
skills for the next challenges ahead.
2. Successor cultivation planning for the Board members
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation has expressly stated that
the Company’s election of directors adopt the nomination system.
Namely, the directors shall be elected among and from the
Company’s shareholders who hold specific shares in the Company,
or the candidates for director nominated by the Board of Directors
who have the necessary knowledge, skills, and experience to
perform their duties, and by shareholders based on the name list of

to the management or human resource department at any time, whether
via email or physical mail. The web page also discloses communication
channels that are available to employees, including phone line:
(02)2561-5888 ext 6323, fax line: (02)2567-5889, and email:
hr1@jsun.com. All of the above measures have been provided to ensure
the mutual benefit between the employer and the employees. In
addition, the Company convenes labor-management meetings on a
regular basis to communicate with workers' representatives and resolve
difference in opinions. This communication has enabled closer
cooperation between employers and employees, and improved overall
work efficiency.

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Assessment criteria
Yes No
candidates for director. Besides, as a financial holding company,
the Company’s directors shall good moral character and a specific
proportion of the Company’s directors shall have experience in
working for a financial institution or financial holding company or
in financial administration or management and the ability to
manage a financial holding company so as to operate the financial
holding company soundly and effectively, in accordance with the
“Regulations Governing Qualification Requirements for the
Founder or Responsible Persons of Financial Holding Companies
and Concurrent Serving Restrictions and Matters for Compliance
by the Responsible Persons of a Financial Holding Company”.
Therefore, the expertise and experience held by the Company’s
Board members are considered true without question.
Meanwhile, the Company also appoints independent directors and
handles the identification of the independent direcdtors’
qualifications, sharehodings, concurrent serving restrictions and
independence, and nomination and election of such directors in
accordance with related laws and regulations.
The Company’s managers are appointed subject to a resolution
adopted by a majority of the directors present at a Board meeting
attended by a majority of the whole directors, which takes into
account the managers’ educational background and work
experience, and level of expertise and experience. The Company
also establishes the Remuneration Committee dedicated to assesing
and determining the directors’ and managers’ salary and
remuneration periodically.
In order to maintain the expertise of the Board members and senior

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

3.

management, the Company retains some external educational
training organization to, or by itself, organize multiple programs
for the latest laws & regulations and industrial trends each year,
and encourages directors and senior management to continue their
education.
Successor cultivation planning for the management
The Company demands that the management should establish the
scope of competency and management’s development plan based
on the performance management and development rules, and has
the immediate supervisors review and research the future
development orientations periodically.
In order to enhance the key management’s leadership and
management vision, at the beginning of each year, the Company
organizes the pep rally for targets to be achieved. By the setting
and declaration of strategic goals by the immediate supervisors, the
senior management’s strategic thinking ability can be trained.
Meanwhile, the Company will organize the senior management’s
conferences to provide new knowledge about financial trends and
international business administration to train the senior
management’s operational planning and thoughts. The Company
will also organize the operational management meeting each
month to train the senior management’s ability in thinking
horizontally and across departments, and in management and
coordination based on the monthly key operational policy report
from each unit, so as to cultivate and reserve the senior
management needed by the Company.

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

(IX)

V

(IX) Is the Company entitled to terminate
supply agreement at any time with a
major supplier, if the supplier is
found to have violated its corporate
social responsibilities and caused
significant impacts against the
environment or the society?

All agreements that the Company has signed with major suppliers
contain clauses that enable the Company to terminate business
arrangement if the supplier is found to have violated prohibitions,
public orders, moral standards, consumer protection laws, or any
environmental/safety/health laws that it is bound to comply.

(VIII) Prior to dealing with a supplier, the Company would conduct
investigations regarding the supplier's reputation.

V

(VIII) Does the Company evaluate
suppliers' environmental and social
conducts before commencing
business relationships?

Has the company implemented
consumer protection and grievance
policies with regards to its research,
development, procurement,
production, operating and service
activities?

V

(VI)

(VII) Has the Company complied with
laws and international standards
with regards to the marketing and
labeling of products and services?

(VI) 1.

Summarized explanation (Note 2)
The Company complies with the "Financial Consumer Protection
Act" and protects the interests of its customers.
2. The Company has published a "Declaration of network security"
on its homepage that explains the types of firewalls, encryptions,
and protections taken to ensure security of customers' online
transactions, as well as notes on usage of online services.
3. The Company has disclosed its consumer complaint hotline on the
Banking Bureau's website, and assigned staff of Vice President
grade to handle complaints.
4. The Company also has toll-free, 24-hour Internet banking service
hotline in place, with details such as service hours disclosed on the
Bank's homepage. Any consumer disputes reported over the hotline
will be referred to the accountable department and promptly
reported back to the consumer.
(VII) The Company has labeled and marketed its products and services in
accordance with laws and international standards.

Yes No
V

Assessment criteria

Actual governance (Note 1)
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Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)

Yes No

Summarized explanation (Note 2)

Deviation and causes of deviation
from the Corporate Social
Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSMListed Companies (Note 3)
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Note 1: Always provide explanations in the summary description column, regardless of whether there are any deviations from the best practice principles.
Note 2: If the company has prepared a CSR report, the summary description may be completed by providing page references to the CSR report instead.
Note 3: Non-TWSE and non-TPEX listed financial holding companies need not complete the field - "Deviation and causes of deviation from Corporate Social Responsibility Best
Practice Principles for TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies."

IV. Enhanced information disclosure
Has the company disclosed relevant and V
CSR information has been disclosed on Market Observation Post System
None
reliable CSR information on its website
and on JihSun Financial Holding's website.
and at the Market Observation Post
System?
V. For companies which have established corporate social responsibility code of conducts in accordance with the “Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice
Principles for TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies”, please describe the current practices and any deviations from the code of conduct: None.
VI. Other information useful to the understanding of corporate social responsibilities:
1. In February 2018, an earthquake of 6.0 on the Richter scale occurred in Hualien County, for which JihSun Financial Holding made a donation of NT$3
million to the Hualien County Social Aid Account, to help the victims rebuild home.
2. In November 2018, JihSun Bank donated the recycled laptops (including 38 host computers, 12 monitors, 38 keyboards and 26 mice) to Kaohsiung Succor
Disadvantaged Charity Association to help children from disadvantated families, female marital violent victims, women in divorce, and farmers’ orphans in
Kaohsiung County.
3. In December 2018, in consideration of the drastic price decline resulting from abundant harvest of cabbage, Jihsun Securities placed the order for cabbage
with farmers directly in order to relieve the farmers from the trouble caused by the abundant production volume, and also organized the public welfare
activity for “donation of invoices and support of farmers by charity”. The Company subscribed for the cabbage totaling 1,785 boxes at the price totaling
NT$357,000. As a result, a total of 14,716 invoices and cash in the amount of NT$2,002 were raised by the activity and donated to the Children Are Us
Foundation in whole.
4. In December 2018, JihSun Securities donated NT$48,079 to the Securities & Futures Institute for the creation of "Futures Development Fund."
5. In December 2018, JihSun Futures donated NT$209,040 to the Securities & Futures Institute for the creation of "Futures Development Fund."
6. JihSun Bank's Credit Card Division continued to promote the use of e-statements as a means to reduce energy and carbon, and thereby contribute to the
protection of Earth's environment. JihSun has also been collaborating with the following charity organizations in fundraising activities:
Genesis Social Welfare Foundation, Eden Social Welfare Foundation, Elder Welfare Concerned Association, Taiwan Foundation for the Blind, Zenan
Homeless Social Welfare Foundation, Waker Walker, Children Are Us Foundation, Good Shepherd Social Welfare Foundation, Hope Foundation for Cancer
Care, Huei-Ming School, Modern Women's Foundation, Chinese Employment Association, and Huashan Social Welfare Foundation
VII. Describe the criteria undertaken by any institution to certify the Company’s or corporate social responsibility report: None.

Assessment criteria

Actual governance (Note 1)

(VII) Integrity policies and practices
Actual governance (Note 1)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

I.

(I)

(II)

(III)

Establishing ethical
management policies
and plans
V
Has the Company
stated in its
Memorandum or
external
correspondence about
the polices and
practices it has to
maintain business
integrity? Are the board
of directors and the
management committed
in fulfilling this
commitment?
Does the Company
have any measures
against dishonest
conducts? Are these
measures supported by
proper procedures,
behavioral guidelines,
disciplinary actions and
complaint systems?
Has the Company taken
steps to prevent
occurrences listed in
Paragraph 2, Article 7
of "Ethical Corporate
Management Best
Practice Principles for
TWSE/TPEX-Listed
Companies" or business
conducts that are prone
to integrity risks?

Summary

(I)

(II)

The Company believes integrity and
honesty to be the foundation of all
business activities, and has therefore
specified "credibility, honesty, and
accountability" as the three
principles that employees are bound
to uphold. and “loyalty and
accountability are the cornerstones
of a person” from its three work
ethos that employees are bound to
uphold. that employees are bound to
uphold. We believe that ethics and
loyalty are the foundations of all
businesses. The Company has
established a set of integrity
principles that outline the essence of
integrity policies to be implemented
throughout the Company and its
subsidiaries, and ethical code of
conduct that all directors and
managers are bound to obey. The
integrity principles serve as a
foundation for corporate governance
practices within the Company and its
subsidiaries, and exist to ensure that
directors', independent directors' and
managers' behaviors are consistent
with ethical standards. All related
policies have been announced to the
public through Market Observation
Post System.
The Company has specifically
prohibited dishonest conducts in its
business integrity principles, ethical
code of conduct, and employee work
rules. The work rules also list out

Deviations from
Ethical Corporate
Management Best
Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEXListed Companies
and the causes of
such deviations
(Note 2)

None
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Actual governance (Note 1)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

Summary

(III)

II.
(I)

(II)

Enforcing ethical
management
V
Does the Company
evaluate the integrity of
all counterparties it has
business relationships
with? Are there any
integrity clauses in the
agreements it signs
with business partners?
Does the Company
have a unit that

(I)

(II)

Deviations from
Ethical Corporate
Management Best
Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEXListed Companies
and the causes of
such deviations
(Note 2)

disciplinary actions and
communication channels; those who
violate business integrity will be
subjected to disciplinary actions
depending on severity.
As part of the Company's internal
control, certain job roles are rotated
on an unscheduled basis or are
subjected to mandatory leave of
absence. This is to avoid
concealment of fraudulent activities.
The Company has work rules and
directors' and managers' ethical code
of conduct in place that outline the
discipline and codes that employees,
directors and managers are bound to
obey, and dishonest behaviors that
they must refrain from.
Furthermore, the Company has
implemented JihSun Financial
Holding Donation Policy based on
Corporate Governance Principles for
Financial Holding Companies and
the Income Tax Act that governs all
external donations made by the
Company and all subsidiaries and
2nd-tier subsidiaries controlled by
the Company.

The Company chooses its business
partners carefully. We uphold our
principles of ethical dealing and
specify the condition of ethical
management in business contracts.
To enforce business integrity
management, the Group Risk
Management Division has been
assigned the duty to develop
integrity policies and coordinate with

None
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Actual governance (Note 1)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

(III)

(IV)

(V)

specializes (or is
involved) in business
integrity? Does this unit
report its progress to
the board of directors
on a regular basis?
Does the Company
have any policy that
prevents conflict of
interest, and channels
that facilitate the report
of conflicting interests?
Has the Company
implemented effective
accounting and internal
control systems for the
purpose of maintaining
business integrity? Are
these systems reviewed
by internal or external
auditors on a regular
basis?
Does the Company
organize internal or
external training on a
regular basis to
maintain business
integrity?

Summary

(III)

Deviations from
Ethical Corporate
Management Best
Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEXListed Companies
and the causes of
such deviations
(Note 2)

relevant departments to report
progress to the board of directors on
an annual basis.
The Company has outlined in its
business integrity principles the rules
concerning avoidance of conflicting
interests. All directors, managers and
any stakeholders present at board of
directors meetings are bound to
comply with The Company Act and
the Company's Board of Directors
Conference Rules with respect to
any agenda that presents conflicting
interests against themselves or
against the entities they represent.
Employees of the Company must not
exploit their vested authorities for
improper gains, whether for
themselves or for spouse, parents,
children, or any other parties.
The directors' and managers' ethical
code of conduct specifically requires
directors and managers to take
initiative in explaining potential
conflict of interest that involve them,
their spouse or 2nd-degree relative
or closer whenever the Company
lends money, offers guarantee, or
engages in significant transaction
with a related company. This
requirement is to prevent people
from exploiting their authorities for
illicit gains.
According to Board of Directors
Conference Rules: if a director, or
the corporate entity that the director
represents, is considered a
stakeholder to the discussed agenda,
the director must state the stakes
involved during the current meeting
session and shall disassociate from
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Actual governance (Note 1)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

Summary

(IV)

(V)

Deviations from
Ethical Corporate
Management Best
Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEXListed Companies
and the causes of
such deviations
(Note 2)

all discussions and voting if such
stakes are in conflict against the
Company's interests. In which case,
the director may not exercise voting
rights on behalf of other directors.
JihSun Financial Holding has a
Stakeholders section on its portal
that discloses principles on the
reporting and management of
dishonest conducts, which serves as
a policy of preventing conflict of
interest. Any violation against
business integrity involving the
Company's employees may be
reported using the grievance
mailbox. The Company will keep the
malpractice reporter’s identity and
reported misconduct in confidence.
If the misconduct is proven to be
true, the Company will apply the
related laws or the Company’s
internal rules.
The Company has developed
effective internal control and
accounting systems based on
"Implementation Rules of Internal
Audit and Internal Control System of
Financial Holding Companies and
Banking Industries." Performance is
reviewed regularly by the internal
audit team to obtain reasonable
assurance for the continual
effectiveness of system design and
execution. The Company engages
CPAs to audit or review quarterly
financial statements in compliance
with laws.
The Company has outlined in its
work rules and management policies
the behaviors that employees are
bound to obey, and disciplinary
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Actual governance (Note 1)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

Summary

Deviations from
Ethical Corporate
Management Best
Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEXListed Companies
and the causes of
such deviations
(Note 2)

systems to enforce such behaviors.
Training is organized on a yearly
basis to promote employees'
awareness towards the Money
Laundering Control Act, the
Consumer Protection Act, and the
Personal Information Protection Act.
The Company also makes weekly
compliance announcements that
include case studies of penalties
imposed against peers, which serves
as a warning against potential
dishonest behaviors. Progress of
compliance training is reported to
the board of directors on a halfyearly basis.
III. Reporting of misconducts
V
(I)
Does the Company
provide incentives and
means for employees to
report misconducts?
Does the Company
assign dedicated
personnel to investigate
the reported
misconducts?
(II)
Has the Company
implemented any
standard procedures or
confidentiality
measures for handling
reported misconducts?
(III) Has the Company
provided proper
whistleblower
protection?

(I)

(II)

The Company has implemented
"Misconduct Reporting Rules" to
govern internal reporting of
misconducts. The Company has
implemented "Misconduct Reporting
Rules" that specify the President's
Office as the unit responsible for
accepting misconduct reports. The
unit also has a dedicated mailbox
that any employee may use to report
conducts that are in violation of
business integrity. If the reported
misconducts are verified to be true,
the Company will address them
according to relevant laws and
internal rules.
The Company's "Misconduct
Reporting Rules" have outlined
investigation procedures and
confidentiality measures for
handling reported misconducts.
Informant's identity and details of
each report are kept confidential.

None
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Actual governance (Note 1)

Assessment criteria
Yes No

Summary

(III)

Deviations from
Ethical Corporate
Management Best
Practice
Principles for
TWSE/TPEXListed Companies
and the causes of
such deviations
(Note 2)

The Company's "Misconduct
Reporting Rules" have clauses that
protect informants from
mistreatment as a result of their
misconduct reports.

Enhanced information V
disclosure
Details of “JihSun Financial Holding and
Has the Company
Subsidiaries Business Integrity Principles”
disclosed its integrity
None
have already been disclosed on the JihSun
principles and progress
Holding website and MOPS.
onto its website and
Market Observation Post
System (MOPS)?
V. For the companies which have established corporate social responsibility code of conducts in
accordance with the “Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles for TWSE and TPEX Listed
Companies”, please describe the current practices and any deviations from the code of conduct:
None.
VI. Other information relevant to understanding the Company's business integrity (e.g. reviews over
business integrity principles):
For sound governance and management, the Company's Board of Directors has been founded
and operated in accordance with the Memorandum of Association, the Board of Directors
Foundation Principles, and Board of Directors Conference Rules. 3 independent directors have been
appointed in compliance with law and the Memorandum of Association to form an Audit Committee
that specializes in supervising operations and enhancing management practices within the Company.
An Investor Relations Department has been created with contact information published on the
website of JihSun Financial Holding; the Investor Relations Department serves as a means of
communication with the public. Regular corporate governance courses are being arranged for
directors, supervisors and managers of the financial holding company and subsidiaries to enforce
governance and business integrity.
IV.

Note 1: Always provide explanations in the summary description column, regardless of whether there are
any deviations from the best practice principles.
Note 2: Non-TSEC and non-TPEX listed financial holding companies need not explain "Deviation and
causes of deviation from Corporate Governance Best-Practice Principles for TSEC/TPEX Listed
Companies."
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(VIII) If the Company has established corporate governance principles or other
relevant guidelines, references to such principles must be disclosed
The Company has established "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Corporate Governance Principles" based on relevant regulations to serve as the
ultimate guiding principles for the Company's corporate governance practice.
The Company's "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Corporate
Governance Practice Guidelines" and related policies have been disclosed on the portal:
http://www.jsun.com.tw. An "Investor Relations" section has been created on the
website to disclose details about the Company's Corporate Governance Practice
Guidelines and related policies.

(IX)

Other information material to the understanding of corporate governance
within the Company
Driven by its dedication towards sound corporate governance, the Company
became a lifetime member of the Corporate Governance Association in Taiwan since
Jan 2005, which provided means of effective information exchange. The Company also
participates in the various trainings and seminars organized by the Taiwan Corporate
Governance Association, and is promptly updated on the latest developments in
corporate governance best practices.
The Company's corporate governance efforts have yielded tangible results, as the
Company was ranked in the top 5% among TPEX-listed companies during Securities
and Futures Institute's 4rd Corporate Governance Evaluation conducted in 2018.
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(X)

Declaration of Internal Control System by JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.
1. Declaration of Internal Control Policies
On behalf of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd., we hereby declare that,
between the period January 1 and December 31, 2018, the Company had duly
implemented internal control system and exercised risk management in accordance
with "Implementation Rules of Internal Audit and Internal Control System of
Financial Holding Companies and Banking Industries." These systems and practices
were also inspected by an independent audit department that reported regularly to
the Board of Directors and the Audit Committee. Following our diligent assessment,
we found all units within the Company able to execute internal control and
compliance-related tasks during the year, except for the matters explained in the
attachment. This statement forms an integral part of the Company's annual report
and prospectus, and shall be disclosed to the public. Any illegal misrepresentation
or non-disclosure in the public statement above are subject to legal consequences
described in Articles 20, 32, 171, and 174 of the Securities and Exchange Act.
To
Financial Supervisory Commission
Declarers
The Chairman:

(signature/seal)

President:

(signature/seal)

Chief Auditor:

(signature/seal)

Group Legal and
Compliance Officer:

(signature/seal)

March 20, 2019
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Areas of Improvement for the Internal Control System of JihSun Financial
Holding Co., Ltd.
(Date: December 31, 2018)
Areas of
improvement
required

Improvements

Expected time of
rectification

[Subsidiary - Jih Sun Bank]
Lack of proper operational risk
management and execution:
Completed.
I. Insurance documents were 1. A follow-up review revealed no similar
occurrence. During the regional deposit
not thoroughly reviewed;
managers meeting held on January 2018,
financial advisors' absence
branch managers were reminded to duly
during work hours were not
perform verification tasks.
properly managed.
2. Rules on financial advisors' absence during
office hours were reiterated, and a checking
mechanism was implemented in January
2018.
II. Management of AML and
CTF practices was
inadequate or poorly
executed.

Completed.
1. To facilitate enhanced transaction
monitoring, KYC and record keeping, the
Bank completed the preparation of
semiannual and annual monitoring reports
and the redesign of relevant checklists and
statements in the first quarter of 2018.
2. The Bank has conveyed the issue with its
business units and conducted training to
ensure that operations are carried out
according to the Bank's AML/CFT rules and
announcements.

III. IT operations and system
security control were
inadequate.

Servers have been upgraded to check for
personal information in mails exchanged
between subsidiaries, according to the
improvement measures proposed to the
authority.

Scheduled to be
launched by 2019 fourth
quarter.

[Subsidiary - JihSun Securities]
I. Subsidiary - JihSun Futures
should adopt encryption
(e.g.: SSL) for its online
trading screen.

Rectified.
All personal information transmitted by the
transaction system through trade and non-trade
related webpages is now being encrypted
using SSL(https).

II. After force-closing
customer's position,
subsidiary - JihSun Futures
did not reimburse the
negative balance in
customer's margin account
using proprietary capital,
and was late in reporting
customers' default.

1. Rectified.
An alert system has been established with
2. Issues have been
credit limits applied to facilitate funding, so
that traders' negative equity can be reimbursed highlighted as audit
focus and will be
within the same day. Instance of default will
tracked continuously.
be reported within the required timeframe if
the trader exhibits any of the conditions
mentioned in Paragraph 1, Article 58 of
Operating Rules of the Taiwan Futures
Exchange Corporation.

2.

If the internal control policy was reviewed by an external auditor, the result of
such review must be disclosed: None.
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(XI)

Penalties imposed against the financial holding company and subsidiaries in
the last 2 years up till the publication date of this annual report; describe
the weaknesses found, the improvements made, and provide the following
disclosures:
1. Any prosecutions against company person-in-charge or staff for criminal conducts:
(1) JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.: None.
(2) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: None.
(3) Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.: None.
(4) JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.: None.
2. Fines imposed by FSC for violations:
(1) JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.: None.
(2) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: None.
(3) Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.：
① The Financial Supervisory Commission found that the Bank did not
examine the customers’ Board Meeting minutes properly when conducting
derivative business, and imposed penalties totaling NT$2 million according
to Subparagraph 7, Article 129 of the Banking Act. (FSC Letter No. JinGuan-Yin-Kong-Zi-10660002229 dated 6.1.2017)
Improvements:
The Bank’s operating unit will suggest customers include the discussion of
relevant transaction information in their Board Meetings, and record the
purpose of transaction and whether hedging or non-hedging, together with
the actual details of the meeting in the meeting minutes. The meeting
minutes to be provided to the Bank shall state the details of the meeting
time, location, names of attending directors, limits applied, transaction
purpose and authorized transaction personnel, and shall be prepared and
stamped by the customers. The Bank strictly prohibits employees from
preparing such documents on behalf of customers to ensure the proper
implementation of Board Meeting minutes examination.
(4) JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.: None.
3. Rectifications ordered by the FSC:
(1) JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.: None.
(2) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: None.
(3) Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.：
① The Bank was found to have exhibited defect in terms of credit assessment
and transaction verification in the credit case of Ting Sing Trading: The
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borrower's purchase agreement submitted during credit assessment showed
only one batch of dental consumables, with unit price being the contract
sum and the date of delivery unspecified. It was evident that the Bank did
not verify the authenticity of contract obtained and the existence of
borrower's sales transaction. Furthermore, proof of buyers' checks was
overly concentrated to few medical institutions and physicians, showing a
lack of due diligence in verifying the authenticity of underlying
transactions to the extent likely to compromise business operations, for
which the FSC issued an order of rectification in accordance with
Paragraph 1, Article 61-1 of the Banking Act. (FSC Letter No. Jin-GuanYin-Kong-Zi-1050029666A dated 2.9.2017)
Improvements:
The Bank has established a confirmation mechanism for transaction-based
loans to verify the appropriateness of the transaction. Through such a
confirmation process, the Bank can ensure the truthfulness of the
transaction and secure the Bank’s rights. Meanwhile, the Bank has
reinforced its education and training of employees to prevent such
violations, and had the employees attended training courses within the
deadline.
② The Financial Supervisory Commission found that the Bank did not
examine the customers’ Board Meeting minutes when conducting
derivative business, and imposed penalties totaling NT$2 million according
to Subparagraph 7, Article 129 of the Banking Act; in addition, a demand
for rectification was made by FSC according to Paragraph 1, Article 61-1
of the same Act. (FSC Letter No. Jin-Guan-Yin-Kong-Zi-10660002229
dated 6.1.2017)
Improvements:
The Bank’s operating unit will suggest customers include the discussion of
relevant transaction information in their Board Meetings, and record the
purpose of transaction and whether hedging or non-hedging, together with
the actual details of the meeting in the meeting minutes. The meeting
minutes to be provided to the Bank shall state the details of the meeting
time, location, names of attending directors, limits applied, transaction
purpose and authorized transaction personnel, and shall be prepared and
stamped by the customers. The Bank strictly prohibits employees from
preparing documents on behalf of customers. In order to improve the
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examination process for Board Meeting minutes, examination guidelines
were adopted and regulate that after the operating unit receives the meeting
minutes from the customers, the minutes should be examined by a
designated unit by the head office with reference to the examination
checklist.
(4) JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.: None.
4. Penalties imposed by the FSC in accordance with Paragraph 1, Article 54 of the
Financial Holding Company Act: None.
5. Disclosure of losses exceeding NT$50 million incurred during the year, whether in
one event or aggregately over several events, as a result of extraordinary nonrecurring incidents (such as fraud, theft, misappropriation of assets, fictitious
transactions, forgery of documents and securities, kickbacks, natural disasters,
external forces, hackers’ attacks, theft and leakage of confidential information,
disclosure of customers’ details or other material occurrences), or accidents arising
from failure to comply with Safety and Maintenance Guidelines for Financial
Institutions:
(1) JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.: None.
(2) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: None.
(3) Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.：
① With regards to the embezzlement of customer's funds involving former
financial adviser ○○ Shen of Xinying Branch, the customer is currently
requesting more than NT$200 million in money lost, and the case is still
being reviewed by court.
(4) JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.: None.
6. Other disclosures mandated by FSC: None.
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(XII) Major resolutions passed in shareholder meetings and board of directors
meetings in the most recent year up till the publication date of this annual
report
1. (6.8.2018) Major resolutions passed in 2018 shareholder meetings and the execution
progress:

Agenda

Resolution and execution

Report of 2017 business overview.

Acknowledged on record.

Report of Audit Committee's review
on 2017 year-end closing.

Acknowledged on record.

Report of 2017 employee and
director remuneration.

Acknowledged on record.
Resolution, Payment of 2017 employee and director remuneration
was completed on November 22, 2018.

Establishment of "JihSun Financial
Holding Policy for Transfer of the
6th Share Buyback to Employees."

Acknowledged on record.
To proceed according to resolution.

Report on the closure and progress
of the Company's 6th common share
buyback transfer to employees, and
progress of the 5th and 6th treasury
stock transfer.

Amendments to "JihSun Financial
Holding Board of Directors Meeting
Rules."
Acknowledgment of 2017 business
report and financial statements.

Acknowledgment of 2017 earnings
appropriation.

Issuance of new shares against
capitalization of 2017 earnings.

Acknowledged on record.
To proceed according to resolution.Duration of the 6th share
buyback: from September 30, 2017 until November 29, 2017.
Number of shares bought: 60,000,000 shares. Execution outcome
of the current share buyback: completed upon expiry of the stated
duration.
In the 5th treasury stock transfer, a total of 24,034,000 shares
were transferred to 1,706 employees at NT$7.30 per share. Shares
were distributed on March 15, 2018 and 35,966,000 shares were
yet to be distributed.
In the 6th treasury stock transfer, a total of 24,034,000 shares
were transferred to 1,706 employees at NT$8.13 per share. Shares
were distributed on March 15, 2018 and 35,966,000 shares were
yet to be distributed.
Acknowledged on record.
To proceed as resolved. Rules concerning corporate governance
were uploaded to Market Observation Post System on June 8,
2018.
The agenda was passed as proposed.
To proceed according to resolution.
The agenda was passed as proposed.
To proceed as resolved. The Company had set the stock dividend
and cash dividend baseline date at September 19, 2018. Common
cash dividends amounted to NT$1,789,085,043 or NT$0.5155228
per share, while common stock dividends amounted to
NT$766,750,700, to be issued in 76,675,070 new common shares
(22.09383 shares per 1,000 shares held). Cash dividends were
scheduled to be paid on September 14, 2018, while common
stock dividends were scheduled to be issued and listed on TPEX
on September 14, 2018.
The agenda was passed as proposed.
To proceed as resolved. The baseline date for capitalization was
set at August 19, 2018, during which 76,675,070 new common
shares were issued. This stock dividend was equivalent to
22.09383 new shares per thousand common shares held.
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Amendment of "JihSun Financial
Holding Director Election Rules."

Election of the Company's 7th board
of directors.
Discussion to remove restrictions
imposed against the Company's 7th
board of directors for involving in
competing businesses.

The agenda was passed as proposed.
To proceed as resolved. Rules concerning corporate governance
were uploaded to Market Observation Post System on June 8,
2018.
The name list of elected directors (including independent
directors) was passed.
To proceed as resolved. Results were announced over Market
Observation Post System as material information on June 8, 2018.
The term of service begins June 8, 2018 and ends June 7, 2021.
The agenda was passed as proposed.
To proceed as resolved. The resolution had been announced over
Market Observation Post System as material information on June
8, 2018.

2. Significant board of directors resolutions made in the last financial year, up to the
publication date of this annual report:
31st meeting of the 6th board ~ 9th meeting of the 7th board (01.01.2018~01.31.2019)
Year/quarter
2018 first quarter

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Major board of directors resolutions
Report on the coverage of the Company's "Director, Supervisor and Key Staff
Liabilities Insurance."
Report on the 2017 corporate social responsibility progress of the Company
and subsidiaries.
Report on the Company's NT$3-million donation to Hualien County
Government's donation account.
Report on the amendment of "JihSun Financial Holding Misconduct
Reporting Rules" and rename to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Misconduct Reporting Rules."
Approved the "Inspection Findings Improvement Report (Chart A)" to be
submitted in response to Financial Supervisory Commission's general
inspection on the Company (serial number: 106H015).
Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Credit
Risk Management Guidelines."
Passed the establishment of "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries AML
and CTF Rules."
Passed the transfer of the 5th and 6th treasury stocks to employees and set the
baseline date for share subscription.
Acknowledged the impacts of adopting International Financial Reporting
Standards No. 9 - "Financial Instruments" on January 1, 2018.
Acknowledged the preliminary assessment report and passed the
establishment of IFRS 16 Adoption Task Force, plan and schedule in
response to IFRS 16 - "Leases" taking effect from January 1, 2019 onwards.
Passed to appoint a CPA firm for the Company's 2018 financial statement
audit and profit-seeking enterprise income tax filing, and the 2018 audit
remuneration.
Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Asset Quality Assessment
Guidelines" and "JihSun Financial Holding Consolidated Asset Quality
Assessment Guidelines."
Passed the issuance of the Company’s “2017 Declaration of Internal Control
System.”
Approved the "Inspection Findings Improvement Report (Chart A)" to be
submitted in response to Financial Supervisory Commission's general
inspection on the Company (serial number: 106H015).
Passed minutes for the 14th meeting of the 3rd Remuneration Committee.
Passed the Company’s 2017 business overview report, to be presented for the
2018 annual general meeting.
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Year/quarter

2018 second
quarter

2018 third quarter

Major board of directors resolutions
17. Passed the Company’s 2017 business report and financial statements, to be
presented for the 2018 annual general meeting.
18. Passed the Company’s 2017 employee and director remuneration, to be
presented for the 2018 annual general meeting.
19. Passed details regarding the Company’s 2018 annual general meeting.
20. Passed details concerning acceptance of shareholders’ written proposals for
the Company’s 2018 annual general meeting.
21. Passed to accept director (and independent director) candidates for the
Company’s 2018 annual general meeting.
1. Passed minutes for the 15th meeting of the 3rd Remuneration Committee.
2. Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Corporate Governance
Practice Rules" and rename to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Corporate Governance Practice Rules."
3. Passed report on the closure and progress of the Company's 6th common
share buyback transfer to employees, and progress of the 5th and 6th treasury
stock transfer. To be reported during the 2018 annual general meeting.
4. Passed the Company’s 2017 earnings appropriation plan, to be presented for
the 2018 annual general meeting.
5. Passed the proposal to issue new shares against capitalization of 2017
earnings, to be presented for the 2018 annual general meeting.
6. Passed eligibility review for candidates of the 7th board of directors
(including independent directors), to be reported during the 2018 annual
general meeting.
7. Passed removal of restrictions on competing business involvements for newly
elected members of the Company’s 7th board of directors (including
independent directors). To be reported during the 2018 annual general
meeting.
8. Passed the Company’s 2018 first quarter financial statements.
9. Passed minutes for the 16th meeting of the 3rd Remuneration Committee.
10. Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Work Rules."
11. Passed amendments to “JihSun Financial Holding Compliance System
Implementation Rules.”
12. Passed election for the Company's Chairman.
13. Passed JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Digital Banking Service
Development.
14. Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Management Department
Organizational Rules."
15. Passed the establishment of "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries AML
and CTF Rules."
16. Approved the proposal for the of the election Company’s 4th “Remuneration
Committee” members.
1. Set the "ex-rights date," "ex-dividend date," "share issuance date," and "book
closure period" for the Company's common share dividends.
2. Passed establishment of "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Misconduct Reporting Rules."
3. Passed and revised "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Information
Security Rules."
4. Presentation of "2018 first-half AML and CTF progress report" for the
Company and subsidiaries.
5. Reported the Company’s 2018 first-half compliance progress update.
6. Passed the Company’s 2018 first-half financial statements.
7. Passed amendments to “JihSun Financial Holding Responsibility Principles.”
8. Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding Management Department
and Commission Organizational Rules."
9. Passed amendments to “JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Operating
Principles for Non-credit Transactions with Stakeholders.”
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Year/quarter
2018 fourth quarter

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

2019 first quarter
up till January 31,
2019

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Major board of directors resolutions
Report on the approval granted by Department of Labor, Taipei City
Government, for the amendment of "JihSun Financial Holding Work Rules."
Passed establishment of "JihSun Financial Holding Procurement Contract
Management Rules."
Passed minutes for the 1st meeting of the 4th Remuneration Committee.
Passed the distribution of 2017 employee remuneration.
Passed the distribution of 2017 director remuneration.
Presented ML and TF risk assessment report of subsidiaries.
Passed minutes for the 2nd meeting of the 4th Remuneration Committee.
Passed amendments to “JihSun Financial Holding Compliance System
Implementation Rules.”
Passed the Company’s 2018 third quarter financial statements.
Report on the evaluation and execution of business integrity management by
the Company and subsidiaries: JihSun Bank and subsidiary securities firm in
2018.
Passed minutes for the 3rd meeting of the 4th Remuneration Committee.
Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Assets
and Liabilities Risk Management Guidelines."
Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Capital
Adequacy Management Guidelines."
Passed amendments to "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Market
Risk Management Guidelines."
Passed amendments to “JihSun Financial Holding Accounting Policy.”
Passed the Company’s 2019 audit plan.
Passed the Company’s 2019 business plan.
Passed the Company’s 2019 budget.
Set market risk exposure limits for the financial holding company, its
subsidiaries, and individual trading departments for 2019.
Reported on the status of corporate social responsibility of the Company and
its subsidiaries in 2018.
Passed the Company's 2019 financial statements and appointment of CPAs
certifying the profit-seeking income tax return
2016 important resolutions made by the Board of Directors and CPA's
professional service fees.
Passed amendments to the “Operating Procedure for Acquistion or
Disposition of Assets of Jih Sun Financial Holding” and submitted to 2019
general shareholders’ meeting
Passed the Company’s 5th and 6th transfer of treasury stock to employees and
determination of the record date of subscription for the stock.
Reported the effect produced by the Company’s adoption of IFRS 16 “Lease”
since January 1, 2019, and the status of the IFRS 16 implementaiton work
plan.
Reported the status of the liablity insurance maintained for the Company’s
directors/supervisors and officers.
Reported the status of the Company’s compliance system in the second half
of 2018.
Passed the minute of 4th meeting of the Company’s Remuneration Committee
of 4th term.
Passed the issuance of the Company’s “2018 Statement of Declaration on
Internal Control System”.
Passed the Company’s 2018 business over report and submitted to 2019
general shareholders’ meeting.
Passed the Company’s 2018 business report and financial statements, and
submitted to 2019 general shareholders’ meeting.
Passed the organization of the Company’s 2019 general shareholders’
meeting.
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Year/quarter

Major board of directors resolutions
13. Passed the acceptance of motions proposed by shareholders’ in writing at the
Company’s 2019 general shareholders’ meeting.
14. Passed the acceptance of nomination of the candidates for independent
director at the Company’s 2019 general shareholders’ meeting.
15. Passed the re-appointment of the 6th-term directors/supervisors of the
subsidiary, JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd..
16. Passed the investment of NT$3,400,000 in the subsidiary, JihSun
International Property Insurane Agency Co., Ltd., to increase the subsidiary’s
working capital and satisfy the requirements under Article 16 of the
Regulations Governing Insurance Agents.

(XIII) Documented opinions or declarations made by Directors or Supervisors
against board resolutions in the most recent year, up till the publication date
of this annual report: None.
(XIV) Resignation of personnel related to the preparation of financial statements
in the most recent year, up until the publication date of this annual report:
JihSun Financial Holding Company: None.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: None.
Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.: None.
JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.: None.
Note: Personnel relating to the preparation of financial statements shall include Chairman,
President, Head of Accounting, Head of Finance, Chief Auditor, Head of R&D etc.
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(I)

1,250

Audit fee

0

200

0

185

Policy
License
Human
Others
design registration resources

Non-Audit Fees

385

Subtotal

1,635

Total

Remarks

Non-audit remuneration
mainly comprised:
1. IFRS 9 adoption
opinions - NT$35
thousand;
2. Capitalization of
earnings - NT$200
thousand;
01.01.2018-12.31.2018 3. Compliance guidance
service fee - NT$15
thousand;
4. Opinions on rationality
of purchase price NT$35 thousand;
5. Tax consultancy and
litigation service fee NT$100 thousand.

Audit period
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Change of CPA firm that resulted in the reduction of audit fees from the previous year; disclose audit fees before and after the change and
the cause of such change: none.
(III) Any reduction in audit remuneration by more than 15% compared to the previous year; state the amount, the percentage and reason of such
variation: None.

(II)

KPMG
Chen Jun Li Feng
(and related
Kuang
Hui
businesses)

Name of CPA

Unit: NTD thousands

For remuneration of non-audit services to CPAs, CPAs’ firm and its affiliated companies exceeding one quarter of audit fee, the nature and
amount of audit and non-audit services must be disclosed.

Disclosure of auditors' remuneration

Name of
accounting
firm

V.

VI. Disclosures pertaining to the change of CPA in the last two years
and after:
(I) Information relating to the former CPA:
Date of Replacement
Cause and Notes

Passed by the Board of Directors on April 25, 2019
Internal transfer for certification business in KPMG in Taiwan
Counterpart

CPA

Status
To specify whether the client Terminate the

Appointer

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

or CPA terminates or rejects appointment voluntarily
the appointment

No longer accept
(continue) the
appointment

Issuance of the audit report

None

other than the audit report
containing unqualified
opinions in the most recent
two years, and cause thereof
Accounting principles or practices
Disclosure of financial statements

Disagreement with the issuer

Yes

No

Scope or steps of the audit
Others

V

Notes
Other disclosures
(to be disclosed under the
subparagraphs 5.1(4) of

None

Article 10 of the Standards)
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(II) Information relating to the succeeding auditor:
Firm Name

KPMG in Taiwan

CPA Name

Chen Chun-Kuang and Chung Tan Tan

Date of Appointment

Passed by the Board of Directors on April 25, 2019

Consultation about the accounting
treatment of or application of accounting
principles to a specific transaction or the
type of audit opinion that might be

None

rendered prior to the formal engagement,
and the consultation result.
Written opinion from the successor CPA
regarding the matters disagreed by the

None

former CPA

(III) Former auditor’s reply relating to Item 1 and Item 2-3, Subparagraph 6, Article 10
of the Guidelines: Not applicable.

VII. The company’s Chairman, President, or any managers involved in
financial or accounting affairs being employed by the accounting
firm or any of its affiliated company in the last year: None
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VIII. Transfer or pledge of shares owned by directors, supervisors,
managers, and all parties subject to reporting under Article 11 of
Regulations Governing the Ownership of Financial Holding
Company By Single Individuals or Stakeholders in the last year
up till the publication date of annual report (1).
2018

Title
(Note 1)

Chairman
(major
shareholder)
Independent
Director
Independent
Director
Independent
Director

Name

Capital Target Limited

Up to 16 April 2019
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
(Decrease) in
(Decrease) in
(Decrease) in
(Decrease) in
shares
shares
current holding
current holding
collateralized
collateralized
18,844,864

0

0

0

Representative: Huang Ching Tang

0

0

0

0

Chih-Peng Liu

0

0

0

0

Hsin-Huei Huang

0

0

0

0

Tong Joseph

0

0

0

0

18,844,864

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18,844,864

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18,844,864

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18,844,864

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

27,757,183

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

27,757,183

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

27,757,183

0

0

0

18,844,864

0

0

0

Director
(major
shareholder)

Capital Target Limited

Director
(major
shareholder)

Capital Target Limited

Director
(major
shareholder)

Capital Target Limited

Director
(major
shareholder)

Capital Target Limited

Director
(major
shareholder)

SIPF B.V.

Director
(major
shareholder)

SIPF B.V.

Director
(major
shareholder)

SIPF B.V.

Representative: James C.Tang

Representative: Huang Flynn
Xuxian

Representative: Yang Chih Kuang

Representative: Tse Chi Wai

Representative: Masaaki Sakamoto

Representative: Chunmei Ozaki
(Huang)

Representative: Hiroshi Nakagawa

Individual party
or aggregate SIPF B.V.
related parties
Individual party
or aggregate Capital Target Limited
related parties

27,757,183
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2018

Title
(Note 1)

President

Name

Wang Chih Fang

Up to 16 April 2019
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
(Decrease) in
(Decrease) in
(Decrease) in
(Decrease) in
shares
shares
current holding
current holding
collateralized
collateralized
1,022,093

0

428,000

0

496

0

130,000

0

1,023,651

0

500,000

0

1,037,353

0

500,000

0

1,022,093

0

500,000

0

Vice President Lin Che Li

420,279

0

404,000

0

Vice President Shu Mu Chun

766,804

0

270,000

0

Chief Auditor Su Bao Hsiu

775,229

0

450,000

0

Lin Tao Hsiao

11,883

0

40,000

0

Yen Chien Hua

454

0

26,000

0

51,104

0

78,000

0

Chang Bo Hsiung

0

0

14,000

0

Cheng Ru Mu

11

0

78,000

0

Hou Kuan

34

0

0

0

0

0

85,000

0

239

0

30,000

0

Assistant V.P. Long Tao Ming

0

0

24,000

0

Assistant V.P. Wang Hui Zhen

153,314

0

196,000

0

Assistant V.P. Zhu Hui Jun

81,767

0

62,000

0

89,666

0

62,000

0

Senior Vice
Chung Hsueh Ti
President
Senior
Executive Vice Huang, Chin-Ming
President
Executive Vice
Wu Wen Ke
President
Vice President Lin Chia Ching

Senior
Assistant V.P.
Senior
Assistant V.P.
Senior
Assistant V.P.
Senior
Assistant V.P.
Senior
Assistant V.P.
Senior Project
Assistant Vice
President

Lee Yi Chieh

Assistant V.P. Chen Chung Hung
Assistant V.P. Wang Bi Hsia

Project
assistant
manager

Wu Zhen

Note 1: Shareholders holding more than 1% ownership interest in the financial holding company have
been highlighted as major shareholders and listed separately.
Note 2: SIPF B.V. reappointed Hiroshi Nakagawa as its new director representative, while former
director Takashi Yoshikawa was relieved of duty. The decision was effected on April 1, 2018.
Note 3: The Company's 7th board of directors was re-elected on June 8, 2018. Independent directors
Chih-Peng Liu and Hsin-Huei Huang were newly elected for this board, whereas all other
directors had service terms renewed.
Note 4: Refer to the following table for shares that have been transferred or pledged with a related party.

Information on the transfer of shares (II): None
Information on the pledge of shares (III): None
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IX. Disclosure of relationships among the top ten shareholders
April 16, 2019

Current Shareholdings

Shares held by
spouse and
underage
children

Shares held in
the names of
others

Name (Note 1)

Remarks

Shares Held

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Shares Held

Shareholding
percentage
(%)

Shares Held

Shareholding
percentage (%)

Designation
(or Name)

Relationship

SIPF B.V.
Representative:
Hirofumi Yabash
Capital Target
Limited
Representative: Lee
Betty Mei Wan
Fubon Life Insurance
Co., Ltd.
Representative:
Richard M. Tsai
KGI Securities
investment account
held in trust by
Standard Chartered
Bank
Citibank Yuanta
Securities (HK) Polaris HongKong
Capital Securities HK
customers' investment
account held in trust
by Capital Securities
Corporation
Far Glory Life
Insurance Co., Ltd.
Representative: Roy
Meng
Fiduciary trust
property accounts
held in trust by Jih
Sun International
Bank, Ltd.
Investment account of
the Central Bank of
Norway managed by
Citibank
JPMorgan Chase
Bank N.A. Taipei
Branch in Custody for
Vanguard Total
International Stock
Index Fund, a series
of Vanguard Star
Funds

Relationship
characterized as
spouse or relative
of second degree
or closer among
the top-10
shareholders.
(Note 3)

1,284,089,084
None

35.48
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

871,791,816
None

24.09
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

156,555,550
None

4.33
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

141,442,358

3.91

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

90,911,735

2.51

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

85,103,662

2.35

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

84,362,466
None

2.33
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

59,158,347

1.63

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

32,907,161

0.91

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

16,677,640

0.46

None

None

None

None

None

None

Common
shares

Note 1: All top-10 shareholders have been listed. For corporate shareholders, the name of the corporate
entity and the name of the representative are shown separately.
Note 2: The percentage of shares held under own name, spouse’s name, underage children’s names, and
proxy shareholders’ names are calculated separately.
Note 3: Relations among said shareholders (including corporate and natural-person shareholders) have
been disclosed in accordance with Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports
by Financial Holding Companies.
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X. Invested businesses jointly held between the Company, the
Company’s directors, supervisors, managers, and enterprises
directly or indirectly controlled by the Company; disclose
shareholding in aggregate of the above parties:
December 31, 2018
Held by the Company
Invested businesses
Shares Held

Shareholding
Percentage

Unit: shares; %

Held by directors,
supervisors, managers,
and directly or
Aggregate ownership interest
indirectly controlled
enterprises
Shares Shareholding
Held
Percentage

Shares Held

Shareholding
Percentage

JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd.

1,157,212,760

100.00%

0

0

1,157,212,760

100.00%

Jih Sun International
Bank, Ltd.

1,728,607,993

100.00%

0

0

1,728,607,993

100.00%

JihSun International
Property Insurance
Agency Co., Ltd.

300,000

100.00%

0

0

300,000

100.00%

JihSun Futures Co.,
Ltd.

68,696,435

98.138%

63,333

0.090%

68,759,768

98.228%

10,000,000

100.00%

0

0

10,000,000

100.00%

54,600,000

100.00%

0

0

54,600,000

100.00%

370,000,000

100.00%

0

0

370,000,000

100.00%

Jih Sun Financial
Services (Cayman)
Limited (Note)

8,050,000

100.00%

0

0

8,050,000

100.00%

JS CRESVALE
CAPITAL LIMITED

2,000,000

100.00%

0

0

2,000,000

100.00%

JihSun Securities Inv
Trust Co., Ltd.

7,800,000

20.00%

0

0

7,800,000

20.00%

JihSun Life Insurance
Agency Co.,Ltd.

297,000

99.00%

0

0

297,000

99.00%

30,000,000

100.00%

0

0

30,000,000

100.00%

JihSun Securities
Investment Consulting
Co., Ltd.
Jih Sun International
Investment Holding
Company Limited
JS Cresvale Securities
International Limited

JihSun Venture Capital
Co., Ltd.

Note: Dismissal and liquidation of Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman) Limited have been resolved by
the board of directors of JihSun Securities during the meeting held on March 14, 2019 out of
concern for overall operational efficiency.
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Four. Funding Status
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I. Capital and outstanding shares
(I)

Categories of shares outstanding in the most recent financial year, up till
the publication date of this annual report
1.

Year /
month

Issued price

2002/02

10

Common share 7
(face value: 10)
2006/07
Preferred share 6
(face value: 10)

Source of capital

Authorized capital
Shares Held
Amount

Paid-up capital
Shares Held
Amount

Source of capital

5,000,000,000

2,253,273,187

Share conversion

5,000,000,000

50,000,000,000

50,000,000,000

4,062,796,997

22,532,731,870

40,627,969,970

Remarks

1,142,857,142 common
shares and 666,666,668
preferred shares had been
issued through private
placements.

2007/06

5,000,000,000

50,000,000,000

2,691,648,044

26,916,480,440

Capital reduction against
previous losses.

2007/09

5,000,000,000

50,000,000,000

2,612,449,482

26,124,494,820

Retirement of treasury
stock.

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

4,962,823,482

49,628,234,820

Cash issue.

2010/06

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

2,581,610,094

25,816,100,940

Capital reduction against
previous losses.

2011/9

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

2,774,862,414

27,748,624,140

Capitalization of retained
earnings.

2012/9

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

2,945,219,562

29,452,195,620

Capitalization of retained
earnings.

2013/8

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

3,099,108,023

30,991,080,230

Capitalization of retained
earnings.

2014/8

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

3,215,181,687

32,151,816,870

Capitalization of retained
earnings.

2015/9

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

3,396,302,860

33,963,028,600

Capitalization of retained
earnings.

2016/9

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

3,542,360,671

35,423,606,710

2018/9

8,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

3,619,035,741

36,190,357,410

2009/04

Common share 4
(face value: 10)

Capitalization of retained
earnings.
Capitalization of retained
earnings.

Others

Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanYin-(6)-Zi-0950036886
dated 08.22.2006.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-1-Zi-0960024642
dated 06.14.2007 and
Letter No. Jin-Guan-Yin(6)-Zi-09600343790 dated
08.07.2007.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanYin-(6)-Zi-09600437580
dated 10.16.2007.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-1-Zi-0980005396
dated 03.06.2009 and
Letter No. Jin-Guan-YinKong-Zi-09800542830
dated 11.30.2009.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-Fa-Zi-0990025442
dated 05.26.2010 and
Letter No. Jin-Guan-YinKong-Zi-09900254680
dated 06.30.2010.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-Fa-Zi-1000032213
dated 07.19.2011.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-Fa-Zi-1010030018
dated 07.13.2012.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-Fa-Zi-1020026130
dated 07.11.2013.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-Fa-Zi-1030025504
dated 07.11.2014.
Approved by the authority
under Letter No. Jin-GuanCheng-Fa-Zi-1040028473
dated 08.03.2015.
Approved and effected on
08.19.2016.
Approved and effected on
July 17, 2018
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2.

Share categories
Authorized capital

Categories

Outstanding shares
(Note)

Common shares

Unissued shares

Remarks

Total

3,619,035,741 shares 4,380,964,259 shares 8,000,000,000 shares

Note: Outstanding shares are listed for trading on TPEX, and include treasury stocks to be transferred to
its employees. As at March 31, 2019, the Company had bought back 27,428,000 shares that had
yet to be transferred to employees. The actual number of outstanding shares is currently
3,591,607,741.

(II)

Shareholders Structure
April 16, 2019

Shareholder structure
Quantity

Government Financial
agencies
institutions

Count

3

Change in Shares Held

506

Shareholding Percentage (%)

0.00

Other
corporate
entities

3

140

Foreign
Individuals institutions
and foreigners
86,762

182

Total
87,090

256,415,821 139,541,467 560,147,900 2,662,930,047 3,619,035,741
7.08

3.86

15.48

73.58

100

(III) Diversity of Ownership
Common shares
Face value - NTD$10 per share

April 16, 2019

Shareholding range

Number of
shareholders

Change in Shares
Held

Shareholding
Percentage (%)

1 to 999
1,000 to
5,000
5,001 to 10,000
10,001 to
15,000
15,001 to
20,000
20,001 to
30,000
30,001 to
50,000
50,001 to 100,000
100,001 to 200,000
200,001 to 400,000
400,001 to 600,000
600,001 to 800,000
800,001 to 1,000,000
1,000,001 and above
Total

44,072
28,698
5,996
2,613
1,357
1,474
1,174
877
420
203
58
38
20
90
87,090

10,091,255
63,005,629
43,380,835
31,932,713
23,470,411
36,089,054
44,968,370
60,252,288
57,730,212
55,735,267
29,384,272
26,591,089
17,818,510
3,118,585,836
3,619,035,741

0.28
1.74
1.20
0.88
0.65
1.00
1.24
1.67
1.60
1.54
0.81
0.73
0.49
86.17
100
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Preferred shares
Face value:
Shareholding range

Number of shareholders

Range to be determined as
deemed appropriate
Total

April 16, 2019
Shareholding Percentage
Change in Shares Held
(%)
None

(IV) List of Major Shareholders
April 16, 2019
Shares
Change in Shares Held

Shareholding Percentage (%)

1,284,089,084

35.48

Capital Target Limited

871,791,816

24.09

Fubon Life Insurance Co., Ltd.

156,555,550

4.33

KGI Securities investment account held in
trust by Standard Chartered Bank

141,442,358

3.91

Citibank Yuanta Securities (HK) - Polaris
HongKong

90,911,735

2.51

Capital Securities HK customers' investment
account held in trust by Capital Securities
Corporation

85,103,662

2.35

Far Glory Life Insurance Co., Ltd.

84,362,466

2.33

Fiduciary trust property accounts held in trust
by Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.

59,158,347

1.63

Investment account of the Central Bank of
Norway managed by Citibank

32,907,161

0.91

JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. Taipei Branch in
Custody for Vanguard Total International
Stock Index Fund, a series of Vanguard Star
Funds

16,677,640

0.46

Name of major shareholder
SIPF B.V.

Note: The table shows top-10 shareholders and those with more than 1% ownership interest in
the Company.
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(V) Information relating to market price, net worth, earnings, and dividends
per share for the last 2 years
Year

2018
(Note 1)

Item
Market
price per
share
Net worth
per share
Earnings
per Share

Dividends
per share

High
Low
Average
Before dividend
After dividend
Weighted average outstanding shares
Earnings per share － pro forma,
before dividends (Note 2)
Earnings per share － pro forma,
after dividends (Note 2)
Cash dividends
Stock From earnings
dividends From capital reserves
Accumulated unpaid dividends
P/E ratio (Note 3)
Price to dividend ratio (Note 4)

10.25
7.80
9.00
12.46
Note 1
3,537,490,136

Year-to-date
information
2017
ended January
31, 2019 (Note 6)
9.10
9.08
6.70
8.53
7.36
8.92
11.41
12.57
10.65
Not applicable
3,485,601,802
3,547,103,741

0.71

0.67

0.047

Note 1

0.65

Not applicable

0.60
0.26
0
0
12.69
15.00

0.52
0.22
0
0
11.00
14.15

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
0
Not applicable
Not applicable

Analysis
of
investment
6.67
7.07
Not applicable
returns Cash dividend yield(%)(Note 5)
Note 1: Appropriation of 2018 earnings is subject to resolution during the 2019 annual general meeting.
Note 2: Where stock dividends were issued, EPS shall be disclosed in amounts before and after
retrospective adjustments.
Note 3: /E ratio = average closing price per share for the year / earnings per share.
Note 4: rice to dividend ratio = average closing price per share for the year / cash dividends per share.
Note 5: ash dividend yield = Cash dividend per share / average closing price per share for the current
year.
Note 6: ased on company-prepared information, which are yet to be reviewed by auditor.

(VI)

Dividend Policy and Execution
1.The Company’s dividend policy
Any annual surpluses concluded by the Company are first subject to
taxation and reimbursement of previous losses, followed by provision for
statutory reserves and provision/reversal of special reserves. The residual
balance shall be added to undistributed earnings carried from previous years, of
which 30% to 100% may be distributed as dividends. The board of directors is
authorized to submit an earnings appropriation proposal for final resolution
during shareholder meeting.
The Company adopts a residual dividend policy. The Company first retains
capital required for future operations and investments, based on its capital
budgets; the residual earnings are then distributed in cash or stock dividends.
The proportion of cash dividends must be no lesser than 10%.
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2. Dividend distribution proposed for the next annual general meeting
2018 Earnings Appropriation Report
Unit: NTD
0
(36,621,079)
1,517,096
540,782,925

Opening undistributed earnings
Less: Adjustment to retained earnings following IFRS 9 adoption in 2018
Plus: Revaluation of defined benefit plan recognized in retained earnings
Plus: Reversal of special reserves provided on contra equity items
Plus: Gain on disposal of equity instruments at fair value through other
328,327,235
comprehensive income
834,006,177
Adjusted undistributed earnings, beginning
2,509,771,056
Plus: Current net income after tax
(250,977,106)
Less: provision of statutory reserves (10%)
3,092,800,127
Distributable earnings
(927,840,000)
Less: stock dividends on common stock (30%)
(2,164,960,127)
Less: cash dividends on common stock (70%)
0
Closing undistributed earnings
Note: Appropriation of 2018 earnings is subject to resolution of annual general meeting in 2019.

(VII)

Impacts of proposed stock dividends on the Company’s business
performance and earnings per share:
Year

Item
Opening paid-up capital
Cash dividends per share
Stock dividends per share (from capitalization of
Dividends for
earnings)
the current year
Stock dividends per share (from capitalization of
reserves)

2019 (estimated)
NT$36,190,357 thousand
NT$ 0.60
NT$ 0.26
0

Operating Profits
Year-on-year percentage variation of operating profit
Changes in
business
performance

Net income
Year-on-year percentage variation of net income
Earnings per Share

Year-on-year percentage variation of earnings per share
Yearly average return on investment (a reciprocal of
yearly average PE ratio)
If capitalized earnings were Pro forma EPS
entirely distributed as cash Pro forma annual return on
dividends instead
investment
Pro forma EPS
Without capitalization of
Pro
forma annual return on
Pro forma EPS reserves
investment
and PE ratio
Without capitalization of
Pro forma EPS
serves and if capitalized
earnings were entirely
Pro forma annual return on
distributed as cash
investment
dividends instead

Not applicable (Note)

Note: The Company did not produce financial forecast for 2018. Pursuant to Letter No. (89)-TaiTsai-Cheng-(1)-00371 issued by the Securities and Futures Commission, Ministry of Finance,
on February 1, 2000, companies that do not publish financial forecasts are not required to
disclose this information.
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(VIII) Employees’/Directors’/Supervisors’ Remuneration:
1. Percentage and range of employees’/directors’/supervisors’ remuneration
stated in the Articles of Incorporation:
According to Articles 19-5 and 23 of the Articles of Incorporation:
Articles 19-5:
The Company may remunerate its directors for performing their duties in
the form of monthly salaries and bonuses. The Board of Directors is authorized
to decide the level of remuneration based on directors’ involvements and
contributions to the Company’s operations, current profitability, and in
reference to peer levels.
The Company may offer reasonable remuneration packages to
Independent Directors that are different from those offered to general directors.
Articles 23:
Annual profits concluded by the Company shall be subject to employee
remuneration of no less than 0.001%; in addition, directors’ remuneration may
be provided up to 1%. of annual profit. However, profits must first be taken to
offset against cumulative losses if any.
Employees’ remuneration, as mentioned above, can be paid in shares or cash to
employees of affiliated companies that satisfy certain criteria.
Any annual surpluses concluded by the Company are first subject to
taxation and reimbursement of previous losses, followed by provision for
statutory reserves and provision/reversal of special reserves. The residual
balance shall be added to undistributed earnings carried from previous years, of
which 30% to 100% may be distributed as dividends. The board of directors is
authorized to submit an earnings appropriation proposal for final resolution
during shareholder meeting.
2. Basis of calculation for employee/director/supervisor remuneration and
share-based compensations; and accounting treatments for any
discrepancies between the amounts estimated and the amounts paid:
The Company has estimated employee remuneration at NT$96 thousand
and director remuneration at NT$14,300 thousand for 2018. Both figures were
estimated by multiplying the Company’s 2018 pre-tax profit with the respective
percentages stated in the Memorandum of Association, and have been
recognized as operating expenses for 2018. Any differences between the
amount actually paid in 2019 and the amount previously estimated will be
treated as a change in accounting estimate, and recognized as gains/losses in
2019.
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3. Remuneration passed by the board of directors:
(1) Employee/director/supervisor remuneration, in cash or in shares:
A. Employees’ cash remuneration:
Amount estimated: NT$ 96,000
Amount paid: NT$ 96,000
Difference: NTD$

0

B. Employees' stock remuneration:
Amount estimated: NTD$0
Amount paid: NTD$0
C. Directors’ remuneration:
Amount estimated: NT$ 14,300,000
Amount paid: NT$ 14,300,000
(2) Disclose the amount, causes and treatments of any differences between the
amount paid and the amount estimated in the year the expense was
recognized:
A. Difference: there was no difference in terms of employee remuneration,
and there was no difference in terms of director remuneration.
B. Cause of difference: no difference.
C. Treatment: not applicable.
(3) Percentage of employee remuneration paid in shares, relative to after-tax
profit and total employee remuneration shown in standalone financial
statements:
A. Employee stock remuneration: 0 share
B. Employee stock remuneration as a percentage of capitalized retained
earnings: 0 %
4. Actual payment of employee/director/supervisor remuneration in the
previous year (including the number of shares allocated, the sum of cash
paid, and the price at which shares were issued), and any differences from
the figures estimated (explain the amount, the cause, and treatment of such
discrepancies):
(1) Employee remuneration: NT$82,500; the amount paid was indifferent to
the amount recognized in the previous year.
(2) Director remuneration: NT$14,300,000; the amount paid was indifferent to
the amount recognized in the previous year.
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(IX)

Shares repurchased by the Company
In board of directors meetings held on February 24 and September 29, 2017,
the board passed resolutions to proceed with the 5th and 6th share buybacks,
respectively, and transfer to employees on a later date. Both buybacks were
executed by purchasing shares through TPEX. Duration of the 5th and 6th
common share buybacks had expired, during which the Company purchased
120,000,000 shares of treasury stock for a sum of NTD$925,693 thousand.
On January 26, 2018, the board of directors passed a resolution to transfer
24,418,000 shares from the 5th buyback and 24,418,000 shares from the 6th
buyback at NT$7.3 and NT$8.13 per share, respectively, to employees. February
14, 2018 was set as the date of transfer. As at March 1, 2018 (the payment due
date), employees had subscribed 24,034,000 and 24,034,000 shares, and paid a
sum of NT$174,922 thousand and NT$194,810 thousand, respectively, net of
securities transaction tax, for the two buybacks.
On January 17, 2019, the board of directors passed a resolution to transfer
22,324,000 shares from the 5th buyback and 22,324,000 shares from the 6th
buyback at NT$7.3 and NT$8.13 per share, respectively, to employees. March 8,
2019 was set as the date of transfer. As at March 19, 2019 (the payment due date),
employees had subscribed 22,252,000 and 22,252,000 shares, and paid a sum of
NT$162,476 thousand and NT$180,366 thousand, respectively, net of securities
transaction tax, for the two buybacks. Currently, the Company has 27,428,000
shares of treasury stock valued at NT$211,582,000 that it had bought back but yet
to transfer to employees.
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II. Corporate bonds
(I) Information on corporate bonds: Not applicable.
(II) Information on convertible corporate bonds: Not applicable.
(III) Information on exchangeable corporate bonds: Not applicable.
(IV) Corporate bond information relevant to aggregate reporting: Not
applicable.
(V) Corporate bonds with warrants: Not applicable.

III. Disclosure relating to preferred shares: Not applicable.
IV. Disclosure relating to depository receipts: Not applicable.
V. Employee stock options, mergers, and acquisitions
(I) Employee warrants unexpired and outstanding as at the publication date
of this annual report, and their impacts to shareholders’ equity: the
Company did not issue any employee warrants.
(II) Names of managers who have acquired employee warrants and names of
employees ranking top ten in terms of exercisable shares as at the
publication date of this annual report: None.

VI. Disclosure regarding new issues of employee restricted shares
(I) Restricted shares that employees are not yet fully entitled to receive, and
impacts on shareholders’ equity as at the publication date of this annual
report: the Company did not issue any restricted shares to employees.
(II) Names of managers and top ten employees who are entitled to receive
restricted shares as at the publication date of this annual report: None.

VII. Disclosure on merger or acquisition of other financial institutions
(I) CPA opinions on share exchange ratios of financial institution mergers and
acquisitions in the last year: Not applicable.
(II) Mergers and acquisitions of other financial institutions in the last five
years. Where a financial institution was merged or acquired by way of new
share issuance, the lead underwriter’s evaluation and opinions must be
disclosed: Not applicable.
(III) Fundamental information of any financial institutions that the board of
directors had resolved to merge or acquire through new share issuance
in the most recent financial year up till the publication date of this
annual report. For ongoing financial institution mergers or acquisitions,
disclose impacts of new share issues on shareholders’ equity: Not
applicable.
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VIII.rogress on planned use of capital
(I) Planned uses of funds
The Company has no existing plans to issue new shares or bank debentures,
nor are there any incomplete issuance of new shares or bank debentures, or any
planned uses of capital in the last 3 years that have yet to materialize their expected
benefits; hence not applicable.

(II) Execution Progress
The Company has no existing plans to issue new shares or bank debentures,
nor are there any incomplete issuance of new shares or bank debentures, or any
planned uses of capital in the last 3 years that have yet to materialize their expected
benefits; hence not applicable.
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Five. Business Performance
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I.

Operations
(I)

Business Activities
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
1. Principal business activities
The Company is a financial holding company; its business activities are
confined to those of investment and management of invested businesses. The
following are the Company's principal business activities:
(1) Investment in businesses approved by the authority
(2) Management of invested businesses
The Company has three subsidiaries, namely JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.,
JihSun International Bank Ltd. And JihSun International Property Insurance
Agency Co., Ltd. Business activities of each subsidiary are detailed below:
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
1. Principal Business Activities
(1) Securities broker.
(2) Proprietary securities dealer.
(3) Securities underwriter.
(4) Futures merchant (H401011).
(5) Futures introducing broker (H408011).
(6) Trust (H105011)
(7) Other business activities approved by the competent authority.
2. Business Weightage (consolidated)
Unit: NTD thousands
2018

Year
Item
Brokerage business
Proprietary Trading
Business
Underwriting
business
Total

Amount

2017
%

Amount

%

3,838,699

79.28

3,454,413

76.04

892,127

18.42

983,046

21.64

111,413

2.30

105,479

2.32

4,842,239

100.00

4,542,938

100.00
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3. Company’s Existing Products (services)
(1) Brokerage:
Service Items

Intended Use and Function
A.
B.

C.
D.
Brokerage business
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
A.
International
B.
Market Businesses
C.
D.
A.

Wealth
management

B.
C.
D.
E.

Consigned trading of stocks listed on the TWSE,
TPEX, and the Emerging Stock Market.
Trading of government bonds, corporate bonds,
convertible corporate bonds, repurchase agreements,
etc.
Mutual fund subscription (regular and one-time
investment plan) and redemption.
Futures introducing broker (index futures, index
options, stock options, interest rate futures,
government bond futures, stock futures, etc.).
Electronic trading of financial instruments.
Proprietary securities financing service.
Margin trading.
Securities lending.
Unrestricted purpose loans
Any other business approved by the competent
authority
Consigned trading of foreign stocks (including ETF
and ETN) and depository receipt (DR).
Consigned trading of offshore funds.
Consigned trading of foreign fixed income products.
Consigned trading of foreign derivatives.
Trust service.
1. Non-discretionary management of money trust.
2. Non-discretionary management of securities
trust.
3. Semi-discretionary management of securities
trust (lending).
Domestic/offshore fund subscription and redemption
service.
Domestic derivative (ELN, PGN) service.
Marketing of insurance products offered by affiliated
insurance agency.
Planning and marketing of other wealth management
products.
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(2) Proprietary Trading:
Main Services: Trading of public listed securities issued in the domestic
market, and investments in overseas securities approved by the competent
authority, using proprietary capital, and aiming to pursue “absolute profit”
and “positive return”. The main investment products include:
A. Securities listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange and Taipei Exchange.
B. Domestic futures and options.
C. Other products allowed by the competent authority or laws.
(3) Fixed Income:
A. Outright purchase and sale of government bonds, corporate bonds, and
convertible bonds.
B. Brokerage and underwriting of corporate bonds, bank debentures, and
securitized assets.
C. NTD and foreign currency-denominated repurchase agreements.
D. Trading of interest rate futures and options associated with R.O.C.
government bonds.
E. Trading of interest rate swaps and derivatives.
F. Convertible bond asset swap.
G. Trading of international and foreign bonds.
(4) Capital Market:
A. Supervision and assistance to enterprises in entering the capital market,
including the public offering of stocks, registration at the Emerging
Stock Market, and application for listing stocks at TWSE or TPEx.
B. Securities underwriting for TWSE/TPEX listed companies.
C. Supervision and assistance to overseas enterprises to list their stocks at
TWSE and TPEx and raise capital.
D. Providing financial consulting services including merger and acquisition
and public acquisition.
E. Share registration and investor services.
(5) Derivatives:
A. The offering and trading of warrants.
B. Trading of structured products.
C. The offering and trading of ETN
D. proprietary trading
(6) E-Commerce:
The Internet and mobile devices have become important tools for providing
information and services in daily life. The Company offers a wide variety
of e-services to satisfy different needs of investment and wealth
management for our clients and provides the online platforms as follows:
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A. Trade Website: A portal that incorporates trading features for securities,
futures, options and sub-brokerage service. Navigation and the interface
have been consistently designed to give customers easy access to
complete information across a broad product range on a single platform.
If any new product or new market is enrolled, customers do not need to
spend extra time in learning or getting used to it because of the
consistent layout on the website. In the future, the exchange website is
expected to be viewed and used on smart electronic devices, and the
back-up support and diversification of various platforms may be
achieved.
B. Upgrade of Sub-brokerage Service: The Company provides customers
with an optimized online sub-brokerage trade platform that not only is
easy to use, but has the ability to integrate international stock quotes,
technical analysis, and trade/market/account information all in one
screen. Combined with the use of push messages and mobile
technology, the Company gives customers full control of their
investments anytime, anywhere, without time or border restrictions. In
2017, the Company added US/HK stock mobile trading and real-time
stock quote services, and JP stock trading and accounting services.
C. Wealth Management Platform: integration of a powerful fund search
function, global financial and economic information, “JihSun Institute”
special section for investor education and wealth management trail
calculation module to provide customers online quotation of trust funds,
quote alert, electronic trade and securities borrowing trust, trust fund
account management service, to assist and guide customers to upgrade
their capacity in investment decision-making and satisfy the customers
with diversified online and mobile platform for wealth management for
quick attainment to the goal of wealth management. Mobile platform is
also provided “JihSun Fund Channel” APP to facilitate mobile wealth
management by the customers.
D. HTS application software: this software integrates the functions of
quotations and trading of securities, futures, and options with tens of
features in placing trade orders, quotation display, and technical analysis
indicators so that the users could set up their preferred functions of
timing, quantity and price. This software can satisfy the needs of the
customers in one-stop service and allows for the customization of user
environment. Investors could organize their preferred screen display
with the program that accustomed to their habit of reading the charts.
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E. HTS2 Application: JihSun has developed proprietary software that
incorporates quotation and trading functions for a broad range of
instruments including securities, futures and options. It adopts a newgeneration interface and menu design that offers great user friendliness
and enables investors to place orders with ease. Featuring a flexible
quotation layout and JihSun's exclusive online news, the application
delivers unprecedented service quality. In 2017, JihSun added the
“mobile profit seeking” service to help customers upgrade their
opportunities to seek profit effectively.
F. Software Trading System (STS): STS is currently the only professional
trading system available that allows customers to configure their own
programs, buy/sell signals, and stock selection logics free of charge. It
offers the best support for investors' trading strategies.
G. JihSun XQ: The Company provides the most prevailing XQ software for
reading the tape and placing orders in the same trade which may be used
by experienced investors more easily, and make investments and
manage wealth more easily by virtue of other peripheral services
provided by JihSun Securities.
H. Automated Voice Order Placement: The nationwide hotline uses
automated voice to guide customers through layered menus, which helps
familiarize them in their first-time use.
I. Mobile ordering: the “WTS” mobile ordering system could be used in
any type of cell phone and any cell phone number provided by any
telecom service. In addition, this system supports Android, iOS and
other mobile operating system, and provides convenient mobile viewing
of charts and financial information. In 2017, the service of indirect order
of daily trade and account service are also provided so that the
customers could use the mobile wealth management value adding
service freely.
J. Mobile Push Service: The pioneering “JihSun online” app’s highly
customized message push service allows customers to subscribe to
instant personalized information regarding trade, service, and marketing.
The applied programs of JihSun (JihSun SMART/WTS/Warrants
World/Jih Sun Bank) are integrated to provide diversified information
simultaneously. Combined with the use of SMART (program trading),
customers are able execute stop-loss and stop-gain orders and access a
broad variety of mobile finance services without having to keep track of
market movements. In 2018, JihSun added the “mobile profit seeking”
service to help customers upgrade their opportunities to seek profit
effectively.
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K. the “Database Lion” service robot: this robot provides round-the-clock
customer service 365 days a year without the necessity of login and
features quick response and customized service like a real person for the
ceaseless upgrade of electronic service efficiency and quality.
L. "JihSun Online Account Opening": Since the competent authority’s
approval of e-account opening and online account opening services, the
"JihSun Online Account Opening" app has allowed customers to "open
an account at home" without needing to request opening an account at
the counter personally. Upon access to the electronic password via OTP,
customers may proceed with investment trading. Therefore, more and
more young digital natives have been attracted and opened accounts
with JihSun, and more Otaku Economy has been created.
M. “AI Wealth Management Lion” smart wealth management: systematic
smart stock picking and diagnosis to assist customers to locate good
wealth management targets. Customers could proceed to rational and
conservative investment at appropriate price through target valuation.
4. New Derivative Instruments and Services Planned in the Future
(1) Brokerage:
A. Brokerage Services:
a. For the time being, securities firms generate operating revenue
primarily from brokerage services. Given the development trend of
FinTech, the securities industry will transform in order to provide
more fine-quality customized, automated and efficient cloud
financial services. Therefore, whether the value-added services
needed by customers are available is critical to solicitation of
customers.

Trading

via

electronic

mean

gets

increasingly

competitive. Industry peers continued to offer big discount to jostle
for customers for stabilizing sale performance. The electronic trading
platform transformed from the functional competition in the past to
user-friendly interface, and oriented towards the development for
customer convenience and customized module. The prevalent use of
portable devices made the development of mobile trading platform
the gravity of development in the future.
b. After the new rule of trading by one-by-one order matching, any
delay in the information of trading could result in potential loss of
the customers. Securities dealers who could provide the customers
with faster, more efficient and more stable trading system will enable
them to win, among other things. Securities dealers must provide
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differentiated and customized services to customers of different
attributes or different modes of trade. Ceaseless refinement of the
function of electronic trading platform with more convenient service
will be necessary. Under FinTech, new modes of financial innovative
services were unveiled. Likewise, big data analysis and FinTech in
AI also contributes to the development of wealth management by
robotic devices.
c. The gravity of the operation strategy of the securities dealers should
be the strengthening of information strategy for early response.
In practice, more resources should be committed to reinforce the
installation of infrastructure and human resources in the research and
development of the information system, including the assessment of
the location of the trading mainframe, the structure of the trading
network between the customer end, the exchange and the leased line
of the dealer, the traffic volume of broadband and the preparation of
sudden peak hours, the trading servers, the electronic trading
platform, backbone network, and related equipment, and their
capacity and loading performance.
d. The advancement of FinTech allowed for the increasing volume of
trading through electronic means. In addition, the competent
authority further deregulated online business of the securities dealers.
As such, securities dealers tend to commit further resources to
provide online services for attracting more customers and improving
operation efficiency. Accordingly, the securities dealers have higher
flexibility in setting up branch locations and could engage in the
differentiation and diversification of their business locations to
provide distinctive features of operation.
B. International Markets:
The volume of indirect trade has been on the growth over the
years. Further to the continued growth of the new accounts for trading
with indirect orders, the overall trading volume also expected to
challenge the limit of NT$2.5 trillion in 2018. This trend indicated that
more and more domestic investors are outreaching for overseas assets
in their portfolios. The rapid internationalization of the business
deployment by institutional clients compelled for the coverage of
different markets with more efficient delivery process to satisfy their
needs in the planning. In addition, general investors became better
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prepared for the investment in overseas products. Under such
circumstances, the supply of information on market and products in
diversity to satisfy the needs of the investors will be essential. Mobile
ordering function will continued for improvement, including real-time
quotation, limit order, big data analysis for stock selection. It is
expected that the refinement of the trading platform, a wider array of
choices for overseas products, improvement of the professional
capacity of the sale personnel, and better customer service could help to
maintain stable development of indirect trade orders.
C. Wealth Management:
The mushrooming of wealth management business over the years
contributed to the growth in service charge income. As such, the
service charge income in 2018 indicated growth from the same period
of 2017, which indicated that the growing demand of the domestic
investors for wealth management products. In the wake of the
increasing volume of trade conducted by electronic means, securities
dealers have spared no effort in fortifying the function of the electronic
trading platform ceaselessly. The Company has kept up with this trend
by launching the platform for mobile service in the marketing of fund
units and align with the competent authority in FinTech in order to
develop in the direction of mobile securities services so that the
customers could complete the opening of accounts and trading, and
access to investment information with smart portable devices. The
Company will also provide more professional, convenient, and smart
full-range financial services so that the customers could keep the
diversity of products under control through the portable platform and
the improvement of the professional standing of the sale personnel to
earn the trust of the customers for the stable development of wealth
management.
(2) Proprietary Trading:
The deregulation of the governments also helped ease the trading in
particular direction and in strategic trade for maximization of profits
through diversification of investment.
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(3) Fixed Income:
In 2018, the interest rate for bonds in Taiwan was also bearish in line
with the bonds in the US. The upward adjustment of interest rate by US
FED did not cause corresponding change in Taiwan. In general, there are
signs showing the further widening of the interest gap between Taiwan
bonds and US bonds. Under such circumstance, this department committed
further resources in the development of foreign bonds. Further to bolstering
the trading of bonds denominated in NTD, we also broadened the scope of
investment. We made adjustment in the perpetuity and credit rating of the
subject matters of investment in line with economic change, and also spent
effort in the studying of bond ETF denominated in foreign currencies for
the diversification of investment risk. In the future, we will further broaden
the scope of our investment portfolio, and review seriously with our clients
to look for new business opportunity for cooperation.
(4) Capital Market:
None.
(5) Derivatives:
A. In response the deregulation of the ETN business by the competent
authority, we are in the process of planning ETN products with
distinctive features with in consideration of the needs of the customers
in wealth management products and the profitability of the business.
B. In the area of structured products, the Company will develop a brand
new structured product trading platform to provide more diversified
wealth management products for the customers and bring in higher
profit for the Company.
(6) E-Commerce:
A. Transformation of Online Services From Function-driven to Userdriven: Given the growing popularity of mobile devices, the Company
will take steps to enhance the compatibility of its online services across
different platforms and devices. These services will be integrated with
personalized information to optimize service movement and deliver
better a user experience.
B. Wealth Management App: The app will provide customers with
exclusive services such as online fund quotation, electronic trading, and
account management, thereby allowing them to manage wealth over the
Internet and by using mobile devices.
C. Online Services for Existing Customers: As the authority adjusts its
policy, the Company will successively provide such services as “Online
Processing of Commissioned Contracts”, “Provision of Commissioned
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Contracts Via Electronic Tokens” and “Delivery of E-Password Slips in
Electronic Form” and other services requested by customers to allow
them to complete account opening at great convenience.
D. Big Data Clustering Service: According to analysis on complied big
data, the Company will add labels for customers and products for
identification and also apply the result of identification and mapping to
provide customers with better investment portfolio suggestions, thereby
upgrading customers’ opportunities for seeking profit from trading and
adequately mitigate customers’ risks for missing trading opportunities.
E. Proprietary trade media: in responding to the change in the viewing
habit of the internet population, the Company planned to add more
footages and animated motion pictures to the official channel of JihSun
at YouTube so that the external investors could understand the function
of the platform through the audiovisual productions developed
independently by JihSun and could become the customers of the
Company. Existing customers of JihSun could also understand better the
tools of placing trade orders that fit their investment portfolios and
could place the trade orders through the distinctive function provided by
the advanced screen display with audiovisual elements. These features
allow for more disciplined and efficient investment.
F. Pro-active customer service: Digital services have taken over
conventional over-counter services. In light of this trend, JihSun has
introduced a customer-exclusive digital advisory service that assists
customers in many different areas from stock quotation, trading to
general inquiries. This feature enables the company to provide
differentiated services for customers of different segments, and makes
customers more willing to trade. It also serves as a means to constantly
care for customers, gather opinions, learn customers' needs and provide
feedbacks.
G. Instant Customer Help Station: the prevalent use of robots and the
mushrooming of community media made the use of the traditional voice
customer service center irrelevant for the new interactive mode of
service. To align with the new mode of communication with the
community media and the wealth of content in interaction, digital
service (real-time dialogue, online broadcasting, and FAQ) was
introduced alongside the 0800 toll free hotline. Customer service will be
more hearty and could help to solve the problems of the customers.
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Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.
(I) Describe the main functions of each business unit; growth and changes in asset
allocation, and (or) income as a percentage of total assets, and (or) income weight.
1. The following are the Bank’s current main business functions:
(1) Check deposits
(2) Demand deposits
(3) Time deposits
(4) Issue bank debentures
(5) Underwrite short-term, medium-term, and long-term loans.
(6) Bills discounts
(7) Invest in government bonds, short-term notes, corporate bonds, bank
debentures, and corporate stocks
(8) Exchange of local and foreign currencies
(9) Acceptance of commercial bills
(10) Issue local and foreign letters of credit
(11) Provide guarantees to corporate bond issuers
(12) Provide local and foreign guarantees
(13) Collections and payments on behalf
(14) Sale of government bonds, treasury bills, corporate bonds, and corporate
shares
(15) Warehousing, depository, and administration of the above businesses
(16) Other business functions approved by the central authority
2. Net revenues by category (consolidated):
Unit: NTD thousands

2018

Year
Item
Net interest revenue
Net fee revenue
Gains/losses on financial
instruments
Exchange gains/losses
Others
Net revenue

Amount

2017

Weight (%)

Amount

Weight (%)

2,866,513

71.85%

2,481,999

61.74%

907,417

22.74%

978,893

24.35%

20,380

0.51%

337,643

8.40%

159,045

3.99%

78,933

1.96%

36,493

0.91%

142,481

3.55%

3,989,848

100.00%

4,019,949

100.00%
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3. New products and services planned for the future
1. Corporate Banking
(1) The Bank will focus on SME financing, mortgage loans, stock guarantee,
and trading financing with better profit under calculated risk and reasonable
profit level. The Bank will also consider the cost of capital for setting
reasonable fee rates for higher profit.
(2) The Bank will increase the proportion of SME financing through the
cooperation with the SME Credit Guarantee Fund and the Overseas Credit
Guarantee Fund and in conjunction with the policies of the government in
economic vitalization. In addition, the Bank will focus on disposable and
arbitrage financing to keep abreast of the cash flow situations of the
customers so as to broaden the clientele base at upstream and downstream.
This will help to secure better business opportunity, understand the
customers better, and reduce the credit risk of the Bank.
(3) Development of a wider array of cash flow channels to stabilize the ratio of
current account deposits. Stable cash flow for working capital in foreign
exchange to enlarge the scale of operation. Keeping abreast of the changes
in the market interest rate of USD with appropriate reflection of the cost of
capital on quotation of USD to exercise proper control over the markup of
interest rate and maintain proper return from loans in USD.
(4) Continued promotion of the corporate banking network with assistance to
customers in keep cash flows under control with flexible appropriation of
funds. Provision of better function and security for the customers to their
needs to increase the number of accounts and transaction volume of the
corporate banking network.
(5) Complying with the principles of credit risk control and the pricing strategy
of “cost, expense, risk, return”. Selection of suitable business partners with
proper balance between risk control and price of interest rate through the
internal credit rating system and profitability analysis. The customer profit
analysis system will also be used for analyzing customer contribution.
(6) In responding to the growth of business, the Bank will improve its core
competence through internal training so as to upgrade the competence,
professional standing and scope of service of its corporate banking staff. In
addition, the Bank will pay close attention to human resources development
by pooling up human resources to drive business development forward.
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2. Consumer Banking
(1) Continued development of the size of consumer banking: The Bank
reassigned the North Kaohsiung Branch of Kaohsiung City as a key branch
for consumer banking so as to increase the content of services and size of
consumer banking of the Bank in southern Taiwan. The Bank offers
preferential interest rate for the customers in buying their own homes for
the first time so that they could have lesser financial burden. This also helps
to increase the business for the Bank.
(2) Keep a proper balance between quantity and quality: based on risk control,
the Bank will improve the quality of loans for better profit.
(3) Segmentation of customers: The Bank pursues the price differentiation
policy by the risk attribute of the customers, sale team, collaterals, and
customized marketing projects to develop more accounts from targeted
customers and improve the business of local customers.
(4) Strengthening customer bonding: Further development of existing
mortgage loans customers and provide products with preferential rate for
customers with good record and VIP group. This will help to protect the
assets on hand, enhance product diffusion rate and bonding, and improve
the relation with customers in transactions.
(5) Improvement of staff productivity: The Bank organizes training programs
on products, marketing, and customer relation regularly for strengthening
the sale skills of the staff in consumer banking products. The training is an
integration of insurance, credit card, credit card acquiring business, and
wealth management sales objective and marketing activities to improve the
capacity of the sale personnel in marketing of the diversity of products.
(6) Digital consumer banking service: installation of appraisal map function to
provide quick price comparison service. The Sale personnel could access to
information on the transaction by section/address with portable devices and
appraise the collateral for the effective upgrade of operation efficiency.
3. Wealth Management
(1) The Bank will continue to pay close attention to the global market trend
and the changes in the regulatory environment for the effective and
dynamic management of market risk in investment. In addition, the Bank
also values the proper fitting of KYP and KYC. The research team provides
professional market report on the basis of macroeconomic indicators,
political and economic, and leverage, and also keeps proper balance
between opportunity and risk to determine the trend of the market and the
needs of the customers in wealth management and investment. Suitable
fund portfolio will be sorted out with balance of quality and quantity for
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allocation of core and satellite products. The Bank also provides functional
recommendation to the customers in wealth management with the design of
asset allocation plan for stable growth and to satisfy the customers their
needs of wealth management at different stages.
(2) More variety of products will be introduced along with intensive training
and sales efforts. The Bank will collaborate closely with reputable fund
issuers, insurance companies, foreign investment banks etc to launch
products that conform with prevailing trends and broaden customers'
selections.
(3) The Bank will continue growing business relationship and loyalty of its
VIPs with innovation and professionalism, and aim to connect with
descents of VIP customers by exploring their needs and offering solutions
at different stages in their lives. In doing so, we shall be able to sustain
service relationship on a perpetual basis.
(4) The Bank will continue to develop cross-selling to different customer
groups (the development of SME in corporate banking and mortgage loan
accounts) to improve the size of wealth management assets with routine
review of the changes in the assets of existing customers and the profit
position. The Bank also provide asset allocation plan with stable growth for
the customers, and design optimal asset portfolio to satisfy the needs of the
customers at different stages of wealth management.
4. Trust
(1) In supporting the advocacy of the mechanisms for performance guarantee
for advance sale housing by the Ministry of Interior, the Bank launched the
“Advance Sale Housing Trust” business for the control of the program for
the exclusive financing of construction projects and protection of the rights
of the buyers and in compliance with applicable laws. Customers could
receive full-range services through the inquiry system on the webpage of
the Bank.
(2) The discretionary account system of the Bank has short selling function.
With this advantage, the Bank will improve its service quality to develop
new business partners for more new business and provide professional
services.
(3) The Bank will continue the promotion of other subordinated business such
as certification of securities, fiduciary management of bonds.
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5. Treasury
The Bank has the following investment plan aiming at the specific feature of
major capital markets:
A. Exchange rate trend: Conduct spot trade in concurrent trend within the
authorized limit of trade, matched with the derivative trade of NDF,
futures, and options for better profit so as to achieve the desired goal.
B. Interest rate market: Engagement in bond trade and interest rate
derivatives with major domestic and foreign governments bonds as the
subject matters of trade. Foreign government bonds denominated in
USD and EUR will be the gravity of trade, matched with interest rate
futures, interest rate swap, CCS and other interest rate derivatives in the
diversified trading strategy. The scope, depth, and stability of trade will
be strengthened to achieve the desired goal of profit from interest rate
trade.
C. Equity market: the scope of operation covers the stocks and ETF of
major exchanges at home and overseas for mapping out the investment
portfolio with high yield rate. It will be matched with futures options in
hedge trade to improve the overall return on assets.
(1) Fund appropriation:
With sufficient liquidity reserve and under the overall operation
plan, the Bank will match the fluctuation of the money market
interest rate and exchange rate to adjust the deposit structure, asset
allocation and hedging timely for the flexible use of capital and
brining in higher profit.
(2) Risk management:
Follow the guidelines given by the Group Risk Management
Division and monitor the risk indicators generated from the risk
management

system.

Develop

internal

risk

management

procedures, and mid-office and back-office systems for effective
trade and risk management.
6. Electronic banking
(1) Friendly banking service
In supporting the government policy of friendly banking service, the Bank
established the friendly banking service zone to provide friendly internet
banking, friendly webATM and relate electronic transaction platform to
protect the basic right of the handicapped with fair, reasonable, and
convenient banking service.

The Bank also launched the internet banking

system in English for the convenience of foreign enterprises and customers
in making account inquiry and fund transfer. The interface is in English for
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the needs of foreign customers. This will help the globalization of the
industry.
(2) Mobile banking service
Several items of service were added to mobile banking, such as: FaceID
login, customer service in wording (Database lion), notice of change in
account, prearranged trade of funds, local currency fund transfer entries to
passbook, and inter-bank QRCode payment.
(3) Optimized Website
The English version of the official website of the Bank and loan service
network was displayed in Responsive Web Design (RWD) for the optimal
viewing of the users with desktop PC, tablet PC, cell phone and different
types of devices and browsers to upgrade the image of the Bank and
facilitate the promotion of different products from the Bank.
(4) Mobile payment services
The Bank is engaged in a joint venture with LINE Pay to launch the
“Prearranged link to deposit accounts” so as to provide payment services in
different settings for the customers. This operation is vital for the
development of electronic payment operation and strengthening the
competitive power of bank. With the connection between LINE Pay and
API of the Bank and after the identity authentication of the customer and
the consent of the customer in the clause and procedure for linking to the
local currency current account of the Bank for transaction, the account
manager of internet banking will proceed to payment, refund, withdrawal,
and value storage transactions through the application program of LINE
Pay.
(5) Digital Banking
Development of online local currency digital deposit account opening
service for the convenience of the customers in applying for deposit
accounts and credit card accounts of the Bank and higher efficiency in
service. The Bank will continue cross-industry cash flow joint venture to
merger banking service into the daily lives of the customers for broadening
the scope of banking service. The Bank is engaged in a joint venture with
the game makers for launching the webTAM value storage service, and
unveils game value storage virtual gift and joint advertising and promotion
to access to the digital generation. In addition, the Bank also plans for live
show and promotion at the community media and Facebook for higher
visibility.
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(6) Corporate E-banking
Creation of a multiple-channel and multiple-function real-time electronic
cash flow service platform for the corporate customers. This platform also
provides an E-Banking transaction system suitable for the enterprises on
the

basis

of

their

needs

in

financial

management,

account

payment/collection and fund appropriation (such as: 24-hour FXML
transfer, FEDI inter-bank fund appropriation, employee e-salary payment
slip, supply chain account transfer, ACH account collection and payment,
and payment trust). The Bank has made positive effort in the planning and
development of the functions for the application program of the mobile
version of corporate banking network so that business owners could control
the cash flows in bank and release account payment at any time in
anywhere. With this new service, corporate financial management and fund
appropriation will no longer be constrained by time and place and account
payable management will be much more convenient for the enterprises.
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JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
1. Principal business activities
(1) Fire insurance
(2) Accident insurance
(3) Auto insurance
(4) Engineering insurance
(5) Liabilities insurance
(6) Other property insurance
2. Weight of business activities
Commission revenues generated by JihSun International Property Insurance
Agency
Unit: NTD thousands

Year
Item
Commission revenue - fire
insurance
Commission revenue accident insurance
Commission revenue - auto
insurance
Commission revenue other liabilities insurance
Commission revenue - total

2018
Amount

2017
Weight
(%)

Amount

Weight
(%)

5,781

67.08%

5,633

64.16%

1,573

18.25%

1,765

20.10%

1,138

13.20%

1,224

13.94%

126

1.46%

158

1.80%

8,618

100.00%

8,780

100.00%

3. New products and services planned for the future
Product innovations are rare in the property insurance business not only
because of the costs involved in developing new products, but also because of
imitations from peers. Due to the lack of innovation and ease of price
comparisons, the Company will try to distinguish itself from peers by having
branch employees provide customers with faster quotation and more immediate
responses.
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(II) Business plan for the year
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
The Company holds controlling interests in Jih Sun International Bank Ltd.,
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd., JihSun Futures Co., Ltd. and JihSun International
Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. The banking and securities segments are the
Company's primary business focus. The Company has made the following business
plans for 2019 based on its operating strategies, in response to changes in the
external environment and long-term development of the financial market:
1. Enforce corporate governance and sustainable operations
(1) Implementation of corporate governance to protect the rights of the
Company and the stakeholders (employees, shareholders, and customers)
(2) Fulfill corporate social responsibilities to improve corporate image and
convey the organization's conviction to sustainability.
2. Strengthen core business activities and competitiveness
(1) Continually enhance core business activities of subsidiaries for overall
performance improvement to the financial holding group.
(2) Expand scope of service; raise employee productivity and increase branch
profits.
(3) Promote and associate use of innovative financial technologies with core
business activities of subsidiaries.
3. Utilize financial technologies and create value in distribution
(1) Explore innovative applications of financial technology in subsidiaries;
integrate virtual and physical channels and manage customer relations
through innovation and efficiency.
(2) Promote application of big data analysis and relevant technologies among
subsidiaries for more cross-selling opportunities.
(3) Encourage process innovation and optimization among subsidiaries using
Fintech for refined service and efficiency.
4. Strengthening internal control and balancing operation risk.
(1) Enhance internal control and enforce compliance and risk management for
balanced risk and return.
(2) Enhance defense against hackers, viruses and information leakage for
security of the IT system.
(3) Enhance

anti-money

laundering

and

counter

terrorism

financing

mechanisms and systems among subsidiaries, and thereby strengthen the
group's overall AML and CTF efforts.
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JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
1. Operational guidelines
(1) Pursue sustainable growth; create shareholders' value.
(2) Improve competitiveness and capitalize on upcoming deregulations.
(3) Adopt flexible proprietary trading strategies and aim to improve
profitability.
(4) Enhance mobile securities services.
(5) Ensure information security and the protection of customers’ personal
information.
2. Projected business targets
The Company had made the continuing profitable growth the primary objective
of the Company in 2019. The Company’s business objectives are illustrated as
follows:
Business targets
Item
To increase revenues and
Market share of brokerage
profitability
To increase revenues and
Market share of e-trading
profitability

Annual target
Top 6
Top 6

3. Major operational policies
(1) Focus on core business activities and expand customer base.
(2) Continue to recruit talents and nurture successors in response to the needs
of personnel for domestic and international business expansion.
(3) Make procedural innovations and increase the percentage of transactions
processed electronically for higher service quality.
(4) Improve functionalities across multiple e-commerce platforms to capitalize
on the increasing popularity of mobile devices.
(5) Develop robust information protection.
4. Future strategies
(1) Raise operating efficiency of branches and distribution channels.
(2) Execute segment marketing and grow services particularly for institutional
customers and in the wealth management segment.
(3) Adjust service portfolio and income structure for enhanced operating
efficiency.
(4) Recruit top talents and young sales personnel to support business
expansion.
(5) Development of digital banking aiming at emerging as the best platform
and highest level of professionalism.
(6) Raise the percentage of digital processes for reduced operating costs and
improved business performance.
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Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.
“Efficiency” and “Refinement” will be the corporate policy for 2019 for a
breakthrough of the difficulty at the moment. “Proactive upgrade of productivity,
Creation of Channel Value, Balancing of Operation Risk” will be the major
polices. The development strategy and business development plan are specified
below:
Major Policies

Development strategy and business development plan


Broadening the scope of business and improvement of
the productivity of the employee for higher profit of the
branches.



Targeting at SME in corporate banking for higher
income from interest spread and service charge.

Proactive upgrade



Development of consumer banking on the basis of
mortgage loans and strengthening the synergy from joint

of productivity

marketing.


Further development of wealth management accounts
with profit for the customers comes first to make both
sides the winners.



Upgrade the capacity in capital investment for a higher
proportion of capital gain.



Development of digital banking with integration of
virtual channels to serve the customers with innovative
efficiency.

Creation of channel 
value

Simultaneous growth of customers by quantity and asset
size.



Application of FinTech in consideration of costefficiency. Full review of operation process to refine
service and efficiency.

Balance of



Further reduction of risk in financing.



Better customer concern for implementation of risk

operation risk

control of wealth management.


Creation of the economy of scale for better cost control.
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JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
For the upcoming year, the company will focus its efforts on raising
customers' satisfaction, assisting the parent company in business risk management,
and carrying out business strategies with the goal of achieving sustainable growth.
1. Overall business plans and operational guidelines:
(1) Enhance risk management and business management
The Company executes its business policies from the perspective of a
financial holding company. It ensures compliance to the various policies
and regulations through open disclosure of information, sound internal
control and audit practices. The Company also provides insurance
information and suggestions at times deemed appropriate in hope to
maximize shareholders' interests and to sustain growth.
(2) Raise profitability in line with group business strategies
By packaging insurance with other financial products, the company not
only is able to anchor customer relationship, but also broadens the scope of
its product distribution and secures profitability for other subsidiaries of the
financial holding group as well.
(3) Product innovation, distribution and customer relationships
The extensive reach of our distribution network enables us to learn the
needs and attributes of our customers, which we can then offer insurance
products that are customized to their needs, thereby giving sales personnel
more incentive to sell and achieving higher product penetration more easily.
2. Projected business targets:
Item
Commission revenue - fire insurance
Commission revenue - accident insurance
Commission revenue - auto and motorcycle
insurance
Commission revenue - other liabilities
insurance
Commission revenue - total

2019 - budgeted
NT$5,680 thousand
NT$2,005 thousand
NT$1,325 thousand
NT$126 thousand
NT$9,136 thousand
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(III) Industry overview
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Since the implementation of the "Financial Holding Company Act" in July
2001, a total of 16 financial holding companies have been approved and founded.
With the exception of Taiwan Financial Holdings Co., Ltd., all other 15 financial
holding companies are currently listed for trading on TWSE/TPEX. Most of the
financial holding firms in Taiwan tend to focus on banks and insurance as the center
of asset allocation for the time being. The quest for large scale of operation and
strengthening in competitive power made merger and acquisition the objective for
growth. Examples are China Trust, Fubon, Cathay, E.Sun, Yuanta, China
Development, and Taishin financial holdings groups. Judging by asset size, the
Company's consolidated assets and shareholders' equity are relatively small, only
slightly larger than Waterland Financial Holding.
The analysis of the financial and banking sector indicated that the Financial
Supervisory Committee responded to the 3rd round of evaluation by APG thereby
supervised the financial and banking sector to fortify the mechanisms in AML/CFT.
The APG has conducted the 3rd of evaluation on Taiwan on November 5 to
November 16, 2018. In the last 2 years, the Executive Yuan made positive effort to
advocate the joint effort between the public and private sectors in fortifying the
mechanisms of AML/CFT.

Under the supervision of Financial Supervisory

Commission, the enterprises in the financial and banking sector spared no effort in
launching the works of AML/CFT. In the last 2 years, enterprises in the financial
and banking sector revised their management mechanisms and fortified the systems
for the monitoring of AML/CFT in line with the change in the regulatory
environment of the government. The assessor group has chosen 13 out of 37 banks
in this evaluation, which was a very high proportion of random selection. The
sampling of financial institutions for evaluation in the past has not been in such high
percentage, and the penalty of Mega Bank in 2016 could be the reason.
The official evaluation report from APG is yet to be released, but the assessor
group has presented the preliminary result of evaluation. The assessors affirmed the
effort and improvement of Taiwan. However, they pointed out our defects,
including:

1. The financial institutions of Taiwan excessively relied on the patterns

of money laundering announced by the government; 2. Risk management should be
the foundation of overall management; 3. Financial supervision should pay closer
attention to and commit further resources in the examination of OBU; 4. Further
transparency on institutional shareholders and de facto beneficiaries; 5. Penalty on
money laundering is not severe enough and lacks deferent effect; 6. Shortcomings in
the laws regulating the proliferation of arms.
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In addition, Financial Supervisory Commission continued the development of
“FinTech”, and put it on the list of the “Financial Development Action Plan” of
2018. The action plan for the development strategy of “FinTech” is specified below:
1. Implementation of innovative experiment for the development of an innovative
base for FinTech of Taiwan:
Establishment of FinTech Development and Innovation Center for helping
supervision and consultation, implementation of the FinTech new experiment
mechanisms, and speedy up the launch of innovative products and services. The
“Financial Technology Development and Innovative Experimentation Act” was
enacted on April 30, 2018. Since then, Financial Supervisory Commission has
received 3 applications with 37 cases of requests for supervision.
2. Installation of FinTech Innovation Park for the development of innovative new
business:
A FinTech Park and FinTech Digital simulation platform will be installed
to integrate the FinTech resources from the industry, academics, research
institutions, and innovation for the development of an innovative new business
circle. This installation also helps to coordinate the industry in supplying open
data and application program interface (API).
3. Expansion of the exhibition of FinTech for better business opportunity
worldwide:
Through the combination of the “FinTech Innovation Carnival” organized
by the Taiwan Financial Services Roundtable and the “FinTech Days”
organized by Taiwan Institute of Finance and Banking, the scale of “FinTech
Taipei” was enlarged and hoped to be emerged as the biggest platform for the
interchange of FinTech in Taiwan.
With the Financial Supervisory Commission taking lead, development of
digital banking and financial technology will ultimately reshape the financial
industry in the following ways: (1) Internet of things, social networking, mobile
communication, big data analysis and cloud computing will change the current
business model and dominance of existing players; (2) Participants will
compete for business across borders, across industries, and across
virtual/physical channels; (3) Banks will have to compete against non-financial
institutions as well; and (4) Participants may improve competitiveness only by
combining

financial

services

with

technological

innovation.

Due

to

development of digital banking and financial technology, virtual service
channels are accounting for an increasing percentage of business activities in
the financial industry. Banks and securities firms alike are being forced to
downsize their workforce and office premises, and some of which even chose to
close down branches. According to the Central Bank, total branch account
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across local banks had reduced by 13 in 2017 and by another 14 in 2018.
According to Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation, total branch count across
local securities firms had reduced significantly by 25 in 2017 and by another 15
in 2018.
The banking industry of Taiwan was under the low interest rate operation
environment with shrinkage of profit. Yet, most banks tended to improve their
operation capacity and had rebounded in 2017 after 2 consecutive years of
slowdown. Likewise, the Bank also achieved marginal growth of 2% in profit.
The banking industry continued its sound performance in 2018 and the total
assets of all domestic banks amounted to NT$49 trillion with net value of
NT$3.71 trillion as of December 31, 2018. In general, the earnings before
taxation of all domestic banks amounted to NT$334,230 million, which was an
increase of NT$28,310 million or 9.3% as compared to 2017.
The securities market of Taiwan has undergone dramatic change in 2018.
Taiex hit the level of 10,000 points in June 2017, and continued to stay above
this level for 15 consecutive months. Trading volume at TWSE intensified with
bullish performance in this period. This allowed for the sizable growth of profits
for the securities dealers. In 2017, the earnings before taxation of the securities
dealers increased by 95% from the same period of 2016. Trading in the
exchange remained active in the first 3 quarters of 2018. In general, the earnings
before taxation for the securities dealers in the first half of the year amounted to
NT$22,360 million, which was an increase of NT$8,9500 million or 67% from
the same period of 2017. The economic slowdown and the China-USA trade
war affected the stock market of Taiwan. Taiex dived and widely fluctuated,
which resulted in falling of 9.3% in October 2018. The falling of Taiex affected
the performance of the securities dealers and the overall earnings before
taxation in 2018 amounted to NT$29,400 million only, or a decline of 28.4%
from the same period of 2017.
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JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
A. The statistics released by TWSE and TPEx indicated that the total trading value
of stocks in the centralized market amounted to NT$32.2 trillion in 2018, which
was an increase of 25% from the same period of 2017. The total trading value
of stocks in the OTC market amounted to NT$8.1 trillion. The total trading
value of companies listed at TPEx in market amounted to NT$40.3 trillion in
2018. the proportion of the trading of foreign capital in the centralized market
increased from 25.9% in 2017 to 26.3%.
B. In 2018, 110 ETFs were listed at TWSE of which 12 were new to the market,
which was an improvement as compared with only 98 funds in the same period
of 2017. The trading value in 2018 amounted to NT$1.8 trillion, which was an
increase of 49% from the same period of the previous year.
C. Other data beyond Taiex indicated that the market value of stocks listed at
TWSE fell from NT$1.83 trillion in 2017 to NT$29.32 trillion in 2018, or a
decline of 7.9%. The number of listed companies increased from 907 in 2017 to
928 in 2018. The number of accounts increased from 9.99 million in 2017 to
10.24 million or 25,000 persons by head count in 2018. There were 71
securities dealers and brokers with total number of 846 branches as of
December 31, 2018.
Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.
Global economic recovery started from the second half of 2016, but was halted
by the effect of China-USA trade war in 2018. It was echoed with the upward
adjustment of interest rate for the USD that triggered capital flow worldwide. The
result was strong volatility in the financial markets of the newly emerged markets
and major economies. Major institutions revised their global economic growth
forecasts in 2018 and 2019 downward. Economic development in the second half of
2018 turned sluggish.
In 2018, excessive hot money emerged as a common problem for all domestic
banks. As of December 31, 2018, the overall deposit to loan ratio of the banks was
73.68%, which was as low as was in 2017. With the effort of all, the Bank achieved
growth of 4.40% in loan balance as compared with 2017. Financing to SME
remained the core business of the Bank with increase of 6.50% in loan balance from
the same period of 2017. The result was also better than the average growth rate of
5.50% of the banking industry. The Bank continued its momentum in business
growth with improvement in deposit to loan ratio, which reflected the efficient use
of capital. Balance between quality and quantity is the fundamental principle of the
Bank in financing. The Bank exercised effective control of asset quality in loans. As
of December 31, 2018, the NPL rate of the Bank approximated the industry
standard, which indicated the maintenance of good asset quality. The quality of the
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management of credit information was good and was granted the “12th Gold
Award” by Joint Credit Information Center.
The Bank spared no effort in business development and the combination of
finance and technology. In 2018, the Bank launched the QR Code mobile payment
service in Taiwan, which made the Bank the one of the three banks in the first wave
of online service. In addition, the Bank also started to provide QR Code payment
service, digital deposit account online opening service, and mobile banking Face ID
login service to provide good quality banking services for the customers. In the
future, the Bank will further its effort in combing finance and technology to
optimize banking service for the customers and upgrade customer satisfaction.
We have made ceaseless effort to lay down the foundation for sustainable
development. As of December 31, 2018, the capital adequacy ratio of the Bank was
14.33% and loan coverage rate at 1.29%, NPL coverage at 497.9% and NPL at only
0.26%. The asset quality was sound and the net income amounted to NT$1,173
million with earning per share at NT$0.68.
Most forecasting institutions held that economic growth in 2019 will not be as
good as in 2018. The effect of the China-USA trade war will continue that
jeopardizes trade, investment and manufacturing. The economic performance of
Taiwan is closely associated with global economic performance with the economies
of China and USA in particular. As such, Taiwan is bound to face the challenge in
economic growth. Major forecasting institutions have adjusted the forecast of
economic growth in Taiwan downward in 2019. In responding to the changes in the
external economic environment, the Bank will seek breakthrough with efficiency
and refinement of performance, and will continue the policies of “proactive upgrade
of productivity”, “Creation of channel value”, and “Balance of operation risk” to
continue is outstanding operation performance in 2019.
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JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
Key indicators of the property insurance industry (source: Taiwan Insurance
Institute):
1. Premiums structure of the property insurance industry
In 2018, the Company had premium income of NT$165,610 million or an
increase of 5.68% from the same period of the previous year. Automotive
insurance premium accounted for 54.06% of the total premium from direct
business (43.33% for optional protection and 10.73% for mandatory insurance),
the largest share among the others. It was followed by fire insurance at 15.63%,
accident insurance at 10.70%, and liability insurance at 8.39%. The others are
marine insurance at 4.27%, construction insurance at 2.65%, other property
insurance at 1.69%, and medical insurance at 1.54%. The smallest size of
business was credit guarantee insurance at only 0.65%, and aviation insurance
at only 0.42%.
2.

Business overview for property insurance agencies
As of December 31, 2017, there were 199 property insurance brokers with
48,968 registered sale agents. The overall premium amounted to NT$49,280
million, which accounted for 31.45% in market share. Agency service charge
amounted to NT$9,060 million.
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(IV) Research and development
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
1. R&D expenditures and results in the last two years:
(1) Research and development expenses
The Company's and subsidiaries' research and development expenses
were mainly spent on the development of information systems and risk
management tools. Total R&D expenditures spent as a group amounted to
NT$53.8 million in 2017 and NT$85.8 million in 2018.
(2) Research and development results
The Company and its subsidiaries had been active in the development
of information systems and risk management tools. Below is a list of R&D
projects and results for the last two years:
A.
Year

IT system development:

Research and development items

2017

Mobile commerce platform (continued)

2017

Cloud-based HCE mobile payment
platform

2017

Virtual Machine project (continued)

2017

Account opening contract and digital
seal management system - integrate with
account opening process

2018

“E-information Service”, “Mobile
Information Service” and “Smart
Information Service”.

2018

Virtual Machine project (continued)

2018

Efficient order-placing platform

Completion time (year / month)
30 new functions including mobile
banking investment, Internet banking
application, Mobile QR Code P2P
payment, and digital deposit account were
added in 2017; ongoing improvements are
being made to sales representative APPs,
wealth management APP and the mobile
account opening system
The HCE ATM Card and other projects
involving Taiwan Mobile Payment
Company were planned for 2017.
Server consolidation accomplished the
annual goal in the fourth quarter of 2017.
Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2017 fourth quarter
Planning for mobile payment, mobile
wealth management, digital deposit
account opening, and cross-industry
alliance with JKOPAY. Planning for
electronic signature of documents for
account opening, and smart marketing
customer service, smart stock trade order,
and the attainment of the goal in 2018
fourth quarter.
Attainment of the objective of mainframe
converge and merger in October 2018.
Apply for co-location service with the
TWSE to provide customers with an
efficient order-placing platform, and to
achieve the annual target by fourth quarter
of 2018.
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B.
Year

2017

2017
2017

2017
2017
2017
2018

2018

2018

2018
2018
2018

2018

Development of risk management tools:

Research and development items
New functions to the Bank Credit Capital
System (BCCS): The Bank's centralized
calculation of counterparty exposure
(CCP), equity exposure in fund
investments, counterparty credit risk
capital (SA-CCR approach), for structured
instrument and credit derivative
transactions, and capital provisioning logic
for the above
Implement IFRS9-compliant expected loss
automation system for wholesale/retail
banking
Implement Basel III-compliant structured
interest rate risk management - interest rate
risk assessment system
Implement automated calculation of
sophisticated exchange rate options
valuation model - for TRF, KIKO and
DKO products
Develop advanced scenario analysis for
structured products
Add capital provisioning logic for
unrestricted purpose loans to the Securities
Capital Calculation System (SCCS)
Conversion of homepage for Smart
eVision (HTML5) new platform.
Capital requirement for bank exposure to
central counterparty risk exposure (CCP)
and capital requirement for equity
investments in funds were added to the
credit risk capital requirement calculation
system (BCCS). (continued)
Construction of the Basel large exposure
calculation function - the brand new Basel
large exposure calculation structure in
2019.
Development of a corporate banking credit
rating fitting verification system to replace
the existing SAS verification tool.
Upgrade of the Bank’s interest risk
measuring system.
Development of automated calculation
functionality for stress-testing on the
liquidity of the New Taiwan Dollar.
Add capital provisioning logic for
unrestricted purpose loans to the Securities
Capital Calculation System (SCCS)
(continued)

Completion time (Year/Month)

Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2017 fourth quarter

Launched in 2017 fourth quarter
Launched in 2017 fourth quarter

Launched in 2017 fourth quarter
Launched in 2017 fourth quarter
Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2017 fourth quarter
Launched in 2018 fourth quarter

Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter

Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter
Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter
Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter
Launched in 2018 fourth quarter
Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter
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1. Future R&D plans
The Company and its subsidiaries will continue to devote resources to the
development of information systems and risk management tools. Future R&D
expenses have been estimated at NT$73.0 million. Below is a list of projects
planned for the future:
(1) Development of advanced information systems:
Research and development items

Expected progress
In launching and refining mobile payment,
the Bank will provide NFC function and
QR Code for withdrawal at the ATM, and

“E-information Service”, “Mobile
Information Service” and “Smart
Information Service” (continued)

design for the automatic Easy Card
storage service. Planning for electronic
signature of documents for account
opening, and smart marketing customer
service, smart stock trade order, and the
attainment of the goal in 2019 fourth
quarter.

Efficient ordering platform

The annual objective is expected to attain

(continued)

in 2019 3rd quarter.
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(2) Development of advanced risk management tools:
Research and development items
Financial holding risk management system –
Refinement of Function & Statement
Installation of early warning of liquidity of
individual stocks listed at TWSE or TPEx.

Expected progress
Launched in 2019 fourth quarter
Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

Bank Credit Risk Capital System (BCCS):
Additional item – Centralized Clearing
Counterparty Provision (CCP)

Annual objective expected to

Additional item – equity exposure

attain in 2019 fourth quarter

Additional item – Standard Approach for
Counterparty Credit Risk Method (SA-CCR)
Construction of the Basel large exposure
calculation function - the brand new Basel large

Annual objective expected to

exposure calculation structure in 2019. (bank)

attain in 2019 fourth quarter

(continued)
IFRS (TEJ database) corporate banking credit
rating system

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

Interest rate risk measurement system function

Annual objective expected to

revision (continued)

attain in 2019 fourth quarter

Liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) and Net Stable
Fund Ratio (NSFR) indicators – differentiation

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

of operating deposit items
Installation of corporate banking credit rating
model fitness verification system – replacement

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

of the SAS tools currently in service.
Securities capital calculation system (SCCS):
Additional item –leverage ratio

Annual objective expected to

Additional item – Position of unrestricted

attain in 2019 fourth quarter

purpose loans file transfer logic (continued).
Construction of the Basel large exposure
calculation function - the brand new Basel large

Annual objective expected to

exposure calculation structure in 2019.

attain in 2019 fourth quarter

(securities) (continued)
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JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
1.

R&D expenditures and results in the last two years:
(1)

Research and development expenses
The R&D spending of the Company aimed at the development of
information system and risk management tools. The R&D expenditure in
2017 and 2018 amounted to NT$23.8 million and NT$48.7 million,
respectively.

(2)

Research and development outcomes
The Company is actively committed to the R&D of information
systems and risk management tools with the R&D results in the last two
years as follows:
A.

Year

IT system development:

Research and development items

2017

Mobile business platform (continued)

2017

Virtual Machine project (continued)

2017

Account opening contract and digital seal
management system - integrate with account
opening process

2018

“E-information Service”, “Mobile Information
Service” and “Smart Information Service”.

2018

Efficient order-placing platform

2018

Virtual Machine project (continued)

Completion time (Year/Month)
Improvements will be made to the
mobile app, wealth management app,
and mobile account opening in 2017
in support of the authority's Bank 3.0
initiatives
Server consolidation accomplished its
annual target in Q4 of 2017.
Scheduled to achieve annual targets
by 2017 fourth quarter
Planning for the electronic signature
of documents for account opening
service, smart marketing customer
service, smart stock selection and
ordering system. Annual objective
was attained in 2018 fourth quarter.
Application for joint installation of
server with TWSE to provide
efficient ordering platform for the
customers. The annual objective was
attained in 2018 fourth quarter..
Attainment of the objective of
mainframe converge and merger in
October 2018.
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B.
Year
2017
2017
2018
2018
2018

Development of risk management tools:

Research and development items
Add capital provisioning logic for unrestricted
purpose loans to the Securities Capital
Calculation System (SCCS)
Develop advanced scenario analysis for
structured products
Conversion of homepage for Smart eVision
(HTML5) new platform.
Add capital provisioning logic for unrestricted
purpose loans to the Securities Capital
Calculation System (SCCS) (continued)
Construction of the Basel large exposure
calculation function - the brand new Basel
large exposure calculation structure in 2019.
2.

Completion time (Year/Month)
Scheduled to achieve annual targets
by 2017 fourth quarter
Launched in 2017 fourth quarter
Launched in 2018 fourth quarter
Annual objective attained in 2018
fourth quarter.
Annual objective attained in 2018
fourth quarter.

Future R&D plans
In the future, the Company will continue to commit resources to the
research and development of information system and risk management tools.
The R&D expenditure is expected at NT$42 million.
(1)

Development of advanced information systems:

Research and development items

Expected progress

“Digitization”, “mobilization”, and “smartization” of
information service (continued)

Planning for electronic signature of
documents for account opening, and
smart marketing customer service,
smart stock trade order, and the
attainment of the goal in 2019 fourth
quarter.

Efficient ordering platform (continued)

The annual objective is expected to
attain in 2019 3rd quarter.

(2)

Development of advanced risk management tools:

Research and development items
Financial holding risk management system –
Refinement of Function & Statement
Installation of early warning of liquidity of individual
stocks listed at TWSE or TPEx.
Securities capital calculation system (SCCS):
Additional item –leverage ratio
Additional item – Position of unrestricted purpose
loans file transfer logic (continued).
Construction of the Basel large exposure calculation
function - the brand new Basel large exposure
calculation structure in 2019. (securities) (continued)

Expected progress
Launched in 2019 fourth quarter
Launched in 2019 fourth quarter
Annual objective expected to attain in
2019 fourth quarter
Annual objective expected to attain in
2019 fourth quarter
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Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.
1.

R&D expenditures and results in the last two years:
(1)

Research and development expenses
The R&D spending of the Company aimed at the development of
information system and risk management tools. The R&D expenditure in
2017 and 2018 amounted to NT$30 million and NT$37.1million,
respectively.

(2)

Research and development outcomes
The Bank had been active in the development of information systems
and risk management tools. Below is a list of R&D projects and results
for the last two years:
A.

Year

IT system development:

Research and development items

2017

Mobile business platform (continued)

2017

Cloud-based HCE mobile payment
platform

2017

Virtual Machine project (continued)

2018

“E-information Service”, “Mobile
Information Service” and “Smart
Information Service”.

2018

Virtual Machine project (continued)

Completion time (Year/Month)
30 new functions including mobile
banking investment, Internet banking
application, Mobile QR Code P2P
payment, and digital deposit account
were added in 2017
The HCE ATM Card and other projects
involving Taiwan Mobile Payment
Company were planned for 2017.
Server consolidation accomplished the
annual goal in the fourth quarter of 2017.
Planning for mobile payment, mobile
wealth management, digital deposit
account opening, and cross-industry
alliance with LINE Pay. Scheduled to
achieve annual targets by 2018 fourth
quarter
Attainment of the objective of
mainframe converge and merger in
October 2018.
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B.
Year

2017

2017

2017

2017

Development of risk management tools:

Research and development items

Completion time (Year/Month)

New functions to the Bank Credit Capital
System (BCCS): The Bank's centralized
calculation of counterparty exposure
(CCP), equity exposure in fund
Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
investments, counterparty credit risk
2017 fourth quarter
capital (SA-CCR approach), for structured
instrument and credit derivative
transactions, and capital provisioning
logic for the above
Implement IFRS9-compliant expected
loss automation system for
Launched in 2017 fourth quarter
wholesale/retail banking
Implement Basel III-compliant structured
interest rate risk management - interest
rate risk assessment system
Implement automated calculation of
sophisticated exchange rate options
valuation model - for TRF, KIKO and
DKO products

Launched in 2017 fourth quarter

Launched in 2017 fourth quarter

2017

Develop advanced scenario analysis for
structured products

Launched in 2017 fourth quarter

2018

Conversion of homepage for Smart
eVision (HTML5) new platform.

Launched in 2018 fourth quarter

2018

2018

2018

Capital requirement for bank exposure to
central counterparty risk exposure (CCP)
and capital requirement for equity
investments in funds were added to the
credit risk capital requirement calculation
system (BCCS). (continued)
Construction of the Basel large exposure
calculation function - the brand new Basel
large exposure calculation structure in
2019.
Development of a corporate banking
credit rating fitting verification system to
replace the existing SAS verification tool.

Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter

Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter
Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter

2018

Upgrade of the Bank’s interest risk
measuring system.

Scheduled to achieve annual targets by
2018 fourth quarter

2018

Development of automated calculation
functionality for stress-testing on the
liquidity of the New Taiwan Dollar.

Launched in 2018 fourth quarter
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2.

Future R&D plans
The Bank will continue to devote resources into the development of
information systems and risk management tools. Future R&D expenses have
been estimated at NT$31. million. Below is a list of projects planned in
advance:
(1)

Development of advanced information systems:

Research and development items

Expected progress

“Digitization”, “mobilization”, and “smartization”
of information service (continued)

In launching and refining mobile
payment, the Bank will provide NFC
function and QR Code for withdrawal at
the ATM, and design for the automatic
Easy Card storage service. Annual
objective expected to attain in 2019 fourth
quarter

(2)

Development of advanced risk management tools:

Research and development items

Expected progress

Financial holding risk management system –
Refinement of Function & Statement

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

Installation of early warning of liquidity of individual
stocks listed at TWSE or TPEx.

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

Bank Credit Risk Capital System (BCCS):
Additional item – Centralized Clearing Counterparty
Provision (CCP)
Additional item – equity exposure
Additional item – Standard Approach for
Counterparty Credit Risk Method (SA-CCR)

Annual objective expected to attain in
2019 fourth quarter

Construction of the Basel large exposure calculation
function - the brand new Basel large exposure
calculation structure in 2019. (bank) (continued)

Annual objective expected to attain in
2019 fourth quarter

IFRS (TEJ database) corporate banking credit rating
system

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

Interest rate risk measurement system function
revision (continued)

Annual objective expected to attain in
2019 fourth quarter

Liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) and Net Stable Fund
Ratio (NSFR) indicators – differentiation of operating
deposit items

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter

Installation of corporate banking credit rating model
fitness verification system – replacement of the SAS
tools currently in service.

Launched in 2019 fourth quarter
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JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
The planning of financial products of the Company in different channels in
2018 was explained below:
1. Securities branches: the branches of the securities operation usually focused on
the promotion insurance products for automobiles and motorcycles, and
supported the special competition campaign organized in the 3rd quarter for
the promotion of accident and injury insurance to satisfy the needs of the
customers in the protection with property insurance for full coverage.
2. Consumer banking channels: by packaging with mortgage and personal loans,
products such as fire insurance, residential insurance, unemployment insurance,
and vehicle insurance can all be marketed using an integrated channel, thereby
satisfy customers' needs for one-stop shopping experience.
3. Corporate banking channels: sales teams of the banking subsidiary have also
been engaged to distribute property insurance solutions to their corporate
customers, and the products they sold were mainly fire insurance, auto
insurance, and other insurance solutions relevant to customers’ business
activities. Popular product lines have been introduced to help employees
develop proper sales habits, while training sessions are also being organized to
raise the professional capability of the sales team, so that they can satisfy
customers better with more complete product solutions.
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(V)Long and short-term business plans
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
1. Short-term business plans
The Company's business activities have been centered around commercial
banking and securities services. Below is a description of our short-term
business plans:
(1) Implementation of corporate governance, and affirmation of sustainable
development.
(2) Development of core business in depth for upgrade of core competence.
(3) The use of FinTech and creation of channel value.
(4)Fortification of internal control and balance of operation risk.
2. Long-term business plans
The Company has set its goals to "become customers' most trusted
financial partner" and adopted a business philosophy that emphasizes on
"customer service, trustworthiness, teamwork and harmony." Below are the
business plans that the Company has devised based on its operating strategies
over the long term:
(1) Continue evaluation and execution of existing strategies on strategic
investments.
(2) Continuation in assessing the opportunity for merger with banks, securities
firms, and other financial enterprises.
(3) Assessment of the opportunity for investment in FinTech industry.
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JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

Short-term

Brokerage
business

Brokerage
business

Long-term

Short-term
International
Market
Businesses
Long-term

Short-term
Wealth
Management
Long-term

In the alignment with the prevalent trend of
electronic transactions, the Company launched
different lectures on the platform for different
transactions. Through various kinds of integrated
planning, the Company proactively provides the
customers with a variety of investment information
and better quality services to cultivate customer
relation in depth and for boosting further growth of
eBusiness.
The Company will continue to attract efficient sale
personnel and efficient customers to upgrade the
overall business and sale capacity. Provide
differentiated services to the customers by customer
attribute under the business strategy thereby
adjusting the mode of operation of the branches or
removal of the brokerage operation so as to make the
operation more flexible and upgrade the overall
service performance.
Bolstering the operation of all regional SSR centers
and gearing up for the business through wealth
management development staff in full-fledge. Focus
on the market of eCommerce and unify education
and training in telemarketing operation. Develop
wealth management business through virtual
business locations and robots.
Assess and search for the opportunity of merger or
strategic alliance with securities dealers to enlarge
the scale of operation. Seek external cooperation for
better promotion of business.
Continue the integration of digitization and system
function for providing full-range financial service,
build up a perfect information software platform to
provide more professional, convenient, and user
friendly electronic trading platform.
Mobile trading platform – the “WTS” and online
trading platform – “Global Connect” will still be the
two major tracks for the electronic trading of indirect
orders in 2019.
Installation of automated trading system. Integrating
with mobile platform to lower the barrier of
investment for the overseas customers for direct
cross-region investment.
Provide the customers conditional fund trade through
the combination with portable devices in wealth
management service to allow for automatic cut loss.
Introduce AI investment recommendation matching
with automated trading service to provide the
customers with the mechanisms for targeted return
wealth management so that the customers could
preserve and increase the value of assets
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A.

Investment will primarily be based on
fundamental analysis under the major principles
of short and mid-term band trade. Routine
meeting would be held for discussion on topics
of global market trend, bearish factors,
Short-term
macroeconomic environment, industry cycle,
global materials trends and other major issues to
map out investment targets and trading strategy.
B. Strategic investment for diversification of risk
Investment
and matching with hedge trade with derivatives
and short sale for stable profit.
A. Establish trading teams by regional capital
market incrementally to reduce the influence of
dependence on a single market for profit.
Long-term B. Establish trading teams for dealing with the
diversity of financial products to reduce the
influence of dependence on the investment in
particular product for profit.
A. In response to the ramification of market
volatility worldwide, the Company will commit
further resources in the study on the
macroeconomic situation of the overseas
markets in scope and in depth to secure better
proprietary
opportunity for investment and avoid risk.
trade
B. Further refinement of the study on the
traditional underlying industries of the Taiex
Short-term
stocks to strengthen the capacity of Taiex stock
selection for investment.
C. Reinforcement of the cooperation with the
research resources of the group and external
sources for strengthening the exchanges and
yielding synergy.
Research and
D. Creation of a positive investment research
Development
environment to reduce the turnover of human
resources.
A. Continue the in-depth research on different
markets and integrate the studies on the
industries and investment trends of Greater
China region (China/Hong Kong/Taiwan) to
reinforce the advantage already established by
Taiex stocks, and enhance the stability of
Long-term
trading in the overseas markets.
B. In the wake of deregulation, assist the group to
broaden the scope of investment and design
new investment products for access to more
sources of income and improve the content of
customer service of the whole group.
Expand the scope of fixed income instruments trading; anchor
customer relationships and develop new customer bases to
Short-term
increase market share in bond trading, brokerage and underwriting
Fixedservices.
income
Expand the Bond Department and participate in the foreign
Long-term
currency market actively to help fixed-income business
development.
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Short-term
Capital
Market
Long-term

Short-term

New
Financial
Products

Long-term

Short-term
eCommerce

Long-term

Continue the integration with the brokerage and corporate banking
channels of JihSun Group to bolster the depth of operation.
Provide full-range financial services to the customers to emerge as
the strategic partners for long-term development.
Devote greater efforts into the development of overseas market;
search for overseas securities issuers that are interested in raising
capital from Taiwan; offer comprehensive range of financial
services to regional customers, and take progressive steps toward
becoming a regional investment bank.
a. In the business of option warrants, the Company will design and
offer underlying instruments for higher hedging efficiency and
profitability.
b. In the business of structured products, the Company will install
innovative trading platform to provide customers with long-term
wealth management financial products.
c. In the business of ETN, the Company will design featured
products to satisfy the diversified needs of the customers in wealth
management.
a. Installation of an automated hedging system of warrants.
Through the use of quantitative model, the Company could help
the customers for the effective reduction of operation risk when
the new system of matching was introduced to the trading system
of the centralized market next year.
b. With the effective control of risk, the Company seeks to
development trade with complementary effect, and aims at the
global investment of assets for access to more sources of profits.
c. Development of in-house featured wealth management products
for providing the customers with diversified portfolios of
investment in wealth management products to win in the
competition through differentiation. This will help to maintain
customer relation in the long run effectively and bring in lucrative
profits.
Feeding the customers with information on investment in real-time
through smart devices for access to cloud service and big data.
Analysis of the behavioral patterns and preferences of the
customers for pushing data to the customer voluntarily with high
precision. This will help to reinforce the reliability of the
customers on the brand of JihSun. In addition, JihSun will launch
the “Mobile Lock-profit” and “Day Trade Master” functions
through its SMART APP to help the customers in locking profit
and selling at the most favorable position with portable devices.
The hedge pros help the customers to hedge off risk in one button
with convenience. The Company planned to unveil the mobile
version of “Lighting Deal Order” function to help customers in
trading with an even better user friendly interface.
Pay attention to the development of new technologies and new
regulations, and introduce digital services that are distinctive from
competitors. Incorporate cloud computing and mass data
technologies into the electronic trading platform and increase
investments in commercial mobile applications, thereby improve
market share and customers' satisfaction in electronic trading.
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Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Short-term
E.

F.

G.
Corporate
banking

A.

B.

C.

Long-term

D.

E.
F.

Launch special deposit programs in local and foreign
currencies, maintain a higher level of stable current account
deposits, and reduce the cost of capital and structural risk.
Implement corporate internet banking to reduce the cost of
operation and expand the cash flow operation.
Strengthen and further develop customer relation through
interviews to improve the utilization rate.
Continue the cooperation with SME Credit Guarantee Funds
in supporting the policy of the government, and also
cooperate with the Overseas Credit Guarantee Fund in
response to the call of the Southbound Policy of the
government for the efficient allocation of capital and diversity
of industry risk.
Continue the adjustment in the structure of corporate banking
assets and loans, improve the ratio of secured loans and
reduce the proportion of big customers in financing to reduce
risk.
Integrate the sources of the branches to develop local
customers, and broaden the clientele base of potential SME
customers for better profit and development with balance of
quality and quantity.
Execute the programs for the training of sale personnel and
internal job rotation for enriching the experience in practical
work and prepare better human resources in financing.
Proceed to business integration with the use of the financial
holding resources, and fortify core business and the capacity
of product innovation. Provide professional service to
customers for upgrading brand reputation.
Implement proper risk control in line with the change in the
overall economic environment. Control vital resources for
stabilizing capital adequacy ratio. Continue to improve the
quality of good assets to reduce NPL rate, and improve profit
rate with the increase of income from service charge.
Broaden the scope of services to the SME. Provide
professional opinions in corporate wealth management and
hedging further to financing, and continue the development of
the SME market.
Extend the customer supply chain to upstream and
downstream customer groups. Provide further needs in
corporate financing and closely connect with the corporate
supply chain for in-depth development and understanding of
the customers.
Integration of marketing through the advantages of institution,
individual, trust, and wealth management to improve
customer contribution and in-depth business transactions.
Upgrade the professional skill of loan officers of the Bank
through the common board of knowledge training facility of
the Bank, and to keep up with the needs of the customers to
provide full-range service. Keep good quality of the loans and
improve the productivity of the staff.
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A.

B.
C.

Short-term

D.
E.
F.
G.

Consumer
banking
H.
A.

B.

Long-term

C.

D.

Support the policy of the government, observe market
situation and the changes in the transactions of the property
market with the collection of information on products in the
industry. Adjust the specification of products and interest rate
pricing timely and present products in special promotion and
marketing events to improve consumer banking performance
in quality and quantity.
Balance between quality and quantity through targeting at the
first time home buying customers, and offer preferential
service programs for those in need.
Introduce a wider array of insurance products for the choices
of the customers, such as: term life with mortgage loans,
accident insurance, medical insurance, and unemployment
insurance for the better protection of the customers, increase
product penetration rate, and strengthen customer bonding.
Protection of assets on hand through proper principal
protection measures, and provide necessary resources to assist
the branches in protecting loan assets.
Further development of old customers in depth with
simplified and quick loan application process, upgrade the
service and improve operation performance.
Customization of loan transfer program for the VIP customers
in wealth management to provide service of customers with
higher level of contribution.
Addition of online service function through the installation of
AI customer service, online real-time appraisal service, and
fortifying the function of mobile devices for consumer
banking to improve the business solicitation efficiency and
customer service.
Refinement of the financing service network to allow online
inquiry of mortgage loans and credits, and make is easier and
convenient for the customers to apply for financing on line.
Provide annual training on legal affairs and compliance
(Personal Information Protection Act, consumer protection,
AML/CFT and information security) to imprint the idea of
risk control and internal control of the banking staff to assure
security in the transaction of consumer banking.
Implementation of the “Cost, Expense, Risk, Return” pricing
policy of products, continue the price strategy of moderate
and high interest rate, and design and launch relevant
programs in line with the change in market to replace price
competition with product differentiation.
Continue the reinforcement of risk control and internal
control. Conduct routine review of the internal code,
operation procedures, and business process in line with the
risk control mechanisms and internal audit policies and
provide education and training in legal affairs and
compliance. Alert the staff with the awareness of risk to
upgrade the overall quality of the staff.
Develop consumer banking products with mortgage loan as
the foundation. Fine-tune the direction and means of sale in
line with market dynamics, continue the adjustment of loan
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E.

A.

B.
Short-term
C.
Wealth
management

D.

A.

B.
Long-term
C.

structure and asset scale for balanced development of
business. Widen the interest spread and loan volume stepwise
to improve the return from the overall consumer banking
operation.
Intervention into the business opportunity of digital banking
proactively through the increase in the proportion of online
transactions, refinement of the direct view operation of the
webpage, strengthening the service for mobile devices,
improve the efficiency of banking service, and training of
FinTech professionals.
Continue to increase revenue through adjustment of the
proportion of sale in wealth management products and sale
strategy in line with the change in the world financial market
and trend of development, and sort out different products
carefully for broadening the product line and providing a
greater variety of choices for the customers. Promotional
events will also be launched timely so that the sale personnel
can cultivate in-depth relation with the customers and build
up customer loyalty. Training will be provided for the wealth
management sale personnel to cover knowledge of a wide
array of products and related skills as well as legal affairs and
compliance.
Execute the existing customer care program; learn customers’
financial needs and risk tolerance at various stages of life, and
offer professional advices that help minimize loss of returns;
engage customers regularly by furnishing financial statements
or information that is relevant to them.
Aside from the ongoing marketing campaigns for VIP
customers nominating other high asset customers via MGM
customers, introduce marketing initiatives tailored to different
customers to create a feeling of pleasure and a sense of
belonging in them. For non-VIP customers, enhance the
synergy of resources by cross-selling products of different
business lines to cultivate relationships with existing
customers.
Combine the Bank’s diverse product lines and global vision
to provide customers with custom-made financial plans and
asset allocation; manage customers’ assets effectively for
win-win returns.
Identify control points and apply appropriate practices given
the nature of risks involved. Exercise comprehensive control
over sales activities and aim to comply with internal as well
as external rules.
Development of wealth management through quantitative
model and technical analysis to provide advice on market
judgement and investment portfolios.
Expand the existing team of financial advisors by recruiting
and training productive talents, while at the same time
eliminating under-performers to maintain productivity. Target
fee revenues for profitability. Arrange regular training courses
to help financial advisors develop professionalism, product
knowledge, selling skills, and compliance awareness.
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D.

Short-term

Trust

Long-term

Short-term

Treasury

Long-term

Continue to reinforce the wealth management trading system
and service, and upgrade the SMART BANKING and mobile
wealth management function of the Bank, as well as the
mobile Internet banking in wealth management function.
Upgrade the flexibility and convenience of smart data push
service and improve the performance of the wealth
management professionals.
A. Staff the organization with sufficient personnel for bolstering
business operation.
B. Adjust the business direction and undertake trust products
with higher commission for bringing in more income from
this source and thicker profit.
C. Continue to development family long-term care business in
line with the policies of the government and the competent
authority and customer needs, and perform the best of
corporate social responsibility.
D. Maintain positive relation with existing channels, and develop
new joint venture partners proactively for business
development.
A. Implement risk management on all products and comply with
anti-money laundering and countering terrorism financing
regulations for business development.
B. Simplify the process and refine system function to upgrade
operation efficiency and reduce operation risk.
C. Improve the current product portfolio and develop new
products to broaden the product line and satisfy customer
needs.
D. Develop related trust business and install basic system in line
with the changes in market and the regulatory environment
for new business opportunity and further development of
business.
To improve the workflow and information system currently
used in our structured products, thereby enhancing service
efficiency and quality; Develop new financial products and expand
the Bank's product lines to secure existing customers. Explore new
customers by offering solutions that satisfy their investment and
hedging needs. Enhance business cooperation among branches;
arrange training courses for branch staff; raise service standards
and increase sales of structured products.
Establish a viable management system for customer position.
Assist the customers in wealth management and investment
planning from the perspective of portfolio planning. Continue to
develop new financial products to satisfy the wealth management
and hedge needs of the customers. Cultivate good quality
customers in further depth for long-term positive partnership, and
expand the scale of operation efficiently and effectively for
creating stable and reasonable profit.
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Electronic
banking

Short-term

The payment business transforms from the traditional mode of
payment in cash to the modern mode of digital payment by cell
phone as the carrier. Under this new mode, consumers could easily
complete the payment process online or offline under the idea of
the cell phone is also the wallet. In responding to the trend of
international mobile payment, the Bank introduced the “twMP” QR
Code payment service across all functions of the Bank. Through
the mobile APP of the Bank or the QR Code of the twMP APP,
customers could complete payment by using the cell phone at the 4
major supermarket chains, restaurants, supermarkets, and major
trade circles, and could also use the payment function for fund
transfer, making payment, tax payment, that makes the
convenience of smart living everywhere. Continue to cooperate
with other electronic payment service providers for broadening the
scope of application, and to provide the users wider array of
payment options. In the future, the Bank will integrate the ATM to
provide mobile withdrawal service without using banking cards.
Payment service is originally one of the vital operations in
banking. The emergence of mobile payment compelled other
electronic payment service providers to join the competition. The
market is bound to undergo change. Under such circumstance, the
Bank pursued the strategic of forming cross-industry alliance with
the electronic payment service providers to accelerate the
deployment in market. In 2018, the Bank engaged in a joint venture
with LINE Pay in launching the “Prearranged Linking to Deposit
Account”. Currently, “LINE Pay” is an electronic payment service
provider that has more channels in Taiwan and more venues of
application, which could help the Bank to development new
customers. Currently, the Bank makes positive effort in seeking
cooperation with smart card companies and plans to introduce
automatic value storage function to the Easy Card. Through the
cooperation with other industry in joint mobile payment, the Bank
could provide the customers diversified cash flow tools and
services in different settings and venues in daily lives. Eventually,
the population of mobile payment and frequency of using mobile
payment will increase very quickly and very shortly.
Promotion of digital platform and development of community
through access to the new generation of customers for higher brand
visibility. This will be the objective of the Bank in sustainable
development. The Bank will continue cross-industry cooperation in
launching promotional events so as to attract more internet users.
Examples are the joint venture in cash flows with game makers
through the shared use of the webATM online value storage service
of the Bank with bonus points and game gifts activities to improve
the utilization rate of the electronic transaction platform of the
Bank.
The Bank spared no effort in creating a good quality digital
banking environment and increase of proportion of electronic
transactions in supporting the policy of the government, and will
continue to provide even more convenient digital banking service
environment by developing online opening of deposit accounts in
local currency, ATM withdrawal without using banking card,
mobile payment and tax payment, and the promotional and
marketing events of twMP to achieve the vision of cash-free
transaction.
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Long-term

Under the strong advocacy of the government, the
advancement of technology, the competition and cooperation of the
enterprises, the changing and proliferation of consumer habit, the
development of the mobile payment market will be promising.
Mobile banking service is one of the vital operations of the Bank
for development. Further to the participation in the local brand of
mobile payment, the twMP “QR Code Payment” at national level,
the Bank also works in cooperation with eCommerce in crossindustry joint venture such as the LINE Pay. This will allow mobile
payment by cell phone to emerge as a brand new economic system
with the consumers in full control to their own needs and spend by
fund transfer with the cell phone.
The consumers become more willing to use mobile payment,
as more shops are willing to use this mode of convenient payment
under the joint venture of the service providers in setting the
common payment platform. Under such development, it is more
secure and convenient for the users with almost no entrance barrier.
Accordingly, the mobile payment population and transaction
volume increased too. In the future, online and offline payment will
be integrated for more varieties of cash flow service. The previous
attention to just the change in transaction volume will be
transformed into the maximization of the value of payment
function.
In the wake “cross-boundary, cross-carrier, cross-situation,
and cross- virtual reality” orientation of the enterprises, the barrier
for mobile payment will disappear. Likewise, there will be more
and more business opportunities. In the future, there is the
possibility of integration with other digital payment service
providers such as ApplePay, SamsunPay, and AndroidPay further
to the joint ventures with domestic service providers. Through the
cooperation of different but related industries, technology for
common purpose could be coordinated with the establishment of
open and standard interface and regulations. Terminal equipment
will also be popular that helps to speed up the development of
“mobile payment” service. This not only helps to effectively cut
down the cost of overlapping installation, but also contributes to
the overall competitive power of the Bank. We hope the competent
authority and other government agencies could give strong support
for the proper integration with resources for different industries to
unveil a new era of the payment industry.
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JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
The development of the insurance agency service will still be focused on
existing channels for satisfying the needs of the customers. The gravity will be easy
and simple products. The operation will be combined with the development of the
operation of securities and banking, supported by proper training of the employees
to make them more capable of providing financial services to the customers.
In terms of coordinated marketing, the incorporation of a financial holding
company allows property insurance agents to engage group affiliates in product
marketing. This practice ensures lower customer acquisition costs and better
satisfies consumers’ desires for “one-stop shopping” while reducing their search
costs. The company has progressively increased its business volume since 2008,
and has now secured a prominent share of the property insurance market.
1. Short-term objective
Introduce simple products that are easy to understand. Guide sales staff to
their completion of insurance representative proficiency exams, register them as
insurance representatives and enhance training on selling skills. In response to
the challenging market and growing variety of products being introduced by
insurance providers, the company shall constantly monitor the market’s latest
developments and introduce more product varieties to satisfy customers’ needs.
2. Mid to long-term objective
Development the professional capacity of the channel sale personnel in
insurance through the selection of a few outstanding people as the seeds and
provide them with professional training of insurance from different
perspectives. This small team will get a through understand of the business and
will lead other members of the Company to keep the recommendation of
insurance products for selling as a habit. With the wealth of knowledge in
insurance products, they could further develop existing customers and increase
their ratio of insurance.
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II. Cross-selling and joint marketing
In order to provide more comprehensive products and services to customers, JihSun
Financial Holding Co., Ltd. has established joint marketing counters in compliance with
the Financial Holding Company Act, the Guidelines for Cross Marketing among
Subsidiaries of Financial Holding Companies, and the Personal Information Protection
Act at certain branches of its subsidiary bank and securities company. This establishment
was intended to achieve reduction of operating costs as well as resource sharing and the
full utilization of synergies within a financial holding company.
The internet functions of all subsidiaries will be integrated at the home page of the
financial holding portal to allow the customers in quick search for the online services they
need. Under such arrangement, the customers could easily access to information on the
products of the Company and complete the transactions with products and services
online. The satisfaction of customers will be substantially enhanced and the corporate
image of the Company will be projected.
In the future, the Company will continue to launch the innovative application of
FinTech among the subsidiaries. With the integration of virtual reality channels, the
Company could manage the accounts with innovative efficiency and fortify cross-selling
of products through the application of big data analysis technology. FinTech will also be
used for the innovation and refinement of process, improvement of service, and provide
financial products to the satisfaction of the customers more efficiently. In addition, the
joint effort between the financial holding parent and the subsidiaries will help to yield the
best effect from integrated marketing and upgrade the overall profitability of JihSun
Financial Holdings.

III. Market and business overview
(I)

JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
1. Locations where products (services) are mainly sold (provided)
The Company currently targets the sale (provision) of its primary products
(services) in Taiwan, while overseas markets are regarded as secondary targets.
Main products and services

Major markets

Securities, futures, and investment

Grow from Taiwan into the Greater

consultation services

China Region

Commercial banking services

Grow from Taiwan into the Greater
China Region

Property and life insurance agency

Grow from Taiwan into the Greater
China Region
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2. Future market supply and demand
Albeit the sustained global economic growth in 2018, performance of
major economies varied. The currencies of some newly emerged economies
depreciated significantly due to the appreciation of the US currency. In the
second half of 2018, the trade dispute between China and the USA and the frail
economic performance in the countries of the EURO zone slowed down
economic growth. Economic performance was not as good as in the first half of
the year. The risk of negative growth intensified. The stable global economic
growth and strong demand overseas in the first half of the year made
substantive economic growth of Taiwan to a new peak. The influence of the
trade war in the second half of the year hampered the momentum of growth and
caused economic downturn.
The global economy is presented with many variable going into 2019; the
most prominent of all is the trade tension, which may impact China's economic
growth and escalate hidden issues such as debt crisis and underground
financing. Given the fact that China is the world's second largest economy and a
key importing/exporting nation, a hard landing would undoubtedly affect
growth of the global economy. Another prominent variable involves UK's exit
from EU, which may put stress on the fiscal policy of some high-debt countries
in the EU. According to estimates of the UK central bank, exit from EU without
deal and transition period would cause a 10.5% shrink in UK's GDP over 5
years. Other factors affecting economic growth are: the direction of the US
trade and economic policy, the normalization of the monetary policies in the
developed economies was faster than expected, the bubbling of the property
market and the debt risk in China, the localization and structural change of the
supply chain in China, the outflow of capital and the influence on the stability
of the financial markets in the newly emerged markets, the risks of geopolitics,
the fluctuation of international material prices, and the volatility of the world
financial market, stock market and foreign exchange market.
The 3 world major economic cooperative organizations have adjusted their
forecasts in economic growth downward simultaneously. First of all, it was the
World Bank. Its adjusted global economic growth by 0.1% in its global
economic prospect report. The cover of this report marked as “The sky is
getting dark”. This reflects its pessimistic view of global economy. The World
Bank further mentioned that China and the USA is in a war of trade and tariff.
This war will make both sides the losers and will also mire the whole world.
The World Bank warned that the simultaneous economic slowdown in China
and the USA will seriously detract the prospect of economic development f the
world. The next is the International Monetary Fund (IMF). It adjusted the
global economic growth rate in 2019 downward by 3.5% on January 21, which
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was the lowest in 3 years and also the second time of downward adjustment of
the forecast of world economic growth in 3 months. The previous downward
adjustment was in July 2016, which reflected the impact of the trade war, the
weak economic growth in Europe, and the possible lack of agreement for Brexit
in the UK. Furthermore, the composite leading indicator (CLI) compiled by
the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) also
indicated the continued economic decline in the major economies. Global
economic growth could be worse than previously expected. The CLI compiled
by the OECD mainly projected the forecast of the global economic trend in 6 to
9 months ahead. According to the CLI, global economic growth in this year
may fell to less than 3%, which is the lowest in 2016. The data of OECD
indicated that the global economy worldwide lacked momentum in 2019 with
the economy of USA and Germany in particular. This implied that the
“preliminary signals” of economic slowdown have already come true. The
tension of China-US trade has its impact as shown by the economic indicators.
Given Taiwan's susceptibility to international factors, research institutions
generally expect a slowdown in the nation's economic growth, and have
estimated Taiwan's economic rate rate at 2.12%-2.45% for year 2019.
The analysis of global financial situation indicated that the US FED has
adjusted its interest rate upward for 8 times from December 2015 to December
2018 at 0.25 percentage point each time. In October 2017, the FED tightened its
assets and liabilities and the action will last until September 2020. The
tightening policy of USA affected other countries differently. The newly
emerged markets were hit hardly at the first stage of the policy, as their
economic and financial capacity was not strong enough. In 2018, significant
currency depreciation occurred in some of the newly emerged economies. The
second stage of influence is about to start in the second half of 2019, which is
critical for the world economy as a whole. This will be a challenge to the central
banks of all countries in the way they respond. If they elect to follow the FED
in adjusting the interest rate upward, or the adjustment is not as high as in the
US, capital will flow back or to the USA. If they do follow the USA in raising
the interest rate, they may have higher burden from loans or confront a higher
possibility of default, which in turn will jeopardize their economic growth. In
general, economic crisis in the newly emerged economies will be intensified
under these factors, which may also trigger another wave of financial turbulence
worldwide that hit the operation of the financial and banking industry hardly.
The US FED may continue to adjust its interest rate upward. The European
Central Bank (ECB) ended its QE policy in 2018 and may move its interest rate
upward in 2019 fourth quarter.. The central bank of Japan even has difficulty in
pursuing the QE policy extensively. In sum, the trend of monetary policy
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tightening by the central banks worldwide is imminent in 2019. Capital
investment in the capital market may not be helpful.
Risks of worldwide economic slowdown and tightened liquidity have
impacted global financial markets. According to the latest "Global Financial
Stability Report" published by International Monetary Fund: "new
vulnerabilities have emerged, and the resilience of the global financial system
has yet to be tested." In IMF's opinion, expansion of the global economy has
"peaked" but the financial system was presented with increased short-term risk
in the last six months. Judging by the global financial environment, strong risk
appetite continues to support rising asset prices in main financial markets, and
liquidity remains relatively loose despite the FED having raised interest rate
several times. However, strengthened U.S. dollar combined with rising USD
interest rate do present additional overseas borrowing costs for emerging
markets, which is particularly true for economies characterized by higher credit
demand, weaker economy or policy framework. Other factors may also pose
rising risk to stability, including the rising tension of trade in a larger scale, the
lack of agreement on Brexit, the growing anxiety of the fiscal policies in
countries relying on heavy debts in the EURO zone, and speedy monetary
policy normalization in the well-developed economies faster than expectation.
The analysis of the influence of technology innovation on the financial and
banking sector of Taiwan indicted that a number of factors continued to modify
the behavior of the consumers and the mode of business operation, including
the IoT, community network, cloud computing, data analysis, and mobile
banking. For these reasons, the Financial Supervisory Commission responded to
the development trend of digital service of the banks and encouraged the banks
to undergo financial innovation, make banking service more convenient, and
satisfy the needs of the consumers. In addition, the Financial Supervisory
Commission also announced the policy of the establishment of virtual internet
banks on April 26, 2018 and set forth the conditions for the establishment of
virtual internet banks and the scope of business. The virtual interest banks can
perform all functions as the traditional banks do. The Financial Supervisory
Commission planned to issue two licenses for the establishment of virtual
internet banks, has accepted applications from November 15, 2018 to February
15, 2019. Three teams have already submitted their applications. In the second
half of the year, the first virtual internet bank will participate in the competition.
The rise of financial technology not only benefits consumers with more secured
and convenient services, it also has the potential to change the competitive
landscape in the financial industry.
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3. Business targets
Risk factors and changes will still affect global economy in 2019,
including the direction of the US trade policy, the China-US trade dispute, the
consultation of Brexit, the bubbling of the property market in Mainland China,
the debt risk, geopolitical risk, the fluctuation of international material prices,
and the volatility of the stock and the foreign exchange markets. Global
economic development and the banking operation in the future will be at the
mercy of these factors. The Company has made feasible plans in response to
changes in the domestic and foreign environment, and has set the following
business goals for 2019:
(1) Raise profitability; aim to achieve 12th or 13th place in terms of after-tax
ROE, and 12th or 13th place in terms of after-tax EPS.
(2) Improvement of the financial structure: capital adequacy rate at 136.87% 145.36%, liabilities to net worth ratio at 7.09% - 12.27%, double leverage
ratio at 103.42% - 109.25%.
(3) Vitalization of corporate governance: Ranked among the Top 5% under the
corporate governance evaluation.

4. Opportunities, threats and responsive measures
(1) Opportunities
A. The financial holding structure makes the integration of group resources
easier and could yield synergy to provide customers with one-stop
shopping services.
B. Well-established brand with marketing channels accessible to the
customers. The Bank has the reputation as a compact but perfect
banking service provider.
C. The competent authority continues to deregulate and advocate overseas
development, which will be helpful to the sustainable development of
domestic financial institutions.
D. The competent authority advocates the FinTech development plan
proactively, which will be favorable for the financial sector in
participation and cooperation, introduction of technologies, selfdevelopment, and the upgrade of operation performance.
E. The gravity of the development of digital banking is innovation and
high level of convenience. Under the development trend of digital
banking, financial institutions with less capital and smaller size of assets
could have the opportunity to excel.
F. The China-US trade war will drive the Taiwan business in Mainland
China to adjust their global production and sale structure. The massive
return of Taiwan Business for investment could drive up the demand for
banking service.
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(2) Threats and responsive measures
Threats

Responsive measures

Affected by the China-US

The Bank will continue to pay close attention to the

trade war and other

change in the Chin-US trade negotiation, and keep

factors, global economic

track on the risk exposure of the subsidiaries in

growth turned sluggish.

Mainland China and the newly emerged markets, and
their positions and risk value in investment in
Mainland China and the newly emerged markets. If
there is anything unusual, the Bank will call for risk
management meetings to discuss for solutions.

Taiwan has an excessive

A.

Expand asset base and customer size; maintain

number of banks

relationship with existing customers and improve

competing for a relatively

capital efficiency.

small market. Other

B.

by adjusting current product structure.

financial holding
companies are expanding

C.

Improve the asset utilization performance to
maximize profit for the Company.

abroad and taking steps
toward regional

Boost growth momentum and improve revenues

D.

Search for suitable M&A targets; utilize M&A as
a means to expand market size.

integration.
E.

Recruit and train talents to support business
expansions.
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(II) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
1. Locations where products (services) are mainly sold (provided)
The Company currently targets at the sale (provision) of its primary
products (services) in Taiwan, while overseas markets serve as secondary
targets.
Main products and services

Major markets

Securities and futures related businesses

Mainly focused in Taiwan. As for

(brokerage, proprietary trading,

international markets, the Company’s sub-

underwriting, futures, wealth management, brokerage services provide access to
bonds, derivatives, stock agency,

markets in the U.S., Japan, Hong Kong,

international market, securities investment Singapore, Shanghai, the UK, Australia
and South Korea.

consultation etc)

2. Market share
The market shares of major business of the Company and the ranking in
2018:
Business categories

Market share

Ranking

3.52%

7

5.13%, 4.47%

8, 8

Underwriting cases

50 cases/26%

2

Bonds

Bond transactions

2.943%

9

Warrants

Number of warrants 966 issues /2.63%

Market share of
ordinary trades
Brokerage business Market share of
margin trading and
short selling
Underwriting
business

13

issued

3. Future market supply, demand and growth
The GDP growth of Taiwan was projected at 2.1% in 2019, which was
marginally lower than the projection of 2.6% in 2018. The main reason is that
the data in 2018 performed better than the base period was higher and the
demand was lower, which resulted in the decline in GDP growth. Interest rate
will stay low as compared with other countries. An upward adjustment of
interest rate would unlikely cause an excessive appreciation of NTD.
The US economy is still good with the USD remains strong. Economic
turbulence in the newly emerged economies will intensify. Foreign capital will
gradually flow out from the newly emerged economics of Asia. The China-US
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trade war will likely affect the supply chain of Taiwan. Attention to subsequent
development is necessary, as it will affect the performance of Taiex.
4. Competitive advantage
(1) The Company leads industry peers in terms of financial health.
(2) Excellent branch efficiency.
(3) Consistent earnings from the brokerage segment.
(4) The underwriting segment has built up positive reputation overseas.
(5) In the derivatives segment, the Company has been efficient in the sale of
options and hedging instruments.
5. Opportunities, threats and responsive measures.
(1) Opportunities
A. Policy Aspect: the government is adjusting the tax reform planning with
an attempt to narrow the interest gap between local and foreign capital,
which will be favorable for the back flow of capital. Proper guidance
will help to improve the momentum.
B. Market Aspect: the incremental liberalization of policy will help to
attract Taiwan business back and the overall performance could be
sustained.
(2) Threats
A. Policy Aspect: Taiex fell below 10,000 points and the stress still exists.
Furthermore, it has been at the high point in the long run in the year that
buying power may be limited. This is particularly the case as revenue in
this year is still high that the growth rate of next year will be under the
pressure of the base period.
B. Market Aspect: the relatively low interest rate is unfavorable for the
financial sector to improve profit. An example was the recent
plummeting of mortgage rate. With the flooding of capital, industry
peers will cut the price further that could intensify the competition.
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(III) Jih Sun International Bank Ltd.
1. Coverage of banking services
The Bank is a commercial bank and has 44 locations in Taiwan as of
December 31, 2018. We also have an office in Hong Kong. The Bank currently
targets the sale of its primary products in Taiwan, while overseas markets are
regarded as secondary targets.
2. The market’s supply, demand, and growth prospects
(1) The China-US trade dispute affected investment confidence. The
incremental upward adjustment of interest rate by US FED resulted in the
outflow of capital from the newly emerged economies. Accordingly, global
economic growth slowed down.
Investment in Taiwan is expected to rebound in 2019, but the performance
will not be as good as in 2018 under the influence of the China-US trade
war. Investment and manufacturing will be affected, as the economy of
Taiwan is closely associated with the whole world with the two major
economies of USA and Mainland China in particular. These two economies
are the main export market of Taiwan. The downward adjustment of
economic growth of these two economies challenged the economic
performance of Taiwan. For this reason, the DGBAS of the Executive Yuan
adjusted the economic growth rate in 2019 downward to 2.41% on
November 30, 2018. Domestic demand will be the primary source of
economic growth. In response to the unpredictable change of global trade
and economic situation, the government expressed effort will be made in
assisting Taiwan business to return to Taiwan for investment and
refinement of the domestic investment environment. In addition, the
government will commit further resources in the building up of
infrastructure to bolster economic growth.
(2) Electronic payment developed quickly over the years. This mode of
payment has the advantages of higher efficiency, lower cost of processing,
and easy prevention of money laundering. The population of using
electronic payment in lieu of cash payment is on the growth. Yet, cash is
still necessary and is irreplaceable. Under such circumstance, the
government continues to create an environment for multiple forms of
payment and a viable system for the different forms of payment to achieve
the goal of inclusive banking.
(3) FinTech and innovation will be critical for strengthening the competitive
power in the financial market. For this reason, Financial Supervisory
Commission continued the advocacy of FinTech and Innovation through
the upgrade of the financial sector, innovation and development of
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FinTech, and information security and supervision. In addition, resources
have been committed to study on the mechanisms of management by
differentiation. Owners of new business are encouraged to engage in
strategic partnership with the financial sector for the effective development
of the financial sector.
3. Niche competitive advantage
(1) Ongoing improvements in core profitability; excellent asset quality; good
credit risk management practices and business momentum.
(2) Ongoing improvement in operation performance and profitability with
credit rating at “stable” level. These will be helpful for earning the
confidence of the public on the Bank and also yielded positive effect on the
reputation of the Bank.
(3) Collaboration with Shinsei Bank is helpful to the expansion of international
banking businesses.
(4) The financial group has securities, futures, and insurance subsidiaries to
help distribute products and refer customers.
(5) The financial holding structure takes advantage of consolidated tax returns,
and enables optimal capital allocation and raises the Bank’s risk tolerance.
(6) Corporate government was merged with the corporate culture. For 4
consecutive years, the Bank has been rated among the Top 5% enterprises
in corporate governance evaluation.
4. Upcoming opportunities and threats, and the responsive strategies
(1) Opportunities
A. The

“Financial

Technology

Development

and

Innovative

Experimentation Act” was enacted on April 30, 2018. This is the first
sandbox law for financial supervision in the world and helps to create a
friendly regulatory environment for financial innovation.
B. The Executive Yuan announced the “Financial Development Action
Plan” in June 14, 2018 to set up the objective and strategy aiming at the
essential and critical issues in the aspects of the banking industry,
securities and futures industry, insurance industry and financial
technology for facilitating the upgrade and transformation of the
financial sector.
C. The balance sheet taper plan and upward adjustment of interest rate by
the US FED helped to widen the interest gap of loan in foreign currency.
Banks tended to developed offshores business proactively. It is expected
that the growth of foreign currency deposit and loans will be faster than
domestic deposit and loans, which will bring about net interest income
growth.
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D. The sale of traditional insurance policies in bancassurance channels
resumed its momentum. The upward adjustment of interest rate and
balance sheet taper plan of USA brought about the surge of yield rate
for US government bonds with long maturity, which will be favorable
for the sale of fixed-income funds and bring about growth in
commission income. This will also help to boost the rate of return on
reinvestment of overseas debts. As such, the rate of return on fixedincome and related products will be better than risk assets.
E. In the advent of the digital era, the traditional physical branches face
severe challenge. Non-OTC mode of wealth management transactions
will increase year after year, which could compensate the inadequacy of
branch locations.
F. The gravity of the development of FinTech is innovation and
convenience. As such, financial institutions with smaller capital and
asset size could have the opportunity to excel.
(2) Threats
A. Financial institutions tend to strengthen AML/CFT capacity, and tighten
operation risk control, internal audit and internal control, and corporate
governance. It is expected that the cost of supervision and management
and legal affairs and compliance will increase.
B. Economic growth of Taiwan in 2019 was projected at a lower rate than
was in 2018. It is expected that financing in local currency will enjoy
growth in moderate single digit and exerts pressure on the growth on
interest income. If the Central Bank keeps its level of interest rate, the
interest spread from loans in local currency will stay low that interest
income from NTD is limited.
C. The asset quality of domestic banks is good with high debt service
coverage ratio. Yet, we have to pay close attention to the risk exposure
in Mainland China and the construction industry. It is expected that
banks will appropriate a higher level of provision for doubtful accounts
in line with the growth in financing.
D. Fintech in Taiwan is still at the early stage of development, which
entails further investment with low rate of return. The rise of electronic
payment led to keen competition among the banks, which will hamper
the growth of income from service charge.
E. Peer financial holding companies are expanding abroad and taking steps
towards regional integration while acquiring insurance businesses and
growing experience in retail. Competition and differentiation have
intensified.
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F. Smaller size banks tend to operate at a lesser efficiency and lower ROE.
It is also more difficult for them to find cooperative opportunities with
leading brands.
(3) Responsive strategies
A. Upgrade productivity in full effort of all banking staff through the
development of different business categories for improving the profit
status of the branches.
B. Further development of wealth management customers. Profit for the
customers will always come first to make both the Bank and the
customers the winners. Continue function of central kitchen in wealth
management to provide full-range financial products and services and
satisfy the needs of the customers of all ages in wealth management.
C. Creation of channel value to intensify the development of digital
banking. Integration of virtual and physical channels to serve the
customers with innovative efficiency.
D. Application of FinTech in consideration of cost-efficiency. Review the
overall operation process to refine service and efficiency.
E. Balance operation risk and commit further effort in mid-term protection
for reducing the risk of financing. Express higher concern for the
customers and implement risk control in wealth management. Upgrade
the skills of risk management to develop overall capacity in AML/CFT.
F. Establishment of overseas bases to bring in more innovative business
and enter in new markets. Upgrade the capacity in international banking
through the cooperation with the international banks in Greater China
and Shinsei Bank of Japan.

(IV) JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
1. Locations where products (services) are mainly sold (provided)
The company targets Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu as its primary
markets.
2. The market’s future supply and demands
Following the establishments of financial holding companies, the use of
banks as sales channels has become the latest trend, as well as a major income
source, to Taiwan’s insurance market. The prevalence of bancassurance will be
an irreversible course of development under the framework of financial holding.
The pursuit of joint marketing and collaborative promotion under the financial
holding will help to reduce the expense in promotion and prepare customized
products by combining the financial products of the financial holding parent.
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This will fortify the Bank in competing with the industry peers through
differentiation.
However, property insurance products generate lesser premium and fee
revenues than life insurance products, and this difference causes distribution
partners to focus on selling life insurance products at the expense of property
insurance products. Therefore, as a property insurance agency, the company
will focus on securing renewals of existing services (such as fire insurance of
mortgage customers), selling riders (such as general housing insurance) that are
relevant to the main business of distribution partners, and exploring needs of
existing corporate customers through various services provided to them (e.g.
auto insurance and accident insurance).
In terms of product strategy, the company will ensure the completeness of
its product line by sourcing quality products from reputable insurance
companies.
3. Factors favorable and unfavorable for development in the long run, and
the response:
(1) Favorable factors
A. Local residents are placing more emphasis towards risk planning. Their
understanding of finance has improved and are more receptive towards
different sales channels. The market has potential for more complex
products and sales methods.
B. Insurance agency earns revenues from the packaging, planning and
distribution of insurance products, but does not assume claims or
underwriting risks of an insurance company. It generates fee revenues
that are virtually free of risks.
C. The company’s portfolio of property insurance products are relevant to
the businesses of its partnered distributors, which makes sales people
more willing to promote.
(2) Threats
A. Property insurance products are mostly renewed on a yearly basis. The
market currently has an oversupply of similar products and sales
personnel, which gives customers easy access to price information and
thus resulting in price competition. This reality also has negative
impacts on fees earned by insurance agencies.
B. The authority reviews new products in great scrutiny, which may slow
down product innovation. Furthermore, increasing restrictions are being
imposed on selling activities, making business expansion rather
difficult.
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C. Property insurance products generate lesser premium and fee revenues
than life insurance products. This difference will cause distribution
partners to focus on selling life insurance products at the expense of
property insurance products.
(3) Responsive measures
A. Enrich product line to satisfy customers’ diverse needs and improve
sales.
B. Promote insurance renewals to prevent loss of existing customers.
Secure existing customer base as the main source of income.
C. Strengthen the professional capacity of the employees in securities
operation and banking for insurance sale.
D. Increase the number of insurance products sold per customer through
active promotion.
E. Encourage employees to purchase insurance coverage from the
company, thereby secure revenues while offer greater welfare in return.
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IV. Employees
Employee size, average years of service, average age, academic
background, professional qualification, and training in the last 2 years
up till the publication date of this annual report
Employee information in the last 2 years up till the publication date of
this annual report

(I)

1. JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

Year

2018

2017

Male

7

7

7

Female

9

8

9

Total

16

15

16

Average Age

50.45

49.19

50.53

Average Years of Service

7.99

7.76

8.08

Doctoral Degree

0.00

0.00

0.00

Master’s Degree

62.5

60.00

62.50

Bachelor’s Degree

31.25

33.33

31.25

High School

6.25

6.67

6.25

Below High School

0.00

0.00

0.00

Senior securities specialist

6

6

6

Securities specialist

4

4

4

Futures specialist

5

5

5

4

4

4

Number of
employees

Qualification

Professional
certificates
held by
employees
Note:

December 31, 2018
Year-to-date January
31, 2019
(Note)

Certificate for life insurance
representative

The Bank needs to fill out the data of the current year as of the publishing date of the annual
report.
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2. Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.
December 31, 2018
2018

2017

Year-to-date January
31, 2019
(Note)

Male

605

611

601

Female

874

868

874

Total

1,479

1,479

1,475

39.5
9.39
0.06
10.75
86.41
2.64
0.14

38.8
8.90
0.00
11.90
85.19
2.77
0.14

39.62
9.50
0.06
10.51
86.31
2.98
0.14

1053

1057

1056

986

987

991

1055

1082

1057

359

360

358

397

411

399

295

280

293

8

9

8

181

158

180

209
102
178

192
124
176

212
102
179

13

15

13

Year

Number of
employees

Average Age
Average Years of Service
Doctoral Degree
Master’s Degree
Qualification
Bachelor’s Degree
High School
Below High School
Proficiency for Bank Internal
Controls
Certificate for Trust Operations
Personnel
Certificate for life insurance
representative
Certificate for property insurance
representative
Certificate for investment oriented
Professional
insurance representative
certificates
Certificate for basic credit
held by
personnel
employees
Certificate for advanced credit
personnel
Certificate for basic foreign
exchange specialist
Securities specialist
Senior securities specialist
Certified financial planner
Certificate for real estate
valuation
Note:

The Bank needs to fill out the data of the current year as of the publishing date of the annual
report.
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3. JihSun Securities
December 31, 2018
2018

2017

Year-to-date January
31, 2019 (Note)

Male

575

536

576

Female

1,014

993

1,014

Total

1,589

1,529

1,590

43.51
12.63
0.06
10.13
76.72
13.09
0.00
540
876
869

43.43
12.87
0.06
10.14
75.74
14.06
0.00
567
889
964

43.51
12.67
0.06
10.00
76.35
13.59
0.00
540
881
869

901

923

900

Year
Number of
employees

Average Age
Average Years of Service
Doctoral Degree
Master’s Degree
Qualification
Bachelor’s Degree
High School
Below High School
Senior securities specialist
Professional
Securities specialist
certificates
Futures specialist
held by
Certificate for life insurance
employees
representative
Note:

The Bank needs to fill out the data of the current year as of the publishing date of the annual
report.

4. JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
December 31, 2018
2018

2017

Year-to-date January
31, 2019
(Note)

Male

1

1

1

Female

2

2

2

Total

3

3

3

43.00
8.42

41.93
7.42

43.04
8.51

Doctoral Degree

0.00

0.00

0.00

Master’s Degree

0.00

0.00

0.00

Bachelor’s Degree

100.00

100.00

100.00

High School

0.00

0.00

0.00

Below High School

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

2

2

2

1

2

Year

Number of
employees

Average Age
Average Years of Service

Qualification

Professional
certificates
held by
employees
Note:

Certificate for life insurance
representative
Certificate for property
insurance representative

The Bank needs to fill out the data of the current year as of the publishing date of the annual
report.
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5. Qualification of personnel involved in financial transparency
5 certified public accountants, 67 qualified share administration
specialists, 27 qualified bond specialists, 127 CAMS, 1 CFSA (Internal Audit
Division of Jih Sun Financial Holding – Su Pao Hsiu), 4 CIA (Internal Audit
Division of Jih Sun Financial Holding-Chen Heng Tung, Accounting Division
of Jihsun Bank-Miao Nien Chu, Yuanlin Branch-Yi Hao Shenng, Internal
Audit Dept. of Jih Sun International Insurance Agency Ltd.-Hu Wei Tsung), 2
CISA (Internal Audit Division of Jih Sun Securities-Kao Tzu Jung, IT
Division-Ho Tsung Han), ISO/IEC 27001:2013 IT Security Management
System-2 lead auditors (Internal Audit Division of Jih Sun Securities-Kao Tzu
Jung, IT Division-Ho Tsung Han).
6. Employees' training and continuing education
(1) In 2018, 39,035 training by head count have been arranged with spending
of NT$15,417,859. The employees have spent the total of 37,562 hours in
external training and 46,205 hours in internal training, and 89,114 hours in
online learning.
(2) Human resource development is part of the Company's long-term strategy.
We have established a training system to accommodate employees' career
development and provide opportunities for them to learn and grow.
(3) In compliance with regulations and the authority's instructions, the
Company actively assigns employees to participate in various professional
training and fully subsidizes all training expenses.
(4) The company has created a digital learning and online examination
platform (“JihSun College” learning network) to provide employees with
broader variety of learning channels apart from internal and external
classroom trainings. The network combines the Company’s KM platform
and offers more than 300 courses online, giving employees the opportunity
to self-study without the restriction of time or space.
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V.

Corporate responsibility and ethics
See P.108~P.119 for details.

VI. Number of non-managerial staff, amount of employee welfare
expenses, and differences from the previous year.
Year

Number of non-managerial staff Number of non-managerial staff
– 2018

- 2017

10

9

Bank

1,255

1,257

Securities

1,386

1,330

Insurance agency

2

2

Financial holding
company

Average expense for annual employee benefit 1,076 (thousand), and difference
from the previous year by (7) (thousand)

VII. IT equipment
(I)

IT system structure
1. Most of the Company's IT systems, including non-account management systems
of its subsidiaries, run on Microsoft structures. The Company’s strategic goal is
to establish a single line of IT supply that consolidates human and technical
resources under unified command; this in turn reduces operating costs and
raises overall service quality.
2. The subsidiary bank currently uses a HP DL980 high-end server and an AS400
mid-size server as the core of its NTD/foreign currency account and fund
services. Apart from having a local test system for backup, the Bank also
maintains an off-site system.
3. The subsidiary securities firm uses Tandem NB and S series server to operate its
accounts system. Two off-site systems are being maintained in northern and
central Taiwan to provide backup.
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(II) Significant accomplishments of the year
1. Installation of data warehouse system of the financial holding
Since the completion of a data warehouse system, the following analyses
and functions were added to enhance the effectiveness of product marketing:
(1) Data search platform
(2) OLAP online analysis
(3) Credit risk inquiry
(4) Statement center
2. Mobile banking service
For providing a diversity of convenient cash flow channels through mobile
banking, the mobile bank of the Bank introduced QR CODE scanning payment
service at the two major cell phone platforms of Android and Apple, and also
the Android Cross App HCE mobile ATM. In addition, the Bank has formed a
cross-industry alliance with LINE Pay to bundle the current account of the
Bank and payment for consumption service.
3. Mobile payment service
The Bank engaged in a joint venture with LINE Pay in 2018 to develop the
NFC function of Pay in Taiwan and QR Code scanning for mobile withdrawal
in order to provide the customers different forms of innovative services through
the use of cell phone to effect ATM inter-bank withdrawal from the JihSun
cloud and Barcode for consumption.
4. Provide a complete set of services with a wide array of products
The mobile eCommerce platform provided various forms of digital
banking services in 2018, such as the introduction of stock diagnosis function to
the the JihSun Online APP.This allows the customers to seek solution easily as
any time in any place. The “JihSun ONLINE- mobile wealth management
APP” won the “Innovative Design Award” of the 11th Securities and Futures
Golden Rafter Awards. The “JihSun SMART” cloud smart transaction APP
allows the customers to pursue trading strategy easily with discipline in
investment. The “JihSun SMART Cloud smart APP” won the “National
Champion of Innovative Products” of the 15th National Brand Yushan Award”.
This is an honor for the brand of the Company.
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5. Important project planning
(1) Expansion of the mobile banking function
In 2019, the Bank will further its effort in consulting with smart card
companies in order to introduce automated value storage function to the
Easy Card. The Bank will spare no effort in making innovation in digital
banking application and planned to unveil the corporate banking
transaction mobile APP, mobile withdrawal, OPEN API services to allow
the customers have better experience in mobile service and closely
associated with their digital way of lives.
(2) Installation of mobile payment service
In 2019, the Bank will provide NFC sensor function and QR Code
scanning function for withdrawal at the ATM so that customers of the
Bank and other banks could enjoy the diversified and convenience services
for withdrawal.
(3) Continued upgrade of system efficiency
In responding to the new policy of TWSE in order matching for
transaction in 2020, the Bank will speed up online transaction and stock
quote and market situation, upgrade the bandwidth, hardware and the
speed of the software. The Bank has applied for activating the “Server
shared installation service” with TWSE in February 2018, and completed
the warrant market making transaction system in the exchange for
improving trading performance. The Bank starts the installation of CHT
IDC computer room at Banqiao in 2019, and will complete the trading
system and setup of the stock quote and market situation server to provide
more secure, more convenient, and faster trading system and online service
for the customers.
(4) Provide services of a full-range and diversified product system
The Bank will support the major reform of TWSE such as the
dynamic market price stabilizer of the futures market at Taiwan Futures
Exchange and the trading system of TWSE by order matching in 2019. In
the international market, the function of stocks traded at Shenzhen
Exchange and the exchanges in the USA, Japan and Hong Kong will be
introduced. Further to the installation of the “Electronic Signatures for
account opening agreement and documents” system internally, the
Company is in the process of planning for iPad mobile account opening
function. The Bank seeks to upgrade digital banking service, reduce the
use of papers for environmental protection, and reduce cost. The Bank will
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introduce big data application to provide the customers with smart stock
selection function so that investors could have better experience in
investment.
6. Information security
In light of the rapid development of the IT industry that resulted in the
widespread of hackers, viruses, and security breaches to industry peers, the
Bank has completed several information security projects as listed below to
ensure customers a secure trading environment and prevent security breaches
with effective protection measures.
(1) Information asset risk assessment.
(2) Information system personal information inspection.
(3) Information weakness evaluation.
(4) Information security policy and procedure establishment and
documentation.
(5) Information security planning.
(6) Information system access priority review.
(7) Information system change review.
(8) Information security incident review and supervision of corrective action.
(9) Approval and supervision of execution of corrective action and preventive
action plan.
(10) Response to security incidents.
(11) Education and training of the awareness of information security
(12) Anti-virus and anti-hacking planning for the information platform.
(13) Planning of information security protection mechanisms.
(14) E-mail community engineering exercise drill.
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VIII.

Employer and employee relations

(I)

Availability and execution of employee welfare, education, training and
retirement policies. Elaborate on the agreements made between
employers and employees, and the protection of employees’ rights.
The Bank places great emphasis to employees’ welfare and their relationship
with the employer for the best working efficiency and loyalty. Our welfare and the
implementation of which are listed as below:

Category

Item

Core benefits

Flexible benefits

Welfare

Other benefits

Retirement
policy

Establishment of
retirement policy

Description
I.
Wedding gifts
II. Childbirth subsidy
III. Grievance subsidy
IV. Emergency compensation
V. Social activity subsidy
VI. Employees’ incentive trip
Flexible benefits were introduced and made available based on the
benefit points allocated per year; the benefits include:
I.
Healthcare (medical check-up, fitness activities)
II. Education (EMBA / MBA, degree/credit, courses, appreciation of
fine arts)
III. Security (reimbursement for insurance premiums, childcare, care
for the elderly)
IV. Leisure (transportation subsidy, gift vouchers, gourmet and
shopping)
I.
Group insurance policy (annuity life insurance, accident
insurance, medical insurance)
II. Privileged group healthcare insurance for employees’ and
families
III. Labor Insurance, Health Insurance, and pension fund
contributions
IV. Employee stock ownership trust
V. Subsidies and Rewards for Certification Exams
VI. Fully subsidized health check-up
VII. Employee assistance program (EAP)
VIII. Employee Loans
IX. Company Trip for Outstanding Employees
I.
The Bank has established the Labor Pension Reserve Supervisory
Committee for protecting the employees in their retirement lives
and their rights. Related rules and regulations of the organization
and retirement have been approved by the competent authority on
record. Currently, the Bank appropriates 2% of the monthly
salary of the employees to a trust account at the Bank of Taiwan.
II. Following the implementation of the government’s new labor
pension scheme since July 2005, the Bank has complied with
government policies and contributed 6% of employees’ monthly
salaries into their pension accounts held under the Bureau of
Labor Insurance on a monthly basis.
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I.

Means of
negotiation
between the
employer and
its employees,
and the
protection of

Channels for
complaints

employees’
interests
Protection of
employees'
interests

II.

Following the implementation of the Sexual Harassment
Prevention Act and the Act of Gender Equality in Employment,
the Company has developed principles relating to the prevention,
reporting, and discipline of sexual harassment, and assembled a
Sexual Harassment Prevention Committee to handle all
complaints, investigations, and resolutions of sexual harassment
incidents. Sexual harassments can be reported through the
following channels:
Telephone: (02) 2561-5888 ext. 6323.
Fax: (02)2531-0568.
E-mail for complaint of sexual harassment: hr2@jsun.com
(Sexual Harassment Complaint Committee)
Sexual Harassment Prevention Committee: 6th floor, No. 85,
Section 2, Nanjing East Road, Zhungshan District, Taipei City.
The Company’s employees are entitled to speak out about any
compliance issues in relation to the Labor Standards Act,
Occupational Safety and Health Act, Employee Welfare Fund
Act, Labor Insurance Act, Labor Inspection Act, Employment
Service Act, etc. Complaints can be made through the following
channels:
Telephone: (02) 2561-5888 ext. 6323.
Fax: (02) 2567-5889.
E-mail: hr1@jsun.com.

(II) Specify the loss deriving from labor-management dispute in the most
recent year to the date this report was printed, and disclose the
estimated amount of loss from the same cause at present and in the
future. If it is impossible to make reasonable estimation, explain with
supporting evidence: None.
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IX. Major contractual arrangements
List the parties, main details, restrictive clauses, and duration of any material
contractual arrangement (to shareholders' interest) that is currently effective or had
expired in the last year.

(I)

JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.: None.

(II) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Contract nature

Parties involved

Start and maturity
dates of contract

Main details

Restrictive
clauses

In order to obtain
investment research,
analyses, or
1. JihSun Securities
Securities
investment

recommendations on

Co., Ltd. (JihSun

securities issued, sold or

Securities)

invested within the

2. JihSun Securities

January 1, 2018 to

Republic of China,

December 31, 2018

JihSun Securities

consultation

Investment

contract

Consulting Co.,

commissioned JihSun

Ltd. (JihSun

Consulting to provide the

Consulting)

research and analyses it

None

needs to deliver higher
service quality and
market competitiveness.
Lease:
Office space
leasing: 5~7 and
10 F, No. 85

JihSun Securities entered
1. JihSun Securities

and No. 87,

Co., Ltd. (JihSun

NanJing East

Securities)

Road Section II,
Taipei

2. Cooperative Bank

From September 1,
2015 to August 31,
2020

into lease agreement with
Cooperative Bank on the
matter of leasing of

None

office space for its
corporate headquarters.

(Chi Chiang
Building)
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(III) Jih Sun International Bank Ltd.
Contract nature

Parties involved

Start and maturity

Main details

dates of contract

Restrictive
clauses

In order to improve
system administration
and operation capacity
needed for credit card
service, Jih Sun Bank
Amendment to
credit card facility
management
service contract

has commissioned

1. JihSun
International
Bank Ltd.
(JihSun Bank)

FlyingV to supply and
From July 1, 2017
to June 30, 2020

maintain the required
hardware. Amendments

None

were made to the main

2. FlyingV

contract in 2016 to
accommodate the
development of
enhanced encryption
hardware and JOCS
interface.

Security transport
service agreement
(Cash delivery
among the
branches)

In order to arrange cash

1. JihSun
International
Bank Ltd.
(JihSun Bank)
2. Taiwan Security

transportation for its
From January 1,

operating units, the

2015 to March 31,

Bank signed a contract

2018

with Taiwan Security

None

Co., Ltd. for cash

Co., Ltd.

transportation service.

Office space
leasing: 5~10 F,

1. JihSun

No. 85 and No.

International

87, NanJing East

Bank Ltd.

Road Section II,

(JihSun Bank)

Taipei

2. Cooperative

(Chi Chiang

Bank

The Bank signed ab
From September 1,

office lease with Taiwan

2015 to August 31,

Cooperative Bank Co.,

2020

None

Ltd. for the use of office
units.

Building)

(IV) JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.: None.
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Six. Financial Summary
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I.Summarized financial information for the last 5 years

(I)Condensed Balance Sheets and Comprehensive Income Statements
1.

Condensed balance sheets (consolidated)

Unit: NTD thousands
Item
Cash, cash equivalents, deposits at CBC and loans
to peer banks
Financial assets measured at fair values through
profit or loss
Available-for-sale financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Debt instrument investment measured by amortized
cost
Derivative financial assets for hedging
Bills & bonds purchased under resell agreement
Receivable - net
Current income tax asset
Available-for-sale assets - net
Discount and loan - net
Financial assets held to maturity
Investments under equity method - net
Restricted assets
Other financial assets - net
Investment real estate - net
Real property and equipment - net
Intangible assets - net
Deferred income tax assets - net
Other assets
Total assets
Deposits from the Central Bank and money market
loans from other banks
Financing from the Central Bank and other banks
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit and
loss
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial liabilities for hedging
Bills & bonds sold under repurchase agreements
Commercial paper payable
Payables
Current income tax liabilities
Liabilities directly associated with assets held for
sale
Deposits and remittances
Bond payable
Other loans
Reserve for liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Deferred income tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Before dividend
Total Liabilities
After dividend
Total equity attributable to the owner of parent
company
Before dividend
Share capital
After dividend
Capital reserves
Before dividend
Retained earnings
After dividend
Other equity
Treasury stocks
Non-controlling interests
Before dividend
Total equities
After dividend

Financial
information of
current year ending
(Note 1)

Financial information for the latest 5 years

Year
2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

18,413,446

18,401,701

15,907,848

24,956,878

22,203,546

13,008,186

54,821,418

55,733,437

57,214,537

45,670,933

0

30,612,091

29,911,945

10,991,604

8,479,415

61,012,364

0

0

0

0

36,133,562

0

0

0

0

0
0
14,610,099
91,904
0
157,370,762
0
289,434
840,040
9,880,921
407,022
5,099,186
174,489
74,306
1,565,537
318,971,258

0
0
21,017,558
91,502
0
150,655,451
2,429,649
272,062
890,620
9,177,287
411,053
5,107,458
167,229
50,671
1,851,474
295,957,224

0
19,977
14,657,257
188,882
0
146,627,780
0
270,040
1,401,570
11,845,949
440,044
5,140,443
177,683
40,493
2,648,246
285,011,594

0
0
14,146,675
316,014
0
139,652,040
0
269,092
1,699,224
9,647,860
446,208
5,240,605
196,887
56,861
3,674,681
268,509,166

0
50,504
19,878,044
348,298
0
143,960,130
300,000
257,376
572,476
7,748,179
401,088
5,391,089
212,519
57,778
2,822,647
258,354,022

16,251,600

14,326,820

16,973,456

7,362,922

6,645,253

0

0

0

0

0

400,294

1,067,558

2,198,445

4,207,181

3,571,789

0
30,606,783
7,346,973
9,418,738
23,386

0
15,603,851
9,467,763
13,389,552
9,504

0
16,297,684
5,488,746
8,729,191
10,876

0
11,991,884
2,919,371
9,022,173
41,363

0
7,199,640
4,542,932
10,281,806
4,384

0

0

0

0

0

194,691,057
5,000,000
1,330,000
313,277
8,855,299
82,861
418,640
274,738,908
Note 2

188,696,215
5,000,000
1,140,000
217,418
6,994,683
69,305
883,928
256,866,597
258,655,682

180,949,718
5,000,000
1,110,000
184,785
10,154,964
72,228
337,212
247,507,305
247,784,705

181,036,547
5,000,000
600,000
227,357
7,164,791
71,151
1,414,297
231,059,037
231,424,181

178,507,598
2,500,000
810,000
287,901
7,507,035
72,464
540,758
222,471,560
222,924,363

44,194,305

39,062,064

37,476,011

37,422,246

35,854,722

36,190,357
Note 2
16,418
5,352,090
Note 2
3,190,331
(554,891)
38,045
44,232,350
Note 2

35,423,607
36,190,357
0
5,104,932
2,549,097
(540,782)
(925,693)
28,563
39,090,627
37,301,542

35,423,607
35,423,607
0
3,089,051
2,811,651
(1,036,647)
0
28,278
37,504,289
37,226,889

33,963,028
35,423,607
0
3,495,142
1,669,419
(35,924)
0
27,883
37,450,129
37,084,985

32,151,817
33,963,028
0
3,813,115
1,549,101
(110,210)
0
27,740
35,882,462
35,429,659

Note 1: No latest financial information which has been audited or reviewed by an independent external auditor before
the date of publication of the annual report is available.
Note 2: The motion for allocation of 2018 earnings is pending resolution by the 2019 general shareholders’ meeting.
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2.

Condensed comprehensive income statements (consolidated)
Unit: NTD thousands
Year

Financial
information of
current year
ending (Note 1)

Financial information for the latest 5 years

Item

2018

2017

2015

2014

Interest revenue

5,232,339

4,462,352

4,211,903

4,391,149

4,648,530

Less: Interest expenses

1,630,109

1,315,490

1,349,409

1,583,528

1,581,049

Net interest revenue

3,602,230

3,146,862

2,862,494

2,807,621

3,067,481

Other net revenue

4,980,396

5,019,828

4,231,483

4,754,977

4,958,451

Net revenue

8,582,626

8,166,690

7,093,977

7,562,598

8,025,932

(27,503)

(24,974)

344,443

(119,729)

(191,105)

Operating expenses

6,003,400

5,810,651

5,221,450

5,567,874

5,680,262

Net profit before tax from
continuing operations

2,606,729

2,381,013

1,528,084

2,114,453

2,536,775

(96,095)

(46,273)

(111,247)

(126,122)

(91,640)

2,510,634

2,334,740

1,416,837

1,988,331

2,445,135

0

0

0

0

0

2,510,634

2,334,740

1,416,837

1,988,331

2,445,135

787,014

456,032

(996,178)

33,713

65,056

3,297,648

2,790,772

420,659

2,022,044

2,510,191

2,509,770

2,333,097

1,415,093

1,986,588

2,443,092

864

1,643

1,744

1,743

2,043

3,295,657

2,789,146

418,909

2,020,327

2,508,155

1,991

1,626

1,750

1,717

2,036

0.71

0.65

0.39

0.55

0.68

Bad debt and guarantee
provision expenses (reversal
gains)

Income tax (expense)
interests
Profit (loss) of continuing
operations
Profit (loss) of discontinued
operations
Current net income (loss)
Other comprehensive
income for the period
(Net after tax)
Total consolidated income
– current period
Net income attributable to
parent company
shareholders
Net profit attributable to
uncontrolled equity
Net profit from total
consolidated income
attributable to the owner of
parent
Comprehensive income
attributable to noncontrolling shareholders
Earnings per share ($)
After retroactive
adjustment (Note 2)

2016

Note 1:No latest financial information which has been audited or reviewed by an independent external auditor before
the date of publication of the annual report is available.
Note 2:The effect of recapitalization from earnings on EPS of common share has been adjusted retroactively.
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(II) Condensed Balance Sheets and Comprehensive Income Statements
1.

Condensed balance sheets (entity)
Unit: NTD thousands
Financial information for the latest 5 years

Financial
information of
current year
ending
(Note 1)

Year
Item
Cash, cash equivalents, deposits at CBC and loans to
peer banks
Financial assets measured at fair values through profit
or loss
Available-for-sale financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Debt instrument investment measured by amortized
cost
Derivative financial assets for hedging
Bills & bonds purchased under resell agreement
Receivable - net
Current income tax asset
Available-for-sale assets - net
Discount and loan - net
Financial assets held to maturity
Investments under equity method - net
Restricted assets
Other financial assets - net
Real property and equipment - net
Investment real estate - net
Intangible assets - net
Deferred income tax assets - net
Other assets
Total assets
Deposits from the Central Bank and money market
loans from other banks
Financing from the Central Bank and other banks
Financial liabilities at fair values through profit or loss
Derivative financial liabilities for hedging
Bills & bonds sold under repurchase agreements
Commercial paper payable
Payables
Current income tax liabilities
Liabilities directly associated with assets held for sale
Deposits and remittances
Bond payable
Other loans
Other financial liabilities
Reserve for liabilities
Deferred income tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Before dividend
Total Liabilities
After dividend
Before dividend
Share capital
After dividend
Capital reserves
Before dividend
Retained earnings
After dividend
Other equity
Treasury stocks
Before dividend
Total equities
After dividend

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

476,402

272,223

285,874

294,185

209,954

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
73,763
78,285
0
0
0
48,249,358
0
0
849
0
1,330
0
7,148
48,887,135
0

0
0
111,814
67,274
0
0
0
43,074,323
0
0
71
0
18
0
6,198
43,531,921
0

0
0
12,355
180,957
0
0
0
40,401,223
0
0
128
0
201
0
6,401
40,887,139
0

0
0
7,554
315,179
0
0
0
40,937,202
0
0
536
0
392
0
6,567
41,561,615

0
0
69,623
337,485
0
0
0
40,236,152
0
0
1,049
0
587
0
1,100
40,855,950

0

0

0
0
0
0
3,478,685
799,708
0
0
0
0
410,000
0
1,225
2,644
568
4,692,830
Note 2
36,190,357
Note 2
16,418
5,352,090
Note 2
3,190,331
(554,891)
44,194,305
Note 2

0
0
0
0
3,618,961
447,208
0
0
0
0
400,000
0
1,120
2,005
563
4,469,857
6,258,942
35,423,607
36,190,357
0
5,104,932
2,549,097
(540,782)
(925,693)
39,062,064
37,272,979

0
0
0
0
2,799,377
408,173
0
0
0
0
200,000
0
996
2,050
532
3,411,128
3,688,528
35,423,607
35,423,607
0
3,089,051
2,811,651
(1,036,647)
0
37,476,011
37,198,611

0
0
0
0
2,919,371
916,660
0
0
0
0
300,000
0
777
2,051
510
4,139,369
4,504,513
33,963,028
35,423,607
0
3,495,142
1,669,419
(35,924)
0
37,422,246
37,057,102

0
0
0
0
3,483,471
1,207,976
0
0
0
0
300,000
0
7,851
1,441
489
5,001,228
5,454,031
32,151,817
33,963,028
0
3,813,115
1,549,101
(110,210)
0
35,854,722
35,401,919

Note 1:No latest financial information which has been audited or reviewed by an independent external auditor before
the date of publication of the annual report is available.
Note 2: The motion for allocation of 2018 earnings is pending resolution by the 2017 general shareholders’ meeting.
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2.

Condensed comprehensive income statements (entity)
Year

Item
Share of the income from
affiliates and joint ventures
recognized under equity
method
(Note 2)
Other income
Operating expenses
Interest expenses
Other expenses and losses
Pretax income
Current net profit
Other comprehensive
income for the period
(Net after tax)
Total consolidated income
– current period
Earnings per share ($)
After retroactive
adjustment (Note 3)

Financial information for the latest 5 years
2018

2017

2016

2015

Unit: NTD thousands
Financial
information of
current year
2014
ending (Note 1)

2,602,946

2,392,373

1,515,722

2,072,199

2,502,046

21,336
109,158
19,962
3,670
2,491,492
2,509,770

15,374
83,465
17,442
4,366
2,302,474
2,333,097

17,331
86,843
14,303
4,272
1,427,635
1,415,093

26,697
85,333
25,145
7,750
1,980,668
1,986,588

19,819
82,868
27,849
9,093
2,402,055
2,443,092

785,887

456,049

(996,184)

33,739

65,063

2,789,146

418,909

2,020,327

2,508,155

0.65

0.39

0.55

0.68

3,295,657
0.71

Note 1: No latest financial information which has been audited or reviewed by an independent external auditor before the date
of publication of the annual report is available.
Note 2: The investment income recognized under equity method in the financial information is expressed on a net basis.
Note 3: Earnings per common share have been adjusted retrospectively for capitalized earnings.
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(III) Independent auditors and their audit opinions
Names of auditors and audit opinions for the last 5 years
Year

Name of auditors

Audit opinion

2018

Chen Chun-Kuang & Li Feng-Hui

Unqualified opinion

2017

Chen Chun-Kuang & Li Feng-Hui

Unqualified opinion

2016

Chen Chun-Kuang & Li Feng-Hui

Unqualified opinion

2015

Chen Chun-Kuang & Li Feng-Hui

2014

Chen Fu Wei; Chung Dan Dan

Standard unqualified
opinion
Standard unqualified
opinion

The Company was founded on February 5, 2002. The audit opinions on the
consolidated financial statements of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. (“JihSun
Financial Holding”) in 2018, 2017, 2016, 2015 and 2014 are stated as following:
1. 2018
Chen Chun-Kuang, CPA and Li Feng-Hui, CPA of KPMG in Taiwan issued
the audit report containing the unqualified opinion in 2018.

The audit opinion

is stated as following:
We have audited the consolidated balance sheets of JihSun Financial
Holding (the “Company”) and its subsidiaries ended on December 31, 2018 and
2017, and the consolidated comprehensive income statements, consolidated
statements of changes in shareholders’ equity, consolidated statements of cash
flow and notes to the consolidated financial statements (including a summary of
significant accounting policies) from January 1 to December 31, 2018 and 2017.
In our opinion, said consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all
material aspects, the consolidated financial position of JihSun Financial Holding
Co., Ltd. and subsidiaries as as on December 31, 2018 and 2017, and of its
consolidated financial performance and consolidated cash flows from January 1
to December 31, 2018 and 2017 in accordance with the Regulations Governing
the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial Holding Companies, and the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),

International Accounting

Standards (IAS), Standing Interpretation Committee (SIC) and International
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) recognized and issued
into effect by the Financial Supervisory Commission, Executive Yuan (FSC).
2. 2017
Chen Chun-Kuang, CPA and Li Feng-Hui, CPA of KPMG in Taiwan issued
the audit report containing the unqualified opinion in 2017. The audit opinion is
stated as following:
We have audited the consolidated balance sheets of JihSun Financial
Holding (the “Company”) and its subsidiaries ended on December 31, 2017 and
2016, and the consolidated comprehensive income statements, consolidated
statements of changes in shareholders’ equity, consolidated statements of cash
flow and notes to the consolidated financial statements (including a summary of
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significant accounting policies) from January 1 to December 31, 2017 and 2016.
In our opinion, said consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all
material aspects, the consolidated financial position of JihSun Financial Holding
Co., Ltd. and subsidiaries as as on December 31, 2017 and 2016, and of its
consolidated financial performance and consolidated cash flows from January 1
to December 31, 2017 and 2016 in accordance with the Regulations Governing
the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial Holding Companies, and the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),

International Accounting

Standards (IAS), Standing Interpretation Committee (SIC) and International
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) recognized and issued
into effect by the Financial Supervisory Commission, Executive Yuan (FSC).
3. 2016
Chen Chun-Kuang, CPA and Li Feng-Hui, CPA of KPMG in Taiwan issued
the audit report containing the unqualified opinion in 2016. The audit opinion is
stated as following:
We have audited the consolidated balance sheets of JihSun Financial
Holding (the “Company”) and its subsidiaries ended on December 31, 2016 and
2015, and the consolidated comprehensive income statements, consolidated
statements of changes in shareholders’ equity, consolidated statements of cash
flow and notes to the consolidated financial statements (including a summary of
significant accounting policies) from January 1 to December 31, 2016 and 2015.
In our opinion, said consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all
material aspects, the consolidated financial position of JihSun Financial Holding
Co., Ltd. and subsidiaries as as on December 31, 2016 and 2015, and of its
consolidated financial performance and consolidated cash flows from January 1
to December 31, 2016 and 2015 in accordance with the Regulations Governing
the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial Holding Companies, and the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),

International Accounting

Standards (IAS), Standing Interpretation Committee (SIC) and International
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) recognized and issued
into effect by the Financial Supervisory Commission, Executive Yuan (FSC).
4. 2015
Chen Chun-Kuang, CPA and Li Feng-Hui, CPA of KPMG in Taiwan issued
the audit report containing the unqualified opinion in 2016. The conclusion
paragraphs of the audit report read:
In our opinion, all material disclosures of the consolidated financial
statements mentioned in paragraph 1 were prepared in accordance with
Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial
Holding Companies, international financial reporting standards approved by the
Financial Supervisory Commission, the International Accounting Standards and
interpretations thereof, and presented a fair view of the consolidated financial
position of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. and subsidiaries as at December
31, 2015 and 2014, and consolidated business performance and cash flow for
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the periods January 1 to December 31, 2015 and 2014.
5. 2014
CPAs Chen Fu-Wei and Chung Dan-Dan of KPMG issued a standard
unqualified audit opinion for the Company’s 2014 financial statements. The
conclusion paragraphs of the audit report read:
In our opinion, all material disclosures of the consolidated financial
statements mentioned in paragraph 1 were prepared in accordance with
Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial
Holding Companies, international financial reporting standards approved by the
Financial Supervisory Commission, the International Accounting Standards and
interpretations thereof, and presented a fair view of the consolidated financial
position of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. and subsidiaries as at December
31, 2014 and 2013, and consolidated business performance and cash flow for
the periods January 1 to December 31, 2014 and 2013.
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II. Financial analysis for the previous 5 years
(I) Consolidated financial analysis for the previous 5 years
Year
2018

Analysis
Total asset turnover (%)

Operating
efficiency

2017

2016

2015

2014

2.78

2.81

2.56

2.87

3.18

Loan to deposit ratio (%) - subsidiary bank

79.93

78.70

79.82

75.95

79.09

Non-Performing Loans (NPL) Ratio (%) subsidiary bank

0.26

0.45

0.23

0.21

0.08

Non-performing credit ratio of subsidiary
bills finance company (%)

0

0

0

0

0

2,587

2,514

2,168

2,270

2,362

Net profit per employee

757

718

432

596

719

Return on assets (%)

1.23

1.18

0.92

1.25

1.49

Return on shareholders’ equity (%)

5.80

6.10

3.78

5.42

7.03

29.25

28.59

19.97

26.29

30.47

0.71

0.65

0.39

0.55

0.68

Debt to assets ratio (%)

86.13

86.79

86.84

86.05

86.11

Debt to equity ratio (%)

621.13

657.11

659.94

616.98

620.00

9.60

10.27

8.34

9.96

12.24

10.62

11.44

9.10

11.06

13.95

109.18

110.27

107.81

109.39

112.22

Revenue per employee

Profitability

Financial
information of
current year
ending (Note 3)

Financial analysis for the last 5 years

Net profit margin (%)
Earnings per share (NT$) (Note 1)

Debt to assets ratio (%) - financial holding
company
Debt to equity ratio (%) - financial holding
Financial
structure (%) company
Double leverage ratio (%) - financial
holding company
Financial ratios applicable to the financial
holding company in accordance with
Article 41 of The Financial Holding
Company Act (%)

None

None

None

None

None

Operating leverage

1.08

1.09

1.15

1.12

1.11

Financial leverage - financial holding
company

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.01

1.01

Asset growth rate (%)

6.60

3.84

6.15

3.93

4.91

Profit growth rate (%)

9.48

55.82

(27.73)

(16.65)

18.66

Cash flow ratio (%)

5.00

Note 2

Note 2

12.12

Note 2

Cash flow adequacy ratio (%)

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

Cash flow reinvestment ratio (%)

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

Asset market share (%)

0.57

0.56

0.59

0.59

0.62

Net-worth market share (%)

1.21

1.05

1.11

1.20

1.21

Business scale Market share of deposits (%) - subsidiary
bank

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.49

0.51

Market share of loans (%) - subsidiary bank

0.51

0.51

0.52

0.50

0.53

Leverage

Growth rate

Cash flow
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Year
2018

Analysis

Capital
adequacy

Financial analysis for the last 5 years

Capital adequacy ratio (%) - subsidiary
bank
Capital adequacy ratio (%) - subsidiary
securities firm
Capital adequacy ratio (%) - subsidiary
property insurance agency
Eligible capital (in thousand dollars) subsidiary bank
Eligible capital (in thousand dollars) subsidiary securities firm
Eligible capital (in thousand dollars) subsidiary property insurance agency
Net eligible capital (in thousand dollars) group
Capital requirement (in thousand dollars) subsidiary bank
Capital requirement (in thousand dollars) subsidiary securities firm
Capital requirement (in thousand dollars) subsidiary property insurance agency
Total capital requirement (in thousand
dollars) - group
Capital adequacy ratio (%) - group

Loans, guarantees or any transactions between subsidiaries
and any single individual, related party or affiliated
enterprise that are subject to disclosure under Article 46 of
the Act

2017

2016

2015

2014

14.33

15.05

13.01

13.64

11.13

342.94

405.17

473.66

686.59

726.69

74.50

76.00

76.74

77.98

81.73

Financial
information of
current year
ending (Note 3)

22,438,462 22,559,162 20,991,280 21,213,051 18,094,496
17,112,676 15,179,922 15,732,158 17,152,846 16,934,340
5,257

5,377

5,373

5,460

5,371

34,748,283 32,530,345 32,151,526 33,004,050 29,850,105
15,457,591 13,863,133 13,919,450 12,444,717 13,008,936
7,485,069 5,619,836 4,982,084 3,747,375 3,495,513
3,528

3,538

3,501

3,501

3,286

23,027,948 19,604,590 18,923,920 16,210,250 16,579,507
150.90

165.93

169.90

203.60

180.04

46,306
million

32,431
million

34,299
million

29,320
million

27,480
million

Variations exceeding 20% in the last 2 years:
1. The decrease in the Overdue loan ratio (subsidiary bank) was primarily a result of the decrease in the Non-Performing Loans (NPL)
Ratio (subsidiary bank) in 2018 from the previous year and the increase in the total loans from the previous year.
2. The decrease in the profit growth rate was primarily a result of the increase in the net income from the brokerage commission of
subsidiary securities firm in 2017 from the previous year and the increase in the net income from interest of subsidiary bank from the
previous year, as well as the decrease the allowance for bad debts from the previous year resulting in the drastic increase in the
Company's profit in 2017 from the previous year. The increase in the net income from the brokerage commission of subsidiary
securities firm in 2018 from the previous year resulted in the increase in the profit of subsidiary securities firm from the previous year.
The profit of subsidiary bank remained the same as the previous year.
3. The increase in the asset growth rate was primarily a result of the increase in the discount and loans-net and investment-based financial
assets in 2018 from the previous year.
Note: The key performance indices (KPIs) by business characteristics: Loan to deposit ratio (subsidiary bank) , Non-Performing
Loans (NPL) Ratio (subsidiary bank) , Ratio of liabilities to net value, Double leverage ratio of Jih Sun Holding, Asset
market share, Net-worth market share, Deposit market share(subsidiary bank), Loan market share (subsidiary bank) and
Capital adequacy analysis, et al..
Note 1:he EPS of common share is expressed at NT$.

Te effect of recapitalization from earnings has been adjusted retroactively.

Note 2:Cash flow from operating activities resulted in a net outflow; thus not calculated.
Note 3:No latest financial information which has been audited or reviewed by an independent external auditor before the date of
publication of the annual report is available.
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Calculation of financial ratios:
1. Operating efficiency
(1) Total asset turnover = net profit / average total assets.
(2) Loan to deposit ratio (subsidiary bank) = total loan granted/ total deposit received by the subsidiary bank
(3) Non-Performing Loans (NPL) Ratio (subsidiary bank) = total overdue loan/ total loan granted by the subsidiary
bank
(4) Revenues per employee = net profit/ total employees
(5) Net profit per employee = after tax profit/ total employees
2. Profitability
(1) Return on assets = [after-tax income (loss) + interest expense × (1- tax rate)]/average total assets.
(2) Return on equity = after tax profit / average shareholders' equity.
(3) Net profit margin = after tax profit/ net revenue.
(4) Earnings per share = (net income attributable to parent company shareholders - preferred share dividends) /
weighted average outstanding shares.
3. Financial structure
(1) Debt to asset ratio = total liabilities / total assets.
(2) Debt to equity ratio = total liabilities/ net equity.
(3) Double leverage ratio of JihSun Financial Holding = equity investment made in accordance with Paragraph 2
of Article 36, and Article 37 of the Act/net value.
4. Leverage:
(1) Operating leverage = (net profit - variable cost losses) / pre-tax income (loss).
(2) Financial leverage of Jih Sn Holding = (pre-tax income (loss) + interest expense)/pre-tax income (loss).
5. Growth rate:
(1)Asset growth rate = (current year total assets - previous year total assets) / previous year total assets.
(2)Profit growth rate = (current year before tax net profit －previous year before tax net profit) / previous year
before tax net profit.
6. Cash flow
(1)Cash flow ratio = net cash flow from operating activities / (loans and overdraft from other banks + commercial
bills payable + financial liabilities at fair values through profit (loss) + Bills & bonds purchased under resell
agreement + accounts payable maturing within 1 year).
(2)Cash flow adequacy ratio = Net cash flow from operating activities for the previous 5 years / (Capital
expenditure + Cash dividends) for the previous 5 years.
(3)Cash flow reinvestment ratio = net cash flow from operating activities / net cash flow from investing activities.
7. Business scale
(1)Market share of assets = total assets/ total assets held by all financial holding companies
(2)Market share of net worth = net worth/ total net worth of all financial holding companies
(3)Market share of deposits (subsidiary bank) = total deposit/ total deposit of all financial institutions eligible to
perform deposit services
(4)Market share of loans (subsidiary bank) = total loan/ total loan of all financial institutions eligible to perform
loan services
8. Capital adequacy
(1)Net authorized capital of the Group = authorized capital of financial holding company + (financial holding
company shareholding ratio × authorized capital of each subsidiary) - items to be subtracted in accordance with
regulations.
(2)Group legal capital requirement = legal capital requirement of the financial holding company + ownership
percentage in subsidiaries × legal capital requirement of each subsidiary.
(3) Group capital adequacy ratio = group net eligible capital / group legal capital requirement.
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III. Audit Committee’s report on the review of the latest financial
report
Audit Committee's Report
The 2018 financial statements (including consolidated financial statements),
business report and motion for allocation of earnings are agreed by the Audit
Committee and also resolved by the Board of Directors. The 2018 financial
statements (including consolidated financial statements) have been reviewed and
certified by KPMG in Taiwan, which gave an unqualified opinion on the audit report.
The Audit Committee has the responsibility to supervise the Company's financial
reporting procedures.
In order to certify the Company's 2018 financial statements (including
consolidated financial statements), the independent auditors communicate with the
Audit Committee about the following matters:
1. No significant finding was discovered regarding the scope and duration of audit
specified by the auditor.
2. The financial statement auditors have issued a declaration of independence to the
Audit Committee, which assured that all relevant personnel within the CPA firm had
complied with ethical rules of the CPA profession, and found no other relationship or
situation that may compromise CPA's independence.
The Audit Committee agrees, and the Board of Directors resolves, that the
Company’s 2018 financial statements (including consolidated financial statements),
business report and motion for allocation of earnings comply with related laws and
regulations and, therefore, said report is given in accordance with Article 219 of the
Company Act.
Yours sincerely
For
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. 2018 Annual General Meeting

Audit Committee convener
April 25, 2019
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IV. The Latest Consolidated Financial Statements of the Company
and Its Subsidiaries Audited and Certified by CPAs: See P.281~P.464
V.

Financial distress and impact experienced by the financial holding
company or any of its affiliated companies in the last year up till
the publication of this annual report: none.
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Seven. Review and Analysis of
Financial Status and Business
Performance, and Risk
Management Issues
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I.

Consolidated financial position
Analysis of variations exceeding NT$3 billion:
Unit: NTD thousands
Year

Item

2018

%

2017

%

Variation
Amount

Financial assets
measured at fair values
through profit or loss
Available-for-sale
financial assets
Financial assets at fair
value through other
comprehensive income
Debt instrument
investment measured by
amortized cost
Financial assets held to
maturity
Receivable - net
Discount and loan - net
Payables
Deposits and remittances
Other equity

13,008,186
0

4.08%
-

%

54,821,418

18.52% (41,813,232)

(76.27)%

30,612,091

10.34% (30,612,091)

(100)%

61,012,364

19.13%

0

-

61,012,364

100%

36,133,562

11.33%

0

-

36,133,562

100%

0

-

2,429,649

0.82%

(2,429,649)

(100)%

14,610,099

4.58%

21,017,558

7.10%

(6,407,459)

(30.49)%

157,370,762

49.34%

150,655,451

50.90%

6,715,311

4.46%

9,418,738

2.95%

13,389,552

4.52%

(3,970,814)

(29.66)%

194,691,057

61.04%

188,696,215

63.76%

5,994,842

3.18%

3,190,331

1.00%

(540,782)

(0.18)%

3,731,113

689.95%

Explanation to material variations:
1. Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, available-for-sale financial
assets, financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income, debt
instrument investment measured by amortized cost and held-to-maturity
financial assets.
The Company has applied the classification of financial assets under IFRS 9 as of
January 1, 2018. Under said standard, the financial assets are classified into the
three major ones, namely financial assets measured by amortized cost, financial assets
at fair value through other comprehensive income and financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss. Under IFRS 9, the financial assets are classified based on the
business model for managing the assets and the assets’ contractual cash flow
characteristics, and the initial classification of the financial assets held to maturity,
loans and receivables, and available-for-sale financial assets under the same standard
are deleted. Further, the increase in the investment-based financial assets in the
current period was primarily a result of the increase in the investment-based financial
assets of subsidiary securities firm and subsidiary bank.

2. Receivable - net
Primarily a result of the decrease in receivables for securities financing and
receivables for acquisition of securities of subsidiary securities firm.

3. Discount and loan - net
Primarily a result of the increase in corporate banking loan of subsidiary bank.

4. Payable
Primarily a result of the decrease in accounts payable and payables for acquisition of
securities of subsidiary securities firm.

5. Deposits and remittance
Primarily a result of the growth in loaning and increase in time deposits of subsidiary
bank.

6. Other equity
Primarily a result of the increase in unrealized valuation gains on equity instruments
at fair value through other comprehensive income since the adoption of IFRS 9 as of
January 1, 2018.
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II. Consolidated financial performance
Analysis of variations exceeding NT$100 million:
Unit: NTD thousands
Year

2018

Variation

2017

Item

Amount

%

Net interest revenue

3,602,230

3,146,862

455,368

14.47%

Operating expenses

6,003,400

5,810,651

192,749

3.32%

787,014

456,032

330,982

72.58%

Other comprehensive
income (post-tax profit or
loss)

Explanation to material variations:
1. Net interest revenue
Primarily a result of the increase in total loans by subsidiary bank resulting in the
increase in interest revenue.
2. Operating expenses
Primarily a result of the increase in the employee benefit expenses and other business
and management expenses of subsidiary securities firm.
3. Other comprehensive income (post-tax profit or loss)
Primarily a result of the increase in unrealized valuation gains on equity instruments at
fair value through other comprehensive income and exchange gains on translation of
foreign financial statements.

III. Cash flow
(I)

Analysis of liquidity in the most recent two years
Year

2018

Percentage
increase
(decrease)

2017

Item
5.00%

Note

Cash flow adequacy ratio (%)

Note

Note

Cash flow reinvestment ratio (%)

Note

Note

Cash flow ratio (%)

-

Note: The cash flow ratio, cash flow adequacy ratio and cash flow reinvestment ratio are not
included into the computation, as the net cash flow from operating activities or net cash
flow from investing activities or the net cash flow from operating activities for the most
recent five years were negative.

(II) Consolidated analysis of liquidity in the coming year
Unit: NTD thousands
Opening cash
balance
13,154,506

1.

Annual net cash
Cash inflow
flow from
(outflow) for the
operating
year
activities
(6,538)

(569,463)

Cash surplus
(deficit)
(12,578,505)

Financing of cash deficits
Investment
plans

Finance plans

-

-

Analysis of cash flow:
(1) Operating activities: Primarily a result of the increase in investmentbased financial assets of Jih Sun Securities, discount & loans and
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deposits & remittances of Jih Sun Bank and liabilities of repurchase bills
and bonds of JIh Sun Securities resulting in the net cash outflow from
operating activities, NT$6,538 thousand.
(2) Investing activities: Primarily a result of the increase in investmentbased financial assets of Jih Sun Securities and Jih Sun Bank resulting in
the net cash outflow from investing activities, NT$557,016 thousand.
(3) Financing activities: Primarily a result of the increase in the Company’s
collection of treasury stock and transfer of the same to employees,
payment of cash dividends on common stock, repayment of financial
bonds and short-term loans resulting in the net cash inflow from
financing activities, NT$2,192 thousand.
(4) The effect of foreign exchange changes to cash and cash equivalents
refers to the net cash outflow, NT$14,639 thousand.
2.

Responsive measures and liquidity analysis for cash flow deficit: Not
applicable.

(III) Analysis of liquidity of JihSun Financial Holding in the coming year
Unit: NTD thousands
Opening cash
balance
476,402

Annual net cash
Cash inflow
flow from
(outflow) for the
operating
year
activities
(345,842)

1.

435,498

Cash surplus
(deficit)
566,058

Financing of cash deficits
Investment
plans

Finance plans

-

-

Analysis of cash flow:
(1) Operating activities: Primarily a result of the decrease in payables
resulting in the net cash outflow from operating activities, NT$345,842
thousand.
(2) Investing activities: Primarily a result of receipt of the cash dividends
allocated from subsidiaries, NT$2,129,586 thousand, and capital increase
in JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd., NT$3,400
thousand, resulting in the net cash inflow from investing activities,
NT$2,125,973 thousand.
(3) Financing activities: Primarily a result of the decrease in payment of
cash dividends on common stock, NT$2,164,960 thousand, collection of
treasury stock and transfer of the same to employees and short-term
loans resulting in the net cash outflow from financing activities,
NT$1,690,475 thousand.

2.

Responsive measures and liquidity analysis for cash flow deficit: Not
applicable.
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IV. Material capital expenditures in the last year and impacts on
business performance
(I)

Utilization of major capital expenditures and sources of funding: None.

(II) Projected possible effect: None.

V.

Annual investment policy, causes for investment gains and losses,
and improvement plan and the investment plan for the coming
year
(I)

Investment policy for the most recent year

JihSun Holding makes its investments in compliance with the
Financial Holding Company Act and rules and instructions of the authority.
For each investment decision, the Company takes into account a number of
long-term strategic concerns such as future returns of various investment
opportunities, joint marketing benefits between subsidiaries, prospects of
economies of scale/scope, and new market/product potentials.
(II)

Main causes of the Company's profit in 2018

The Company's banking, securities and property insurance agency
subsidiaries had delivered good profitability. For more detailed description
of the main cause and business plans, please refer to "Five. Business
Performance - I. Operations and III. Market and business overview".
(III) Investment plan for the coming year

The Company has set its goals to "become customers' most trusted
financial partner" and adopted a sustainable management philosophy that
emphasizes on "customer service, trustworthiness, teamwork and harmony."
The following is a description of the Company's 2019 operating guidelines
and plans based on existing strategies:
1.

Enforce corporate governance and sustainable operations

2.

Strengthen core business activities and competitiveness

3.

Utilize financial technologies and create value in distribution

4.

Enhance internal control and maintain balanced business risk
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VI. Evaluation of risk management practices, on a consolidated basis,
for the last year up till the publication date of this annual report:
(I)

Risk management framework and policies of the financial holding
company and its subsidiaries
1.

Risk management organization
Group Board of
Directors
Audit Division

Risk Management Division
Group Chairman

Group President
Risk Management Committee

Credit Risk
Department
Market Risk
Department
Operating Risk
Department

Risk Management Division of subsidiary bank/subsidiary securities firm

Risk management teams of various departments

2.

Risk management policy
The Company’s risk management philosophy
(1) Create an effective risk management framework and system that operate
independently to assess and monitor the risk tolerance and exposure of
the Company and its subsidiaries to decide proper responsive actions
against risks and comply with risk management procedures.
(2) Build a scientific and adequate risk management system that can be used
to identify, measure, monitor and control major risks that are likely to
pose negative impacts against the Company and its subsidiaries, and to
decide how to respond to related risks to contain them within tolerable
levels to ensure the stable operations.
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(II) Methods adopted by the financial holding company and subsidiaries for
the assessment and control of risks, and disclosure of quantified risk
exposures
1.

General disclosure
(1) The Company’s risk management principles
A.

Establish a scientific risk management system that analyzes risks
objectively and helps achieve reasonable returns.

B.

Implement an efficient risk management framework that allows
each business unit to perform its daily operations, and a dedicated
risk management team within the unit that reports regularly to the
Board of Directors for timely and effective risk monitoring. Upon
discovery of substantial risk exposure that is potentially detrimental
to the Company's finance, operations, or regulatory compliance,
immediate actions must be taken and reported to the Board of
Directors.

C.

Adopt an all-round risk management system that monitors capital
adequacy of the Company and subsidiaries based on their business
size, credit risks, market risks, operational risks and future
prospects. The system shall also support investment allocation
decisioning and investment risk monitoring based on the
Company's distinctive exposure, capital, and debt composition. In
addition, the Company engages subsidiaries’ management regularly
to evaluate risks and issues concerning consumer protection for any
business activities that exhibit rapid profit growth or significant
changes.

(2) The Company’s risk management system has the following features
A.

Timeliness:
Raises alerts, responsive actions, and avoidance measures in a
timely manner to all possible risks involved during the decision
making process of the Company and its subsidiaries.

B.

Effectiveness:
Proper procedures, supervision, and contingency plans have been
implemented to address the risks the Company and its subsidiaries
are facing, and to ensure the effectiveness of their risk management
systems.

(3) The Company’s risk management system must be capable of identifying
at least the following risks
A.

Assets and liabilities risk:
Loans, deposits, and asset allocation are the primary businesses and
functions of a financial institution. As a result, The Company often
encounters mismatched maturities between its long-term and
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current assets and liabilities, and thus undertakes liquidity risks
arising from different term structures as well as any potential
interest rate variations. The Company addresses the following risks
in the manners described.
a.

Liquidity risk:
In addition to meeting the minimum reserve and liquidity
requirements imposed by the authority, the Company and its
subsidiaries also conduct liquidity gap analyses, create
management indicators, set limits on indicators and form
responsive strategies to prevent incidents of illiquidity

b.

Structural interest rate risk:
Apart from preparing interest rate sensitivity balance sheets,
the Company and its subsidiaries also conduct interest rate
sensitivity gap analyses, create management indicators, set
limits on indicators and form responsive strategies and
hedging solutions to minimize exposure to interest rate risks.

B.

Market risk:
As a result of continuing business development and active trading
in financial derivatives, the Company is consistently exposed to
volatile asset prices caused by market factors (such as changes in
interest rates, share prices, exchange rates etc).

In addition to

developing scientific methods and market risk management
systems, the Company and its subsidiaries also create management
indicators and set limits on indicators to effectively evaluate market
risk exposure.
C.

Credit risk:
Due to active trading in financial instruments and an expanding
credit portfolio, the Company is exposed to the risk that issuers,
counterparties or customers might default on their obligations due
to loss-making businesses or deteriorated financial position. In
addition to establishing consistent standards for evaluating and
grading asset quality, the Company and its subsidiaries also monitor
industry exposure, country exposure, and large-sum exposures on a
regular basis and make timely loan loss provisions as they arise.
Credit information of security issuers, counterparties and loan
customers are updated and monitored on a timely manner; asset
diversification and risk grading are enforced according to credit
policies (especially for investments that are linked to high-risk
assets or indices); management indicators were established to
reduce default risks and concentration risks.
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D.

Operational risk (including legal risks):
Operational risks may arise internally due to errors or misconduct
involving internal processes, staff, or systems, or from externa`l
factors. Legal risks, customers’ complaints and consumer disputes
are also regarded as legal risks. To minimize losses arising from
operational risks and prevent them from affecting our business
goals, the Company and its subsidiaries have complied with internal
operational risk management policies, operational risk organization
framework, and operational risk management practices by carrying
out a series of risk self-assessments and loss event/key risk
reporting that enabled the Company to identify, assess, monitor,
manage and minimize its exposure to operational risks.

2.

Risk management approach and quantified exposures of subsidiaries:
(1)

Subsidiary Bank
A.

Credit risk
Unit: NTD thousands

Risk category

Item

In-balance sheet item - Total credit risk-weighted assets [A]
Off-balance sheet item - Total credit risk-weighted assets of general
off-balance sheet transactions [B]
Off-balance sheet item - Total credit risk-weighted assets of
Total credit risk- financial derivatives [C]
weighted assets: Off-balance sheet item - Total credit risk-weighted assets of bond
repurchases [RP] [D]
Off-balance sheet item - Total credit risk-weighted assets of bond
reserve repurchase [RS] [E]
Credit valuation adjustment (CVA)[F]
Total credit risk-weighted assets
[1]=[A]+[B]+[C]+[D]+[E]+[F]

B.

December 31, 2018
Amount
140,974,087
3,108,401
2,043,642
390,616
0
132,425
146,649,170

Liquidity risk
Maturity Analysis of NTD Capital
December 31, 2018
Unit: NTD thousands

Total

Outstanding balance for the remaining period until maturity
11 to 30
31 to 90
91 to 180 181 Days to 1 More than 1
0 to 10 Day(s)
Day(s)
Day(s)
Day(s)
Year
Year

Major cash
inflow upon 213,435,600 21,353,386
maturity
Major cash
outflow
276,069,425 13,516,152
upon
maturity
Maturity
(62,633,825) 7,837,234
gap

29,241,486

27,439,754

9,958,884

16,435,610

109,006,480

16,233,282

28,641,577

32,491,792

67,657,464

117,529,158

13,008,204

(1,201,823) (22,532,908) (51,221,854) (8,522,678)
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Maturity Analysis of USD Capital
December 31, 2018
Unit: USD thousand

Total
Major cash inflow 984,150
upon maturity
Major cash outflow 1,198,192
upon maturity
Maturity gap
(214,042)

C.

Outstanding balance for the remaining period until maturity
0 to 30 days 31 to 90 Day(s)
91 to 180
181 Days to 1 More than 1
Day(s)
Year
Year
170,084
93,424
72,926
128,824
518,892
344,607

167,699

117,244

289,187

279,455

(174,523)

(74,275)

(44,318)

(160,363)

239,437

Market risk
Unit: NTD thousands

12.31.2018
Risk category

Capital requirement

Interest rate risk

$

Risky assets (Note)

101,851

$ 1,273,144

Equity securities risk

35,064

438,296

Foreign exchange rate risk

29,738

371,726

-

-

46,056

575,700

212,709

$ 2,658,866

Commodity risk
Options accounted by using the simple
method
Total

$

Note: represents 12.5 times of capital requirement.

(2) Subsidiary securities firm
A.

Market risk capital
Unit: NTD thousands

Item
Interest rate risk
Equity securities risk
Foreign exchange rate risk
Commodity risk
Specific concentration risk
Total

Amount as at December 31, 2018
1,434,236
1,726,357
139,321

0
10,857
3,310,771
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B.

Credit risk capital
Unit: NTD thousands

Item

Amount as at December 31, 2018

Repurchase agreements
Margin trading receivable
Securities-backed lending
OTC derivatives
Counterparty risk associated with general consigned
trading
Counterparty risk associated with consigned trading of
futures and options
Four-day cumulative sum of foreign securities traded
through sub-brokerage services
General in-balance sheet transactions
General off-balance sheet transactions
Asset securitization - for initiators
Untimely settled transactions
Total
C.

518,622
249,021

0
0
197,557

0
4,593
36,507

0
0
0
1,106,300

Operational risk capital
Unit: NTD thousands

2017
Operating gross profits in the
respective years
Risk coefficients
Risk capital
D.
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2015

3,780,986

2,635,843

3,312,754

18%

18%

18%
572,975

Business risk capital
Unit: NTD thousands

Item
Market risk capital (A)
Credit risk capital (B)
Operational risk capital (C)
Business risk capital (D)=(A)+(B)+(C)

Amount as at December 31, 2018
3,310,771
1,106,300
572,975
4,990,046
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(III) Financial impacts and responsive measures in the event of changes in
local and foreign regulations:
1.

The Company has established (amended) "JihSun Financial Holding and
Subsidiaries AML and CTF Rules" in conformity with regulations.

2.

The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Risk
Management Guidelines" in conformity with regulations.

3.

The Company has established "JihSun Financial Holding Procurement
Contract Management Rules" in conformity with regulations.

4.

The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Credit
Risk Management Guidelines" in conformity with regulations.

5.

The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding Asset Quality
Assessment Guidelines" in conformity with regulations.

6.

The Company has amended “JihSun Financial Holding Consolidated Asset
Quality Assessment Guidelines.” in conformity with regulations.

7.

The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Corporate Governance Principles" in conformity with regulations.

8.

The Company amended “JihSun Financial Holding Compliance System
Implementation Rules” in conformity with regulations.

9.

The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding Board of Directors
Meeting Rules" in conformity with regulations.

10. The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding Management
Department Organizational Rules" in conformity with regulations.
11. The Company has amended “JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Information Security Rules” in conformity with regulations.
12. The Company has amended to the "JihSun Financial Holding Responsibility
Principles” in line with changes in laws and regulations.
13. The Company has established “JihSun Financial Holding Management
Department and Commission Organizational Rules" in conformity with
regulations.
14. The Company has amended “JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Principles for Non-credit Transactions with Stakeholders” in conformity with
regulations.
15. The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding Work Rules" in
conformity with regulations.
16. The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Capital Adequacy Management Guidelines" in conformity with regulations.
17. The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries Asset
and Liability Risk Management Guidelines" in conformity with regulations.
18. The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding and Subsidiaries
Market Risk Management Guidelines" in conformity with regulations.
19. The Company has amended "JihSun Financial Holding Accounting Policy" in
conformity with regulations.
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(IV)

Financial impacts and responsive measures in the event of
technological or industrial changes
In the future, Jih Sun Securities will continue to deep cultivation of the digital
financial field, and combine the experts in various fields inside and outside Jih
Sun and its IT team to actively arrange the layout of mobile platform in hopes of
becoming “the best platform and first priority choice by professionals”.
Meanwhile, it will continue to focus on smart devices, robot financing and cloud
computing trends, and in response to the rapid changes in digital technology
development and laws, it will combine with the soft skills of Jih Sun's information
development and product design teams, continue to integrate the existing
electronic platform services and optimize customers’ user experience to
“emphasize experience, make it simple and provide friendly and high-efficiency
electronic services”, hoping to keep upgrading the availability and utility of digital
investment services. JihSun is dedicated to becoming customers' best financial
partner. It provides customers with 24-hour global investment information and
trading service, and thereby enables them access to the most up-to-date market
information. More digital services can be introduced in the future to maximize this
advantage and enhance customers' investment efficiency. Additionally, JihSun will
work hard to develop various utility model patents to found its digital service
value chain well and follow the competent authority’s steps for offering digital
financial services, in the hopes of becoming a pioneer dedicated to developing
FinTech in the industry and fulfilling corporate social responsibility to solidify the
financial market and digital investment environment.
For banks, new technologies present challenges as well as opportunities!
Internet banking and mobile banking services have been favored by customers for
the convenience they bring and freedom from the constraint of time and space.
Using these new technologies, the Bank will strive to explore deeper into
customers' needs and behaviors, launch new products and services from a
multitude of perspectives, and even reach customers that it never could before.
Security of customers' information is of utmost priority of the Bank when it comes
to designing the electronic trading platform. Data transmission is protected by
128-bit SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) protocol and above, the same mechanism that
is used for general services and low-risk trading services, while RSA signing uses
SHA-256. The messages exchanged are encrypted using passwords agreed
between the customers and the Bank’s computer system, which gives the
customers the access to full functionality at the level of security they deserve at
the same time. For low-risk trading services, IC ATM cards or APP one-time
passwords are used as the trading security control mechanism. In addition to the
development of mobile banking services, the Bank also worked on enhancing
system protection and information security. With regards to app security, the Bank
has encrypted all transmitted data and program codes and introduced fraud
prevention tools to ensure the security of the mobile banking app, and thereby
protect customers' interests. For high-risk trading services, XML certification is
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used as the security control mechanism for corporate network bank to enhance
identification and protection of transactions. The system also takes users' need for
convenience and security into consideration, giving customers the luxury to access
all of our services with comfort.
Innovative FinTech brings visions of a "Cashless World" and "Emerging
Payment Rails", both of which are closely associated with mobile payment. The
Bank not only provides the mobile banking services to give smartphone users the
convenience of transacting rapidly anytime and anywhere, but also joins the TSM
and HCE platforms of Taiwan Mobile Payment Company for broader application
of the mobile payment service. Once customers apply for the mobile ATM card or
mobile credit card service, they are immediately entitled to access the mobile
payment service, and have full access to smart, convenient, and secured financial
services anytime and anywhere by using a cellphone to satisfy their own needs.
Future e-commerce strategies and developments are as follows:
1.

Release more innovative mobile banking functions and mobile payment
applications to expand the breadth of digital service channels.

2.

Develop new electronic transaction functions and enhance the depth of
electronic financial services.

3.

Enhance the application of big data analysis to banking services and respond
to customers’ needs for banking services to achieve the accurate marketing.

4.

Collaborate with participants from other industries to deliver customized and
differentiated digital banking services.

5.

Evaluate

the

biometric

identity

validation

mechanism

(AI

face/fringerprint/voiceprint recognition) to provide convenient and safe
financial services.
Development and application of FinTech will be the two main focuses of the
financial industry in the future. While the technology enables financial institutions
to expand the scope of service, it also allows technology companies to compete for
financial services. Under the circumstances that efficiency, security, fairness and
consumer protection are balanced, the financial business and technology business
continue to interact with each other to keep developing new products and services
by upgrading of the information equipment and improvement of human resources
and technology, create the new momentum for the entire services and apply the
omnibus system management to cut the Bank's operating human resources and
enhance the Company's competitiveness, in hopes of reducing the Bank's costs and
upgrading efficiency.
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(V)

Impacts and responsive measures in the event of change in corporate
image of the financial holding company and subsidiaries
The Company received capital contribution from Shinsei Bank Japan in
2006 (in the name of a Dutch subsidiary SIPF B.V.) and from Capital Target
Limited (HK) in 2009. Shareholding structure has been stable since then, and the
two corporate shareholders were able to introduce professional management that
greatly improved the Company’s images.
In the future, JihSun Financial Holding's management team will continue
improving its performance with the goal of maximizing shareholder interests
through its three core values. Meanwhile, the Company will commit itself to
training financial talents, developing new financial products in line with
environmental changes, strengthening the organization's management structure,
and creating a convenient financial service environment to bring customers the
most professional, thoughtful, and complete financial services, thereby
transforming itself into a value-creating financial holding company.

(VI) Expected benefits, risks and responsive measures of planned mergers or
acquisitions:
The Company did not merge or acquire other companies in the last year up till
the publication date of this annual report. Expected benefits and potential risks of
planned mergers or acquisitions, if any:
1.

Expected benefits
(1)

Strengthened capital structure; gain market share, technology, and
distribution channels within a relatively short timeframe.

(2)

Exposure to overseas markets; generate income and diversify risks
through multidimensional business activities.

(3)

Expanded scope of business, reduced operating costs and improved
efficiency; ability to provide comprehensive financial services to
customers.

(4)

Ability to create synergies through joint marketing; maximize values for
our shareholders, customers, and employees.

(5)

Shortened organizational learning curves; capturing market opportunities
that are soon to disappear.

2.

Potential risks
(1)

The volatile stock market produces large discrepancies between the
market price and the reasonable value; determining the reasonable M&A
pricing can become a challenging task.

(2)

The Company must assume all asset and liability risks of the acquired or
merged financial institution.

(3)

Failure to integrate corporate cultures and human resources may result in
the loss of key talents.

(4)

Over-estimated synergies that can not be materialized after the merger or
acquisition.
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3.

Responsive measures
(1)

Engage professional institutions, CPAs, and independent directors in due
diligence assessments; project financial and business impacts to the
Company under all possible circumstances.

(2)

Conduct human resource capacity assessments to identify critical
personnel as well as skill shortages; settle employees' issues with the help
of human resource experts; eliminate employees' doubts by establishing
transparency policies and direct communication channels.

(3)

Assemble an experienced project team that clearly outlines the purposes,
plans, long-term goals, and the method of merger and acquisition.

(VII)
1.

Risks of Concentrated Business and the Responsive Measures
Subsidiary Bank

Level of credit
concentration in 2018

Consumer banking
46.68%

Corporate
banking 53.32%

As deposits and loans are the main businesses of the Bank, liquidity risk and
credit risk are the first priorities in our risk management. In terms of liquidity
risk, apart from maintaining 1st (i.e. legal deposit reserve) and 2nd (i.e. liquidity
reserve) reserves on deposits held according to the regulations of the governing
authority, we have also added other liquidity risk management indexes with strict
control measures.
With regards to credit risk, consumer loan balance represented
approximately 46.68% of the Bank’s credit balance in 2018, whereas corporate
loan balance accounted for the remaining 53.32%.
In 2019, the Bank will maintain its current lending policy for consumer
banking, and focus on diversifying asset concentration for its corporate banking
segment, so that the Bank is less dependent upon large borrowers. The
adjustment will begin by reducing the significance of the Bank's top 100
customers, followed by more rigorous control over high-risk customers, and
refinement of our credit grading system for better control over business risks.
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2.

Subsidiary securities firm

Distribution of securities-related businesses - 2017
Proprietary
Trading Business
18.42%

Underwriting
business 2.3%

Brokerage
business
79.28%

In 2018, business activities of the securities firm were largely focused on
brokerage, which accounted for 79.28% of total business activities. Credit risk
management of the brokerage business had complied with the requirements of
the competent authority by constantly monitoring the maintenance ratios of
margin trading and short-selling customers, and implementing stringent
procedures and policies for such customers. With respect to operational risk, the
subsidiary had complied with rules of the competent authority and Taiwan Stock
Exchange Corporation by establishing the relevant processes and procedures, and
enforcing internal audits and controls to prevent adverse occurrences. In addition
to meeting the minimum reserve and liquidity requirements imposed by the
authority, the Company and its subsidiary securities firm also conduct regular
liquidity gap analyses to prevent incidents of illiquidity

(VIII) Impacts and risks associated with major transfer of shares by
directors, supervisors, or major shareholders with more than 1%
ownership interest, and responsive measures: There had been no
significant transfer of the Company’s shares up till the publication date of
this annual report.
(IX)

Impacts, risks and responsive measures associated with a change of
management:
The Company completed capital increase in 2006 and 2009, respectively, to
bring in two large corporate shareholders, namely Shinsei Bank Japan (which
invested using a Dutch subsidiary SIPF B.V.) and Capital Target Limited (HK).
They are the top two shareholders of the Company for the time being, whose
shareholdings have remained largely unchanged since April 2009. Meanwhile,
the Company has the Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee and other
functional committees established under the board of directors to enhance
corporate governance.
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(X)

Litigation and non-contentious cases:

Major litigations, non-contentious cases, or administrative litigations
involving the financial holding company, its subsidiary or any director, supervisor,
President, person-in-charge, or major shareholder with more than 1% ownership
interest, whether concluded or pending judgment, that are likely to pose significant
impacts to shareholders’ equity or securities prices of the financial holding
company. Disclose the nature of dispute, the amount involved, the date the
litigation first started, the key parties involved, and progress as of the publication
date of this annual report.
1. JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.: None
2. Jih Sun Securities Co., Ltd.:
Background
Parties involved
Main details
Plaintiff: 24 plaintiffs 24 plaintiffs including the customer of the
including Chen ○○
Company's Yilan Branch, Chen ○○, made claims
Defendant: Jih Sun against the Company and the former sales
Securities Co., Ltd.
representative Chen ○○ for the damages totaling
Chen ○○
NT$80,960 thousand plus the interest accruing at
5% in a total of six legal actions in March, August
and October 2016, respectively. For the first legal
action, the judgment was rendered in disfavor of
the Company’s Yilan Branch in February 2017,
holding that the Branch should pay the plaintiffs
the damages totaling NT$13,200 thousand. The
Company filed an appeal against the judgment.
Then, Taiwan High Court rendered its judgment
Damage claim
in favor of the Company in September 2018.
Notwithstanding, the plaintiffs filed an appeal
against the judgment.
The appeal is now
pending trial by the Supreme Court. For the
second legal action, Taiwan Yilan District Court
rendered the judgment in favor of the Company in
December 2017. That is, it is not necessary for
the Company to pay the plaintiffs the damages
totaling NT$8,500 thousand. The plaintiffs also
filed an appeal against the judgment within the
prescribed time limit.
The appeal is now
pending trial by Taiwan High Court. Further,
the other four legal actions are pending trial by
Taiwan Yilan District Court now.
Plaintiff: Chen ○○
In January 2014, four plaintiffs including Chen
Chen ○○
○○ made claims against the Company, Jih Sun
Chen ○○
Futures, the Company’s sales representative
Wang ○○
Huang ○○ and Jih Sun Futures employees Tsai
Defendant:
JihSun ○○ and Chang ○○ for the damages totaling
Securities Co., Ltd.
NT$109,428 thousand plus the interest accruing
JihSun Futures Co., at 5%. Taipei District Court rendered the
Ltd.
judgment in favor of the Company on September
Huang ○○
30, 2016 but was later appealed by the customers
Tsai ○○
in October 2016. In the appeal, the customers
Damage claim
Chang ○○
claimed that the Company, Jih Sun Futures, the
Company's sales representative Huang ○○ and Jih
Sun Futures employees Tsai ○○ and Chang ○○
should jointly and severally liable for the
damages totaling NT$35,344 thousand plus the
interest accruing at 5% payable to the plaintiffs.
Taiwan High Court rendered the judgment in
favor of the Company on May 30, 2018. The
customers filed an appeal against the judgment in
July 2018. The appeal is now pending trial by
the Supreme Court.
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3. Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.:
Background
Parties involved

Main details

Plaintiff:
Jih Sun
International Bank,
Ltd.

This suit had been filed by the Bank for the
purpose of establishing debt entitlement of
Defendant Tian Tai Construction Co., Ltd.
over Taipei City Government Public Works
Department Hydraulic Engineering Office
Defendant:
for a sum of NT$41,513 thousand. The
Tian Tai
lawsuit was raised by the Bank, which
Construction Co.,
Taiwan Taipei District Court later ruled
Ltd.
partially in favor of the Bank on October
Hydraulic
31, 2014, by confirming that Defendant Engineering Office, Tian Tai Construction Co., Ltd. was in fact
Public Works
entitled to a claim of NT$32,036 thousand
Department, Taipei over Taipei City Government Public Works
City Government
Department Hydraulic Engineering Office.
Claim of debt
On November 26, 2014, the Bank raised an
entitlement
appeal for the remaining NT$9,477
thousand (comprising of interests accrued
on the claim) that was not ruled in its
favor; meanwhile, the Defendant filed an
appeal to the court’s judgment regarding
performance bonds. The case was escalated
for review by Taiwan High Court. Both
appeals were rejected by Taiwan High
Court on November 10, 2015. Both parties
each raised an appeal for the third instance,
but were rejected by the Supreme Court on
January 31, 2018. The costs of action for
the third instance were to be borne by the
respective parties.
The case becomes
final and irrevocable.
Plaintiff:
In this case, the landlord, Chen ○○,
Chen ○○
claimed that the Bank should be jointly and
severally liable for settlement of the
Defendant:
following debts owed by Wei Cheng
Wei Cheng Industry Industry: (1) Interest totaling NT$1 million
Limited
accruing on the NT$32.86 million sales
Jih Sun
proceeds that were not credited into the
International Bank, trust account; and (2) Interest totaling
Ltd.
NT$1 million accruing on the NT$34.72
million price difference that arose as a
result of selling six property units at a
lower price. Subsequently, the plaintiff
claimed: (1) NT$11.5 million for the
Damages
against
interest accrued on the NT$32.86 million;
NPL
and (2) NT$17.3 million for the interest
accrued on the NT$34.72 million price
difference of the six property units. The
plaintiff's claims and request for
provisional execution were rejected at the
first instance, and an appeal was raised by
the plaintiff. The appeal was revoked too.
The plaintiff filed an appeal for the third
instance, but the appeal was revoked as the
plaintiff failed to pay the court fees and
appoint an attorney-at-law.
As the
decision became final and irrevocable, no
damages need to be borne by the Company.
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Background

Parties involved

Main details

Plaintiff:
Jih Sun
International Bank,
Ltd.

Incident on
Fulfilling the
Contract

Damage claim

4.

Defendant Wei Cheng Industry Limited
failed to deposit sales proceeds totaling
NT$32,860 thousand into the Bank's
escrow account when required to do so
under the terms of the real estate trust
Defendant:
agreement it had signed with the Bank and
Wei Cheng Industry a concerned party, Chen ○○. As a result,
Limited
the Bank filed a legal action on January 12,
2015 to demand that the defendant should
immediately transfer of said proceeds to
the Bank and also claimed the liquidated
damages. Both the Taiwan Taipei District
Court and Taiwan High Court ruled in
favor of the Bank. For disagreement with
the judgment, Wei Cheng filed an appeal
for the third instance. The appeal is now
pending trial in the third instance.
Plaintiff:
The plaintiff claimed the damages totaling
Chiang ○○ et al
NT$290,385 thousand as the victim of the
Shen ○○ case involving the Bank's Xinying
Defendant:
Branch. The case is pending trial by
Jih Sun
Taiwan Tainan District Court.
International Bank,
Ltd.
JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.: None.

(XI) Other material risks and responsive measures: None.
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VII.
(I)

Crisis management
Contingency Measures for the Potential Operational Crisis Caused by
Massive Loss of Capital or Other Issues of Significant Lack of Liquidity
The Company has established an internal “Operational Contingency Plan” in
accordance with Article 56 of the Financial Holding Company Act and Article 8 of
"The Operating Guide for the Handling of Operational Crisis of Financial
Institutions", which the Financial Supervisory Commission had announced in its
Letter No. Jin-Guan-Yin-(1)-09710000092 dated February 12, 2008. The Plan
outlines the crisis management framework, the reporting procedures and the
respective measures necessary to sustain normal operation, should any operational
crisis arise due to massive losses of capital or significant lack of liquidity.

(II) Contingency Measures for Major Disasters
To minimize the impacts of natural and man-made disasters to the Company's
operations and those of its subsidiaries, and to outline effective responses to major
disasters, a "Disaster Response and Recovery Policy" and an "Emergency Response
Policy" have been established to provide the principles and reporting procedures in
times of extraordinary events. Emergency response teams were also in place to assist
in the handling of major crises, maintenance of business operations, and recovery
from any damages sustained.

VIII.
(I)

Other material issues
Market Risk
Although market risk capital is not calculated using the Internal Model
Approach (IMA), the Company and its subsidiaries have been following the IMA
minimum requirements specified by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in
the Basel Capital Accord to monitor group market risks on a consolidated level. The
details thereof are stated as following:
In addition to the traditional control measures, such as authorized exposure
limits, stop-loss, stop-authority, and stop-gain thresholds, risk indicators (i.e. Greeks,
DVO1 etc) are also used by the Company and its subsidiaries for identifying,
assessing, controlling and managing market risks. Furthermore, VaR (Value at Risk)
has been introduced as an estimate of risk exposure. VaR is calculated as the
maximum potential loss arising from market price changes within a specific holding
period at the specified confidence level.
Market Risk Identification
The Company's internal market risk model incorporates various risk factors
such as interest, FX, equity and commodity.
Market Risk Measurement
1. VaR (Value at Risk)
The criteria of the Company’s VaR calculations are as follows:
Model:

The calculation of VaR is mainly based on Monte Carlo simulations, or
the Variance-covariance matrices or the Historical simulations
alternatively.
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Method: Volatility is calculated based on market price variations in the past year
using the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) approach.
Frequency: Market information is updated daily. VaR is calculated at one-tailed
99% confidence level.
VaR of the Company and subsidiary bank and subsidiary securities firm in 2018:
Unit: NTD100 million

1-Day VaR at 99% C.L.

12.28.2018

Lowest Point
of the Year

Subsidiary Bank
Subsidiary securities firm
Covariance Adjustment
Financial Holding as a whole

0.059
0.234
(0.033)
0.260

0.027
0.068
(0.031)
0.064

Highest
Point of the
Year
0.044
0.264
(0.029)
0.279

Year Average
0.063
0.131
(0.053)
0.141

2. Stress testing
Market risk stress testing is a simulation of possible losses that the Company
may sustain after taking into account the following factors:
(1) Single-factor sensitivity.
(2) Historical Scenario.
(3) Self-defined Scenario (similar to (1), but the correlation and volatility
between risk factors are taken into consideration).
3. Back testing
Based on the calculation of VaR, if we assume that the estimated 1-day VaR
at the confidence level of 99% and our positions remained unchanged, we are
able to compare changes in gain/losses arising from price volatility and use the
test model to estimate its effectiveness in predicting losses.
Market Risk Control
The Company imputes its stress testing limit and VaR at 99% confidence level
for the Group on an annual basis, based on the Risk-adjusted Return of Capital
(RAROC) and the budget surplus of its subsidiaries. These limits are then examined
and approved by the Risk Management Committee and the Board of Directors of
JihSun Financial Holding.
Market Risk Management
The Company’s market risk management involves daily monitoring of VaR,
calculated at 99% confidence level, and monitoring of stress testing value for limit
breaches. Daily "Market risk overview reports" are emailed to the Chairmen,
Presidents, and Heads of Risk Management Divisions throughout the financial
group; a "Market risk daily report" is also presented to the Heads of Risk
Management Divisions within the group in hard copy. Monthly risk management
reports are presented to senior managers, based on which they will raise risk-related
issues during the next Audit Committee or Board of Directors meeting. If any
breaches were found, the Company and its subsidiaries will adhere to their internal
procedures and responsive measures to mitigate accordingly.
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(II) The types, goals, methods, effectiveness, and accounting treatment of
financial instruments (including financial derivatives) transactions for
hedging: Not applicable, as the Company does not adopt hedge accounting.
(III) Violations found in a labor inspection:
Tainan Branch has more than 30 workers but failed to hold the labormanagement meetings; accordingly, it was held violating Article 2 of the
Regulations for Implementing Labor-Management Meeting and Article 83 of the
Labor Standard Law. Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Ministry of
Labor demanded that the Branch should take some corrective action within the time
limit prescribed in its letter under Lao-Zhi-Nan-5-Zi No. 1071051711 dated
November 26, 2018.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Ministry of Labor sent its
personnel to perform the labor inspection on April 27, 2018.

As a result, the

personnel found that certain objects unrelevant to circuit layouts were stocked in the
power room of Hsinchu Branch, and the Branch failed to implement the workplace
violence perventionplan or retain any record, establish the plan for the selfinspection required under Articles 13~63 of the Regulations Governing
Occupational Safety and Health, and classify and label hazardous substances in the
containers holding hazardous chemicals in violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 6,
Paragraph 2 of Article 6, Paragraph 1 of Article 23 and Paragraph 1 of Article 10 of
the Occupational Safety and Health Act. With respect to said violations, the Branch
has taken corrective actions and completed the correction.

(IV) Information security risk disclosure
1. Information security risk assessment and analysis
(1) Types of information security risk
Hacker cyber attacks have been emerging constantly. In the recent
years, international hacker syndicates have initiated the "Advanced
Persistent Threat (APT)" to invade bank ATMs and SWIFT to
misappropriate large sum of money. Recently, some international hacker
syndicate applied the "DDoS" to attack the online services provided by
securities firms and futures firms; as a result, it was impossible for investors
to place orders normally and the hackers took the chance to blackmail the
securities firms and futures firms.

It is also possible that hackers will steal

customers’ personal information and accounts & passwords, fake customers’
ID to engage in transactions and blackmail companies.

Malicious and

extortion software can interrupt a company's normal operation and
blackmail the company. The information services provided to customers or
in-house staff by new technology are more likely to suffer new cyber attack
types.
(2) Effect of major information security incidents and responsive measures:
In November 2018, Jih Sun Securities and Jih Sun Futures suffered the
“DDos” initiated by the international hacker syndicate on their online
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service websites and the Company received the blackmail from the hackers.
Notwithstanding, sine the Company has constructed the “Always on DDoS
Mitigation Service” protection mechanism with respect to the DDoS and its
ISP in 2017, the protection was activated effectively upon outbreak of the
attack.

Therefore, no loss was caused to customers or the Company

therefore. The Company also reported the information security incident to
the competent authority and the jurisdictional police station at the same
time.
(3) Assessment results
According to the inspection results, the improvements were already
made based on the suggestions proposed by the Company's internal and
external auditors about improvement of the personal information protection
and information security internal control & audit. Meanwhile, the mid-risk
and high-risk weakness found during the information security inspection by
the external information security advisor was corrected and improved.
Generally speaking, the internal control and protection system about
personal information and information security were considered adequate
and valid.
2.

Information security risk management structure
In response to constantly changing information security threats, the
Company has established an information security risk management framework
incorporating management and technology factors. In terms of management,
the Company established an information security structure management
system across JihSun Financial Holding and its subsidiaries.

In terms of

technology, the Company established a complete information security
protection system covering the network, computer hardware and software, and
data.
(1) Information security structure, policy and management
The Company has set up the unit dedicated to information security and
also the management system subordinated to JihSun Financial Holding.

In

2017, the Company established the Information Security Committee of
JihSun Financial Holding. The president of JihSun Financial Holding shall
act as the convener of the Committee responsible for gathering the
presidents, administrative officers, legal affairs officers, information
officers, e-commerce officers, information security officers, risk control
officers and internal audit officers of the Company's subsidiaries to hold the
Information Security Committee meeting once per quarter. The meeting
minutes should also be reported to the Board of Directors to help the Board
review the validity and adequacy of the information security management of
JihSun Financial Holding and its subsidiaries, and also the Company’s
management and protection in terms of the major information security
incidents in the market.
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The Company has established the complete internal control system
with respect to personal information protection and computer information
system. The policies enacted by the Company include the “Rules for
Maintenance of Personal Information Security” and “Information Security
Rules”. The operating procedures established by the Company include the
“Personal Information File Security Maintenance Plan and Directions for
Treatment of Personal Information upon Termination of Business”,
“Guidelines Governing Information Operations” and various standard
operating procedures. Meanwhile, the Company will adjust the relevant
regulations and procedures in a timely manner and in line with the
information security requirements defined by the competent authority and
association, and external environmental changes.
The self-audit by various units and audit by internal auditors will be
conducted on the internal control and information security each year. The
audit report will be produced for improvement to fulfill the internal control.
The information security policy will be assessed each year. Meanwhile,
the Company will continue to execute the information security training for
employees and organize the social engineering exercise via email to enhance
the workers’ awareness toward information security protection and fulfill
the compliance.
(2) Information security protection system and review
The Company has established a complete information security
protection system against hackers, virus and disclosure to mitigate such
information security risks as hacking, web attack and data disclosure, and
also the DDoS mitigation mechanism. It also established the “SOC” to
collect information on various platforms and networks, and monitor
suspected information security risks for analysis and elimination of risks.
The Company will review the information security risk and scan
weakness each year, and also retain external information security advisors to
conduct the penetration testing to check the validity and adequacy of the
information security protection. Meanwhile, it will also perform the
remote disaster prevention drill for the core system, DDoS attack drill and
personal information disclosure drill to review its ability to respond to
information security disaster.
3. Information security insurance
The information security insurance refers to the emerging insurance type
which has been launched in the most recent two years, including data
protection insurance, data and network error or negligence liability insurance,
information system violence insurance and information service professional
liability insurance. As it involes the information security inspection
oragnizations’ assessment and appraisal organizations’ standard measurement
for idenmification, the Company will continue the assessment and analysis and
also plan the orientation of insurance to be taken out, and upgrade the
information security operational ability and train excellent information
security professionals at the same time.
Subsequently, the Company will aim to well found the related regulations
and continue to conduct the information security risk assessment periodically
to deal with and resolve known and unknown impacts brought by the
information security risk and keep the business continuing.
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Eight. Special Remarks
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Shares held: 68,696,435

Shares held: 30,000,000
Initial investment: NTD 300,000
thousand

Initial investment: NTD 618,268 thousand

JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.

Shareholding percentage: 98.138%

Affiliated enterprises chart

Shareholding percentage: 100%

1.

Shares held: 297,000

Initial investment: HKD 20,000 thousand

Shares held: 2,000,000

Shareholding percentage: 100%

JS CRESVALE CAPITAL LIMITED

Shares held: 8,050,000
Initial investment: USD 8,050 thousand

Initial investment: USD 47,160 thousand
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Note 1: No subsidiary had held shares of the parent
company.
Note 2: Dismissal and liquidation have been resolved
by the board of directors of JihSun Securities
during the meeting held on March 14, 2019

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Shares held: 370,000,000

Initial investment: NTD 1,980 thousand

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Initial investment: NTD 173,600 thousand

Shareholding percentage: 99%

Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman) Limited
(Note 2)

Shares held: 54,600,000
Initial investment: NTD 1,795,250 thousand

Shares held: 10,000,000

JihSun Life Insurance Agency Co.,Ltd.

Initial investment: NTD 46,906,793 thousand

JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited

Jih Sun International Investment Holding
Company Limited
Shareholding percentage: 100%

Initial investment: NTD 17,601,701 thousand

Shares held: 1,728,607,993

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Shares held: 1,157,212,760

Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.

Shareholding percentage: 100%

Information dated: December 31, 2018

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

JihSun Securities Investment Consulting
Co., Ltd.
Shareholding percentage: 100%

Initial investment: NTD 3,000 thousand

Shares held: 300,000

Shareholding percentage: 100%

JihSun International Property Insurance
Agency Co., Ltd.

(I) Consolidated business report and financial statements

Affiliated Companies

JihSun Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

I.

08.09.2004

11.29.2000

JihSun International Property Insurance
Agency Co., Ltd.

JihSun Life Insurance Agency Co.,Ltd.

Jih Sun International Investment Holding
Company Limited

JihSun Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

JihSun Securities Investment Consulting
Co., Ltd.

09.09.1996

06.05.2014

10.12.1984

01.27.1994

03.26.1992

Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.

JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.

12.08.1961

Establishment
Date
Address

P. O. Box 31119 Grand Pavilion, Hibiscus Way, 802
West Bay Road, Grand Cayman, KY1 - 1205 Cayman
Islands

USD

8F, No. 85 and 87, Section 2, Nanjing East Road,
NTD
Taipei City
8F, No. 85 and 87, Section 2, Nanjing East Road,
NTD
Taipei City
4F, No. 111, Section 2, Nanjing East Road, Taipei
NTD
City
7F, No. 111, Section 2, Nanjing East Road, Taipei
NTD
City
7F, No. 111, Section 2, Nanjing East Road, Taipei
NTD
City

1F, No. 10, Section 1, Chongqing South Road,
NTD
Taipei City

Main Business

Unit: NTD thousands; HKD; USD
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Investment and management of the following
businesses:
1. Securities market brokerage and proprietary
trading
2. Guidance regarding corporate finance, public
offering, and securities underwriting
3. Securities research and analysis
54,600,000
4. Corporate and personal financial planning and
investment consultation
5. Financial services
6. Investment trust
7. Futures services
8. Holding company; recognition of gains/losses
from invested businesses

300,000 Venture Capital industry

100,000 Securities investment research related services

700,000 Futures brokerage and proprietary trading

3,000 Life insurance agency

3,000 Property insurance agency

11,572,127

Stock brokerage, underwriting, and proprietary
trading
General deposit, loan, and collection services;
17,286,080 investment in government bonds, short term notes,
bank debentures etc

Paid-in Capital

3F and 4F, No. 111, Section 2, Nanjing East Road,
NTD
Taipei City

Profile of affiliated companies

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

Company Name

2.

12.27.1985

JS CRESVALE CAPITAL LIMITED

HKD

USD

P. O. Box 31119 Grand Pavilion, Hibiscus Way, 802
West Bay Road, Grand Cayman, KY1 - 1205 Cayman
Islands

Units 905-6, 9th Floor, Two Harbourfront, 22 Tak
Fung Street, Hunghom, Kowloon, Hong Kong

HKD

Main Business

Securities brokerage, proprietary trading,
370,000,000 underwriting, and other securities-related services
permitted under Hong Kong laws and regulations
1. Securities brokerage, proprietary trading, and
financing
2. Corporate and personal financial planning and
investment consulting
8,050,000
3. Financial product design
4. Other securities and finance-related businesses
as approved by the local government
1. Stock brokerage and margin trading
2. Futures brokerage and sale of funds and other
20,000,000
financial products
3. Other business activities approved by the local
authority

Paid-in Capital

Units 905-6, 9th Floor, Two Harbourfront, 22 Tak
Fung Street, Hunghom, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Address

the Board of Directors of the Company on March 14, 2019.
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In consideration of the operating efficiency, the motion for dissolution and liquidation of Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman) Limited was approved upon resolution by the meeting of

01.09.1997

Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman)
Limited (Note)

Note:

01.26.1993

Establishment
Date

JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited

Company Name

Businesses covered by affiliated companies. Describe the nature of job specialization for affiliated enterprises that offer related

4.

273

services to each other:
The scope of business in which the Company's affiliated enterprises are engaged covers the banking, banking insurance agency,
investment banking, futures, futures investment consulting, securities brokerage, securities proprietary trading and securities
underwriting.
(1) JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.
JihSun Futures and JihSun Securities have established business agreements in accordance with Article 3, Chapter 1 of
Regulations Governing the Operation of Futures Introducing Broker Business by Securities Firms, where the latter is
commissioned by the futures commission merchant as a futures introducing broker to perform the following services:
a. Solicit futures traders.
b. Assist futures traders in account opening on behalf of futures commission merchants.
c. Collect orders from futures traders and have them processed by the futures commission merchant.
(2) JihSun Securities Investment Consulting Co., Ltd.
Provide real-time market information, morning briefing, global stock market and foreign exchange briefing, and daily portfolio
recommendations to Jih Sun Securities and its branches, and support market analysis and consultation services during trading
hours.
(3) JS Cresvale Securities International Limited
a. Sub-brokerage services:
Jih Sun Securities Co., Ltd. is appointed to act as its broker engaged in the trade orders for foreign securities involving
Hong Kong stocks.
b. QFII services:
JihSun Cresvale Securities International Limited are qualified foreign investment institutes and general foreign institutional
investors (QFII, GFII)
approved by the authority. JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. provides brokerage service for their trading
of Taiwan-listed stocks.
(4) Jih Sun Life Insurance Agency Co., Ltd and JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
Both companies are in the business of insurance agency. The term "insurance agent" as used in Article 8 of the Insurance Act
means a person who, based on a contract of agency or a letter of authorization, collects remuneration from an insurer and acts as
a business agent on the insurer's behalf.

Common shareholders in controlling and controlled companies: None.

3.

Company Name

President

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Chairman

Title

Directors and President of each affiliated company

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

5.

JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: James C.Tang
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Su Li Te
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Tse Chi Wai
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Huang Flynn Xuxian
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Huang Ching Tang
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Yang Chih Kuang
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Lin Chia Ching
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Lo Yu Jay
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Lin Chih Chung
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Yeh Min Kung
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Tang Chak Lam
Huang, Chin-Ming

Name or the Name of
Representative

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

shares

1,157,212,760

100%
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Unit: shares; %
Shareholding Under Own Name
Shareholding
Shares Held
Percentage

Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.

Company Name

President

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Chairman

Title
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Huang Ching Tang
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Yang Chih Kuang
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: James C.Tang
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Huang Flynn Xuxian
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Tse Chi Wai
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Lin Chia Ching
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Su Li Te
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Lo Yu Ming
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Lin Chih Chung
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Yeh Min Kung
JihSun Financial Holding
Ltd.: Tang Chak Lam
Wang Chih Fang

Name or the Name of
Representative

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

shares

1,728,607,993

100%

Shareholding Under Own Name
Shareholding
Shares Held
Percentage
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JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.

Jih Sun Life Insurance Agency Co., Ltd

Co., Ltd.

JihSun International Property Insurance Agency

Company Name

Supervisor
Supervisor
President

Director

Director

Supervisor
President
Chairman

Director

Director

President
Chairman

Supervisor

Director

Director

Chairman

Title
JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.: Yang Chih Kuang
JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.: Lin Che Li
JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.: Mao Nien Chu
JihSun Financial Holding Co.,
Ltd.: Lin Chia Ching
Chen Po-Ying
Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.:
Huang Flynn Xuxian
Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.:
Lin Chia Ching
Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.:
Mao Nien Chu
Chen Huei-Ching
Lin Rong-Yu (acting duty)
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Yang
Chih Kuang
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Huang
Flynn Xuxian
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.:
Huang, Chin-Ming
Su Li Te
Chen Mei Hung
Huang Bing Ho

Name or the Name of
Representative
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98.138% shareholding
shares

interest

Securities, with

Invested by Jih Sun

shareholding interest

Ltd., with 99%

International Bank,

Invested by Jih Sun

100%

68,696,435

shares

297,000

shares

300,000

Shareholding Under Own Name
Shareholding
Shares Held
Percentage

Sun

International

Company Limited

Jih

Investment

JihSun Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

Holding

JihSun Securities Investment Consulting Co., Ltd.

Company Name

Director
Director

President

Supervisor

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

President
Chairman

Supervisor

Director

Director

Chairman

Title

Shu Mu Chun
Huang, Chin-Ming

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Chang
Wen Hsing
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Wu
Tsui Chiang
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Chen
Mei Hung
Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.:
Chang Chia-Min
Li Hsiu-Li
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Su Li
Te
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Huang
Ching Tang
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: James
C.Tang
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Huang
Flynn Xuxian
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Lin
Chia Ching
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Yang
Chih Kuang
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Wang
Chih Fang
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.: Lin
Che Li
Wu Tsui Chiang

Name or the Name of
Representative

54,600,000 shares
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Securities Co., Ltd.

100% held by JihSun

Securities Co., Ltd.

100% held by JihSun

Securities Co., Ltd.

shares

30,000,000 shares

100% held by JihSun

10,000,000

Shareholding Under Own Name
Shareholding
Shares Held
Percentage

8,050,000 shares

370,000,000 shares

Wang Chih Fang
Shu Mu Chun
Yu Tai Lung
Cheng Ru Mu
Huang, Chin-Ming

Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

Company Limited

Investment Holding

International

100% held by Jih Sun

Company Limited

Investment Holding

International

100% held by Jih Sun

Shareholding Under Own Name
Shareholding
Shares Held
Percentage

Cheng Ru Mu
Shu Mu Chun
Yu Tai Lung
Huang, Chin-Ming

Name or the Name of
Representative

Director
Director
Director
Director

Title
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Note 1: Said data were based on those available until December 31, 2018.
Note 2: In consideration of the operating efficiency, the motion for dissolution and liquidation of Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman) Limited was approved upon resolution by the
meeting of the Board of Directors of the Company on March 14, 2019.

JS Cresvale Securities International Limited

(Note 2)

Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman) Limited

Company Name

245,682,992

17,286,080

Jih Sun International Bank, Ltd.

300,000

JihSun Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

83,590

1,266,415

283,467

1,121

362,096

0

25

106

307,706
1,264,344

13,775

8,439,719

127,726

10,462,249

117,806

82,469

904,319

283,467

1,264,319

307,600

113,951

2,022,530

37,899

5,257

21,511,553

224,171,439
1,799

26,732,548

Net Worth

39,558,115

Total Liabilities

0

24,575

0

0

6,600

43,720

620,084

466,526

8,618

5,383,000

4,494,751

Operating
Revenue

(140)

(36,952)

(1,078)

(22,271)

5,400

(516)

(32,663)

30,133

363

1,027,689

1,210,001

Operating
Profits

523

(24,796)

2,980

(22,002)

5,859

87

33,444

24,032

294

1,172,881

1,429,771

Current period
profit (loss)
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0.26

(0.07)

0.37

(0.40)

0.20

0.01

0.48

80.11

0.98

0.68

1.24

share ($)

(losses) per

Earnings

Unit: NTD thousands

Note 1: Exchange rates used for the balance sheet (US~1: 30.715); (US/HK~1: 7.8335)
Note 2: Exchange rates used for the income statement (US~1: 30.1493); (US/HK~1:7.8385)
Note 3: In consideration of the operating efficiency, the motion for dissolution and liquidation of Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman) Limited was approved upon resolution by
the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Company on March 14, 2019.

88,500

1,501,675

JS Cresvale Securities International
Limited

JS CRESVALE CAPITAL LIMITED

268,616

Jih Sun Financial Services (Cayman)
Limited (Note 3)

1,795,250

100,000

JihSun Securities Investment Consulting
Co., Ltd.

Jih Sun International Investment Holding
Company Limited

700,000

155,705

3,000

JihSun Life Insurance Agency Co.,Ltd.

JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.

7,056

3,000

Agency Co., Ltd.

JihSun International Property Insurance

66,290,663

11,572,127

Total Assets

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

Issued Capital

Performance of affiliated enterprises

Company Name

6.
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II. Status of securities in private placement for the most recent year until the date of publication of the annual
report: N/A.
III. Shares of the Company held or disposed of by subsidiaries for the most recent year until the date of
publication of the annual report: None.
IV. Any occurrences of events defined under Subparagraph 2, Paragraph 3, Article 36 of the Securities and
Exchange Act in the previous year up till the publication date of this annual report that significantly
impacted shareholders’ equity or security prices: none.
V. Other supplementary information: none.

JihSun Financial Holding and
Subsidiaries
Consolidated Financial Statements
ended December 31, 2018
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Representation Letter
The entities that are required to be included in the combined financial statements of JihSun Financial
Holding Co., Ltd. as of and for the year ended December 31, 2018 under the Criteria Governing the
Preparation of Affiliation Reports, Consolidated Business Reports, and Consolidated Financial
Statements of Affiliated Enterprises are the same as those included in the consolidated financial
statements prepared in conformity with International Financial Reporting Standards No. 10 endorsed by
the Financial Supervisory Commission, “Consolidated Financial Statements.” In addition, the
information required to be disclosed in the combined financial statements is included in the consolidated
financial statements. Consequently, JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. and Subsidiaries do not prepare
a separate set of combined financial statements.

Company name:

JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD.

Chairman:

HUANG JIN TANG

Date:

March 20, 2019
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(English Translation)
Independent Auditors’ Report
The Board of Directors
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Opinion
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. and its
subsidiaries (“the Company”) as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, and the consolidated statements of
comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the years then ended, and the notes to the consolidated
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
consolidated financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, and the consolidated financial
performance and consolidated cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with the Regulations Governing
the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial Holding Companies and the International Financial Reporting
Standards (“IFRSs”) , International Accounting Standards (“IASs”), interpretation as well as related guidance
endorsed by the Financial Supervisory Commission of the Republic of China.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audits in accordance with the Rules Governing Auditing and Certification of Financial
Statements of Financial Institutions by Certified Public Accountants and generally accepted auditing standards in
the Republic of China. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditors’
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent
of the Company in accordance with the Certified Public Accountant Code of Professional Ethics in Republic of
China (“the Code”) and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code. We believe
that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of
the consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018. These matters are addressed in the
context of our audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and
we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters. We have determined the matters described below to be the
key audit matters to be communicated in our report.
1. Fair value assessment of financial instruments
Please refer to Note 4 (H) and (I) “Financial instruments”, Note 5 (B) “Major sources of uncertainty for
assumptions and estimation”, and Note 6 (AS) “Disclosure of financial instruments” to the consolidated
financial statements.
Description of key audit matters:
Some of the financial instruments held by the Company were without a quoted price in an active market, and
the fair value of such instruments were estimated based on other valuation techniques. Therefore, valuation of
financial instruments was one of the key audit matters in our audit of the Company’s financial statements.
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Our principal audit procedures included:
Our main audit procedures included testing of the Company’s classification of financial assets, and the
Company’s controls over the identification, measurement and management of valuation risk. For financial
instruments which used quoted market price, sampling test was conducted to confirm the adequacy and
correctness of the quoted price; for financial instruments without a quoted market price, sampling test was
conducted to review valuation documents from the Company to confirm whether the adequacy and correctness
of the valuation method. In addition, we also assessed whether the Company’s presentation and disclosure of
financial instruments meets relevant accounting standard.
2. Assessments on impairment loss on loans and receivables
Please refer to Note 4 (S) and (T) “Financial asset impairment”, Note 5 (A) “Major sources of uncertainty for
assumptions and estimation”, Note 6 (G) “Receivablesɡnet” and Note 6 (I) “Loans discountedɡnet” to the
consolidated financial statements.
Description of key audit matters:
The management of the Company assessed and recognized expected credit losses (“ECL”) for the loans and
receivables. Loss allowances for financial assets are classified in three stages according to changes in credit risk
on the financial assets since initial recognition, recognized 12-month ECL and lifetime ECL according to the
stage which the financial assets belonged to and then demonstrated evidence of impairment will be then
individually or collectively assessed. For the collectively assessed loans and receivables, the Company used a
model established by the management basing on past loss experience and forecast of future economic conditions
for loans and receivables with similar credit risk characteristics; for the individually assessed loans and
receivables, the Company assessed the impairment loss based on the present value of estimated future cash
flows. As the aforementioned measurement is subject to significant judgments and estimation by the
management, impairment of loans and receivables was one of the key audit matters in our audit of the
Company’s financial statements.
Our principal audit procedures included:
Our main audit procedures included understanding the methodology used by the management to assess the
impairment of loans and receivables, and performing the relevant control procedures. For the individually
assessed loans and receivables, we evaluated the rationality of future recoverable cash flow and the value of
collateral. For the collectively assessed loans and receivables, we evaluated the completeness of loans and
receivables, and the model design adopted for the relevant impairment assessment and the rationality of the
relevant parameters. Simultaneously, we assessed whether the allowance amount exceeded the minimum
requirement as set out in related regulations by the competent authority.
3. Net brokering service fee
Please refer to Note 4 (R) “Revenue recognition” and Note 6 (AJ) “Net service fee (charge) and commission’s
income” to the consolidated financial statements.
Description of key audit matters:
The Company receives orders to trade and engage in brokerage so as to earn brokering service fee. Whether the
Company’s revenue and discount recognition is appropriate may cause a material impact on the financial
statements, therefore, we identify revenue recognition as a key audit matter.
Our principal audit procedures included:
To make a random inspection into the trading procedures in order to test whether the internal control of the
brokerage business is executed effectively or not; to make a random inspection into the approval of discount of
brokering fee income; to make a random inspection into the relevant forms in order to test the accuracy of
calculation of brokering service fee and analyze the differences.
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Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Consolidated Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in
accordance with the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial Holding Companies
and IFRSs, IASs, interpretation as well as related guidance endorsed by the Financial Supervisory Commission of
the Republic of China, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of the consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company’s ability
to continues as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless management ether intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or
has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance (including members of the Audit Committee) are responsible for overseeing the
Company’s financial reporting process.
Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objective are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’ report that includes
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of China will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decision of users
taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of China, we
exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We alsoǺ
1. Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design, and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
2. Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Company’s internal control.
3. Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by managements.
4. Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusion
is based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or
conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.
5. Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
6. Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business
activities within the Company to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements. We are
responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit.
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We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determined those matters that were of
most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018 and
are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditors’ report unless law or regulation
precluded public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter
should not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be
expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.
The engagement partners on the audit resulting in this independent auditors’ report are Chun-Kuang Chen and
Feng-Hui Lee.

KPMG

Taipei, Taiwan (Republic of China)
March 20, 2019

Notice to Readers
The accompanying consolidated financial statements are intended only to present the consolidated financial position, financial
performance and cash flows in accordance with the accounting principles and practices generally accepted in the Republic of
China and not those of any other jurisdictions. The standards, procedures and practices to audit such consolidated financial
statements are those generally accepted and applied in the Republic of China.
The independent auditors’ report and the accompanying consolidated financial statements are the English translation of the
Chinese version prepared and used in the Republic of China. If there is any conflict between, or any difference in the
interpretation of the English and Chinese language independent auditors’ report and consolidated financial statements, the
Chinese version shall prevail.
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TOTAL ASSETS

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents (Notes 4(E) and 6(A))
Due from the central bank and call loans to banks (Note
6(B))
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (Notes
4(H)(I), 6(C)(R) and 8)
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive
income (Notes 4(H), 6(D)(R) and 8)
Available-for-sale financial assets—net (Notes 4(I) and
6(E)(R))
Investments in debt instruments at amortized cost (Notes
4(H) and 6(F)(R))
Receivables—net (Notes 4(G)(H)(I), 6(G) and 7(B))
Current tax assets (Notes 4(W) and 6(H))
Loans discounted—net (Notes 4(H)(I), 6(I) and 7(B))
Held-to-maturity financial assets—net (Notes 4(I) and
6(J)(R))
Investments accounted for using equity method炼net
(Notes 4(J) and 6(K))
Restricted assets—net (Note 8)
Other financial assets—net (Notes 4(I)(O), 6(L) and 8)
Investment property—net (Notes 4(K), 6(M) and 8)
Property and equipment—net (Notes 4(L), 6(N) and 8)
Intangible assets炼net (Notes 4(N) and 6(O))
Deferred tax assets (Notes 4(W) and 6(AD))
Other assets炼net (Notes 4(V)(X), 6(P)(AB) and 8)

$

$

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

61,012,364

-

840,040
9,880,921
407,022
5,099,186
174,489
74,306
1,565,537
-

100

1

2

3

30,612,091

54,821,418

295,957,224

890,620
9,177,287
411,053
5,107,458
167,229
50,671
1,851,474

272,062

21,017,558
91,502
150,655,451
2,429,649

-

-

2017.12.31
Amount
6,984,735
11,416,966

1

2

3

51
1

7

10

19

2
4

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

炴

Equity attributable to owners of parent:
Capital: (Notes 4(AB) and 6(AE))
Common stock
Capital surplus (Note 6(AE))
Retained earnings: (Note 6(AE))
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Unappropriated earnings
Other equity interest (Note 6(AE))
Treasury stocks (Notes 4(Q) and 6(AE))
Non-controlling interests
ġ ġ Total Equity
Significant contingents liabilities and unrecognized
contract commitments (Notes 4(AC) and 9)
Significant subsequent events (Notes 11)
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
LIABILITIES:
Deposits from the central bank and banks (Note 6(Q))
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
(Notes 4(H)(I) and 6(C))
Securities sold under repurchase agreements (Notes
4(F) and 6(R))
Commercial paper issued—net (Note 6(S))
Payables (Notes 4(G) and 6(T))
Current tax liabilities (Notes 4(W) and 6(U))
Deposits (Notes 6(V) and 7(B))
Bonds payable (Note 6(W))
Other borrowings (Notes 6(X) and 8)
Provisions (Notes 4(P)(X) and 6(Y)(AB))
Other financial liabilities (Notes 4(O) and 6(Z))
Deferred tax liabilities (Notes 4(W) and 6(AD))
Other liabilities (Notes 4(G) and 6(AA))
! ! Total Liabilities

(The accompanying notes are an integral part of financial statements.)

318,971,258

-

289,434

-

-

49

5

14,610,099
91,904
157,370,762
-

11

36,133,562

-

4
19

13,008,186

-

2
4

炴

2018.12.31
Amount
5,932,676
12,480,770

(Expressed in Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES

$

$

318,971,258

1,673,633
875,464
2,802,993
3,190,331
(554,891)
38,045
44,232,350

36,190,357
16,418

7,346,973
9,418,738
23,386
194,691,057
5,000,000
1,330,000
313,277
8,855,299
82,861
418,640
274,738,908

30,606,783

16,251,600
400,294

2018.12.31
Amount

14

1
1

1

11

86

3

61
2

2
3

10

5

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

炴

1,440,323
1,371,328
2,293,281
(540,782)
(925,693)
28,563
39,090,627

35,423,607

295,957,224

-

9,467,763
13,389,552
9,504
188,696,215
5,000,000
1,140,000
217,418
6,994,683
69,305
883,928
256,866,597

15,603,851

14,326,820
1,067,558

2017.12.31
Amount

13

1

12

87

2

64
2

3
5

5

5
1

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

炴

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017
(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, except for earnings per share)

Revenue from interest (Notes 4(R) and 6(AI))
Less:Interest expenses (Notes 4(R), 6(AI) and 7(B))
ġ Net interest income
Net income except interest
Net service fee (charge) and commissions income (Notes 4(G)(R), 6(AJ) and
7(B))
Gains on financial assets or liabilities at fair value through profit or loss (Notes
4(H)(I) and 6(AK))
Realized gains on available-for-sale financial assets (Notes 4(I) and 6(AL))
Realized gains on financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive
income (Notes 4(H) and 6(AM))
Foreign exchange gains (Note 6(AK))
Impairment loss on assets (Notes 4(S)(T)(U) and 6(AN))
Share of profit of associates and joint ventures accounted for using equity
method (Notes 4(J) and 6(K))
Other non-interest incomes (Notes 4(M), 6(AO) and 7(B))
Subtotal
ġ ġ ġ Net income
Reversal of provisions for bad debt expenses, commitment, and guarantee
liability (Notes 4(S)(T)(AA) and 6(G)(I)(Y))
Employee benefits expenses (Notes 4(X)(Y), 6(AB)(AC)(AH)(AP) and 12(G))
Depreciation and amortization expenses (Notes 4(K)(L)(N) and 6(AQ))
Other general and administrative expenses (Notes 4(M) and 6(AR))
ġ ġ Total operating expenses
Income from continuing operations
Tax expense (Notes 4(W) and 6(AD))
Profit
Other comprehensive income:
Components of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified
to profit or loss
Losses on remeasurements of defined benefit plans
Revaluation gains on investments in equity instruments measured at fair
value through other comprehensive income
Share of other comprehensive income of associates and joint ventures
accounted for using equity method
Income tax related to components of other comprehensive income that will
not be reclassified to profit or loss
Subtotal of other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to
profit or loss, net of tax
Components of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to
profit or loss
Exchange differences on translation
Unrealized gains on valuation of available-for-sale financial assets
Unrealized losses from investments in debt instruments measured at fair
value through other comprehensive income
Impairment losses on investments in debt instruments measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Income tax related to components of other comprehensive income that will
be reclassified to profit or loss
Subtotal of other comprehensive income that will be reclassified to profit or
loss, net of tax
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Comprehensive income
Profit (loss), attributable to烉
烉
Profit (loss), attributable to owners of parent
Profit (loss), attributable to non-controlling interests

$

Basic earnings per share (Dollar) (Notes 4(Z) and 6(AG))

45

3,499,700

43

9

257,186

3

262,139

3

(2)

2

(100)
-

3
-

(70)
(216)
(52)

802,423
5,019,828
8,166,690
(24,974)

10
61
100
-

(77)
(1)
5
(10)

3,601,692
219,560
1,989,399
5,810,651
2,381,013
(46,273)
2,334,740

44
3
24
71
29
29

2
(6)
7
3
9
(108)
8

-

-

631,642
83,245
(5,957)
6,077
188,368
4,980,396
8,582,626
(27,503)
3,663,730
206,453
2,133,217
6,003,400
2,606,729
(96,095)
2,510,634

1

43
2
25
70
30
(1)
29

22,462

-

12,998

-

(154)

9

-

14,686

8,158

-

59

(39,833)

-

2,058

(137,720)
633,585

(31,393)

-

-

6,829

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2)
7

495,865

5

(99)

787,014
3,297,648

9
38

456,032
2,790,772

5
34

73
18

2,509,770
864
2,510,634

29
29

2,333,097
1,643
2,334,740

29
29

8
(47)

3,295,657
1,991
3,297,648

38
38
0.71

2,789,146
1,626
2,790,772

34
34
0.65

18
22

(The accompanying notes are an integral part of financial statements.)
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76

123
(100)
-

6,979

$
$

(47,837)
9

-

-

$

276,815
(1,886)
12,602

2
58
100
-

-

-

$

-

-

(11,613)
756,188

31,543

168,035
7

780,035

$

炴
55
16
39

Change
in
炴ġ
17
24
14

3,819,835

-

$
Comprehensive income attributable to烉
烉
Comprehensive income, attributable to owners of parent
Comprehensive income, attributable to non-controlling interests

For the years ended December 31,
2018
2017
Amount
Amount
炴
5,232,339
61
4,462,352
1,630,109
19
1,315,490
3,602,230
42
3,146,862

-289-

Balance—January 1, 2017
Profit
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Earnings appropriation and distribution:
ġ Legal reserve
ġ Special reserve
ġ Cash dividends炼common stock
Changes in non-controlling interests
Purchase of treasury stocks
Balance—December 31, 2017
Effects of retrospective application
Balance—January 1, 2018 after adjustments
Profit
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Earnings appropriation and distribution:
ġ Legal reserve
ġ Special reserve
ġ Cash dividends炼common stock
ġ Stock dividends炼common stock
Disposal of investments in equity
instruments designated at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Changes in non-controlling interests
Changes in capital surplus:
Treasury shares sold to employees
Balance—December 31, 2018

-

-

16,418
16,418

-

766,750
-

$ 36,190,357

-

Capital
surplus
-

35,423,607
35,423,607
-

Common
stock
$ 35,423,607
-

Capital stock

(495,864)
-

233,310
-

875,464

2,802,993

-

(233,310)
495,864
(1,789,085)
(766,750)
328,329

(141,509)
(1,000,723)
(277,400)
2,293,281
(36,624)
2,256,657
2,509,770
1,518
2,511,288

(201,286)

-

-

(232,829)
(232,829)
31,543
31,543

3,369,294

-

(328,329)

2,967,120
2,967,120
730,503
730,503

-

-

-

(307,953)
307,953
-

22,323

-

-

22,323
22,323

Other
-

(The accompanying notes are an integral part of financial statements.)

1,673,633

-

1,000,723
1,371,328
1,371,328
-

141,509
1,440,323
1,440,323
-

-

Special
reserve
370,605
-

Legal
reserve
1,298,814
-

Retained earnings

Equity attributable to owners of parent
Other equity
Unrealized
Exchange
Unrealized
gains (losses)
differences
gains (losses)
on financial
on
on
assets at fair
translation
availablevalue through
other
for-sale
of foreign
Unappropriated
comprehensive
financial
financial
earnings
income
assets
statements
1,419,632
(95,109)
(941,538)
2,333,097
(39,816)
(137,720)
633,585
2,293,281
(137,720)
633,585
-

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

3,190,331

-

(328,329)

(540,782)
3,275,073
2,734,291
784,369
784,369

Total
(1,036,647)
495,865
495,865

370,802
(554,891)

-

-

(925,693)
(925,693)
(925,693)
-

Treasury
stocks
-

387,220
44,194,305

-

(1,789,085)
-

(277,400)
(925,693)
39,062,064
3,238,449
42,300,513
2,509,770
785,887
3,295,657

Total equity
attributable
to owners of
parent
37,476,011
2,333,097
456,049
2,789,146

-

-

-

-

38,045

(1,217)

28,563
8,708
37,271
864
1,127
1,991

(1,341)

Non-controlling
interests
28,278
1,643
(17)
1,626

387,220
44,232,350

(1,217)

(1,789,085)
-

(277,400)
(1,341)
(925,693)
39,090,627
3,247,157
42,337,784
2,510,634
787,014
3,297,648

Total
37,504,289
2,334,740
456,032
2,790,772

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)

JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017
(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
For the years ended December 31,
2018
2017
Cash flows from (used in) operating activities:
ġ Profit before tax
ġ Adjustments:
ġ
Adjustments to reconcile profit (loss)
Depreciation expenses
Amortization expenses
Interest expenses
Finance income
Interest income
Dividends earned
Share-based payments
Provision for bad debt expenses, commitment and guarantee liability
Net losses (gains) on financial assets or liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Share of profit of associates and joint ventures accounted for using equity method
Gains on disposal of property and equipment
Losses on retirement of property and equipment
Impairment losses on financial assets
Subtotal of income and expense items with no effect on cash flows
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Net changes in operating assets烉
Due from the central bank and call loans to banks
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Investments in debt instruments at amortized cost
Available-for-sale financial assets
Securities purchased under resell agreements
Receivables
Loans discounted
Held-to-maturity financial assets
Other financial assets
Other assets
Net changes in operating assets
Net changes in operating liabilities:
Deposits from the central bank and banks
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Securities sold under repurchase agreements
Payables
Deposits
Provisions
Other financial liabilities
Other liabilities
Net changes in operating liabilities
Net changes in operating assets and liabilities
Sum of adjustments
Cash used in operating activities
Interest and finance income received
Dividends received
Interest paid
Income tax received
Income tax paid
Net cash flows from (used in) operating activities
Cash flows from (used in) investing activities:
Proceeds from capital reduction of financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Acquisition of financial assets at cost
Proceeds from capital reduction of financial assets at cost
Purchase of property and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of property and equipment
Purchase of intangible assets
Decrease in restricted assets
Dividends received
Net cash flows (used in) from investing activities
Cash flows from (used in) financing activities:
(Decrease) increase in commercial paper issued
Increase in other borrowings
Cash dividends paid
Payments to acquire treasury stocks
Treasury shares sold to employees
Change in non-controlling interests
Net cash flows (used in) from financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, at the beginning of the period
Cash and cash equivalents, at the end of the period
Components of cash and cash equivalents:
Cash and cash equivalents recognized in the balance sheet
Due from the central bank and call loans to banks which meet IAS 7 definition of cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, at the end of the period

$

2,606,729

2,381,013

146,177
60,276
1,630,109
(67,828)
(5,232,339)
(693,011)
17,488
229,549
455,579
(6,077)

159,887
59,673
1,315,490
(60,342)
(4,462,352)
(648,391)
265,577
(857,570)
(12,602)
(18,897)
354
1,886
(4,257,287)

949
5,957
(3,453,171)

(367,680)
398,803
(18,767,221)
1,147,758
6,327,295
(6,823,362)
(1,941,767)
279,232
(19,746,942)

68,584
123,528
(66,561)
19,977
(6,475,505)
(4,200,640)
(2,429,649)
2,701,325
748,752
(9,510,189)

1,924,780
(938,199)
15,002,932
(4,314,160)
5,994,842
59,559
1,860,616
(465,288)
19,125,082
(621,860)
(4,075,031)
(1,468,302)
5,240,060
693,011
(1,596,038)
20,303
(99,910)
2,789,124
7,848

(2,646,636)
515,174
(693,833)
4,658,884
7,746,497
27,981
(3,160,281)
546,716
6,994,502
(2,515,687)
(6,772,974)
(4,391,961)
4,549,247
648,391
(1,314,019)
137,002
(92,230)
(463,570)
-

-

(45,325)
10,747
(106,649)
22,097
(43,333)
510,950
10,452
358,939

(158,444)
(43,962)
50,580
11,076
(132,902)
(2,120,790)
190,000
(1,481,285)

3,979,017
30,000
(277,400)
(925,693)

-

$
$
$

369,732
(1,217)
(3,043,560)
31,403
(355,935)
13,510,441
13,154,506
5,932,676
7,221,830
13,154,506

(The accompanying notes are an integral part of financial statements.)
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-

(1,341)
2,804,583
(137,515)
2,562,437
10,948,004
13,510,441
6,984,735
6,525,706
13,510,441

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
(All amounts expressed in thousands of New Taiwan dollars,
unless otherwise indicated)
1.

Basis of Presentation
JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd. (the “Company”) was established to comply with the trend in
global financial development, respond to government financial reforms, achieve greater economies
of scale, extend management efficiency, and strengthen financial cross-industry market
competitiveness. In order to cross-sell across JIHSUN group, share client sources, raise management
efficiency and enjoy tax benefits, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. and JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. held extraordinary shareholders’ meetings on December 14, 2001, respectively.
The resolution reached at the meeting was to announce an exchange of shares between the two
companies and transfer into a new “JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.”. The date of transfer was
settled on February 5, 2002, and the Company was officially established on that date. The
Company’s registered address is 10F, No. 85, 87 Section 2, Nanjing E. Road, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.
The principal business and other activities approved by the competent authority of the Government
are H801011 financial holding company business. The Company conducts the business in the
following sectors: Investment in banking, bills financing, credit cards, trust, insurance, securities,
futures, venture capital, foreign financial institutions which have been approved for investment by
the competent authority and other enterprises for which the competent authority determines to be
financial related.
On May 21, 2002, the Company’s Board of Directors resolved to approve the case of merger
between the Company, the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. and Yuan Xin
Securities Co., Ltd. According to the terms and conditions stipulated in the merger agreement,
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. as the surviving entity firstly merged with Yuan Xin Securities Co., Ltd.
(conversion ratio of 1.2997 shares of Yuan Xin Securities Co., Ltd. exchanged for 1 share of JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.). The acquisition date of record was October 10, 2002. Moreover, shares of
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. acquired by shareholders of Yuan Xin Securities Co., Ltd. were
exchanged for shares of the Company at a conversion ratio of 1.444 shares of the Company to one
share of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. as approved by SFC Tai-Cai-Zheng-Zi (1) No. 0920130277
dated July 15, 2003. The merger was in effect on July 15, 2003.

2.

Approval Date and Procedures of the Financial Statements
The financial reports were approved by the board of directors on March 20, 2019.
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(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT’D)
3.

Application of New and Revised Standards, Amendments and Interpretations
(A) The impact of the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRSs”) endorsed by the
Financial Supervisory Commission, R.O.C. (“FSC”) which have already been adopted.
The following new standards, interpretations and amendments have been endorsed by the FSC
and are effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2018:
New, Revised or Amended Standards and Interpretations
Amendment to IFRS 2 “Classification and Measurement of
Share-based Payment Transactions”
Amendments to IFRS 4 “Applying IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments with IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts”
IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments”
IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers”
Amendment to IAS 7 “Statement of Cash Flows-Disclosure
Initiative”
Amendment to IAS 12 “Income Taxes-Recognition of
Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealized Losses”
Amendments to IAS 40 “Transfers of Investment Property”
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2014–2016 Cycle:
Amendments to IFRS 12
Amendments to IFRS 1 and Amendments to IAS 28
IFRIC 22 “Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance
Consideration”

Effective date per IASB
January 1, 2018
January 1, 2018
January 1, 2018
January 1, 2018
January 1, 2017
January 1, 2017
January 1, 2018
January 1, 2017
January 1, 2018
January 1, 2018

Except for the following items, the Company and subsidiaries believe that the adoption of the
above IFRSs would not have any material impact on its consolidated financial statements. The
extent and impact of signification changes are as follows:
y

IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments”
IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” replaces IAS 39 “Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement” which contains classification and measurement of financial instruments,
impairment and hedge accounting.
The Company and subsidiaries adopted the consequential amendments to IFRS 7
“Financial Instruments: Disclosures” that are applied to disclosures about 2018 but
generally have not been applied to comparative information.
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(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT’D)
The extent and impact of signification changes resulted from IFRS 9 are as follows:
(1) Classification of financial assets and liabilities
IFRS 9 contains three principal classification categories for financial assets: measured
at amortized cost, fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI) and fair
value through profit or loss (FVTPL). The classification of financial assets under
IFRS 9 is generally based on the business model in which a financial asset is managed
and its contractual cash flow characteristics. The standard eliminates the previous IAS
39 categories of held to maturity, loans and receivables and available for sale. Under
IFRS 9, derivatives embedded in contracts where the host is financial assets in the
scope of the standard are never bifurcated. Instead, the hybrid financial instrument as
a whole is assessed for classification. The Company and subsidiaries’ financial assets
classification, measurement and related gains and losses accounting policy under
IFRS 9, please refer to Note 4 (H).
The Company and subsidiaries’ financial liabilities accounting policy would not have
any material impact.
(2) Impairment of financial assets
IFRS 9 replaces the ‘incurred loss’ model in IAS 39 with a forward-looking ‘expected
credit loss’ (ECL) model. The new impairment model applies to financial assets
measured at amortized cost, contract assets and debt investments at FVOCI, except
for investments in equity instruments. Under IFRS 9, credit losses are recognized
earlier than they are under IAS 39. The ECL stage accounting policy please refers to
Note 4 (S).
(3) Transition
Except for the following items, it is usually retrospectively applied to IFRS 9:
•

The difference in the book value of financial assets arising from the application
of the IFRS 9 was recognized as retained earnings and other equity items on
January 1, 2018. The information presented for 2017 does not reflect the
requirements of IFRS 9, and therefore is not comparable to the information
presented for 2018 under IFRS 9.

•

The following items are based on the facts and circumstances of the first
application date:
– The determination of the business model within which a financial asset is
held.
–

The designation and revocation of previous designations of certain financial
assets and financial liabilities as measured at FVTPL.

– The designation of certain investments in equity instruments not held for
trading at FVOCI.
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•

If the debt instrument investment has a low credit risk on the date of first
application of IFRS 9, the Company and subsidiaries assume no significant
increase in the credit risk of the asset from the date of initial recognition.

(4) Classification of financial assets on the date of first application of IFRS 9 Financial
assets subject to IAS 39 are converted to financial assets under IFRS 9, the new
measurement category, amount and description of the financial assets as of January
1, 2018 are as follows (measurement category and book value of financial liabilities
have not changed):
IAS 39
Measurement Category
Financial asset
Cash and cash equivalents
Due from the central bank
and call loans to banks
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss

Receivables-net

Loans discounted—net
Available-for-sale financial
assets—net

Held to maturity financial
assets—net
Other financial assets—net

Book value

IFRS 9
Measurement Category

Book value

At amortized cost
At amortized cost (Loans and
receivables)
At fair value through profit
or loss
At fair value through profit
or loss (Note 6)

6,984,735
11,416,966

At amortized cost
At amortized cost

6,984,735
11,416,966

13,588,252

13,588,252

At fair value through profit
or loss (Note 7)
At amortized cost(Loans and
receivables) (Note 5)
At amortized cost (Loans and
receivables)

21,555,048

At fair value through profit
or loss
At fair value through other
comprehensive incomedebt instruments
At amortized cost

20,996,974

At amortized cost (Loans and
receivables)
At fair value through other
comprehensive income
-equity instruments
At fair value through other
comprehensive income
-debt instruments (Note 1)
At fair value through other
comprehensive income
-debt instruments (Note 2)
At amortized cost (Note 3)

150,655,451

At amortized cost (Loans
and receivables)
At fair value through other
comprehensive incomedebt instruments
At amortized cost (Loans
and receivables)
At fair value through other
comprehensive income
-equity instruments
At fair value through other
comprehensive income
-debt instruments
At amortized cost

2,429,649

At amortized cost

2,429,061

At amortized cost (financial
assets carried at cost
(Note 4)
At amortized cost (except
financial assets carried at
cost) (Note 8)
At amortized cost (financial
assets carried at cost)
(Note 9)

1,235,421

At fair value through other
comprehensive income
-equity instruments
At amortized cost

4,413,526

At fair value through profit
or loss

3,381
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19,678,118

21,009,779
7,779

8,467,236

8,961,476

13,183,379

7,941,866

-

19,678,118

21,527,027

7,779

150,655,451
8,467,236

8,961,476

13,324,421

7,939,375
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Note 1: These debt instrument investments are classified as available-for-sale
financial assets under IAS39. The Company and subsidiaries hold these debt
investments in the same combination for interest income, but may sell them
to meet liquidity requirements during normal operation. The Company and
subsidiaries believe that the business model held by these bonds is
simultaneously collecting cash flow and selling these financial assets to earn
disposal gain. The contractual terms of the financial asset that generate cash
flows on a particular date are purely for the payment of principal and interest
on the outstanding principal amount. Therefore, at the first application of
IFRS 9, they are classified as financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income. The accumulated impairment loss was increased by
$3,606, and the retained earnings were adjusted according to the transitional
regulations of IFRS 9 on January 1, 2018.
Note 2: These debt instrument investments are classified as available-for-sale
financial assets under IAS39. The Company and subsidiaries assess the
business model of these bond investments, which is mainly to collect the
contractual cash flow. Due to the fact that they were held for the purpose of
collecting contractual cash flow in the past and will continue to be held for
this purpose in the future, at the initial application of IFRS 9, they were
classified as financial assets at amortized cost. The accumulated impairment
loss was increased by $2,548, and the retained earnings were adjusted
according to the transitional regulations of IFRS 9 on January 1, 2018.
Note 3: Financial assets classified as held-to-maturity in the past are currently
classified as financial assets at amortized cost. The Company and
subsidiaries intend to hold these assets until maturity to collect contractual
cash flows and the cash flows are entirely for the payment of principal and
interest on the outstanding principal amount. Therefore, at the first
application of IFRS 9, the accumulated impairment loss was increased by
$588, and the retained earnings were adjusted according to the transitional
regulations of IFRS 9 on January 1, 2018.
Note 4: These equity instruments (including financial assets carried at cost) represent
the investments that the Company and subsidiaries intend to hold for an
extended time. In accordance with IFRS 9, the Company and subsidiaries
designated these equity instruments investments classified as financial assets
at fair value through other comprehensive income on the first application
date. Therefore, on January 1, 2018, the carrying amount of these assets
increased by $3,178,105, other equity increased by $3,109,882, retained
earnings increased by $59,515 and non-controlling interests increased by
$8,708.
Note 5: Notes receivable, accounts receivable and other receivables are classified as
loans and receivables under IAS39, and are currently classified as financial
assets measured at amortized cost. At the first application of IFRS 9, the
accumulated impairment loss was increased by $12,805 and retained
earnings were adjusted according to the transitional regulations of IFRS 9 on
January 1, 2018.
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Note 6: These debt instrument investments are classified as financial assets at fair
value through profit or loss under IAS39. The Company and subsidiaries
hold these debt investments in the same combination for interest income, but
may sell them to meet liquidity requirements in normal operation. The
Company and subsidiaries believe that the business model held by these
bonds is simultaneously collecting cash flow and selling these financial
assets to earn disposal gain. The contractual terms of the financial assets that
generate cash flows on a particular date are purely for the payment of
principal and interest on the outstanding principal amount. Therefore, at the
first application of IFRS 9, they are classified as financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive income. The accumulated impairment loss was
increased by $6,317 and the retained earnings were adjusted according to the
transitional regulations of IFRS 9 on January 1, 2018.
Note 7: These debt instrument investments are classified as financial assets at fair
value through profit or loss under IAS39. The Company and subsidiaries
hold these debt investments in the same combination for interest income, but
may sell them to meet liquidity requirements in normal operation. The
Company and subsidiaries believe that the business model held by these
bonds is mainly collecting cash flow. Due to the fact that they were held for
the purpose of collecting contractual cash flow in the past and will continue
to be held for this purpose in the future, at the first application of IFRS 9,
they were classified as financial assets at amortized cost. The accumulated
impairment loss was increased by $910, and the retained earnings were
adjusted according to the transitional regulations of IFRS 9 on January 1,
2018.
Note 8: Short-term advances are classified as financial assets measured at amortized
cost under IAS 39 and IFRS 9. The accumulated impairment loss was
increased by $2,491, and the retained earnings were adjusted according to
the transitional regulations of IFRS 9 on January 1, 2018.
Note 9: For these equity instrument investments (including financial assets carried
at cost), in accordance with IFRS 9, the Company and subsidiaries classified
these investments as financial assets at fair value through profit or loss on
first application date of IFRS 9. The carrying amount of these assets was
increased by $3,381, and the retained earnings increased by $3,381 on
January 1, 2018.
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The reconciliation of the book value of financial assets and liabilities on January 1, 2018 from
IAS 39 to IFRS 9 is as follows:
2017.12.31
IAS 39
Book value

Reclassification

Remeasurements

-

-

2018.1.1
IFRS
Book value

2018.1.1
Adjustment to
Retained
earnings

2018.1.1
Adjustment to
Other equity

2018.1.1
Adjustment to
Non-controlling
interests

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Add: Financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss- investments in equity instruments:
Transferred from financial assets carried at cost
Less: Financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss- investments in debt instruments:
Reclassified to financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Reclassified to investment in debt instruments at
amortized cost
Total

$

54,821,418

-

-

3,381

3,381

-

(19,666,440)

(11,678)

(11,678)

-

(21,527,937)

(27,111)

(27,111)

(35,408)

$

54,821,418

(41,194,377)

$

30,612,091

(30,612,091)

-

30,612,091

-

13,591,633

(35,408)

Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Available-for-sale financial assets

-

-

-

Reclassified from receivables

3,606

-

7,779

-

19,666,440

11,678

(6,317)

17,995

-

1,235,421

3,178,105

59,515

3,109,882

-

(13,326,969)

143,590
3,333,373

-

Add: Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income- investments in debt
instruments:
Transferred from financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss - reclassification based
on category conditions
Add: Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income- investments in equity
instruments:
Transferred from financial assets carried at cost
Less: Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income -investment in debt
instruments:
Reclassified to investment in debt instruments at
amortized cost
Total

(3,606)

-

Available-for-sale financial assets reclassified to
financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income

$

30,612,091

7,582,671

$

2,429,649

(2,429,649)

-

-

-

41,528,135

-

143,590
49,592

-

8,708

-

3,275,073

8,708

Investments in debt instruments at amortized cost
Held to maturity financial assets
Held to maturity financial assets reclassified to
investments in debt instruments at amortized cost

-

-

-

2,429,649

-

(588)

-

(588)

-

-

-

21,527,937

(910)

(910)

-

-

-

13,326,969

(2,548)

(2,548)

-

-

34,854,906

(4,046)

(4,046)

-

-

-

-

Add:

Transferred from financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss - reclassification based
on category conditions
Transferred from available-for-sale financial
assets
Total

$

2,429,649

37,280,509

Loans, receivables and other financial assets
Receivables—net

$

21,017,558
150,655,451

Loans discounted—net
Other financial assets—net

(7,779)
-

(12,805)

20,996,974
150,655,451

-

(12,805)
-

-

-

9,177,287

(1,235,421)

(2,491)

7,939,375

(2,491)

-

-

(1,243,200)

Total

$

180,850,296

(15,296)

179,591,800

(15,296)

-

-

Provision for loan commitment and guarantee liability

$

217,418

-

31,466

248,884

(31,466)

-

-

Impact on total assets

$

295,957,224

-

3,278,623

299,235,847

(5,158)

Impact on total liabilities

$

256,866,597

-

31,466

256,898,063

(31,466)
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For financial assets that have been reclassified to amortized cost category, the following table
shows their fair value as of December 31, 2018 and the fair value gain or loss that would have been
recognized if these financial assets had not been reclassified as part of the transition to IFRS 9.
2018
From Available-for-sale to amortized cost
Fair value at December 31, 2018
Fair value gain/loss that would have been recognized for the year ended
December 31, 2018 if the financial asset had not been reclassified
From designated at fair value through profit or loss (IAS 39) to amortized cost
Fair value at December 31, 2018
Fair value gain/loss that would have been recognized for the year ended
December 31, 2018 if the financial asset had not been reclassified
Effective interest rate
Interest income for the year ended December 31, 2018

12,753,560
12,804
3,830,947
(18,366)
0.70%~3.95%
41,834

The reconciliation of the allowances and impairments that were recognized on the basis of the
actual loss model of IAS 39 on January 1, 2018 and the expected loss model under IFRS 9 is as
follows:

Impairment
allowance balance
required according
to IAS 39
Loans and receivables (IAS 39) / Investment
in debt instruments at amortized cost
(IFRS 9)
Receivables
Loans
Other financial assets—short-term advances

$

Financial assets at fair value through other
profit or loss (IAS 39) / Investment in debt
instruments at amortized cost (IFRS 9)
Financial assets at fair value through other
profit or loss (IAS 39) / Financial assets at
fair value through other comprehensive
income (IFRS 9)
Available-for-sale financial assets (IAS 39) /
Financial assets at fair value through
other comprehensive income (IFRS 9)
Available-for-sale financial assets (IAS 39) /
Investment in debt instruments at
amortized cost (IFRS 9)
Held to maturity financial assets (IAS 39) /
Investment in debt instruments at
amortized cost (IFRS 9)
Financial assets carried at cost (shown in
other financial assets)(IAS 39) / Financial
assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income (IFRS 9)
Provision for loan commitment and guarantee
liability
Loans (loan commitments)
Credit card (loan commitments)
Guarantee receivables (Guarantee reserve)
Letter of credit guarantee (Other reserve)
Total

Remeasurements

-

12,022
(352,874)
2,491
(338,361)
910

406,335
787,212
4,319
1,197,866
910

-

407,232
2,057,089
4,319
2,468,640
910

-

-

4,299

4,299

-

4,299

-

-

3,606

3,606

-

3,606

-

-

2,548

2,548

-

2,548

-

-

588

588

-

588

-

(59,515)

-

17,818
13,580
(5,116)
68
26,350
(359,575)

8,848
8,848
1,604,590
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897
1,269,877

Total

394,313
1,140,086
1,828
1,536,227
-

59,515

$

Reclassification

Impairment
allowance balance
required according
to IFRS 9

The additional provision
resulted from the
difference between ECL
according to IFRS 9 and
the Rules Governing the
Procedures for Banking
Institutions to Evaluate
Assets and Deal with
Nonperforming/
Nonaccrual Loans

1,270,774

-

-

17,818
13,580
3,732
68
35,198
1,245,015

-

-

5,116
5,116
1,275,890

17,818
13,580
8,848
68
40,314
2,520,905
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(B)

The impact of IFRS endorsed by FSC but not yet effective
The following new standards, interpretations and amendments have been endorsed by the
FSC and are effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2019 in accordance
with Ruling No. 1070324857 issued by the FSC on July 17, 2018.
New, Revised or Amended Standards and Interpretations
IFRS 16 “Leases”
IFRIC 23 “Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments”
Amendments to IFRS 9 “Prepayment features with negative
compensation”
Amendments to IAS 19 “Plan Amendment, Curtailment or
Settlement”
Amendments to IAS 28 “Long-term interests in associates and
joint ventures”
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2015–2017 Cycle

Effective date per IASB
January 1, 2019
January 1, 2019
January 1, 2019
January 1, 2019
January 1, 2019
January 1, 2019

Except for the following items, the Company and subsidiaries believe that the adoption of
the above IFRSs would not have any material impact on its consolidated financial statements.
The extent and impact of signification changes are as follows:
(a)

IFRS 16 “Leases”
IFRS 16 replaces the existing leases guidance, including IAS 17 “Leases”, IFRIC 4
“Determining whether an Arrangement contains a Lease”, SIC-15 “Operating Leases
– Incentives” and SIC-27 “Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the
Legal Form of a Lease”.
IFRS 16 introduces a single and an on-balance sheet lease accounting model for lessees.
A lessee recognizes a right-of-use asset representing its right to use the underlying
asset and a lease liability representing its obligation to make lease payments. In
addition, the nature of expenses related to those leases will now be changed since IFRS
16 replaces the straight-line operating lease expense with a depreciation charge for
right-of-use assets and interest expense on lease liabilities. There are recognition
exemptions for short-term leases and leases of low-value items. The lessor accounting
remains similar to the current standard – i.e. the lessors will continue to classify leases
as finance or operating leases.
(1) Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease
On transition to IFRS 16, the Company and subsidiaries can choose to apply either
of the following:
y IFRS 16 definition of a lease to all its contracts; or
y a practical expedient that does not need any reassessment whether a contract
is, or contains, a lease.
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The Company and subsidiaries plan to apply the practical expedient to the
definition of a lease upon transition. This means that it will apply IFRS 16 to all
contracts entered into before January 1, 2019 and identified as lease in accordance
with IAS 17 and IFRIC 4.
(2) Transition
As a lessee, the Company and subsidiaries can apply the standard using either of
the following:
y retrospective approach; or
y modified retrospective approach with optional practical expedients.
The lessee applies the election consistently to all of its leases.
On January 1, 2019, the Company and subsidiaries plan to initially apply IFRS 16
using the modified retrospective approach. Therefore, the cumulative effect of
adopting IFRS 16 will be recognized as an adjustment to the opening balance of
retained earnings at January 1, 2019, with no restatement of comparative
information.
When applying the modified retrospective approach to leases previously classified
as operating leases under IAS 17, the lessee can elect, on a lease-by-lease basis,
whether to apply a number of practical expedients on transition. The Company
and subsidiaries choose to elect the following practical expedients:
y apply a single discount rate to a portfolio of leases with similar characteristics.
y apply the exemption not to recognize the right-of-use assets and liabilities to
leases with lease term that ends within 12 months of the date of initial
application.
y exclude the initial direct costs from measuring the right-of-use assets at the date
of initial application.
y use hindsight when determining the lease term if the contract contains options
to extend or terminate the lease.
(3) The most significant impact identified is that the Company and subsidiaries will
have to recognize the new assets and liabilities for the operating leases of their
offices, business cars, and equipment. The Company and subsidiaries have
calculated that the property and equipment to decrease by $13,433, the right-ofuse assets to increase by $644,867, the other payables to decrease by $4,337, the
provisions to increase by $1,502, the lease liabilities to increase by $629,932 and
the retained earnings to increase by $4,337 on January 1, 2019. Besides, the
Company and subsidiaries are not required to make any adjustments for leases
where the Company and subsidiaries are the intermediate lessors in a sub-lease.
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(C)

The impact of IFRS issued by IASB but not yet endorsed by the FSC
As of the date the following IFRSs have been issued by the IASB, but have yet to be endorsed
by the FSC:
New, Revised or Amended Standards and Interpretations

Effective date per IASB

Amendments to IFRS 3 “Definition of a Business”
Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 “Sale or Contribution
of Assets Between an Investor and Its Associate or Joint
Venture”
IFRS 17 “Insurance Contracts”
Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8 “Definition of Material”

January 1, 2020
Effective date to be
determined by IASB
January 1, 2021
January 1, 2020

The Company and subsidiaries is evaluating the impact of its initial adoption of the
abovementioned standards or interpretations on its consolidated financial position and
consolidated financial performance. The results thereof will be disclosed when the Company
and subsidiaries complete its evaluation.
4.

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The significant accounting policies presented in the consolidated financial statements are
summarized below. The following accounting policies were applied consistently throughout the
periods presented in the consolidated financial statements.
(A) Assertion of compliance
The Company and subsidiaries’ consolidated financial statements were prepared in
conformity with the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by
Financial Holding Companies, Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports
by Public Banks, Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities
Firms, Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Futures Commission
Merchants (the “Regulation.”), IFRSs, IAS, interpretations and pronouncements endorsed
by FSC.
(B)

Basis of compilation
The financial statements were composed of the consolidated balance sheet, consolidated
statements of comprehensive income, consolidated statements of changes in equity,
consolidated statement of cash flows, and other notes.
Except for the significant balance sheet items listed as below, the financial statements are
prepared on the basis of historical costs.
(a)

Financial instrument at fair value through profit or loss (including derivative
instruments);

(b)

Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income;

(c)

Available-for-sale financial assets measured at fair value;
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(d)

Defined benefit (liabilities) assets represent the deficit or surplus of the present value
of defined benefit obligation deducted from the fair value of plan assets.

The information of cash flows from operating activities is to be reported by using the indirect
method. The indirect method, whereby profit or loss is adjusted for the effects of transactions
of a non-cash nature, any deferrals or accruals of past or future operating cash receipts or
payments, and items of income or expense associated with investing or financial cash flows.
Interests paid and interests received are classified as operating activities. However, the
dividends received is also classified as operating activities except from the dividends receive
from the investment under equity method which is classified as investing activities.
Dividends paid are to be classified as financing cash flows because it is the cost of obtaining
financial resources.
The functional currency of the Company and subsidiaries are the currency of the primary
economic environment in which it operates. The Company’s functional currency is New
Taiwan Dollar, and the financial reports are presented in New Taiwan Dollar. All amounts
expressed in thousands of New Taiwan dollars, unless otherwise indicated.
(C)

Basis of consolidation
The Company compiles consolidated financial reports in accordance with IFRS 10 as
endorsed by the FSC. The similar items of same assets, liabilities, equity, revenue and
expenses of the consolidated entities are summed up, with the necessary elimination of these
items. The Company’s and subsidiaries’ financial reports are compiled by using the same
reporting date.
Subsidiary is an entity that substantially controlled by the Company and the Company has
the power to govern the financial and operating policies of it so as to obtain benefits from
its activities. The subsidiary’s financial reports are included in the consolidated financial
reports from the date that the Company is able to exercise control over the subsidiary until
the date when the Company ceases to control the subsidiary.
The consolidated financial reports include the Company’s and all consolidated subsidiaries’
financial information as of December 31, 2018. There were no affiliates not included in the
consolidated financial statements.
In preparing consolidated financial statements, all inter-company transactions, balance and
unrealized gains (losses) among the consolidated entities are eliminated. Unless there is
other evidence to prove that the transferred asset has been impaired, all inter-company
unrealized gains (losses) among the Company and subsidiaries are eliminated.
In preparing consolidated financial statements, the Company and subsidiaries adopts
consistent accounting policies to the similar transactions and events in the same situations.
The consolidated entities of the consolidated financial reports include the Company and
subsidiaries controlled by the Company. All significant inter-company transactions among
the Company and subsidiaries have been eliminated.
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(a)

Consolidation profileǺ
The subsidiaries including in the consolidated financial statements are summarized as
follows:

Investment Company
JihSun Financial
Holding Co., Ltd.

Subsidiary
2018.12.31
JihSun Securities Co.,
100%
Ltd.

2017.12.31
100%

Conducts business
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. engages in the
activities of securities brokerage, securities
trading, securities underwriting, securities
margin purchases and short sales, stock
transaction agency services, futures trading,
auxiliary services for futures trading and
stock warrant issuance.
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd. engages in the activities of general
deposits, loans and discounts, government
bond investment and collection, stocks,
short term securities, financial bonds, and
other businesses approved by the competent
authority of the Central Government. The
trust business includes domestic and
overseas fund trust transaction and
employee investment trust.
Property insurance agent.

˥

JihSun International
Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd.

100%

100%

˥

JihSun
International
Property
Insurance
Agency Co.,
Ltd.
JihSun Life
Insurance
Agency Co.,
Ltd.
JihSun Futures
Co., Ltd.
JIH SUN
INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT
HOLDING
COMPANY
LIMITED
JihSun Securities
Investment
Consulting Co., Ltd.
JihSun Venture
Capital Co., Ltd.
JS CRESVALE
SECURITIES
INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

100%

100%

99%

99%

98.138%

98.138%

100%

100%

Securities brokerage and proprietary trading,
underwriting, securities research and
analysis, corporate and individual financial
planning, financing business, investment
trust and futures.

100%

100%

Provide advisory and consulting related with
securities investment on a consigned basis.

100%

100%

Venture capital.

100%

100%

Brokerage, proprietary trading underwriting,
other related securities business authorized
by Hong Kong Act.

100%

100%

-%

100%

100%

100%

Securities brokerage proprietary trading,
underwriting and financing service,
corporate and individual financial planning,
design of financial products and other
related securities business authorized by
local government.
Overseas fund management, overseas asset
management, other related asset
management business authorized by local
government and proprietary trading.
Stock brokerage, margin trading, futures
brokerage, sales of mutual funds & other
financial product, other related securities
business authorized by local government.

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd.
˥

˥
˥
JIH SUN
INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT
HOLDING
COMPANY LIMITED
˥

˥

JS CRESVALE
SECURITIES
INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

JIH SUN
FINANCIAL
SERVICES
(CAYMAN)
LIMITED
JIH SUN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT
LIMITED
JS CRESVALE
CAPITAL LIMITED
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Futures brokerage and proprietary trading.
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JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT’D)
(b)

Affiliates not included in the consolidated financial statements: None.

(c)

Affiliates with different accounting period with the parent company: None.

(d)

Affiliates with different accounting policies with the parent company: None.

(e)

Unusual risks from foreign affiliates: None.

(f)

Regulation or contract restrictions on earnings distribution of individual affiliates:
There were no regulations or contract restrictions on earnings distribution of oversea
affiliates- JIH SUN INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT HOLDING COMPANY
LIMITED, JS CRESVALE SECURITIES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, JS
CRESVALE CAPITAL LIMITED and JIH SUN FINANCIAL SERVICES
(CAYMAN) LIMITED. The remaining affiliates located in R.O.C., after the
appropriation of legal reserve and special reserve in compliance with related Acts;
there were no regulations or contract restrictions on their earnings distribution.

(g)

On March 8, 2018, the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co. Ltd.’s board of
directors approved the dissolution & liquidation of its overseas subsidiary JIH SUN
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED, reinvested by JIH SUN INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED. The reason was based on
consideration of the operating situations of JIH SUN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
LIMITED. Regarding the dissolution & liquidation of its overseas subsidiary JIH SUN
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED, JihSun Securities Co. Ltd. had received
approval letter issued by FSC and on May 14, 2018, the capital of JIH SUN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT LIMITED had remitted to JIH SUN INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.

(h) On March 14, 2019, the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co. Ltd.’s board of
directors approved the dissolution & liquidation of its overseas subsidiary JIH SUN
FINANCIAL SERVICES (CAYMAN) LIMITED, reinvested by JIH SUN
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED. The reason
was based on consideration of the operating situations of JIH SUN FINANCIAL
SERVICES (CAYMAN) LIMITED.
(D) Foreign currency
(a)

Functional currency and presentation currency
The functional currency of the Company and subsidiaries is the currency of the
primary economic environment in which it operates. When preparing the consolidated
financial statements, each consolidated entity’s result of operations and financial
position are denominated in New Taiwan Dollar (The functional currency and
presentation currency of the Company and subsidiaries.) All amounts are expressed in
thousands of New Taiwan dollars, unless otherwise indicate.
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(b)

Transactions and balances
When preparing the individual financial statement of each consolidated entity,
transactions using foreign currencies are translated into functional currency using the
exchange rate at the date of the transaction. Monetary foreign currency financial assets
and liabilities are using the spot rate at the balance sheet date, and the exchange
difference is recognized in the profit or loss of the current period. Non-monetary
foreign currency financial assets and liabilities which are measured by fair value shall
be translated using the spot rate at the balance sheet date. Non-monetary foreign
currency financial assets and liabilities which are not measured by fair value shall be
translated using the historical exchange rate at the date of transaction.

(c)

Foreign operations
The assets and liabilities of foreign operations are translated to New Taiwan Dollar at
exchange rates at the reporting date. The income and expenses of foreign operations,
excluding foreign operations in hyperinflationary economies, are translated to New
Taiwan Dollar at average rate. Foreign currency differences are recognized in other
comprehensive income.
When a disposal of foreign operations results in losing control, joint control or
significant impact on the operation, all cumulative exchange differences relating to
that foreign operation shall be reclassified as profit or loss. When a partial disposal
includes subsidiaries with foreign operations, the related cumulative exchange
difference should be re-attributed to the non-controlling interests in proportion. When
a partial disposal includes affiliates or joint ventures with foreign operations, the
related cumulative exchange difference should be re-attributed to profit or loss in
proportion. If the Company and subsidiaries have no reimbursement plan or it is
impossible to reimburse in the foreseeable future, the exchange differences derived
from monetary receivables or payables to foreign operations should be regarded as
part of the net investment to that foreign operation, and recognized as other
comprehensive income.

(E)

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, checks for clearing, petty cash, due from
the other banks and short-term investments that are readily convertible to fixed amounts of
cash and the interest rate fluctuations have little effect on their values with a short term
maturity. Time deposits with maturity within one year held for the purpose of meeting
short-term cash commitments rather than for investment or other purposes are classified as
cash and cash equivalents due to they are readily convertible to fixed amount of cash and
insignificant risks of changes in value.
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(F)

Securities under repurchase / resell agreements
Securities purchased under resell agreements are treated as financing transactions. When the
Company prepares the financial statements, the transactions are recognized as “securities
purchased under resell agreements”. The difference between the purchase price and resell
price is treated as interest income.
Securities sold under repurchase agreements are treated as financing transactions. When the
Company prepares the financial statements, the transactions are recognized as “securities
sold under repurchase agreements”. The difference between the cost and the repurchase price
shall be recognized as interest expenses.

(G) Margin loans, securities financing, refinancing and securities borrowing
Margin loans extended to customers for the purchase of securities are recorded as margin
loans receivable. Such loans are secured by the securities purchased by the customers.
Customers may redeem the collateral securities upon repayment of the loans.
Deposits collected from customers for short selling of securities are recorded as securities
financing refundable deposits. Proceeds from short selling of securities of stock loan (less
stock exchange tax, handling fee for consigned trading, and securities financing fee) are
collected as collateral and are recorded as deposits payable for securities financing.
Customers may receive the deposits and proceeds from repayment of the securities.
When the Company lacks sufficient funds for securities financing the margin customers, the
refinancing amount acquired from securities finance enterprises is recorded as refinancing
borrowings, and the stocks purchased by margin customers are collected as collateral by
securities finance enterprises.
When the Company refinances securities from securities finance enterprises, if it does not
have sufficient securities, the deposit paid is recorded as refinancing margin. Proceeds from
sale of loaned stocks collected as collateral should be transferred to securities finance
enterprises, and the amounts is recorded as refinancing collateral receivable.
Moreover, pursuant to Securities and Futures Bureau (SFB) (88) Tai-Cai-Zheng (2) No.
82416, whenever the collateral maintenance ratio of any customer’s margin account is lower
than the limit set by the government after disposal and if there is still a receivable remaining
and payment has yet not been made within the time limit specified, then the receivable should
be transferred to overdue receivable. If the securities in a customer’s margin account cannot
be disposed of, then the receivables for securities provided as collateral, in accordance with
the actual situation, should be recognized as other receivables or overdue receivable.
Securities lending is only noted in memo, not recognized as the assets of the Company. The
acquired collaterals are not stated in the reports if they are securities; whereas, they should
be recognized as securities lending refundable deposits if the collaterals are cash collaterals.
The securities lending revenue and service fee are recognized as securities lending revenue.
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(H) Financial instrumentsȐapplicable from January 1, 2018ȑ
All financial assets and liabilities (including derivative instruments) of the Company and
subsidiaries are based on IFRSs approved and issued by the FSC, and are recognized in the
consolidated balance sheet, and are measured according to the category to which they belong.
In accordance with IFRS 9, financial assets are classified into the following categories:
measured at amortized cost, fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI) and
fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL). Financial liabilities are classified as financial
liabilities at fair value through profit or loss and financial liabilities measured at amortized
cost.
Conventional transactions in financial assets adopt transaction date accounting.
(a)

Financial assets
(1) Financial assets measured at amortized cost (including loans and receivables)
A financial asset is measured at amortized cost if it meets both of the following
conditions and is not designated as at FVTPLǺ
y It is held within a business model in which the objective is to hold assets to
collect contractual cash flows; and
y Its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
A financial asset measured at amortized cost is initially recognized at fair value,
plus any directly attributable transaction costs. These assets are subsequently
measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. The amortized
cost is reduced by impairment losses. Interest income, foreign exchange gains and
losses, and impairment loss are recognized in profit or loss. Any gain or loss on
derecognition is recognized in profit or loss.
Loans and receivables are recognized initially at fair values which consist of
attributable price acquired, significant transaction costs, payment or receipt of
significant service fees and all other premiums or discounts. Subsequent
evaluation uses the effective interest method. However, in conformity with the
Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Public Banks,
while the influences of discount are insignificant, the loans and receivables could
be measured by initial recognized amount.
Provision for bad debt expenses please refers to Note 4 (S).
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(2) Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI )
A debt investment is measured at FVOCI if it meets both of the following
conditions and is not designated as at FVTPLǺ
y It is held within a business model in which the objective is achieved by both
collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets; and
y Its contractual terms give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
On initial recognition of an equity investment that is not held for trading, the
Company and subsidiaries may irrevocably elect to present subsequent changes
in the investment’s fair value in other comprehensive income. This election is
made on an instrument-by-instrument basis.
A financial asset measured at FVOCI is initially recognized at fair value, plus any
directly attributable transaction costs. These assets are subsequently measured at
fair value. Interest income calculated using the effective interest method, foreign
exchange gains and losses, and impairment losses, deriving from debt investments
are recognized in profit or loss; whereas dividends deriving from equity
investments are recognized as income in profit or loss, unless the dividend clearly
represents a recovery of part of the cost of the investment. Other net gains and
losses of financial assets measured at FVOCI are recognized in OCI. On
derecognition, gains and losses accumulated in OCI of debt investments are
reclassified to profit or loss. However, gains and losses accumulated in OCI of
equity investments are reclassified to retain earnings instead of profit or loss.
Dividend income derived from equity investments is recognized on the date that
the Company and subsidiaries’ right to receive payment are established.
In addition, the evaluation of the equity investments in unlisted (counter)
companies’ fair value shall be performed by the Company or a commissioned
neutral external professional assessment agency. The assessment on fair value of
the equity investments in unlisted (counter) companies shall be conducted halfyearly a year with an objective attitude to compare and analyze the assets and
benefits of the measurement subject. The fair value measurement method is
mainly based on the income method and the market method, supplemented by the
assets method, and refers to the IFRS 13 “Fair Value Measurement” and the
valuation procedures follow Statements of Valuation Standards developed by
Accounting Research and Development Foundation of the Republic of China,
such as SVS 1 “Summary of Valuation Standards”, SVS 2 “ Code of Ethics”, SVS
4 “ Valuation Process”, SVS 6 ” Valuation for Financial Reporting”, and SVS 11
“Business Valuation”.
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(3) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL)
All financial assets not classified as amortized cost or FVOCI described as above
are measured at FVTPL, including derivative financial assets. On initial
recognition, the Company and subsidiaries may irrevocably designate a financial
asset, which meets the requirements to be measured at amortized cost or at FVOCI,
as at FVTPL if doing so eliminates or significantly reduces an accounting
mismatch that would otherwise arise.
Financial assets in this category are measured at fair value at initial recognition.
Attributable transaction costs are recognized in profit or loss as incurred.
Subsequent changes that are measured at fair value, which take into account any
dividend and interest income, are recognized in profit or loss.
(b)

Business model assessment
The Company and subsidiaries make an assessment of the objective of the business
model in which a financial asset is held at portfolio level because this best reflects the
way the business is managed and information is provided to management. The
information considered includes烉
y The stated policies and objectives for the portfolio and the operation of those
policies in practice. These include whether management’s strategy focuses on
earning contractual interest income, maintaining a particular interest rate profile,
matching the duration of the financial assets to the duration of any related liabilities
or expected cash outflows or realizing cash flows through the sale of the assets;
y How the performance of the portfolio is evaluated and reported to the Company
and subsidiaries’ management;
y The risks that affect the performance of the business model (and the financial assets
held within that business model) and how those risks are managed; and
y The frequency, volume and timing of sales of financial assets in prior periods, the
reasons for such sales and expectations about future sales activity.
Transfers of financial assets to third parties in transactions that do not qualify for
derecognition are not considered sales for this purpose, and are consistent with the
Company and subsidiaries’ continuing recognition of the assets.
Financial assets that are held for trading or are managed and whose performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis are measured at FVTPL.
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(c)

Financial liabilities
(1) Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss held by the Company and
subsidiaries include held-for-trading and designated as at fair value through profit
or loss financial liabilities. A financial liability is held-for-trading if it is acquired
or incurred principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing in the near term;
on initial recognition it is part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that
are managed together and for which there is evidence of a recent actual pattern of
short-term profit taking. A derivative, except for a derivative that is a financial
guarantee contract or a designated and effective hedging instrument, is classified
as an instrument held-for-trading as well. Financial liabilities held-for-trading
include obligations to deliver financial assets borrowed by a short seller.
Financial liabilities are classified as held-for-trading and designated as at fair
value through profit or loss, both of which are classified as “Financial liabilities
at fair value through profit or loss”. The changes of fair value are recognized in
profit or loss, and are included in statement of comprehensive income account as
“Gain or loss on financial assets or liabilities at fair value through profit or loss”.
(2) Financial liabilities carried at amortized cost
Financial liabilities carried at amortized cost include liabilities not classified as
financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss, financial guarantee
contracts, loan commitment with a lower-than-market interest rate and the
financial liabilities incurred due to continuing engagement or that the transferring
of a financial asset does not meet the requirement of derecognition.

(d)

Derivative instruments
Derivatives instruments are initially recognized at fair value on contract date and
subsequently measured at fair value. Fair value includes quoted price in an active
market, occurring market transaction prices, discounted cash flow model or option
pricing model techniques. When the fair value of a derivative instrument is positive, it
is classified as a financial asset, and when the fair value is negative, it is classified as
a financial liability.
The Company should account for an embedded derivative separately from the host
contract when the host contract is not itself carried at fair value through profit or loss,
the terms of the embedded derivative would meet the definition that the economic
characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative are not closely related to the
economic characteristics and risks of the host contract, or the entire hybrid contract is
not designated as at fair value through profit or loss. In addition, the embedded
derivative is recognized as financial asset or liability at fair value through profit or loss.
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(e)

Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities
The Company and subsidiary shall derecognize a financial asset when the contractual
rights of the cash flows from the financial asset expire or transfers substantially all the
risks and rewards of ownership of the financial assets. While the financial liabilities
are discharged or cancelled, or expired, the financial liability shall be derecognized.
When the Company and subsidiaries have securities borrowing transactions or pledge
securities or bonds as collaterals, such financial assets shall not be derecognized
because the Company and subsidiaries substantially still bear all the risks and rewards
of the financial assets.
On derecognition of a debt instrument in its entirety, the Company and subsidiaries
recognize the difference between its carrying amount and the sum of the consideration
received or receivable and any cumulative gain or loss that had been recognized in
other comprehensive income and presented in “other equity – unrealized gains or
losses on fair value through other comprehensive income”, and it shall be recognized
in profit or loss, and presented in - realized gain or loss on financial assets or liabilities
at fair value through comprehensive income in the statement of comprehensive income.
On derecognition of a debt instrument other than in its entirety, the Company and
subsidiaries allocate the previous carrying amount of the financial asset between the
part it continues to recognize under continuing involvement, and the part it no longer
recognizes on the basis of the relative fair values of those parts on the date of the
transfer. The difference between the carrying amount allocated to the part that is no
longer recognized and the sum of the consideration received for the part no longer
recognized and any cumulative gain or loss allocated to it that had been recognized in
other comprehensive income is recognized in profit or loss, and presented in the line
item of realized gains or losses on financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income. A cumulative gain or loss that had been recognized in other
comprehensive income is allocated between the part that continues to be recognized
and the part that is no longer recognized on the basis of the relative fair values of those
parts.

(f)

Offsetting of financial instrument
The Company and subsidiaries present financial assets and liabilities on a net basis
when the Company and subsidiaries presently have the legally enforceable right to
offset and intend to settle such financial assets and liabilities on a net basis or to realize
the assets and settle the liabilities simultaneously.

(g)

Reclassification of financial assets
Only when changing the operating model of the financial instruments for managing
debt instruments can the Company and subsidiaries then reclassify all the affected
financial assets in accordance with IFRS 9. Such changes are expected to be extremely
infrequent. In addition, the Company and subsidiaries must not reclassify any equity
instrument financial assets and financial liabilities.
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Where the Company and subsidiaries reclassify financial assets in accordance with the
foregoing circumstances, the reclassification shall be postponed from the
reclassification date and should not restate all previously recognized profits, losses
(including impairment losses or reverse of impairment loss) or interest. The
reclassification date is the first day of the first reporting period after the change in the
operating model of the reclassified financial assets of the Company and subsidiaries.
(I)

Financial instruments (applicable for 2017ȑ
(a)

Financial assets
All of the Company and subsidiaries’ financial assets are classified as “loans and
receivables”, “financial assets at fair value through profit or loss”, “held-to-maturity
financial assets”, “available-for-sale financial assets” and “financial assets carried at
cost”.
(1) Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables include the origination and non-origination. The originated
loans and receivables are considered as providing money, products or services to
the debtor. The non-originated loans and receivables are considered as anything
except from the originated ones.
Loans and receivables are recognized initially at fair values which consist of
attributable price acquired, significant transaction costs, payment or receipt of
significant service fees and all other premiums or discounts. Subsequent
evaluation uses interest method. However, in conformity with the article 10-7 and
article 10-10 of the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports
by Public Banks, while the influences of discount are insignificant, the loans and
receivables could be measured by initial recognized amount.
(2) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
A financial asset is classified in this category if it is classified as held-for-trading
or is designated as such on initial recognition. Financial assets are classified as
held for trading if they have been acquired principally for the purpose of selling
or repurchasing in the near term. Attributable transaction costs are recognized in
profit or loss as incurred. The subsequent evaluations are measured at fair value,
and changes in fair value are recognized in profit or loss. Purchases or sales of
financial assets under a customary way use trade date accounting.
Financial assets are designated as at fair value through profit or loss at initial
recognition under one of the following situations:
A. Designation eliminates or significantly reduces a measurement or recognition
inconsistency that would otherwise arise from measuring assets or liabilities
or recognizing the gains and losses on them on a different basis;
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B. Performance of the financial asset is evaluated on a fair value basis;
C. A hybrid instrument contains one or more embedded derivatives.
Financial assets held for trading and financial assets designated as at fair value
through profit or loss on initial recognition are recognized under “financial assets
at fair value through profit or loss” in the balance sheet. Any change in fair value
of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are recognized under “gain
or loss on financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss” in the
statement of comprehensive income.
The financial instruments held by the Company and subsidiaries, except for those
designated as hedging instruments, are classified under these accounts.
(3) Held-to-maturity financial assets
Debt instruments which the Company and subsidiaries have a positive intention
and the ability to hold to maturity are recorded under held-to-maturity financial
assets and measured at amortized cost. The financial instruments are initially
recognized at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction cost. Subsequent
to initial recognition, held-to-maturity financial assets are measured at amortized
cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment losses. Purchases or
sales of financial assets under a customary way are using trade date accounting.
(4) Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivative financial assets that are
designated as available-for-sale or are not classified in any of the other categories
of financial assets. Available-for-sale financial assets are recognized initially at
fair value plus any directly attributable transaction cost. Subsequent to initial
recognition, they are measured at fair value and changes therein, except for
impairment losses, interest income calculated using the effective interest method,
dividend income, and foreign currency differences on available-for-sale debt
instruments, are recognized in other comprehensive income and presented in the
unrealized valuation gain or loss on available-for-sale financial assets. When an
investment is derecognized, the gain or loss accumulated in equity is reclassified
to profit or loss, and is included in statement of comprehensive income account
as realized gain or loss on available-for-sale financial assets. Under a customary
way purchases or sales of financial assets shall be recognized and derecognized,
using trade date accounting.
(5) Financial assets carried at cost
Equity instruments with no quoted market price are initially recognized at whose
fair value plus transaction costs. When the variances of reasonable estimation of
the financial assets’ fair value are considered as significance, and the probabilities
of the different estimation cannot be estimated reasonability, resulting in the assets’
fair value cannot be measured reliably, should adopt cost method to measure the
financial assets.
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(b)

Financial liabilities
(1) Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss which held by the Company
and subsidiaries are including held-for-trading and designated as at fair value
through profit or loss financial liabilities. A financial liability is held for trading
if it is acquired or incurred principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing
in the near term; on initial recognition it is part of a portfolio of identified financial
instruments that are managed together and for which there is evidence of a recent
actual pattern of short-term profit taking. A derivative, except for a derivative that
is a financial guarantee contract or a designated and effective hedging instrument,
is classified as instrument held for trading as well. Financial liabilities held for
trading include obligations to deliver financial assets borrowed by a short seller.
Financial liabilities are classified as held-for-trading and designated as at fair
value through profit or loss, both of them are classified as “Financial liabilities
measured at fair value through profit or loss”. The changes of fair value changes
are recognized in profit or loss, and are included in statement of comprehensive
income account as “Gain or loss on financial assets or liabilities measured at fair
value through profit or loss”.
(2) Financial liabilities carried at amortized cost
Financial liabilities carried at amortized cost include liabilities not classified as
financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss, financial guarantee
contracts, loan commitment with a lower-than-market interest rate and the
financial liabilities incurred due to continuing engagement or that the transferring
of a financial asset does not meet the requirement of derecognition.

(c)

Derivative instruments
Derivatives instruments is initially recognized at fair value on contract date and
subsequently measured at fair value. Fair value includes quoted price in an active
market, occurring market transaction prices, discounted cash flow model or option
pricing model techniques. When the fair value of a derivative instrument is positive, it
is classified as a financial asset, and when the fair value is negative, it is classified as
a financial liability.
The Company should accounts for an embedded derivative separately from the host
contract when the host contract is not itself carried at fair value through profit or loss,
the terms of the embedded derivative would meet the definition that the economic
characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative are not closely related to the
economic characteristics and risks of the host contract, or the entire hybrid contract is
not designated as at fair value through profit or loss. In addition, the embedded
derivative is recognized as financial asset or liability at fair value through profit or loss.
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(d)

Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities
The Company and subsidiaries shall derecognize a financial asset when the contractual
rights of the cash flows from the financial asset expire or transfers substantially all the
risks and rewards of ownership of the financial assets. While the financial liabilities
are discharged or cancelled, or expired, the financial liability shall be derecognized.
When the Company and subsidiaries have securities borrowing transactions or pledge
securities or bonds as collaterals, such financial assets shall not be derecognized
because the Company and subsidiaries substantially still bear all the risks and rewards
of the financial assets.

(e)

Offsetting of financial instrument
The Company and subsidiaries present financial assets and liabilities on a net basis
when the Company and subsidiaries present have the legally enforceable right to offset
and intend to settle such financial assets and liabilities on a net basis or to realize the
assets and settle the liabilities simultaneously.

(f)

Reclassification of financial assets
The reclassification of non-derivative financial assets is in accordance with IAS 39 as
endorsed by FSC.

(J)

Investments in associates
Investees in which the Company and subsidiaries directly or indirectly hold more than 20%
of the outstanding stock with voting right, or hold less than 20% but are able to exercise
significant influence over the investees are accounted for under the equity method and
initially recognized at cost. Goodwill, relating to an associate is included in the book value
of the investment.
After the date of acquisition the Company’s share of the profit or loss of the associates is
recognized in profit or loss. Distributions received from an associate reduce the book value
of the investment. Adjustments to the book value of the investment may also be necessary
for changes in the Company and subsidiaries’ proportionate interest in the associates arising
from changes in the associates’ other comprehensive income.
Changes in ownership interest in a subsidiary that do not result in a loss of control are
accounted for as equity transactions. Adjustments to the book value of the controlling
interest and non-controlling interests are to reflect the changes in the subsidiaries’
proportionate interest. The difference between the adjustment amount of non-controlling
interests and the fair value of the consideration paid or received is recognized in equity
adjustment.

When investments in foreign operating institutions are under equity method, the exchange
differences, which are accounted under equity as cumulative translation adjustment, are
determined by the translation of the financial statement of foreign currency into domestic
currency. The adjustments will be incorporated into the profit or loss when the foreign
operating institution is sold out or under liquidation.
(K) Investment property
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The investment property possessed by the Company and subsidiaries is the property held
either to earn rental income or for capital appreciation or for both. Investment property
includes office buildings and lands rented in a form of operating lease.
Properties held by the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd. are all in compliance with Article 75 of “The Banking Act of the Republic of China”.
Properties are classified as investment property if it is held to earn rentals or for appreciation
(or both), each floor’s property right is separate and the entire floor is rented or the owner
occupies less than 5% of the floor. Investment properties also include buildings and land
held under an operating lease and is treated in accordance with IAS 40.
Part of properties held by the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. may be for
operation and the remaining is used to generate rental income or capital appreciation.
If the property held by JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. can be sold individually, it should be
recognized separately. Property for self-use is following IFRS 16 endorsed by FSC, and the
property held either to earn rental income or for capital appreciation or for both is recognized
as investment property which is in accordance with IFRS 40 endorsed by FSC. If each part
of the property cannot be sold individually and the self-use proportion is not material, then
the entire property is regarded as investment property.
The fair value of investment property is evaluated by the Appraisal Department of the
Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. every year.
Cost model is used for the initial recognition and the subsequent measurement of the
Company and subsidiaries’ investment property. Depreciation is based on the cost of the
asset minus its residual value and is calculated by using the straight-line method during its
estimated useful lives. If the useful life of a component of the assets is different from the
other components of the asset, its depreciation is recognized separately. Depreciation is
recognized in profit or loss.
Land is not affected by depreciation.
The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Main part of the buildings

10-55 years

Attachment of the buildings

5 years

The replacement cost should be recognized in the book value of the investment property,
given that the criteria of recognition can be met and the book value of the replaced items
should be derecognized. The maintenance cost shall be recognized as “Other general and
administrative expenses” when incurred.
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(L)

Property and equipment
Property and equipment are recognized after deducting any accumulated depreciation and
accumulated impairment losses from historical cost. The historical cost includes any costs
directly attributable to acquire the assets.
Subsequent expenditure of property and equipment shall be recognized as an asset or be
included in the book value of assets, when, and only when it is probable that the future
economic benefits that are associated with property and equipment will flow to the Company
and subsidiaries, and the cost of property and equipment can be measured reliably. The book
value of those parts that are replaced is derecognized. The maintenance expense shall be
recognized as “Other general and administrative expenses” when incurred.
(a)

Depreciation
Depreciation is determined after deducting its residual amount, and it shall be allocated
on a systematic basis over its useful life. Items of property and equipment with the
same useful life may be grouped in determining the depreciation charge. The
remainder of the items may be depreciated separately. The depreciation charge for
each period shall be recognized in profit or loss.
Land is not affected by depreciation, but other property and equipment are depreciated
to their residual values using straight-line method during their useful life. If property
and equipment are still usable after their original estimated useful life, the estimated
residual amount may still be depreciated over their acceptable useful lives.
The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Main part of the building

10-55 years

Attachment of the building

5 years

Miscellaneous equipment

3-10 years

Leasehold improvement

3-15 years

Decommissioning costs: in accordance with the period of lease contract.
(b)

Gain or loss
The gain or loss arising from the disposition of an item of property and equipment is
as the difference between the disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the item,
shall be recognized as “Other non-interest incomes (losses)” in the statements of
comprehensive income.

(c)

Reclassification to investment property
The property is reclassified to investment property at its book value when the use of
the property changes from owner-occupied to investment property.
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(M) Lease
In compliance with the International Accounting Standard 17, all leases contract are
classified as operating leases. Lease receivables and payables are recognized by using a
straight-line basis, and accounted as “Other non-interest incomes (losses)” and “Other
general and administrative expenses”, respectively.
(N) Intangible assets
Intangible assets include computer software and goodwill and foreign futures exchange
memberships.
The straight-line method can be used to amortize the computer software over its useful life,
and the expected maximum useful life is five years.
The goodwill shall be recognized as the amount of the consideration transferred excess of
the acquisition-date amounts of the identifiable assets acquired. The amount of goodwill
which derived from the business combination does not need to be amortized. Goodwill is
tested for impairment periodically each year. An impairment loss is recognized when the
recoverable amount is less than the book value. Impairment losses of goodwill cannot be
reversed.
The memberships are regarded as intangible assets with an indefinite useful life and
measured at cost while originally recognized. After initial recognition, an intangible asset
shall be carried at its cost less any accumulated impairment losses.
(O) Customer margin deposit and futures dealer equity
(a)

Customer margin deposit
Margins, premiums, and the difference between daily marks to market duly collected
from a futures trader by an FCM in the course of futures brokerage business.

(b)

Futures dealer equity
Futures dealer equity refers to the difference between margins and premiums deposited
by futures dealer and the corresponding settlement fair value and it is accounted under
current liabilities of the balance sheet. The amount cannot be offset unless it belongs
to the same category account of same customer. When a debit balance arises on Futures
trader’s equity, it shall be accounted for as futures exchange margins receivable.

(P)

Provisions
The Company and subsidiaries recognize the provision under the circumstances below:
(a)

An entity has a present obligation, legal or constructive, as a result of a past event;

(b)

It is probable that an outflow of economic benefits resources will be required to settle
the obligation; and
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(c)

The amount of the obligation can be estimated reliably.

The amount recognized as a provision should be the estimate of the expenditure required to
settle the present obligation at the end of the reporting period. The individual provisions of
the Company and subsidiaries are the best estimates of the individual results.
(Q) Treasury stocks
Repurchased shares are recognized under treasury shares (a contra-equity account) based on
their repurchase price. Gains on disposal of treasury shares should be recognized under
“capital reserve — treasury share transactions”. Losses on disposal of treasury shares should
be offset against existing capital reserves arising from similar types of treasury shares. If
there are insufficient capital reserves to be offset against, then such losses should be
accounted for under retained earnings. The carrying amount of treasury shares should be
calculated using the weighted average of different types of repurchase.
During the cancellation of treasury shares, “capital reserve — share premiums” and “share
capital” should be debited proportionately. Gains on cancellation of treasury shares should
be recognized under existing capital reserves arising from similar types of treasury shares;
losses on cancellation of treasury shares should be offset against existing capital reserves
arising from similar types of treasury shares. If there are insufficient capital reserves to be
offset against, then such losses should be accounted for under retained earnings.
(R)

Revenue recognition
(a)

Interest income and expense
The interest income and expense of the Company and subsidiaries are recognized on
an accrual basis.
The interest income from loans of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. is evaluated by the amortized cost under effective interest
rate method and also refers to the Materiality Principle of Banking Industry- Adjusting
the Recognition of Interest Income from Agreed Interest Method to Effective Interest
Rate Method (“the Materiality Principle”) drafted by the Bankers Association of the
Republic of China. According to the Materiality Principle, loans and receivables
should be adjusted from agreed interest method to effective interest method when the
credit periods are specific and over one year, and when one of the following criteria is
met:
(1)

The agreed interest rate of loans and receivables is zero.

(2)

Loans and receivables with stepped interest are still at the step-phase.

(3)

The non-service fees income of a single loan or receivable is over 1% of the loan
facility.
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Loans and receivables meeting aforesaid criteria should be calculated by the difference
between interest under agreed interest method and interest under effective interest
method by products. The difference is significant when the difference exceeds 5% of
the sum of interest revenue and service fees income for the reporting period of the
Bank and these loans and receivables should be adjusted into effective interest method
to calculate interest income on the reporting date.
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd., recognized interest revenue
and interest expense on margin loans and short sales of securities and bonds purchased
under resell agreements, bonds sold under repurchase agreements respectively over
the loan period, short selling period and trading period on an accrual basis.
(b)

Service fees income and commissions’ income
Service fees income and commissions income of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. is recognized on an accrual basis when the
service is provided. Loan commitment fees received in advance of highly probable
loan agreement is considered to be the returns of such financial instruments. Such loan
commitment fees and related transaction costs should be deferred and the effective
interest rate should be adjusted. For the syndicated loan, in which the Bank does not
keep any loan proportion (or which the Bank keeps some loan proportion has the same
effective interest rate as other banks participating under similar risks), the fees received
will be recognized as revenue when the loan process is completed. The services fee
charged by the Bank which acts as coordinator is recognized as revenue when the
transaction is completed. The investment management service fees charged should be
recognized as revenue when the service is provided. The same service fee recognition
principle is applicable to wealth management, financial consultant services and
custody services. If the service fees income is linked to the performance, revenue is
recognized when the performance is achieved.
Brokerage fee income and other related expenses of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. and subsidiaries are recognized at the date of securities transaction.

(c)

Consulting and financial advisory service income, revenue and expenses from
underwriting businesses, revenue from providing agency service for stock affairs,
future commission income are recognized in accordance with related agreements on
accrual basis.

(d)

Futures and options transaction income: The premium of transactions is recognized at
cost. Daily evaluation under market value, contract gain or loss through reversing trade
and transaction income or loss arising from settlement are recognized in profit or loss
of current period. Proprietary handling fee expenses are recognized at the date of the
transaction.

(e)

Dividend revenue:
Dividend revenue is recognized when the Company and subsidiaries have the right to
retrieve the dividend.
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(S)

Impairment of financial assetsȐapplicable from January 1, 2018ȑ
(a)

Impairment of financial assets
The Company and subsidiaries recognizes loss allowances for expected credit losses
on financial assets measured at amortized cost, debt investments measured at FVOCI,
loan commitments and finance guarantee contract not classified in financial assets at
fair value through profit or loss. Equity investments measured at FVOCI need not
recognize loss allowances for expected credit losses.
Loss allowances for financial assets are classified in three stages according to changes
in credit risk of the financial assets after initial recognition. Three stage and loss
allowances are defined as follows:
Ʉ The first stage: measured as 12-month ECL
Financial assets in which credit risk has not increased significantly since initial
recognition and do not belong to impaired financial assets when initial recognition
shall recognize 12-month ECL.
Ʉ The second stage: measured lifetime ECL- without impairment
Financial assets in which credit risk has increased significantly since initial
recognition but do not belong to impaired financial assets when initial recognition
shall recognize lifetime ECL.
Ʉ The third stage: measured lifetime ECL- with impairment
When one or more items that have an adverse effect on the estimated future cash
flows of the financial assets have occurred, the financial assets have been credit
impaired. For credit impaired financial assets, lifetime ECL should be recognized,
and interest income should be calculated by multiplying the effective interest rate
by the amortized cost of the financial assets (net of allowance) instead of total
financial assets (if the difference is not significant, then interest income could be
calculated by multiplying the effective interest rate with the total book value).
(1) Determination of impairment stages
The Company and subsidiaries assess whether the credit risk of the financial
assets since the initial recognition has increased significantly on each
reporting day. In making this assessment, the Company and subsidiaries use
the changes in the risk of default in the expected duration of the financial
assets. In order to make this assessment, the Company and subsidiaries
compare the risk of default of financial instruments on the reporting date with
the risk of default of the financial instruments on the original date of
recognition, and consider the information that shows reasonable and
supportable information that is relevant and available without undue cost or
effort. This includes both quantitative and qualitative information and
analysis based on the Company and subsidiaries’ historical experience and
informed credit assessment as well as forward-looking information.
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When the quality of assets deteriorates, financial assets will change to
different stages of ECL. If, during the follow-up period, the cause of the
improvement in asset quality and the original reason for the significant
increase in credit risk no longer exists, the recognition amount of the
allowance loss will be changed from lifetime ECL to the 12-month ECL.
If the Company and subsidiaries determine that the credit risk of the financial
assets at the reporting date is low, it is assumed that the financial assets have
not increased significantly since the initial recognition, and the financial
assets are measured 12-month ECL as allowance of the financial assets on the
reporting day.
The Company and subsidiaries determine the debts that cannot be recovered,
which are reported to the board of directors for approval and then written-off.
If the debts are recovered after resale, the balance of the allowance will be
adjusted.
The Company and subsidiaries measure whether the significant increase in
credit risk is assessed on an individual or collective basis. To achieve a
collective basis assessment, the important indicator information is a measure
of the significant increase in credit risk of financial instruments (e.g., a group
or a subgroup). In certain circumstances, the Company and subsidiaries have
not had reasonable and verifiable information that can be obtained without
excessive cost or investment, and can measure the ECL during the existence
period on an individual instrument basis. In this case, the Company and
subsidiaries will take into account the collective basis of the consolidated
credit risk information to recognize the lifetime ECL. This consolidated credit
risk information should not only include information on overdue status, but
also include all relevant credit information (including forward-looking
general economic information) in order to obtain a similar ECL of an
individual instrument in which credit risk is significant increase after the
original recognition and needs recognize lifetime ECL. In order to achieve
the aforementioned collective assessment, the Company and subsidiaries
group financial instruments according to their common credit risk
characteristics. Common credit risk characteristics include, but are not
limited to, instrument type, credit risk rating, collateral type and value,
original date of recognition, remaining period, industry, borrower’s
geographic location and other relevant factors.
(2) Measurement of ECL
The ECL of the Company and subsidiaries’ financial instruments must be
measured in such a way as to reflect the following:
Ʉ The probability-weighted amount determined by evaluating each
possible outcome;
Ʉ Time value of money;
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Ʉ Reasonable and relevant information relating to past events, current
conditions and forecast of future economic conditions (can be obtained
without excessive cost or investment on the reporting day).
The expected credit losses of various financial instruments are measured as
follows:
Ʉ Financial assets without impairment on the reporting day: ECL is the
present value of short-term cash shortfalls. Short-term cash shortfall is
the difference between the cash flow receivable by the Company and
subsidiaries based on the contract and the cash flow expected to be
received by the Company and subsidiaries;
Ʉ Financial assets with impaired credit on the reporting date: The
difference between the total book value of the asset and the present value
of the estimated future cash flow discounted at the original effective
interest rate as a measure of expected credit losses;
Ʉ Undisbursed loan commitments: If the holder of a loan commitment
pledges to use loans, the present value of the difference between the
contractual cash flow receivable by the Company and subsidiaries and
the cash flow expected to be received by the Company and subsidiaries
is measured as ECL;
Ʉ Financial guarantee contract: It is calculated by deducting the anticipated
payment of the credit losses incurred to the underlying holders from any
amounts received by the Company and subsidiaries from the holders,
debtors or other parties.
Expected credit losses are recognized in current profit or loss by accounting
items such as bad debt expenses, commitment and guarantee liability
provision and impairment loss of assets.
For debt instrument investments measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income, their expected credit losses are recognized in the
profit or loss accounting item- “Impairment loss on assets”, and are adjusted
for other comprehensive income accounting item- “Losses from investments
in debt instruments measured at fair value through other comprehensive
income” without reducing the carrying amount on the balance sheet.
(3) Credit impaired financial assets
When one or more items that have an adverse effect on the estimated future
cash flows of the financial assets have occurred, the financial assets have been
credit impaired. Evidence that the financial assets have been credit impaired
includes observable information on the following items:
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A. Significant financial difficulty of the issuer or borrower;
B. Breach of contract, such as default or overdue matters;
C. The lender, for economic or contractual reasons relating to the
borrower’s financial difficulty, having granted to the borrower a
concession that the lender would not otherwise consider;
D. It is probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial
reorganization; or
E. The disappearance of an active market for a security because of financial
difficulties.
F. Purchase of financial assets or originated financial assets at a substantial
discount that reflects the credit losses that have occurred.
It may not be possible to identify a single, independent matter, but the
combined effects of certain matters may have caused financial assets to
become credit derogations.
In addition to the allowance for doubtful debts, the Company’s subsidiary,
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. should also refer to the
Regulations Governing the Procedures for Banking Institutions to Evaluate
Assets and Deal with Nonperforming/Nonaccrual Loans announced by the
Financial Supervisory Commission R.O.C., and the Rules Governing the
Procedures for Banking Institutions to Evaluate Assets and Deal with
Nonperforming/Nonaccrual Loans of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. The minimum loan loss provision
and guarantee reserve shall be the sum of 1% of the outstanding balance of
Category One credit asset’s claim (excluding assets that represent claims
against the central and local government in Taiwan), 2% of the balance of
Category Two credit assets, 10% of the balance of Category Three credit
assets, 50% of the balance of Category Four credit assets, and the full balance
of Category Five credit assets. Compare with the loss provision calculated
following IFRS 9, the higher amount is considered as the basis of loss
provision.
(T)

Financial asset impairment (applicable for 2017ȑ
(a)

Financial assets carried at amortized cost (including loans and receivables)
For the securities and futures industries, the allowance for bad debts should account
for assessed impaired amounts in consideration of the ending balance of notes
receivable and accounts receivable in compliance with IAS 39.
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. should
identify on every reporting day if there exists any objective evidence for impairment
loss. If material impairment indicator on a single financial asset is revealed, the
impairment loss is evaluated individually; if there is non-material impairment indicator
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on single financial assets either respectively or collectively, the impairment loss is
evaluated by portfolio method. If an evaluated single financial asset does not show any
objective evidence for impairment loss, it should be organized into a financial asset
category in which the financial assets have similar credit risk characteristics, and
evaluate if there is impairment loss existing in this set of asset. Financial assets of
which the individual impairment loss has been recognized or the impairment loss has
been continuingly recognized do not require reevaluating impairment loss by portfolio
method.
If objective evidences for impairment loss exist, the difference between the book value
of financial assets and the present value of estimated future cash flow discounted by
effective interest rate should be recognized as impairment loss. When impairment loss
happens, the book value of financial assets is reduced by the allowance account, and
recognized under the account ‘‘Provision for bad debt expenses and guarantee
liability’’. In calculating impairment amount, estimated future cash flows include the
recoverable amount of collaterals and related insurances.
If the amount of impairment loss reduces in the following period, and that reduction is
obviously related to the events which happen after the impairment loss is recognized,
the previous recognized impairment loss on financial assets will be reversed. The
reversal should not make the book value of financial assets to be higher than the
amortized cost when the impairment loss is not recognized.
The aforesaid objective evidence includes:
(1)

Significant financial difficulty of the issuer or obligor;

(2)

A breach of contract, such as a default or delinquency in interest or principal
payments;

(3)

The lender considered the economic or legal reasons relating to the borrower’s
financial difficulty, and granted the borrower a concession;

(4)

It is probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial
reorganization;

(5)

The financial assets cannot be traded in an active market because of the financial
difficulties of issuers;

(6)

The payment status of the borrower became worse and worse;

(7)

Changes in national or local economic conditions correlate with defaults on the
assets.

Overdue loans and non-accrual loans which have been actively demanded for
repayment and meet one of the following situations can be written off after reducing
the retrievable parts.
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(1)

Part of or all of the claims cannot be retrieved because the borrowers are declared
dismissed, fled, reconciled, bankrupt or any other reason.

(2)

The appraised value of collaterals and the properties of the main- and
sub- borrowers is low; no compensation will be received after reduces the
amount attributed to priority hypothec; the execution expenses is close to or over
the compensation that the Bank will receive, which is no benefit in execution.

(3)

Collaterals and the properties of the main- and sub- borrowers could not be sold
out at auction for many times and the Company could not have any benefit from
foreclosure.

(4)

Overdue loans, which is over the settlement period for two years and have been
actively demanded for repayment, still cannot be retrieved.

The credit card receivables, of which the lowest monthly payments are not paid over
the assigned payment duration for six months, should be written off in three months
(after that six months exceeding payment duration).
The evaluation process mentioned above also refers to the Regulations Governing the
Procedures for Banking Institutions to Evaluate Assets and Deal with Non-performing/
Non-accrual Loans announced by the Financial Supervisory Commission R.O.C., and
the Rules Governing the Procedures for Banking Institutions to Evaluate Assets and
Deal with Nonperforming/ Non-accrual Loans of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. The minimum loan loss provision and
guarantee reserve shall be the sum of 1% of the outstanding balance of Category One
credit asset’s claim (excluding assets that represent claims against the central and local
government in Taiwan), 2% of the balance of Category Two credit assets, 10% of the
balance of Category Three credit assets, 50% of the balance of Category Four credit
assets, and the full balance of Category Five credit assets., compare with the loss
provision calculated following IAS 39, the higher amount is considered as the basis of
loss provision.
(b)

Available-for-sale financial assets
When the reduction in fair value of available-for-sale financial assets are recognized
in other comprehensive income and there is objective evidences that show the assets
are impaired, even if the financial asset had not been derecognized, the accumulated
revaluation losses recognized in other comprehensive income shall be reclassified to
profit or loss.
The impairment losses of equity instruments classified as available for sale assets
cannot be reversed in profit or loss, and any subsequent increase in fair value are
recognized in other comprehensive income. If, in a subsequent period, the fair value
of debt instruments classified as available for sale assets increases and the increase can
be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the
previously recognized impairment loss is reversed and recognized in current period
profit or loss.
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(c)

Financial assets carried at cost
If there is objective evidence that financial assets carried at cost are impaired, the
impairment amount of the assets is recognized in account “impairment loss on assets”.
However, the impairment losses should not be reversed.

(U) Non-financial asset impairment
In compliance with IAS 36 “Impairment of Assets”, at each balance sheet date, the
recoverable amount of non-financial asset is estimated and compared with the carrying
amount whenever there is an indication that the non-financial asset may be impaired. An
impairment loss is recognized in account “impairment loss on assets” when the recoverable
amount, higher of fair market value or value in use, is less than the carrying amount. For
assets other than goodwill, reversal of impairment loss is recognized when the recoverable
amount of the asset has increased from its prior-period estimation. The carrying amount after
the reversal shall not exceed the recoverable amount or the depreciated or amortized balance
of the assets assuming no impairment loss was recognized in prior periods. Goodwill shall
be tested for impairment annually regardless whether there are signs of impairment or not.
The impairment losses of goodwill cannot be reversed.
(V) Valuation method of foreclosed collaterals
Foreclosed collaterals are stated at realizable value, and the difference between it and the
nominal value of the original claim is reflected as bad debt loss. On the balance sheet date,
if the foreclosed collaterals are still unsold, the realizable value shall be reassessed. If there
is sufficient evidence indicating that the net fair market value is lower than the carrying
amount of foreclosed collaterals, the difference after reassessment is recognized as
“impairment loss on assets” in current period loss.
(W) Income taxes
Income tax expenses include both current taxes and deferred taxes. Except for expenses
related to business combinations or recognized directly in equity or other comprehensive
income, all current and deferred taxes shall be recognized in profit or loss.
Current taxes include tax payables and tax deduction receivables on taxable gains (losses)
for the year calculated using the statutory tax rate on the reporting date or the actual
legislative tax rate, as well as tax adjustments related to prior years.
Deferred taxes arise due to temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and their respective tax bases. Deferred taxes
shall not be recognized for the situations as follows:
(a) Assets and liabilities that are initially recognized but are not related to the business
combination and have no effect on net income or taxable gains (losses) during the
transaction.
(b) Temporary differences arising from equity investments in subsidiaries or joint ventures
where there is a high probability that such temporary differences will not be reversed.
(c) Initial recognition of goodwill.
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Deferred tax assets and liabilities shall be measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply
to the period when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates that have
been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities may be offset against each other if the following criteria
are met:
(a) The entity has the legal right to settle current tax assets and current tax liabilities on a
net basis; and
(b) The deferred tax assets and the deferred tax liabilities relate to income taxes levied by
the same taxation authority on either:
(1)

Levied by the same taxing authority; or

(2)

Levied by different taxing authorities, but where each such authority intends to
settle current tax assets and current tax liabilities (where such amounts are
significant) on a net basis every year of the period of expected asset realization
or debt liquidation, or where the timing of asset realization and debt liquidation
is matched.

A deferred tax asset should be recognized for the carry-forward of unused tax losses, unused
tax credits, and deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that future
taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax losses, unused tax credits, and
deductible temporary differences can be utilized. Such unused tax losses, unused tax credits,
and deductible temporary differences shall also be reevaluated every year on the financial
reporting date, and adjusted to reduce the related tax benefit when the unused tax losses,
unused tax credits, and deductible temporary differences are not probable to be utilized.
After adopting the imputation tax method in 1998, surtax on undistributed earnings is levied
as current income tax expense in the year that the stockholder’s meeting declaring the
distribution of earnings.
Furthermore, for the year ended December 31, 2003, the Company and subsidiaries, “JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.”, “JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.” and JihSun
International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. adopted the jointly tax filing return
principle to file the annual income tax return and make tax payment. In accordance with
Interpretation (92) No.240 issued by the Accounting Research and Development Foundation
on October 3, 2003, the accrued receivable and payable between the parent company and
subsidiaries are allocated reasonably and consistently to individual companies.
Other subsidiaries, except for JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd., JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. and JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. are filing
income tax report separately.
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(X) Employee benefit
(a)

Post-employment benefits
(1)

Defined contribution plan
The Labor Pension Act of R.O.C. (“the Act”), effective from July 1, 2005, adopts
a defined contribution pension plan. In accordance with the Act, employees who
were hired before July 1, 2005 may elect to be subject to either the Act and
maintain their seniority before the enforcement of the Act, or the pension
mechanism of the Labor Standards Law. Employees who were hired after July
1, 2005, are required to be covered by the pension plan as defined by the Act.
For employees subject to this Act, the Company is required to make monthly
cash contributions to the employees’ individual pension accounts at the rate of
not less than 6% of the employees’ monthly wages and deposit the contribution
in a personal retirement benefit account at Council of Labor Affairs.
Defined contribution plan of oversea subsidiaries are in accordance with the
national law of the host country.

(2)

Defined benefit plan
A defined benefit plan is a post-employment benefit plan under which benefit is
paid to an employee on the basis of their ages, year of experience, seniority and
compensated salaries.
The Company and subsidiaries recognize pension asset or liability in balance
sheet as the net amount of actuarial present value of defined benefit obligation,
less fair value of plan assets. The calculation of defined benefit obligation is
performed annually by an actuary using the projected unit credit method. The
actuarial present value of defined benefit obligation is calculated by discounting
future cash flow at the yield rate of high-quality corporate bond or government
bond, that have maturity dates approximating the term of the obligation and that
are denominated in the same currency in which the benefits are expected to be
paid.
The Company recognizes gains or losses on remeasurements of defined benefit
plans in other comprehensive income comprising: A) actuarial gains and losses;
B) returns on plan assets, excluding amounts included in net interest on the net
defined benefit liability (asset); and C) any change in the effect of the asset
ceiling, excluding amounts included in net interest on the net defined benefit
liability (asset). The gains or losses on remeasurements of defined benefit plans
in other comprehensive income shall be recognized immediately in retained
earnings.
The past service costs which are due to the modification of retirement plan are
currently recognized as personnel expenses in profit or loss.

(b)

Short-term employee benefit烉
The Company charges the short-term and non-discounted benefit expectedly paid in
near future to current expenses over the periods services are rendered by employees.
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(c)

Preferential savings rate for employee
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. offers
current staffs a fixed amount of preferential savings rate. The difference between the
preferential savings rates and the market rates is the scope of employee benefits.
According to the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by
Publicly Held Banks, the interest paid for preferential savings rate plan is recorded
monthly under accrual basis. The difference between the preferential savings rates and
the market rates is recognized under "employee benefit expenses".

(Y) Share-based payment
For the equity-settled share-based payment arrangements, the employee services received
are measured at the fair value of the equity instruments granted at the grant date, and are
recognized as compensation cost over the vesting period, with a corresponding adjustment
to equity. The fair value of the equity instruments granted shall reflect the impact of market
vesting conditions and non-market vesting conditions. Compensation cost is subject to
adjustment based on the service conditions that are expected to be satisfied and the estimates
of the number of equity instruments that are expected to vest under the non-market vesting
conditions at each balance sheet date. Ultimately, the amount of compensation cost
recognized is based on the number of equity instruments that eventually vest.
(Z)

Earnings per common shares
EPS is calculated as dividing current consolidated net profit or loss, by the weighted- average
number of common shares outstanding during the period. The calculation of diluted EPS
assumed that all potential shares with diluted influence are outstanding during the current
period. Therefore, both the net income and the number of outstanding shares during the
current period should all be adjusted to the influence on potentially dilutive shares. In the
event of capital decrease, the number of shares outstanding is decreasing. On the other hand,
in the event of capitalization of retained earnings or capital surplus, or the new shares that
the meeting of the shareholders, for the year ended December 31, 2008, resolved to distribute
to the employees as bonuses, the number of shares outstanding is increasing. Both of the
shares are retroactively adjusted. If the base date for capital reduction or capitalization of
earnings or capital surplus is before the reporting date, the computation of common shares
outstanding is also retroactively adjusted.

(AA) Financial guarantee contracts
A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified
payments to reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make
payment when due in accordance with the original or modified terms of a debt instrument.
The Company and subsidiaries recognize financial guarantee liabilities initially at their fair
value at the date of providing guarantee. The Company and subsidiaries receive commission
income with non-arm’s-length transaction at contract date; this is, the income could
represent the fair value of financial guarantee contract. The advanced service fee is
recognized as deferred item and amortized by straight-line method over the contract period
of the financial guarantee.
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After initial recognition, the Company and subsidiaries measure a financial guarantee
contract at the higher of the amount determined in accordance with IAS 37 "Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets", and the amount initially recognized less,
when appropriate, cumulative service fee recognized in accordance with the revenue
accounting policy.
The aforesaid estimations are based on the experiences of trading, the database of historical
losses, and the management’s judgments.
The amount of increased liability from the financial guarantee contracts shall be recognized
as “Provisions for bad debt expenses, commitment, and guarantee liability”.
(AB) Equity
The new issued capital shall be attributed as incremental cost and the net amount of cost
after deducting the related income tax expense being excluded from the equity. Stock
dividends of common stock are recognized in the year which the Company and subsidiaries’
shareholders’ meeting approved.
(AC) Contingent liability
A contingent liability is defined as a possible obligation that arises from past events and
whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more
uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the Company and subsidiaries; or a
present obligation that arises from past events but is not recognized because it is not probable
that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the
obligation or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability. The
Company and subsidiaries shall not recognize a contingent liability; instead, contingent
liability shall be appropriately disclosed.
(AD) Operating segments
An operating segment is a component of the Company and subsidiaries that engages in
business activities from which it may earn revenues and incur expenses. The segment’s
operating results are reviewed regularly by the Company’s chief operating decision maker
to make decisions pertaining to the allocation of the resources to the segment and to assess
its performance. The operational performance and resource allocation plan are approved by
the board of directors of each subsidiary and executed by relevant departments. The chief
operating decision maker of the subsidiaries is their respective board of directors. The
Company provides financial information to the senior management on a monthly basis and
consolidated financial information on a quarterly basis to the board of directors for reviewing.
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5.

Primary Sources of Significant Accounting Judgments, and Uncertainty of Estimates and
Assumptions
The consolidated financial statements are influenced by accounting policies, assumptions and
estimates. When preparing the financial statements, the management needs to make appropriate
professional judgments, estimates and assumptions, and will affect the adoption of accounting
policies, reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses. Actual results could differ
from these estimates. Actual results could differ from these estimates.
Management continued to monitor the accounting assumptions, estimates and judgments.
Management recognized the changes in the accounting estimates during the period and the impact
of the changes in the accounting estimates in the next period.
Major sources of uncertainty for assumptions and estimation
The Company and subsidiaries have made proper assumptions and estimations toward book value
of assets and liabilities which may have significant risk due to significant adjustments in the next
fiscal year. The Company and subsidiaries’ assumption and estimation are made by following
IFRS as accepted by FSC, and are considered as the best estimation. Estimation and assumption
are made based on the past experience and other factors, encompassing the expectation for the
future period, and are evaluated continuously.
The following information is the major sources of uncertainty for assumptions and estimation
which may result in adjusting book value of assets or liabilities in the next fiscal year.
(A) Provision for bad debt expenses, commitment, and guarantee liability
The Company and subsidiaries’ allowances for loan and receivables, guarantee liability
provision and financial commitments provision are estimated based on the assumptions of
default risk and expected loss rate. The Company and subsidiaries consider historical
experience, current market conditions and forward-looking estimates on each reporting date
to determine the assumptions to be used in the calculation of impairments and the input
values selected. For details of the relevant assumptions and input values, please refer to Note
6 (AS).
(B)

Fair value of financial instruments
The fair value of non-active market or non-quoted financial instruments is determined by
evaluation method. In this case, fair value is assessed from observable data or patterns of
similar financial instruments. If there are no market observables, the fair value of financial
instruments is assessed using appropriate assumptions. When using the evaluation model to
determine fair value, all models must be calibrated to ensure that the output reflects actual
data and market prices. The model uses only observable data as much as possible; however,
for the part of credit risk (risk of itself and the counterparty), the Company must estimate
the fluctuation and correlation for the fair value of financial assets. For sensitivity analysis
of financial instruments, please refer to Note 6 (AS).
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The Company and subsidiaries use market-observable inputs whenever possible in
measuring their assets and liabilities. The level of fair value is based on the input value of
the evaluation technology used and is classified as follows:
Level 1: Public quotations of the same assets or liabilities in the active market (unadjusted).
Level 2: In addition to the publicly quoted prices included in the first level, the input
parameters of an asset or a liability are observable either directly (i.e., price) or
indirectly (i.e., derived from price).
Level 3: Input parameters for assets or liabilities are not based on observable market data
(non-observable parameters).
If there is any transfer or situation between the fair value classes, the transfer is recognized
on the reporting day.
6.

Summary of Major Accounts
(A) Cash and cash equivalents
2018.12.31
1,293,595
3,750,567
390,361
498,153
$
5,932,676

Cash on hand and petty cash
Bank deposits
Short-term bills
Checks for clearing
Total

$

2017.12.31
1,323,292
4,342,027
635,696
683,720
6,984,735

Checks for clearing consisted of checks deposited in the Bank after the checks clearing
cut-off time.
(B)

Due from the central bank and call loans to banks
2018.12.31
3,880,999
5,258,940
508,090
2,832,741
$
12,480,770

Due from the central bank – general account
Due from the central bank – deposit reserve
Financial center
Call loans to banks
Total

$

2017.12.31
1,746,970
4,891,260
508,929
4,269,807
11,416,966

The reserves for deposits are calculated at prescribed rates, using the average monthly
balances of various deposit accounts and are appropriated and deposited in the reserve
account of the central bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan). Deposits in “Due from the
central bank - deposit reserve” are interest-bearing and cannot be withdrawn except for the
monthly adjustment to the required reserve permitted by relevant regulations.
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(C)

Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
(a) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
2018.12.31
Financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss, mandatorily measured at fair value:
Derivative instruments not for hedge
Futures margin
Forward contracts
Foreign currency swap
FX options
TXO options
Stocks options
Interest rate instruments
FX derivative instruments
Subtotal
Non-derivative financial assets
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Convertible corporate bonds
Listed and TPEx securities
Emerging stocks
Non-listed and TPEx securities
Beneficiary certificates
Subtotal
Financial assets held for trading:
Derivative instruments not for hedge
Futures margin
Forward contracts
Foreign currency swap
FX options
TXO options
Stocks options
Interest rate instruments
Subtotal
Non-derivative financial assets
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Convertible corporate bonds
Negotiable certificates of deposit
Commercial paper
Listed and TPEx securities
Emerging stocks
Beneficiary certificates
Subtotal
Total

$

143,822
29,845
22,730
68,151
17,939
13
181,319
26,708
490,527

-

2,015,379
8,279,850
200,000
505,457
1,331,460
124,483
41,105
19,925
12,517,659

-

-

$
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2017.12.31

13,008,186

-

108,194
326,428
77,454
18,438
9,003
10
158,791
698,318
10,046,476
12,099,590
451,656
189,519
17,700,000
11,564,457
1,718,208
292,597
60,597
54,123,100
54,821,418
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(b) Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
2018.12.31
Financial liabilities held for trading:
Non-derivative financial liabilities
Liabilities on sale of borrowed
securities
Derivative instruments not for hedge
Warrants liabilities
Warrants redeemed
Forward contracts
Foreign currency swap
FX options
TXO options
Stocks options
Interest rate instruments
Subtotal
Financial liabilities designated as at fair
value through profit and loss:
Structured instruments
Total

$

2017.12.31

49,490

23,230

4,775,902
(4,743,145)
7,762
13,283
171,139
19,343
946
104,629
349,859

$

5,988,785
(5,668,462)
484,908
3,390
124,663
10,779
646
57,711
1,002,420

945
400,294

41,908
1,067,558

(c) The sum of financial assets shown above held under repurchase agreement please refers
to Note 6 (R).
(d) Parts of the above financial assets are restricted, and please refer to Note 8 for further
details.
(D) Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
2018.12.31
Investments in debt instruments designated at
fair value through other comprehensive
income:
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Negotiable certificates of deposit
Commercial paper
Subtotal
Investments in equity instruments designated
at fair value through other comprehensive
income:
Listed and TPEx securities
Non-listed and TPEx securities
Subtotal
Total

$

$

8,909,891
16,960,433
7,572,293
85,419
13,098,642
46,626,678

7,603,052
6,782,634
14,385,686
61,012,364

(a) Investments in debt instruments designated at fair value through other comprehensive
income
The Company and subsidiaries evaluated that the above investments in debt instruments
are held within a business model whose objective are achieved by both collecting
contractual cash flows and selling financial assets; therefore, they have been classified as
investment in debt instruments designated at fair value through other comprehensive
income on January 1, 2018.
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(b) Investments in equity instruments designated at fair value through other comprehensive
income
The Company and subsidiaries evaluated above investments in equity instruments are
held within strategy investment objective, not held for trading; therefore, they have been
classified as investment in equity instruments designated at fair value through other
comprehensive income on January 1, 2018. These assets are originally measured at
available-for-sale financial assets and other financial assets (financial assets carried at
cost) at December 31, 2017.
Disposal gain of investments in equity instruments designated at fair value through other
comprehensive income amounted to $328,329 for the year ended December 31, 2018,
and the disposal gain was transferred from other equity to retained earnings.
(c) The sum of financial assets shown above held under repurchase agreement please refers
to Note 6 (R).
(d) Credit risk (including impairment loss on investments in debt instruments) and market
risk information please refer to Note 6 (AS).
(e) Parts of the above financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are
restricted, and please refer to Note 8 for further details.
(f) Impairment loss (reversal of impairment loss) on investments in debt instruments
designated at fair value through other comprehensive income is as follows:

Balance as of January 1, 2018

12-month ECL
$
9,923

Lifetime ECLswithout
impairment
-

Lifetime ECLswith
impairment
-

-

-

(4,081)

-

-

4,458

-

-

-

-

Total
9,923

Due to fluctuation in financial assets
since initial recognition
- Derecognition of financial assets

(4,081)

New financial assets through initial
recognition or purchases
Other fluctuation and exchange rate
fluctuation
Balance as of December 31, 2018

4,458
6,452
$

16,752
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(E)

Available-for-sale financial assetsɡnet
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Listed and TPEx securities
Negotiable certificates of deposit
Total

2017.12.31
8,637,689
4,449,132
8,870,873
8,467,236
187,161
30,612,091

$

$

The sum of financial assets shown above held under repurchase agreement please refers to
Note 6 (R).
(F)

Investments in debt instruments at amortized cost
2018.12.31
13,085,560
573,881
5,103,743
17,373,661
36,136,845
(3,283)
$
36,133,562

Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Negotiable certificates of deposit
Subtotal
Less: Allowance for impairment
Total

$

(a) The Company and subsidiaries evaluated above debt instruments measured at amortized
cost are held to maturity to collect contractual cash flows, solely of payments of principal
and interest on principal amount outstanding. Therefore, they were classified as
investments in debt instruments at amortized cost on January 1, 2018.
(b) Credit risk information please refers to Note 6 (AS).
(c) The sum of financial assets measured at amortized cost shown above held under
repurchase agreement please refers to Note 6 (R).
(d) Parts of the above investments in debt instruments at amortized cost are restricted, and
please refer to Note 8 for further details.
(e) Impairment loss (reversal of impairment loss) on investments in debt instruments at
amortized cost is as follows:

12-month ECL
Balance as of January 1, 2018

$

4,046

Lifetime
ECLswithout
impairment
-

Lifetime ECLswith
impairment
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total
4,046

Due to fluctuation in financial assets
since initial recognition
- Derecognition of financial assets

(529)

Other fluctuation and exchange rate
fluctuation
Balance as of December 31, 2018

(234)
$

3,283
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(G) Receivablesɡnet
Accounts receivable for credit cards
Interest receivable
Accounts receivable
Other receivables
Notes receivable
Factoring receivables - without recourse
Margin loans receivable
Receivable from sales of marketable
securities
Acceptances receivable
Receivable from default settlement amount
of derivative product
Accounts receivable-related parties
Subtotal
Less: Allowance for bad debts
Total

$

2018.12.31
588,484
494,130
3,742,920
274,041
13
229,554
8,897,009
364,841

2017.12.31
635,900
434,023
4,745,909
1,232,134
167
153,539
12,494,250
1,151,710

9,077
491,395

25,096
539,311

6
15,091,470
(481,371)
14,610,099

3
21,412,042
(394,484)
21,017,558

$

Reconciliation for beginning and ending balance of allowance for bad debts is as follows:
The additional
provision resulted from
Lifetime
Lifetime
the difference between
ECL-new
ECL-not
ECL according to IFRS
financial
new
9 and Regulations
assets
financial
Lifetime
Lifetime
Governing the
through
assets
ECLECLinitial
through
financial
financial
Procedures for
recognition
initial
assets
assets
Banking Institutions to
or
recognition
Evaluate Assets and
without
without
Total
impairment impairment or purchases purchases
ECL
Deal with
12-month (collective (individual
according
with
with
Nonperforming/
ECL
assessment) assessment) impairment impairment to IFRS 9
Nonaccrual Loans

Balance as of January 1, 2018
$
8,549
Due to fluctuation in financial
assets since initial recognition
-Transferred to 12-month
1,698
ECLs
-Transferred to Lifetime
(546)
ECLs financial assets
without impairment
-Transferred to Lifetime
(74)
ECLs financial assets with
impairment
-Derecognition
(2,679)
New financial assets through
4,513
purchases or initial recognition
The additional provision resulted
from the difference between
ECL according to IFRS 9 and
the Regulations Governing the
Procedures for Banking
Institutions to Evaluate Assets
and Deal with Nonperforming/
Nonaccrual Loans
Write-off
Recovery of bad debts after writeoff
Exchange rate fluctuation and
(438)
other fluctuation
Balance as of December 31, 2018 $ 11,023

Total
897 407,232

-

6,858

390,928

-

406,335

-

(1,695)

(3)

-

-

-

-

-

548

(2)

-

-

-

-

-

(155)

229

-

-

-

-

-

(498)
555

(5,448)
3,276

-

-

-

(8,625)
8,344

-

-

-

-

-

(70,639)
13,843

-

(70,639)
13,843

-

-

2,463
8,076

130,000
462,184

-

132,025
481,283

-
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The changes in allowance for bad debts are as follows:
2017
Beginning balance
Provision for bad debts
Recovery of bad debts-debt negotiation
Write-off
Exchange rate fluctuation
Ending balance

$

$

561,310
87,922
15,554
(231,297)
(39,005)
394,484

Receivables and its allowance for bad debts, which were subject to the impairment test, were
as follows:
Items
With the objective
Individual assessment of
evidence of impairment impairment
Collective assessment of
impairment
Without the objective
Collective assessment of
evidence of impairment impairment
Total

Receivables
Allowance for bad debts
2017.12.31
2017.12.31
586,245
381,560
9,065

3,795

20,816,732

9,129

21,412,042

394,484

(H) Current tax assets
Tax refund receivable

(I)

$

2018.12.31
91,904

2017.12.31
91,502

2018.12.31
58,229
18,911,817
25,214,966
28,984,371
12,088,434
386,015
73,558,087
264,879
159,466,798
(2,057,577)
(38,459)
157,370,762

2017.12.31
17,113
2,160
5,549
18,578,192
22,673,409
26,513,886
10,707,634
563,660
73,121,506
565,238
152,748,347
(2,057,089)
(35,807)
150,655,451

Loans discounted炼net
Export bills negotiated
Discount
Accounts receivable financing
Short-term loans
Short-term secured loans
Medium-term loans
Medium-term secured loans
Long-term loans
Long-term secured loans
Non-accrual loans
Subtotal
Less: Allowance for bad debts
Less: Adjustment of discount and premium
Total

$

$

Please refer to Note 6 (AS) for the industry information.
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. has
discontinued accounting for the interest income for all of non-accrual loans. For the years
ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, suspended accrual of interest for all of non-accrual
loans accounts amounted to $4,823 and $7,418, respectively.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, there were no loans written off without prior recourse
to JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
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Reconciliation for beginning and ending balance of allowance for bad debts is as follows:

12-month ECL
Balance as of January 1, 2018
Due to fluctuation in financial assets
since initial recognition
-Transferred to 12-month ECLs
-Transferred to Lifetime ECLs
financial assets without
impairment
-Transferred to Lifetime ECLs
financial assets with
impairment
-Derecognition
New financial assets through
purchases or initial recognition
The additional provision resulted
from the difference between ECL
according to IFRS 9 and
Regulations Governing the
Procedures for Banking
Institutions to Evaluate Assets and
Deal with Nonperforming/
Nonaccrual Loans
Write-off
Recovery of bad debts after write-off
Exchange rate fluctuation and other
fluctuation

$

Balance as of December 31, 2018

$

Lifetime ECLfinancial assets
without
impairment
(collective
assessment)

Lifetime
ECLfinancial
assets
without
impairment
(individual
assessment)

Lifetime
ECL- not
new financial
assets
through
initial
recognition
or purchases
with
impairment

The additional
provision
resulted from
the difference
between ECL
according to
Lifetime
IFRS 9 and
ECL- new
Regulations
Governing the
financial
Procedures for
assets
Banking
through
Institutions to
initial
Evaluate Assets
recognition
and Deal with
or
Total
Nonperforming/
purchases
ECL
Nonaccrual
according
with
Loans
impairment to IFRS 9

-

70,614

419,786

-

10,543
(745)

-

(9,972)
1,087

(571)
(342)

-

-

-

-

(2,663)

-

(1,593)

4,256

-

-

-

-

(187,952)
249,674

-

(48,781)
9,932

(162,986)
126,621

-

(399,719)
386,227

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(153,371)
38,882

-

(153,371)
38,882

(19,757)

-

15,277

23,916

-

19,436

345,912

-

36,564

296,191 ġ

-

678,667

-

787,212

1,269,877

Total

296,812

2,057,089

(399,719)
386,227

109,033

-

109,033

(153,371)
38,882

-

19,436

1,378,910

2,057,577

The changes in allowance for bad debts are as follows:
Beginning balance
Provision for bad debts
Settlement
Recovery of bad debts-debt negotiation
Write-off
Exchange rate fluctuation
Ending balance

$

$
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Loans and its allowance for bad debt, which were subject to the impairment test, were as
follows:

Items
Individual assessment of
impairment
Collective assessment of
impairment
Without the objective evidence of Collective assessment of
impairment
impairment
Total
With the objective evidence of
impairment

Loans
2017.12.31
1,525,701

Allowance for
credit losses
2017.12.31
322,764

998,561

205,633

150,224,085

1,528,692

152,748,347

2,057,089

The details of provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts expenses, guarantee reserve,
loan commitment reserve, etc. are as follows:
2018
Provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts
expenses炼discount and loans
Provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts
expenses炼receivables
Provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts
expenses炼short-term advances
Provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts
expenses炼guarantee reserve
Provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts
expenses炼loan commitment reserve
Provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts
expenses炼other provision
Provision for (reversal of provision for) bad debts
expenses炼overdue receivables
Recovery of bad debts
Total

(J)

$

108,051

2017
172,969

119,687

87,922

99

-

2,527

$

4,657

(923)

-

(14)

-

122

29

(257,052)
(27,503)

(290,551)
(24,974)

Held-to-maturity financial assets – net
2017.12.31
350,000
879,619
1,200,030
$
2,429,649

Private placement of corporate bonds
Government bonds
Financial debentures
Total

$

ġ

ġ

ġ ġ

ġ ġ

(K) Investments accounted for using equity methodɡnet
Investments accounted for using equity method of the Company and subsidiaries at the
report date are listed as follows:
Associates炼Jih-Sun Securities Investment
Trust Co., Ltd.
Percentage of ownership
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$
289,434

2017.12.31
272,062

20%

20%
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The Company and subsidiaries’ proportionate shares of profit of the associate are as follows:

Proportionate share of profit of the associate

$

2018
6,077

2017
12,602

The carrying values of the investments accounted for using equity method and the related
equity in net income for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 were based on
financial statements audited by auditors.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, investments accounted for using equity method of the
Company and subsidiaries are not pledged as collaterals.
A summary of financial information for the Company and subsidiaries’ investment in an
associate – Jih-Sun Securities Investment Trust Co., Ltd. is as follows:
Total assets
Total liabilities
Total

2017.12.31
1,104,580
(120,327)
984,253

$

2018
292,952

2017
336,363

$

30,388

63,012

$

Income
Profit
(L)

$

2018.12.31
1,183,112
(111,997)
1,071,115

Other financial assetsɡnet

Customer margin deposit
Short-term advances
Financial assets carried at costˉnet
Overdue receivable
Receipts under custody from exercise of warrant
Receipts under custody from customers’ security
subscription
Security borrowing collateral price
Security borrowing margin
Other financial assetsˉother
Subtotal
Less : Allowance for bad debts
Total
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$

2018.12.31
8,275,515
347,764
-

$

2017.12.31
6,461,273
392,037

2,170
7
29,877

1,235,421
1,828
7
165,493

57,575
769,382

22,857
409,188

403,391
9,885,681
(4,760)
9,880,921

491,011
9,179,115
(1,828)
9,177,287
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Reconciliation for beginning and ending balance of allowance for bad debts is as follows:

12-month
ECL
Balance as of January 1, 2018
$
Due to fluctuation in financial assets
since initial recognition
-Transferred to 12-month ECLs
-Transferred to Lifetime ECLs financial assets without
impairment
-Transferred to Lifetime ECLs financial assets with
impairment
-Derecognition
New financial assets through
purchases or initial recognition
The additional provision resulted
from the difference between ECL
according to IFRS 9 and
Regulations Governing the
Procedures for Banking Institutions
to Evaluate Assets and Deal with
Nonperforming/Nonaccrual Loans
Exchange rate fluctuation and other
fluctuation
Balance as of December 31, 2018

$

Lifetime
ECLfinancial
assets
without
impairment
(collective
assessment)

Lifetime
ECLfinancial
assets
without
impairment
(individual
assessment)

1,688

-

452

152

-

(152)

(80)

-

80

(13)

-

(3)

(393)

-

312

-

-

-

The additional
provision resulted from
the difference between
ECL according to IFRS
9 and Regulations
Lifetime ECL- Lifetime ECLGoverning the
new financial
not new
Procedures for Banking
financial assets assets through
Institutions to Evaluate
initial
through initial
Assets and Deal with
recognition or recognition or Total ECL
Nonperforming/
purchases with purchases with according
Nonaccrual Loans
impairment
to IFRS 9
impairment

Total

-

4,319

-

4,319

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

-

-

-

-

(120)

(319)

-

(832)

-

(832)

107

21

-

440

-

440

-

2,179

-

-

-

-

-

128

-

164

541

-

833

-

833

1,794

-

528

2,438 ġ

-

4,760

-

4,760

Details of financial assets carried at cost are as follows:
2017.12.31
268,644
586,067
150,569
349,733
(119,592)
$
1,235,421

Dah Chung Bills Finance Co., Ltd.
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation
Taiwan Futures Exchange Co., Ltd.
Others
Less: Accumulated impairment
Total

$

(a) Above financial assets carried at cost had been reclassified to financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive income since January 1, 2018.
(b) Pledged details of financial assets carried at cost are disclosed in Note 8.
(c) In April, 2008, the financial assets carried at cost, which the Company’s subsidiary,
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. invested in Taiwan Futures Exchange
Co., Ltd., were sold to the Company’s subsidiary JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. at the price
of $178,550. Thus, the related unrealized gains of $140,633 had been eliminated.
(d) The impairment loss on financial assets carried at cost is disclosed in Note 6 (AN).
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(M)

Investment propertyɡnet
Land
Cost烉
Beginning balance-2018/1/1
Ending balance-2018/12/31
Beginning balance-2017/1/1
Transferred to property and equipment
Ending balance-2017/12/31
Accumulated depreciationǺ
Beginning balance-2018/1/1
Depreciation expenses
Ending balance-2018/12/31
Beginning balance-2017/1/1
Depreciation expenses
Transferred to property and equipment
Ending balance-2017/12/31
Book value烉
Ending balance-2018/12/31
Ending balance-2017/12/31

$
$
$

293,652
293,652
306,715
(13,063)
293,652

$
$
$
$

$
$
$

Buildings

293,652
293,652

Total

214,111
214,111
230,688
(16,577)
214,111

507,763
507,763
537,403
(29,640)
507,763

96,710
4,031
100,741
97,359
4,140
(4,789)
96,710

96,710
4,031
100,741
97,359
4,140
(4,789)
96,710

113,370
117,401

407,022
411,053

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the fair value of the investment property is $738,927
and $740,243, respectively. The fair value mentioned above was evaluated by the Appraisal
Department of Credit Office (with related recognized professional qualifications and having
related experience in field of locations and types of the investment property evaluated in the
near term) semiannually. The appraisal of property relies mainly on the approach of
comparison of market value, supplemented by income approach, cost approach and land
development approach. The evaluation is based on objective comparison analysis of market
researches in order to acquire the gross value and net value of the evaluated objects. The
rental income with sustained stability or operating properties are evaluated mainly by
income approach, supplemented by the approach of comparison of market value,
expounding the estimation of gross value and net value of the evaluated objects.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the rental income for investment property
of the Company and subsidiaries amounted to $14,256 and $15,079, respectively.
Pledged details of investment property are disclosed in Note 8.
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(N)

Property and equipmentɡnet
Land

Buildings

Other

Leasehold

Prepayment for

equipment

improvements

equipment

Total

Cost烉
烉
Beginning balance-2018/1/1

$

3,523,894

Acquisition

-

Disposal

-

Decrease in decommissioning costs of leasehold

-

2,534,263

1,582,664

546,267

38,716

7,303

102,014

2,957

46,170

8,225,804

-

(218,677)

(1,912)

-

(220,589)

-

-

(2,910)

-

(2,910)

158,444

improvements
Current transferred into (out)

-

-

Current transferred out to intangible assets

-

-

Exchange difference

-

-

9,803
-

-

(9,803)

-

(23,463)

218

112

(23,463)

-

330

Ending balance-2018/12/31

$

3,523,894

2,541,566

1,476,022

544,514

51,620

8,137,616

Beginning balance-2017/1/1

$

3,513,276

2,514,581

1,666,555

574,584

19,561

8,288,557

3,105

61,578

11,404

30,562

-

(150,090)

(39,337)

-

(191,872)

-

-

(11)

-

(11)

Acquisition

-

Disposal

(2,445)

Decrease in decommissioning costs of leasehold

-

106,649

improvements
Current transferred into (out)

-

Current transferred from investment property

13,063

Current transferred out to intangible assets

-

-

Exchange difference

-

-

Ending balance-2017/12/31

$

3,523,894

5,704
16,577

-

-

-

-

-

(5,704)
-

29,640
(5,703)

(1,083)

(373)

2,534,263

1,582,664

546,267

-

-

(5,703)
(1,456)

38,716

8,225,804

Accumulated depreciationǺ
Ǻ
Beginning balance-2018/1/1

-

1,215,906

1,427,098

475,342

-

Current depreciation expense

$

-

54,945

62,733

24,468

-

3,118,346
142,146

Disposal

-

-

(218,521)

(1,912)

-

(220,433)

Decrease in decommissioning costs of leasehold

-

-

-

(1,819)

-

(1,819)

improvements
Exchange difference

-

Ending balance-2018/12/31

$

Beginning balance-2017/1/1

$

171

19

-

190

-

1,270,851

-

1,271,481

496,098

-

3,038,430
3,148,114

-

1,156,577

1,504,823

486,714

-

Current depreciation expense

-

54,540

72,954

28,253

-

155,747

Disposal

-

-

(149,710)

(39,337)

-

(189,047)

Decrease in decommissioning costs of leasehold

-

-

Current transferred from investment property

-

Exchange difference
Ending balance-2017/12/31

$

-

4,789

-

(6)

-

-

-

(6)

-

4,789

(969)

(282)

-

(1,251)

1,215,906

1,427,098

475,342

-

3,118,346

Book valueǺ
Ǻ
Balance-2018/12/31

$

3,523,894

1,270,715

204,541

48,416

51,620

5,099,186

Balance-2017/12/31

$

3,523,894

1,318,357

155,566

70,925

38,716

5,107,458

Pledged details of property and equipment are disclosed in Note 8.
(O)

Intangible assetsɡnet
2018.12.31
32,914
13,380
128,195
$
174,489

Goodwill
Foreign futures exchange membership
Computer software
Total

$

2017.12.31
32,914
13,380
120,935
167,229

In the year 2002, The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd., merged with XinYing credit co-operative in Tainan County for the purchase price over
the fair value of its identifiable net asset amounted to $94,039. Following IAS 38 as accepted
by the FSC, goodwill attributed to indefinite life intangible assets will not be amortized. The
impairment tests are implemented regularly every year or when there is indication of
impairment. Goodwill is no longer amortized, and is conducted impairment test annually.
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The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd., evaluated that
there was no impairment loss of goodwill for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017.
Acquiring the foreign futures exchange memberships of CME and CBOT by the JihSun
Futures Co., Ltd. is for business development needs. Following IAS 38 as accepted by the
FSC, foreign futures exchange memberships attributed to indefinite life intangible assets will
not be amortized. The impairment tests are implemented regularly every year or when there
is indication of impairment.
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Futures Co., Ltd., evaluated that there was no impairment
loss of foreign futures exchange memberships for the years ended December 31, 2018 and
2017.
The movement of intangible assets is as follows:

Goodwill
Foreign futures exchange
memberships
Computer software
Total

Goodwill
Foreign futures exchange
memberships
Computer software
Total

2018.1.1
$
32,914
13,380

Acquisition
-

Amortization
-

120,935
167,229

43,962
43,962

(60,165)
(60,165)

2017.1.1
$
32,914
-

Acquisition
13,380

Amortization
-

144,769
177,683

29,953
43,333

(59,490)
(59,490)

$

$

Others
(Note 1)
23,463
23,463
Others
(Note 2)
5,703
5,703

2018.12.31
32,914
13,380
128,195
174,489

2017.12.31
32,914
13,380
120,935
167,229

Note 1: The amount $23,463 is the transfer from property and equipment.
Note 2: The amount $5,703 is the transfer from property and equipment.

(P) Other assetsɡnet
Operating guarantee deposits & clearing and
settlement fund
Refundable deposits
Prepayments
Other deferred assets
Other assets—other
Total

$

2018.12.31
865,784

2017.12.31
866,467

$

383,425
153,854
1,330
161,144
1,565,537

676,420
134,989
18
173,580
1,851,474

For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the amortization expense for other
deferred assets of the Company and subsidiaries are $111 and $183, respectively, and these
expenses are recorded under depreciation and amortization expenses.
Pledged details of refundable deposits are disclosed in Note 8.
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(Q) Deposits from the central bank and banks
Deposits from other banks
Post office transfer deposits
Loan financing from other banks
Call loans from other bank
Total

$

$

2018.12.31
5,321,627
2,915,130
2,538
8,012,305
16,251,600

2017.12.31
5,234,719
3,589,912
2,189
5,500,000
14,326,820

(R) Securities sold under repurchase agreements
Item
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Convertible corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Total

$

$

2018.12.31
Par value
10,008,350
17,662,664
5,000
3,580,850
31,256,864

Book value
9,980,424
17,273,085
5,000
3,348,274
30,606,783

Note: As of December 31, 2018, the securities sold under repurchase agreements with
designated repurchase date amounted to $25,814,937. The book value and par value
of the securities sold under repurchase agreements without designated repurchase date
amounted to $4,818,877 and $5,291,345, respectively.
Item
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Convertible corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Total

$

$

2017.12.31
Par value
5,401,000
10,335,903
5,000
150,000
15,891,903

Book value
5,407,790
10,041,038
5,023
150,000
15,603,851

Note: As of December 31, 2017, the securities sold under repurchase agreements with
designated repurchase date amounted to $12,518,548. The book value and par value
of the securities sold under repurchase agreements without designated repurchase date
amounted to $3,089,221 and $3,401,419, respectively.
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(S)

Commercial paper issuedɡnet
Bank/Bills Finance Corp.
Union Bank
China Bills Finance Corp.
Mega Bills Finance Corp.
International Bills Finance Corp.
Grand Bills Finance Corp.
Taishin International Bank
KGI Bank
Dah Chung Bills Finance Corp.
Taiwan Bill Finance Corp.
Far Eastern International Bank
CTBC Bank
Subtotal
Less: Discount on commercial paper payable
Total

2018.12.31
1,100,000
800,000
60,000
1,380,000
610,000
1,620,000
630,000
240,000
690,000
220,000
7,350,000
(3,027)
$
7,346,973

$

2017.12.31
1,170,000
1,180,000
530,000
1,640,000
1,060,000
1,530,000
960,000
390,000
910,000
100,000
9,470,000
(2,237)
9,467,763

The annual interest rates of commercial papers issued from 0.420% to 0.850% and from
0.400% to 0.530% as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
(T)

Payables
Accounts payable
Accrued interests
Deposits received from securities borrowers
Guaranteed price deposits received from
securities borrowers
Accounts payable factoring
Accrued expenses
Other payables(including collection payable)
Acceptances
Notes payable for clearing payable
Payable from purchase of marketable
securities
Accounts payable炼related parties
Total

(U)

2017.12.31
5,996,838
274,971
1,608,424
1,743,316

2,559
586,804
1,198,053
9,077
498,153
344,163

153,539
551,451
1,170,426
25,096
683,720
1,181,771

$

307,800
9,418,738

13,389,552

$

2018.12.31
23,386

2017.12.31
9,504

2018.12.31
682,998
378,763
29,036,763
50,121,681
1,190,700
113,280,152
$
194,691,057

2017.12.31
823,775
167,240
31,787,889
37,588,534
2,161,400
116,167,377
188,696,215

Current tax liabilities
Income tax payable

(V)

2018.12.31
3,542,675
309,042
1,246,014
1,374,398

$

Deposits
Checking deposits
Bank checks
Demand deposits
Time deposits
Negotiable certificates of deposit
Savings deposits
Total

$
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(W)

Bonds payable
Terms of transactions
Financial debentures

Issue date

Maturity
date

Interest rate

Bonds
Type

Amount
2018.12.31

2012 JIHSUN unsecured
subordinated financial
debentures

2012.4.30

2019.4.30

Fixed rate of 2.18%

2015 JIHSUN unsecured
subordinated financial
debentures

2015.1.30

2022.1.30

Fixed rate of 2.20%

Unsecured
subordinated
financial
debentures

$

˷

$

(X)

2017.12.31

2,500,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

Other borrowings
2018.12.31
Credit loans
Secured loans
Total

Credit loans
Secured loans
Total

Currency
NTD
Ƀ

Rate range
0.750%~1.080%
0.700%

Period
2018.12.7~2019.2.26
2018.12.13~2019.1.17

$
$

Currency
NTD
Ƀ

2017.12.31
Rate range
Period
0.700%~0.800%
2017.12.20~2018.1.25
0.650%
2017.12.15~2018.1.25

$
$

Amount
710,000
620,000
1,330,000

Amount
900,000
240,000
1,140,000

The details of pledged assets for secured loans please refer to Note 8.
(Y)

Provisions
Employee benefits provision
Guarantee reserve
Loan commitment reserve
Decommissioning costs of leasehold
improvements
Compensation provision
Other provisions
Total

$

$

2018.12.31
107,499
11,375
30,475
63,516
100,358
54
313,277

2017.12.31
101,046
8,848
66,426
41,098
217,418

The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s provision of
structured notes compensation occurs due to the controversial event related to the
consignment of structured notes which were issued by international institutions. The
provision is made considering the appraisal results of the Bankers Association of the
Republic of China and individual cases’ situation.
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The movement of provision is as follows:

Employee benefits provision
Guarantee reserve
Loan commitment reserve
Decommissioning costs of
leasehold improvements
Compensation provision
Other provision
Total

$

$

Reclassification
(Note)
(7,268)
-

Provision
(reversal)
22,489
2,811
2,791
-

82,960

(23,700)
54
4,445

41,098
68
248,884

$

Employee benefits provision
Guarantee reserve
Decommissioning costs of
leasehold improvements
Compensation provision
Total

Note:

2018.1.1
101,046
8,848
31,398
66,426

75,692
Provision
(reversal)
31,183
4,657
-

2017.1.1
69,863
4,191
66,437
44,294
184,785

$

Decrease
(8,768)
(284)
(3,714)
(2,910)
-

35,840

100,358
54
313,277

(68)
(15,744)

Decrease
-

-

2018.12.31
107,499
11,375
30,475
63,516

(11)

2017.12.31
101,046
8,848
66,426

(3,196)
(3,207)

41,098
217,418

Employee benefits provision reclassification amount was stated net of defined
benefit assets炼non-current of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Compensation provision reclassification amount was provision for compensation
liabilities of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. accrued in 2017 and booked in payables.

Please refer to Note 6 (AB) for the details of employee benefits provision.
Reconciliation for beginning and ending balance of guarantee reserve, loan commitment
reserve and other provision is as follows:

Lifetime
ECLfinancial
assets
without
impairment
(collective
12-month
assessment)
ECL
$
29,227
-

Balance as of January 1, 2018
Due to fluctuation in financial
assets since initial recognition
-Transferred to 12-month
ECLs
-Transferred to Lifetime
ECLs - financial assets
without impairment
-Transferred to Lifetime
ECLs -financial assets
with impairment
New financial assets through
purchases or initial recognition
The additional provision resulted
from the difference between
ECL according to IFRS 9 and
Regulation Governing the
Procedures for Banking
Institutions to Evaluate Assets
and Deal with Nonperforming/
Nonaccrual Loans
Exchange rate fluctuation and
other fluctuation
Balance as of December 31,
2018
$

Lifetime
ECL- not
new financial
Lifetime
assets
ECLthrough
financial
initial
assets
recognition
without
impairment or purchases
(individual
with
assessment) impairment
2,868
3,103

Lifetime
ECL- new
financial
assets
through
initial
recognition
or purchases
with
impairment
-

Total
ECL
according
to IFRS 9
35,198

The additional provision
resulted from the difference
between ECL according to
IFRS 9 and Regulations
Governing the Procedures for
Banking Institutions to
Evaluate Assets and Deal with
Nonperforming/Nonaccrual
Loans
5,116

Total
40,314

1,344

-

(1,344)

-

-

-

-

-

(301)

-

301

-

-

-

-

-

(3,690)

-

(174)

-

(4,066)

-

(4,066)

1,403

-

16

-

-

1,419

-

1,419

-

-

-

-

-

-

(202)

183

-

1,344

120

-

1,647

28,166

-

3,011

3,021 ġ

-

34,198
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(Z)

Other financial liabilities
Principal of structured instruments
Futures traders’ equity
Total

2018.12.31
579,784
8,275,515
$
8,855,299

2017.12.31
533,410
6,461,273
6,994,683

2018.12.31
102,903
81,045
165,890
38,806
164
29,832

2017.12.31
117,576
75,674
482,403
41,756
1,072
165,447

418,640

883,928

$

(AA) Other liabilities
Amount received in advance
Guarantee deposits received
Securities lending refundable deposits
Deferred revenue
Other liabilities炼others
Receipts under custody from customers’
security subscription
Total

$

$

(AB) Employee benefits
(a)

Defined benefit plan
Total present value of benefit obligations
Fair value of plan assets
Effect of the asset ceiling
Recognized assets (liabilities) for defined benefit
obligations

$

$

2018.12.31
(952,408)
1,010,964
-

2017.12.31
(954,410)
1,006,715
-

58,556

52,305

The Company and subsidiaries’ prepaid pension costs are as follows:
Defined benefit plan

$

2018.12.31
64,790

2017.12.31
59,281

The Company and subsidiaries’ employee benefits liabilities are as follows:
Compensated absences liabilities
Employee benefits provision炼pension
Total

$
$

2018.12.31
101,265
6,234
107,499

2017.12.31
94,070
6,976
101,046

The Company and subsidiaries’ defined benefit plan contributes to designated
depository account with Bank of Taiwan. Payments of pension benefits to employees
who are covered by the Labor Standards Act are calculated based on the employee’s
average monthly salary for the last 6 months prior to approved retirement and base
point (b.p.) entitlement based on years of service.
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(1) Plan assets component
The pension fund contributed by the Company and subsidiaries are in
compliance with Labor Standards Act, R.O.C. and is under the overall
management of the Bureau of Labor Funds, Ministry of Labor (“Bureau of Labor
Funds.”) According to Regulations for Revenues, Expenditures, Safeguard and
Utilization of the Labor Retirement Fund, with regard to the utilization of the
Fund, its minimum earnings in the annual distributions on the final financial
statement shall be no less than the earnings attainable from the amounts accrued
by two year time deposits’ interest rates offered by local banks.
Components of plan assets are as follows:
Bank of Taiwan labor pension
reserve account
Pension fund balance
Fair value of plan assets

$

2018.12.31
841,104

2017.12.31
838,578

$

169,860
1,010,964

168,137
1,006,715

Please refer to the website of Council of Labor Affairs for information on labor
pension fund assets utilization including contribution rate and earnings rate and
fund asset allocation provided by Council of Labor Affairs.
(2) Movements in present value of the defined benefit obligations
Defined benefit obligation on January 1
Current service costs and interest costs
Payment
Gains or losses on remeasurements of defined
benefit plans
Gains (losses) on the change of the actuarial
assumption of demographic statistics
Gains (losses) on the change of financial
actuarial assumption
Experience gains (losses) on defined benefit
obligation
Past service costs
Curtailment or settlement
Defined benefit obligation on December 31

$

$

2018
(954,410)
(18,446)
53,292

2017
(922,844)
(21,790)
32,638

(1,739)

(4,009)

(13,498)

(41,446)

(20,892)

2,875

818
2,467
(952,408)

166
(954,410)

(3) Movements in fair value of the plan assets
Fair value of plan assets on January 1
Interest revenue of the plan assets
Contributions
Benefits paid by the plan
Gains or losses on remeasurements of defined
benefit plans – return on plan assets (excluding
current period interests)
Fair value of plan assets on December 31
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$

$

2018
1,006,715
11,336
21,689
(53,292)
24,516

2017
1,008,311
15,182
21,117
(32,638)
(5,257)

1,010,964

1,006,715
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(4) Expenses recognized in profit or loss
2018
Current service costs
Past service costs
Net interest revenue on plan assets
Pension expenses

$

$

2017
7,815
(818)

8,046
(166)

(705)
6,292

(1,438)
6,442

(5) Actuarial (losses) gains recognized in other comprehensive income
(Losses) gains recognized during the period

$

2018
(11,613)

2017
(47,837)

(6) Actuarial assumptions
The following are the Company and subsidiaries’ primary actuarial assumptions
on reporting date:
2018
Discount rate
Salary growth rate

1.00%
2.00%

2017
1.125%
2.00%

The Company and subsidiaries’ contribution amount for the year after the
reporting date will be $20,259.
The weighted average period for the defined benefit obligations to exist are 6 to
14 years.
(7) Sensitivity analysis
The present value of post-employment benefits obligation is based on actuarial
results of assumptions as of balance sheet date, and these assumptions such as
discount rate, salary growth rate, etc. are needed judgments and estimation by
the Company and subsidiaries. Any assumption changes will materially affect
the carrying amount of postemployment benefits obligation.
Sensitivity analysis of assumption changes are as follows:
Effect on the carrying amount of
postemployment benefits obligation
Increase 0.25%
Decrease 0.25%
As of December 31, 2018
Discount rate
Salary growth rate
As of December 31, 2017
Discount rate
Salary growth rate

(26,690)
27,421

27,765
(26,497)

(28,072)
28,920

29,249
(27,903)

The above sensitivity analysis is based on one assumption factor change under
other factors remaining unchanged. In practice, many assumption factors must
remain related. The method of sensitivity analysis adopted is the same as the
method of calculation of the present value of post-employment benefits
obligation.
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(b)

Defined contribution plan
The defined contribution plan of the Company and subsidiaries is in accordance with
the Labor Pension Act. The Company and subsidiaries contribute 6% of the wages and
salaries as labor pension to individual accounts of labor pension at the Bureau for
employees applicable to the Act on a monthly basis. The Company and subsidiaries
have no extra legal obligation or constructive obligation when the Company and
subsidiaries attribute fixed amount of money regularly to the Bureau of Labor
Insurance. The Company and subsidiaries recognized the amount attributed to the
pension fund as the cost of pension for the period. Please refer to Note 6 (AP)
retirement expenses-defined contribution plans.

(c)

Others
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. (the Securities) complied with
IAS 19 Employee Benefits. In addition, there is pension plan applicable to the
employees officially recruited by March, 1998. For employees applicable to the
pension plan mentioned above, the Securities distributed 3% of each employee’s salary
to the Pension Fund account on a monthly basis. When an employee retires or leaves,
the pension or termination payment to the employee will be paid by Pension Fund
account, and it is not a defined benefit pension plan. The Securities has no longer
distributed pension expense to Pension Fund account since March, 1998. By the
reporting date, the changes of the Pension Fund account balances were as follows:
2018
Beginning balance
Add: interest
Less: payment
Ending balance

$

$

2017
45,855
130

48,293
160

(2,056)

(2,598)

43,929

45,855

(AC) Share-based payment
(a)

For the year ended December 31, 2018 the Company’s agreements for share-based
payment are as follows:

Agreement type
Treasury stocks transferred
to employee
Treasury stocks transferred
to employee

Granted date
2018.2.14

Share number
(shares)
24,418,000

Contract
period
15 days

2018.2.14

24,418,000

15 days
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(b)

Details of the Company’s agreement for share-based payment are as follows:
2018

2017

Number of
Average
options to
exercised
subscribe shares
price
(in thousand
(NT dollar)
shares)
Outstanding number as of January 1
$
Granted
48,836
7.715
Exercised
(48,068)
7.715
Expired
(768)
Outstanding number as of December 31
-

Number of
Average
options to
exercised
subscribe shares
price
(in thousand
(NT dollar)
shares)
$
-

(c)

Weighted average stock price of the exercised options for the year ended December
31, 2018 on options exercised date is NTD 9.01.

(d)

Black-Scholes Model is used by the Company to evaluate the fair value of options,
related information is as follows:

Agreement type
Treasury stocks
transferred to employee
Treasury stocks
transferred to employee

(e)

Granted
date
2018.2.14
2018.2.14

Stock
price
(NTD)
$

Exercise
price
(NTD)

Expected
fluctuation Expected
lifetime
rate

Expected
dividend

Risk
Option fair
free
value per
interest
unit
rate
(NTD)

8.00 $

7.30

10.93%

15 days

-

0.24% $

0.70

8.00

8.13

10.93%

15 days

-

0.24%

0.02

The employee benefit expenses for the transaction of share-based payment are as
follow:
2018
Equity settlement

$

2017
17,488

-

(AD) Income tax
Pursuant to regulations stipulated by Tai-Cai-Shui-Zi No. 910458039 dated February 12,
2003, “Principles and regulations of profit-seeking businesses filing joint tax returns in
accordance with Article 49 of the Financial Holding Company Law and Article 40 of
Enterprise Merger Law”, while a financial holding company holds more than 90% of issued
shares of a domestic subsidiary and holds for 12 months during a tax year. The company has
to behalf of financial holding company as the obligatory tax payer and jointly filed income
tax returns.
By adopting the principal of amortization of consolidated income tax, the joint filing of the
tax returns of the Company and subsidiaries JihSun Securities Co., Ltd, JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. and JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
resulted in a lowered tax burden and brought tax saving efficiency. Moreover, the
management efficiency was enhanced because of the individual company’s tax burden was
fairly distributed.
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The statutory income tax rate for 2018 and 2017 were 20% and 17%, respectively, and the
Company calculated the basic tax amount in accordance with the Income Basic Tax Act.
(a)

Income tax expenses (benefits)
The components of income tax expense (benefit) for the Company and subsidiaries
were as follows:
Current tax expenses
Income tax benefits from jointly filing tax
Deferred tax expenses (benefit)
Under estimation (over estimation) of
prior year’s expense
Difference of prior year’s taxable income
assessed by tax authority
Income tax expenses

$

$

2018
253,293
(175,067)
3,010
(432)

15,291
96,095

2017
216,295
(165,069)
(4,969)
16

46,273

The components of deferred income tax expenses (benefits) for the Company and
subsidiaries were as follows:
2018
Employee benefits provision
Deferred (gains) losses on warrants
Deferred (gains) losses on structured instruments
Deferred (gains) losses on operating loss carryforwards
Deferred (gains) losses on bad debt provision
Effect on change in statutory income tax rate
Deferred income tax expenses (benefits)

$

$

3,610
(5,824)
5
(192)
(8,663)
14,074
3,010

2017
2,526
(7,125)
(95)
(157)
(118)
(4,969)

The income tax expenses (benefits) recognized under other comprehensive income are
as follows:
2018
Components of other comprehensive income that will
not be reclassified to profit or loss
Remeasurements of defined benefit plans
Share of other comprehensive income of associates
and joint ventures accounted for using equity
method
Total
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$

(13,089)

(8,132)

$

91
(12,998)

(26)
(8,158)
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The reconciliations of income tax expenses (benefits) and net income before tax are as
follows:

Net income
Income tax expense
Net income before tax from continuing
operations
Income tax using the Company’s domestic tax rate
The effects of difference of foreign tax
Non-deductible expenses
Tax-exempt income
Under estimation (over estimation) of prior year’s
expense
Difference of prior year’s taxable income assessed by tax
authority
Difference between income basic tax and income
tax
Operating loss carryforwards
Effect on change in statutory income tax rate
Other
Total

$

2018
2,510,634
96,095
2,606,729

2017
2,334,740
46,273
2,381,013

521,338
4,400
7,930
(144,163)
(432)
15,291

404,773
3,678
5,987
(218,766)
16
-

36,672
(283,024)
14,074
(75,991)
$

27,904
(280,709)
-

96,095

103,390
46,273

The changes in deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are as follows:
Deferred tax assets:

Balance on 2018/1/1
Recognized in profit or loss
Recognized in other comprehensive
income
Balance on 2018/12/31
Balance on 2017/1/1
Recognized in profit or loss
Recognized in other comprehensive
income
Balance on 2017/12/31

Defined benefit
plans
$
4,819
(9,668)
10,553

Others
45,852
22,750
-

Total
50,671
13,082
10,553

$

5,704

68,602

74,306

$

2,041
(1,376)
4,154

38,452
7,400

40,493
6,024
4,154

45,852

50,671

$

-

4,819

Deferred tax liabilities:

Balance on 2018/1/1
Recognized in profit or loss
Recognized in other comprehensive
income
Balance on 2018/12/31
Balance on 2017/1/1
Recognized in profit or loss
Recognized in other comprehensive
income
Balance on 2017/12/31

Defined benefit
plans
$
10,749
5,754
(2,536)

Others
58,556
10,338

Total
69,305
16,092
(2,536)

-

$

13,967

68,894

82,861

$

13,577
1,150
(3,978)

58,651
(95)

72,228
1,055
(3,978)

58,556

69,305

$

10,749
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(b)

Significant tax events烉
(1) The Company jointly filed income tax returns for the Company, JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd., JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. and JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. The expected income tax payable for the
years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 are $36,672 and $27,904, respectively.
(2) The Company’s income tax returns had been assessed for the years up to 2014.
The Company compromised with National Tax Administration about the income
tax for the year ended December 31, 2011. The tax amount increased $10,686 due
to National Tax Administration decided the Company’s operating expenses and
interest expenses according to the agreement reached by the Company. In addition,
National Tax Administration decided the Company needed to pay 10% additional
income tax $23,035 on undistributed retained earnings for the year ended
December 31, 2010, due to National Tax Administration did not agree the
Company set aside special reserve for the debited balance of other equity interest
as of December 31, 2009 being treated as 2010 undistributed earnings deductible
items. The Supreme Administrative Court entered a judgment against the
Company in June 28, 2018 the additional tax $ 15,291.
The Company compromised with National Tax Administration about the income
tax for the year ended December 31, 2012. The tax amount increased $8,279 due
to National Tax Administration decided the Company’s operating expenses and
interest expenses according to the agreement reached by the Company and
National Tax Administration.
The Company compromised with National Tax Administration about the income
tax for the year ended December 31, 2013. The tax amount increased $304 due to
the difference resulted from operating expenses and interest expenses.
The Company’s income tax return for the year ended December 31, 2014 had been
decided by National Tax Administration in June, 2018 and there is no different
amount.
(3) The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s
income tax return for the year ended December 31, 2012 had been decided by
National Tax Administration in June, 2017 and there is no different amount.
(4) The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s
income tax return for the year ended December 31, 2013 had been decided by
National Tax Administration in November, 2017 and there is no different amount.
(5) The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s
income tax return for the year ended December 31, 2014 had been decided by
National Tax Administration in June, 2018 and there is no different amount.
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(6) The income tax for the year 2012 of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd. was assessed by the National Tax Administration in June, 2017 to pay
supplementary payment of $13,654. The adjusted items mainly are the
classification difference resulted from operating expenses being attributed to
taxable items or nontaxable items. JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. did not petition for
a administrative remedy.
(7) The income tax for the year 2013 of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd. was assessed by the National Tax Administration in November, 2017 to
pay supplementary payment of $9,865. The adjusted items mainly are the
classification difference resulted from operating expenses being attributed to
taxable items or nontaxable items. JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. did not petition for
a administrative remedy.
(8) The income tax for the year 2014 of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd., was assessed by the National Tax Administration in June, 2018, to pay
supplementary payment of $4,627. The adjusted items mainly are the classification
differences resulted from directly attributable or non-directly attributable interest
income and interest expense. JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. did not petition for a
administrative remedy.
(9) The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. estimated its income tax
on stock warrant transactions pursuant to ruling Tai-Cai-Shui-Zi No. 861922464
issued by the Ministry of Finance on December 11, 1997. Accordingly, the
proceeds from the issuance of stock warrants are accounted for as premium which
is included as part of taxable income. When the investors exercise their warrant
rights, such transaction is subject to the securities transaction tax in accordance
with the Income Tax Act, and accordingly, any capital gain or loss is not included
in the determination of the annual corporate income tax. According to article No.
24-2 of the Income Tax Act passed on July 11, 2007, the Company estimated
income tax on stock warrant transactions starting from July 2007:
A)During the period of issued date to maturity date of the stock warrant, which is
issued by the issuer, the profit and the loss of the securities and financial
derivative products, traded according to risk management, should be added to
taxable income and does not apply to the Income Tax Act, the article No. 4-1
and 4-2.
B) If the trading loss of warrants, underlying securities, and futures derived from
risk management exceed the remaining of warrants premiums less related cost
of issuance and expenses, the exceeding trading loss is not deductible.
(10) According to R.O.C Income Tax Act, losses can be carried forward to offset
taxable income for ten years following the loss. As of December 31, 2018, unused
operating loss carry forwards and expiring year of the Company and subsidiaries
were as follows烉
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JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.:
Year of loss incurred
2009 (Authorized)

Year of expiration
2019

Amount
7,340,063

$

The unrecognized deferred tax assets for the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. are as follows:
Operating loss carryforwards

$

2018.12.31
1,429,315

2017.12.31
1,959,292

(11) Information regarding estimation of accumulated income tax receivable (payable)
resulting from joint filing of tax for the Company and subsidiaries were as follow:
Income tax payable resulting from
joint filing—JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Income tax receivable resulting from
joint filing—JihSun International
Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
Income tax receivable resulting from
joint filing—JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd.

$

2018.12.31
(457,605)

2017.12.31
(418,341)

66

94

73,641

111,673

The income tax receivable (payable) resulting from joint filing of tax is recorded
as other receivable (payable), and these balances had been written-off for
consolidation purposes.
(AE) Equity
(a)

Capital stock
The authorized capital is $80,000,000, including 8,000,000,000 shares at NT$10 per
share and can be issued under the authorization of the board of directors. The Company
retained 100,000,000 shares for the warrant shares of issuing stock warrant, preferred
shares with warrants and corporate bonds with warrants. As of December 31, 2018,
the Company’s total paid-in capital was $36,190,357, and the total outstanding
common shares were 3,619,035,741 shares. After deducting treasury stocks purchased
by the Company, total outstanding common shares were 3,547,103,741 shares.
Pursuant to the resolution approved by the shareholders’ meeting on June 8, 2018, the
Company resolved to implement capital increase by capitalization of retained earnings
amounted to $766,750 with 76,675,070 new shares. The date of effective registration
from Financial Supervisory Commission is on July 17, 2018. The board of directors’
meeting held on July 25, 2018 had decided the allotment date of stocks to be on August
19, 2018. The Company had completed relevant registration process on August 31,
2018.
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Reconciliation of outstanding common shares is as follows:
Unit: share

Number of outstanding shares as of January 1
Purchase number of treasury stocks
Number of treasury stocks transferred to employees
Number of stocks dividend
Number of outstanding shares as of December 31

(b)

2018
3,422,360,671
48,068,000
76,675,070
3,547,103,741

2017
3,542,360,671
(120,000,000)
3,422,360,671

Treasury stocks
(1) Buyback reason, number of shares and amount:
Treasury stocks’
Company Name
JIHSUN FINANCIAL
HOLDING CO., LTD.
JIHSUN FINANCIAL
HOLDING CO., LTD.

Treasury stocks’
Company Name
JIHSUN FINANCIAL
HOLDING CO., LTD.
JIHSUN FINANCIAL
HOLDING CO., LTD.

Buyback reason
The 5th purchase of common shares
transferring to its employees
The 6th purchase of common shares
transferring to its employees
Total

Buyback reason
The 5th purchase of common shares
transferring to its employees
The 6th purchase of common shares
transferring to its employees
Total

December 31, 2018
Shares
Amount
35,966,000
$
262,408
35,966,000
71,932,000

292,483
$

554,891

December 31, 2017
Shares
Amount
60,000,000
$
437,760
60,000,000
120,000,000

487,933
$

925,693

(2) According to Securities and Exchange Act, the number of shares bought back
under the preceding paragraphs may not exceed ten percent of the total number of
issued and outstanding shares of the Company. The total amount of the shares
bought back may not exceed the amount of retained earnings plus the premium on
capital stock and realized capital reserve.
(3) The shares bought back by a company in accordance with Securities and Exchange
Act shall not be pledged. Before transfer, the shareholder’s rights shall not be
exercised.
(4) The shares bought back by a company in accordance with Securities and Exchange
Act shall be transferred within three years from the date of buyback. The shares
not transferred within the said time limit shall be deemed as not issued by the
Company, and the amendment registration shall be processed.
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As of December 31, 2018, deadline of transferring are as follows:
Buyback year

Shares

2017 (the 5th purchase)

60,000,000

2017 (the 6th purchase)

60,000,000

Total

120,000,000

Amount
$

Deadline of transferring

437,760
487,933

$

April, 2020
November, 2020

925,693

(5) On January 26, 2018, the Company approved the transfer of treasury shares to
employees for the 5th and 6th purchase and enacted the subscription basis date.
The granted date was February 14, 2018, the projected transferred number of
common shares for the 5th and 6th purchase are 24,418,000 shares and 24,418,000
shares, respectively, and the transferred price per share for the 5th and 6th purchase
are NTD7.3 and NTD8.13, respectively. Till March 1, 2018, the subscription
payment date, the Company and subsidiaries’ employees had subscribed
24,034,000 shares and 24,034,000 shares for the 5th and 6th purchase, respectively.
Total subscribed amount after deducting transaction tax were $174,922 and
$194,810 for the 5th and 6th purchase, respectively.
(6) On January 17, 2019, the Company approved the transfer of treasury shares to
employees for the 5th and 6th purchase and enacted the subscription basis date.
The granted date was March 8, 2019, the projected transferred number of common
shares for the 5th and 6th purchase are 22,324,000 shares and 22,324,000 shares,
respectively, and the transferred price per share for the 5th and 6th purchase are
NTD7.3 and NTD8.13, respectively. Till March 19, 2019, the subscription
payment date, the Company and subsidiaries’ employees had subscribed
22,252,000 shares and 22,252,000 shares for the 5th and 6th purchase, respectively.
Total subscribed amount after deducting transaction tax were $161,952 and
$180,366 for the 5th and 6th purchase, respectively.
(c)

Capital surplus
Consists and details of the Company’s capital surplus were as follows:
Treasury stocks transferred to employees
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The movement of the Company’s other equity interest is as below:
Unrealized
Exchange
gains (losses) on
differences on
financial assets
translation of
at fair value
foreign
through
financial
comprehensive
statements
income
$
(232,829)
2,967,120
31,543
-

Beginning balance as of January 1, 2018
Exchange differences on translation of
foreign financial statements
Share of other comprehensive income of
associates and joint ventures
accounted for using equity method
Revaluation gains on investments in
equity instruments measured at fair
value through other comprehensive
income
Unrealized losses, impairment losses
(reversal of impairment losses) from
investments in debt instruments
measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Disposal (gains) losses from investments
in debt instruments measured at fair
value through other comprehensive
income
Disposal of investments in equity
instruments designated at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Ending balance as of December 31, 2018

January 1, 2017
Available-for-sale financial assets
炼Valuation adjustment
炼Realized amount
Exchange differences on translation
of foreign financial statements
December 31, 2017

-

$

Other
-

-

22,323

22,323

-

755,067

-

755,067

-

(4,180)

-

(4,180)

-

(20,384)

-

(20,384)

-

(328,329)

(201,286)

3,369,294

Exchange differences
on translation of
foreign financial
statements
$
(95,109)

(328,329)

22,323

(137,720)
(232,829)

3,190,331

Unrealized (losses)
gains on
available-for-sale
financial assets
(941,538)

Total
(1,036,647)

781,379
(147,794)

781,379
(147,794)

(307,953)

(137,720)
(540,782)

-

$

Total
2,734,291
31,543

-

(AF) Earnings distribution and dividend policy
After-tax earnings, if any, shall pay for taxes and offset cumulative losses, and the remainder
will be set aside as legal reserve and special reserve as required by relevant regulations. The
remaining balance and accumulated unappropriated retained earnings from prior years
should be treated as distributable amount for shareholders’ dividend and bonus. The
appropriation can be 30% to 100% of the aforementioned distributable amount decided by
the Broad of Directors and distributed in accordance with the resolution of the shareholders’
meeting. When the reason of accounting the special reserve required by relevant regulations
is eliminated or the regulation is modified, the special reserve can be reversed to
unappropriated retained earnings and distribute.
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According to Company Act, 10% of the annual net income (less any accumulated deficit) is
appropriated as legal reserve. The aforementioned appropriation for legal reserve is made
until the reserve equals the Company’s capital. When there is no deficit, the legal reserve
could be transferred, after the resolution of shareholders’ meeting, to capital or distributed
as cash dividends. Only the amount of the legal reserves exceed over 25% of paid-in capital
could be transferred or distributed.
According to SFC Tai-Cai-Zheng (1) No. 100116 dated January 3, 2000, and other related
regulations, prior to any distribution of earnings, if there are any deductions made to
stockholders’ equity, then an equal amount of special reserve must be provided based on net
income of the current period and unappropriated earnings from the prior period. If there are
any subsequent reversals to the deduction from stockholders’ equity, then the reversed
portion may be distributed.
The Company adopted the residual dividend policy. In consideration of the Company’s
capital budget, essential funds needed for operations and investing are retained, and the
remainder is distributed as stock or cash dividends. The cash dividends shall not be less than
10% of total dividends.
The Company’s 2017 and 2016 earnings distribution were approved by shareholders’
meeting dated on June 8, 2018 and June 16, 2017, respectively, and the related dividends on
common shares are as follows:
2017
Dividend
per share
(in NTD)
Dividends on common shares
Cash dividends
Stock dividends
Total

$

2016
Dividend
per share
(in NTD)

Amount

0.52
0.22
$

1,789,085
766,750
2,555,835

0.08
-

Amount
277,400
277,400

(AG) EPS
2018
Basic EPS烉
烉
Profit attributable to ordinary shareholders of the Company
Weighted average outstanding shares of common stock
(in thousands)
Basic EPS (in NT dollars)

2017

$

2,509,770

2,333,097

$

3,537,490
0.71

3,562,277
0.65

The Company’s employees’ remuneration is paid in cash. There is no diluted common stock
which will affect the weighted average outstanding shares of the Company’s common stock
so that the Company does not have to calculate diluted EPS.
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(AH) Employees’ and directors’ remuneration
According to the Company’s article of incorporation, if the Company poses profits in the
fiscal year, it shall set aside no less than 0.001% as the remuneration for employees and no
higher than 1% as the remuneration for directors. However, if the Company still suffers
accumulated losses, it shall retain a certain amount to cover the losses in advance.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the remuneration for employees are
estimated to $96 and $83, respectively, and the remuneration for directors are both estimated
to $14,300 and are recognized as current operating expenses based on the Company’s pretax
income before deducted employees’ and directors’ remuneration multiplied by the ratio set
by the Company’s articles of incorporation. Differences between the actual outcomes
resolved by the shareholder’s meeting next year and the estimation will be accounted for as
changes in accounting estimates and recognized as next year’s profit or loss.
The actual amount of remuneration of employees and directors of the Company in 2017 was
$83 and $14,300, respectively. There was no difference between the amount of employees’
and directors’ remuneration in 2017 and the related information could be accessed through
the Market Observation Post System.
(AI) Net interest income
2018
Revenue from interest
Discount and loans
Due from banks and call loans to banks
Factoring receivables
Securities purchased under resell agreements
Securities investment
Revolving credit
Financing and securities financing
Others
Subtotal
Interest expense
Deposit
Due to central bank and other banks
Borrowings from central bank and other banks
Securities sold under repurchase agreements
Borrowings and commercial papers
Corporate and financial debentures
Others
Subtotal
Total

$

$

2017

3,294,879
62,440
6,017
130
1,073,108
40,803
665,392
89,570
5,232,339

3,019,307
49,257
12,664
126
624,108
47,597
617,751
91,542
4,462,352

1,104,311
41,296
78,615
221,332
61,417
109,500
13,638
1,630,109
3,602,230

925,906
47,061
43,804
125,055
55,350
109,500
8,814
1,315,490
3,146,862

Interest income and expense from financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit
and loss are excluded.
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(AJ) Net service fee (charge) and commission income
2018
Net remittances service fee
Net interbank service fee charge
Loan service fee
Net underwriting service fee
Net brokering service fee
Credit card business service fee
Trust service fee
Income from securities lending
Net other commission income
Dealing service charge
Refinancing service charge
Consignment settlement and delivery service charge
Futures commission expense
Net other service charge
Total

$

6,232
4,087
35,873
53,833
2,746,715
80,877
388,387
202,412
478,357
(14,196)
(475)
(70,714)
(68,409)
(23,144)
3,819,835

$

2017
9,604
2,506
36,453
34,269
2,452,734
83,745
442,434
127,100
474,893
(8,937)
(457)
(64,252)
(67,368)
(23,024)
3,499,700

(AK) Gains and losses on financial assets or liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
2018
Disposal gains (losses)
Commercial paper
Bonds
Stocks
Derivative instruments
(Losses) gains from issuance of call (put) warrants
Net gain (loss) on covering of borrowed securities
and bonds with resale agreements炼short sale
Others
Subtotal
Valuation gains (losses)
Commercial paper
Bonds
Stocks
Derivative instruments
Gains (losses) from issuance of call (put) warrants
Valuation net (losses) gains on borrowed securities
and bonds with resale agreements炼short sales at
fair value through profit or loss
Others
Subtotal
Interest revenue
Dividend revenue
Total

$

(51,844)
(427,928)
(39,261)
1,149,011
(9,064)

74,761
(61,854)
28,342
(313,233)
(569,367)
(845)

(6,147)
614,767

6,900
(835,296)

118,033
39,065
80,639
(704,318)
11,117

(1,345)
(114,863)
(1,817)
270,316
706,290
(1,210)

(115)
(455,579)
16,245
81,753
257,186

199
857,570
230,524
9,341
262,139

-

$

2017

For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the profit and loss resulted from the
foreign exchange derivatives undertaken by the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. (the Bank) were gain of $12,957 and gain of $47,987,
respectively. The Bank engaged in such business mainly to hedge the spot foreign exchange
rate risk.
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(AL) Realized gains (losses) on available-for-sale financial assets
2017
Disposal gains (losses) on government bonds
Disposal gains (losses) on corporate bonds
Disposal gains (losses) on stocks
Disposal gains (losses) on financial debentures
Disposal gains (losses) on beneficiary certificate
Dividends earned on financial assets
Total

$

(86,313)
790
241,847
(8,994)
464
20,241
168,035

$

(AM) Realized gains (losses) on financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
2018
Disposal gains (losses) on government bonds
Disposal gains (losses) on corporate bonds
Disposal gains (losses) on commercial papers
Disposal gains (losses) on negotiable certificates of deposit
Disposal gains (losses) on financial debentures
Dividend revenue on financial assets
Total

$

7,785
(496)
(6,929)
(13)
20,037
611,258
631,642

$

(AN) (Impairment loss) reversal of impairment loss on assets
2018
Impairment loss on financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income炼debt instruments
Reversal of impairment loss on investments in debt instruments
at amortized cost
Total

$

$

Impairment loss on financial assets carried at cost

$

(6,768)
811
(5,957)
2017
(1,886)

(AO) Other non-interest incomes
2018
Rental income
Stock management incomes
Dividend revenue
Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Financial income
Losses on retirement of assets
Others
Total
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$

2017
24,814
34,885

-

$

67,828
(949)
61,790
188,368

26,581
35,748
648,391
18,897
60,342
(354)
12,818
802,423
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(AP) Employee benefits expenses
2018
Amount

Item

Salary expenses
Insurance expenses
Retirement expenses
Defined contribution plan
Defined benefit plan
Directors’ remuneration
Other personnel expenses
Termination benefits
Other employee benefits
Total

Employee benefits
expenses
$
3,069,984
252,263

$

Other noninterest incomes
-

Other general
and
administrative
expenses
-

Total
3,069,984
252,263

127,144
6,292
95,011

-

-

127,144
6,292
95,011

3,960
109,076
3,663,730

-

-

3,960
109,076
3,663,730

2017
Amount

Item

Salary expenses
Insurance expenses
Retirement expenses
Defined contribution plan
Defined benefit plan
Directors’ remuneration
Other personnel expenses
Termination benefits
Other employee benefits
Total

Employee benefits
expenses
$
3,042,871
237,036

$

Other noninterest incomes
-

Other general
and
administrative
expenses
-

Total
3,042,871
237,036

117,609
6,442
83,963

-

-

117,609
6,442
83,963

2,098
111,673
3,601,692

-

-

2,098
111,673
3,601,692

a. As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company and subsidiaries have 3,333 and
3,263 employees, including 16 and 14 directors who do not serve as employees,
respectively.
b. For the year ended December 31, 2018, the average employee benefits expenses was
$1,076.
c. For the year ended December 31, 2018, the average salary expenses was $926.
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(AQ) Depreciation and amortization expenses
2018
Property and equipment
Investment property
Intangible assets
Other deferred asset
Total

$

2017
142,146
4,031
60,165
111
206,453

$

155,747
4,140
59,490
183
219,560

(AR) Other general and administrative expenses
2018
Rent
Stationery
Traveling expenses
Postage expenses
Repairs and maintenance expenses
Advertisement expenses
Utilities expenses
Insurance expenses
Entertainment expenses
Taxes
Information technology expenses
Professional service fees
Cash on delivery fees
Security fees
Software maintenance fees
Depository service expenses
Collection service fees
Cleaning fees
Building administration expenses
Stock borrowing fees
Others
Total

$

$

2017
329,071
30,570
34,514
145,591
102,319
48,468
74,325
67,891
26,664
433,757
120,277
57,936
30,147
26,624
74,781
55,261
30,349
24,289
23,558
194,368
202,457
2,133,217

343,518
29,899
31,863
140,111
104,003
46,045
77,813
66,193
22,904
459,893
107,007
53,926
41,325
26,707
76,232
48,482
34,205
25,145
24,123
80,025
149,980
1,989,399

For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, other compensation for directors’
remuneration shown in other general and administrative expenses are $5,242 and $4,696,
respectively.
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(AS) Disclosure of financial instruments
(a)

Fair value of financial instruments
(1) Fair value hierarchy information on assets and liabilities

Assets and liabilities
Recurring fair value measurement
Non-derivative instruments
ġ Assets:
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss,
mandatorily measured at fair
value
Equity instruments
Debt instruments
Others
Financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive
income
Equity instruments
Debt instruments
ġ Liabilities:
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial liabilities held for
trading
Derivative instruments
Assets:
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
! Liabilities:
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial liabilities held for
trading
Financial liabilities designated
as at fair value through profit
or loss
Assets that are not measured at fair
value in the balance sheet
Investments in debt instruments at
amortized cost
Investment property

Book value

$

Level 1

2018.12.31
Level 2

1,497,048
11,000,686
19,925

1,348,336
2,015,379
19,925

109,108
8,985,307
-

14,385,686
46,626,678

7,603,052
8,909,891

37,716,787

49,490

49,490

490,527

349,859
945

36,133,562

39,604

1,497,048
11,000,686
19,925

6,782,634
-

14,385,686
46,626,678

-

-

49,490

188,482

302,045

-

490,527

53,046

296,813

-

349,859

13,087,064
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-

-

407,022

Level 3

-

-

23,050,953
-

945

738,927

945

36,138,017
738,927
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Assets and liabilities
Recurring fair value measurement
Non-derivative instruments
ġ Assets:
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial assets held for trading
Equity instruments
Debt instruments
Others
Available-for-sale financial assets
Equity instruments
Debt instruments
Others
ġ Liabilities:
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial liabilities held for
trading
Derivative instruments
Assets:
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial assets held for trading
! Liabilities:
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial liabilities held for
trading
Financial liabilities designated
as at fair value through profit
or loss炼structured
instruments
Assets that are not measured at fair
value in the balance sheet
Held to maturity financial assets
Investment property

(2)

Book value

$

Level 1

2017.12.31
Level 2

Level 3

Total

2,010,805
22,787,241
29,325,054

1,799,981
10,046,476
17,760,597

210,824
12,740,765
11,564,457

-

2,010,805
22,787,241
29,325,054

8,467,236
21,957,694
187,161

8,467,236
8,637,689
-

13,320,005
187,161

-

8,467,236
21,957,694
187,161

23,230

23,230

-

-

23,230

698,318

117,207

581,111

-

698,318

1,002,420

331,748

670,672

-

1,002,420

-

-

41,908

2,429,649
411,053

888,924
-

1,551,176
-

41,908

41,908

740,243

2,440,100
740,243

Definition of three –level fair value hierarchy
A) Fair value measurement for a financial instrument classified in Level 1 is
determined as the quoted price for an identical financial instrument in an
active market. The definition of active market has all of the following
conditions: the products traded in the market are homogeneous, willing
parties are available anytime in the market, and price information is
available for the public. The Company and subsidiaries’ investments in
listed and TPEx securities, beneficiary certificates, Taiwan central
government bonds, foreign government bonds and derivative financial
instruments which had the quoted price in an active market are classified to
Level 1.
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B) Fair value measurement for a financial instrument classified in Level 2 is
determined as the observable price other than quoted price in an active
market including an observable input obtained in an active market, either
directly (i.e., as prices) or indirectly (i.e., derived from prices). The
Company and subsidiaries’ investments in corporate bonds, financial
debentures, convertible bonds and majority derivative instruments are
classified to Level 2.
C) Input for a fair value measurement for a financial instrument classified in
Level 3 is not based on obtainable data from the market (an unobservable
input, such as volatility for a share option derived from the share’s
historical prices, as it does not generally represent current market
expectations about future volatility).
(3)

Valuation techniques of financial assets and liabilities measured by fair value
If there is a quoted price in an active market for non-derivative financial assets
and liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss, FVOCI, and
available-for-sale financial assets, the quoted price is regarded as its fair value.
Financial instruments with public market prices (except for stocks and
depositary receipt) such as government bonds use the latest trade price or
reference theory price under OTC European Breakdown Tyre System as fair
value. Foreign currency bonds use latest trade price as fair value. If there is no
quoted price in an active market for the financial asset, its fair value is estimated
on the basis of the result of a valuation technique that refers to quoted prices
provided by financial institutions. The information is available for the Company
and subsidiaries. Financial derivative instruments with active market price use
market value as fair value. When there is no active market price, valuation
model is mainly adopted in evaluation. Derivative instruments─non-option use
discounted cash flow method; Derivative instruments─options mainly use
Black─Scholes Model in evaluation.

(4)

Fair value adjustment
A) Valuation models’ restriction and uncertainty inputs used to measure fair
value
Although the outputs of the Company and subsidiaries’ valuation models
are rough estimates, the inputs for a fair value measurement are based on
daily obtainable data from the market during the valuation procedure. Thus
the outputs of the Company and subsidiaries’ valuation models can reflect
current market situation and fairly present the financial instruments’ fair
value.
B) Credit risk valuation adjustments
Credit risk valuation adjustments can be classified into Credit value
adjustments and Debit value adjustments. The definitions are as follows:
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a) Credit value adjustments
Credit value adjustments are the valuation adjustments of financial
derivative instruments which were not traded in the listed market, but
were traded over the counter. The adjustments will reflect in the fair
value the possibility that the counterparty may delay to pay the price
and the Company may not collect all market value of the transactions.
b) Debit value adjustments
Debit value adjustments are the valuation adjustments of financial
derivative instruments which were not traded in the listed market, but
were traded over the counter. The adjustments will reflect in the fair
value the possibility that the Company may delay to pay the price and
the Company may not pay all market value of the transactions.
The credit value adjustments are calculated based on the consideration of
the counterparty’s probability of default (“PD”) (under the condition that
the Company and subsidiaries do not default), loss given default (“LGD”)
and exposure at default (“EAD”). On the other hand, the debit value
adjustments are calculated based on the consideration of the Company and
subsidiaries’ PD (under the condition that the counterparty does not default),
LGD and EAD.
The Company and subsidiaries use internal data or external collectable data
to determine the counterparties’ ratings and based on the latest rating to
periodically update the corresponding probability of default. The
counterparty’s loss given default is set at 60% standard assumption, and its
exposure at default of OTC derivative instruments is evaluated by market to
market.
(5) Transfer between Level 1 and Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy
The Company and subsidiaries observe the monthly average trading volumes of
their emerging stocks to decide whether their markets are active or not, and
decide which level to transfer.
(6) The movement in fair value of Level 3
A) Movement in financial assets at fair value through profit or loss which were
classified to Level 3
2018
Current increase

Beginning
balance

Financial assets at fair
value through profit or
loss

$

-

Valuation
adjustment
recognized in
current net
profit

6,588

Purchase
or issue

33,000
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Current decrease

Transfer into
level 3

16

Sale, disposal,
or settlement

Transfer out
from level 3

-

-

Ending
balance

39,604
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2017
Current increase

Beginning
balance

Financial assets at fair
value through profit or
loss

$

293,251

Valuation
adjustment
recognized in
current net
profit

(191,966)

Purchase
or issue

310,131

Transfer into
level 3

-

Current decrease

Sale, disposal,
or settlement

Transfer out
from level 3

Ending
balance

-

-

(411,416)

B) Movement in financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive
income which were classified to Level 3
2018
Current increase

Beginning
balance

Financial assets at fair
value through other
comprehensive income

$ 4,413,526

Valuation
adjustment
recognized in
other
comprehensive
income

Purchase
or issue

Transfer into
level 3

1,331,551

1,074,529

-

Current decrease

Sale, disposal,
or settlement

Transfer out
from level 3

(36,972)

-

Ending
balance

6,782,634

C) Movement in financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss which
were classified to Level 3
2018
Current increase

Beginning
balance

Financial liabilities at fair
value through profit or
loss

$

41,908

Valuation
adjustment
recognized in
current net
profit

1,639

Purchase
or issue

806,094

Transfer into
level 3

-

Current decrease

Sale, disposal,
or settlement

Transfer out
from level 3

(848,696)

-

Ending
balance

945

2017
Current increase

Beginning
balance

Financial liabilities at fair
value through profit or
loss

$

403,323

Valuation
adjustment
recognized in
current net
profit

(192,182)

Purchase
or issue

1,667,784
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Transfer into
level 3

-

Current decrease

Sale, disposal,
or settlement

(1,837,017)

Transfer out
from level 3

-

Ending
balance

41,908
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(7) The quantitative information about the significant unobservable inputs (Level 3)
used in fair value measurement
The main items of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s assets
and liabilities classified to Level 3 are financial assets and liabilities designated
as at fair value through profit or loss.
Most of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s classified in
Level 3 only have a single significant unobservable input. The quantitative
information about the significant unobservable inputs is as follows:
Valuation
techniques
Black Scholes Model

The significant
unobservable inputs
Volatility is 45% as of
December 31, 2018

The relationship between
the significant unobservable
inputs and fair value
If the volatility is higher, then
the fair value will be higher

structured instruments
Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss炼current炼equity

Net assets value

Net assets value

Not applicable

instruments
Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss炼current炼equity

Comparable listed or
TPEx company

instruments
Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss炼current炼equity

Evaluation multiplier is
12 as of December 31,
2018

Comparable listed or
TPEx company

instruments
Financial assets at fair value through
other comprehensive income炼noncurrent炼equity instruments

Lack of market liquidity
discount is 20.00% as of
December 31, 2018

Comparable listed or
TPEx company

Evaluation multiplier is
0.65 ~ 13.21 as of
December 31, 2018

Financial assets at fair value through
other comprehensive income炼noncurrent炼equity instruments

Comparable listed or
TPEx company

Financial assets at fair value through
other comprehensive income炼noncurrent炼equity instruments

Net assets value

Lack of market liquidity
discount is 17.97% ~
25.51% as of December
31, 2018
Net assets value

If the evaluation multiplier is
higher, then the fair value will
be higher
If the lack of market liquidity
discount is higher, then the
fair value will be lower
If the evaluation multiplier is
higher, then the fair value will
be higher
If the lack of market liquidity
discount is higher, then the
fair value will be lower

Items
Financial liabilities designated as at fair
value through profit or loss炼current炼

Items
Financial liabilities designated as at fair
value through profit or loss炼current炼

Valuation
techniques
Black Scholes Model

structured instruments
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The significant
unobservable inputs
Volatility is 23% ~ 53%
as of December 31, 2017

Not applicable

The relationship between
the significant unobservable
inputs and fair value
If the volatility is higher, then
the fair value will be higher
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The third level of financial assets and liabilities of the Company’s subsidiary,
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. is that the input parameters for
measuring fair value are not based on marketable data and must be properly
estimated and adjusted based on the assumptions. The quantitative information
on the significant unobservable inputs of the evaluation model used in the thirdlevel fair value measurement project is as follows:
December 31, 2018
Items
Investments in equity instruments
designated at fair value through other
comprehensive income炼non-listed

Valuation
techniques
Comparable listed or
TPEx company

The significant
unobservable inputs

The relationship between
the significant unobservable
inputs and fair value

Evaluation multiplier is
0.73 ~ 4.93

If the evaluation multiplier is
higher, then the fair value will
be higher

Lack of market liquidity
discount is 23.06% ~
35.05%
Long-term revenues
growth rate is 0.00% ~
1.07%

If the lack of market liquidity
discount is higher, then the
fair value will be lower
If the long-term revenues
growth rate is higher, then the
fair value will be higher

WACC is 7.16%

If the WACC is higher, then
the fair value will be lower

Lack of market liquidity
discount is 20.14% ~
29.80%
Net asset value

If the lack of market liquidity
discount is higher, then the
fair value will be lower
Not applicable

Lack of market liquidity
discount is 25.21%

If the lack of market liquidity
discount is higher, then the
fair value will be lower

and TPEx securities

Investments in equity instruments
designated at fair value through other
comprehensive income炼non-listed

Discounted cash flow

and TPEx securities

Investments in equity instruments
designated at fair value through other
comprehensive income炼non-listed

Net assets value

and TPEx securities

According to IFRS13 p93 (d), an entity is not required to create quantitative
unobservable inputs not developed by the entity when measuring fair value.
Therefore, part of the derivative investments of JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. were classified into Level 3 of the fair value
hierarchy, due to using the counterparty’s offer price as fair value. There was no
quantitative information about the significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) used
in fair value measurement.
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(8) Sensitivity analysis of reasonable substitute assumptions for fair value
measurements categorized within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy.
The measurements of the Company’s subsidiaries, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
and JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. for financial instruments’
fair value are reasonable. However, if the Company’s subsidiaries use different
valuation models or inputs, the results will be different. For fair value
measurements categorized within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy, the effects
of changes in inputs on profit and loss or other comprehensive income are as
follows:
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.:

Upstream or
downstream

Inputs

Changes in fair value
recognized in profit and loss
Profitable
Unprofitable
changes
changes

Changes in fair value
recognized in other
comprehensive income
Profitable
Unprofitable
changes
changes

December 31, 2018
Financial assets or liabilities
at fair value through profit
or loss
Financial liabilities
designated at fair value
Pricing volatility
through profit or loss炼
structured instruments
˥

+1%

$

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

Pricing volatility

-1%

Equity instruments炼non
listed and TPEx
securities

Evaluation multiplier

+1%

˥

Evaluation multiplier

-1%

-

396

-

-

˥

Lack of market
liquidity discount

+1%

-

495

-

-

˥

Lack of market
liquidity discount

-1%

-

-

Financial assets at fair value
through other
comprehensive income
Equity instruments炼non
Evaluation multiplier
listed and TPEx
securities

-

-

396

495

-

-

+1%

-

-

31,342

-

˥

Evaluation multiplier

-1%

-

-

-

31,436

˥

Lack of market
liquidity discount

+1%

-

-

-

73,336

˥

Lack of market
liquidity discount

-1%

-

-

73,242

-

December 31, 2017
Financial assets or liabilities
at fair value through profit
or loss
Financial liabilities
designated at fair value
Pricing volatility
through profit or loss炼
structured instruments
˥

Pricing volatility

+1%

-1%
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-
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JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.:

Upstream or
downstream

Inputs

Changes in fair value
recognized in profit and loss
Profitable
Unprofitable
changes
changes

Changes in fair value
recognized in other
comprehensive income
Profitable
Unprofitable
changes
changes

December 31, 2018
Financial assets at fair value
through other
comprehensive income
Equity instruments炼non
Evaluation
listed and TPEx
multiplier
securities

+1%

$

-

-

3,949

-

˥

Evaluation
multiplier

-1%

-

-

-

3,947

˥

Lack of market
liquidity discount

+1%

-

-

-

9,816

˥

Lack of market
liquidity discount

-1%

-

-

9,815

-

˥

Long-term revenue
growth rate

+0.1%

-

-

2,829

-

˥

Long-term revenue
growth rate

-0.1%

-

-

-

2,743

˥

WACC

+1%

-

-

-

28,744

˥

WACC

-1%

-

-

40,567

-

Above-mentioned favorable and unfavorable changes in sensitivity analysis of
the Company’s subsidiaries, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. and JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. mean the fluctuation of fair value. The fair value is
calculated based on the evaluation technology based on different levels of
unobservable input parameters. The above table only reflects the impact of a
single input value change and does not take into account the correlation and
variability between the input values.
In addition, some of the derivative investments of the Company’s subsidiary,
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s are based on the fair value of
the quoted price of the counterparty, so they do not disclose the sensitivity
analysis of their fair value to the reasonably possible alternative assumption.
(9) Valuation procedures of assets or liabilities categorized within Level 3 of the fair
value hierarchy.
A) Subsequent valuation for investments in equity instruments – non-listed and
TPEx securities please refer to Note 4 (H) financial assets.
B) Except for investments in equity instruments – non-listed or TPEx securities,
the valuation procedures of financial assets or liabilities categorized within
Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy are described as follows:
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s valuation models
are brought up by the user department, and verified and checked by the risk
management department independently. Increasing and modifying of
valuation models and changes in the valuation inputs should follow the
Company and subsidiaries’ related regulations. The valuation models have
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to be approved before the user departments use them in daily work. In order
to confirm the accuracy, validity, and credibility of the valuation models
and related significant inputs which had been approved by the examination
procedures, the risk department needs to re-verify the financial assets or
liabilities positions’ valuation models during re-verification period
quarterly, and needs to check the correctness of the significant valuation
models’ inputs, if the valuation outcomes are usual and confirm the fair
value results are reasonable. In addition, the risk department implements
daily market volatility testing. If there are any changes of significant
circumstance, the risk department will re-verify the related affected
financial assets or liabilities positions’ valuation models, disclose the results
in the re-verification reports, and the re-verification reports need to be
approved according to the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd.’s limit of authority table.
The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank’s
investments classified into the Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy are mostly
due to using the counterparty’s offer price as fair value. The middle office
of the treasury department is responsible to update the latest offer price
every week and needs to maintain stable fair value sources.
(b) Assets or liabilities that are not measured at fair value in the balance sheet
(1)

Fair value of financial instruments is estimated by their book value on the
consolidated balance sheet date. Since these instruments have short maturities
or their book values are similar to the future receivable/payable amounts, the
book value is adopted as a reasonable basis in estimating the fair value. The
method is applied to cash and cash equivalents, due from the central bank and
call loans to banks, securities purchased under resell agreements, receivables,
restricted assets, other financial assets (except for financial assets carried at cost),
operating guarantee deposits, clearing and settlement fund, refundable deposits
(listed in other assets), deposits from the central bank and banks, securities sold
under repurchase agreements, commercial paper issued, payables, deposits from
securities borrowing and refundable deposits received (listed in other liabilities).

(2)

Loan discounted (including Non-accrual loans): The interest rate that the Bank
uses in loans is basically based on floating rate, which can reflect the market rate.
Therefore, it is reasonable to use its book value to evaluate the expected retrieve
possibility.

(3)

Investments in debt instruments at amortized cost: The fair value is determined
as the quoted price if an active market exists. If there was no quoted price, use
counterparty’s bid price or theory price calculated based on the financial assets’
contract terms by using market risk management system – Risk Manager
developed by MSCI as fair value.
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(4)

Held-to-maturity financial assets: The fair value is determined as the quoted
price if an active market exists. If there was no quoted price, use counterparty’s
bid price or theory price calculated based on the financial assets’ contract terms
by using market risk management system – Risk Manager developed by MSCI
as fair value.(applicable for 2017)

(5)

Other financial assets – financial assets carried at cost: Financial assets carried
at cost are equity investments without quoted market price, these assets do not
belong to listed and TPEx securities, or emerging stocks. Due to no quoted
market price, the variances of reasonable estimation of the financial assets’ fair
value are considered as significant, and the probabilities of the different
estimation cannot be estimated reasonable, resulting in the inability to reliably
measure the assets’ fair value, thus the book value is adopted as a reasonable
basis in estimating the fair value. (applicable for 2017)

(6)

Investment property: Please refer to Note 6 (M).

(7)

Deposits: Considering the nature of the banking industry, the decision maker of
market interest rate (also referred to as market price), and most of the deposit
transactions mature in one year, its book value is considered to be a reasonable
basis in evaluating fair value. Among deposits, the fair value of long-term
deposits with fixed interest rate should be evaluated by using discounted cash
flow projections, and the longest maturity date is not more than 3 years.
Therefore, it should be reasonable to evaluate its fair value with book value.

(8)

Bonds payable: The financial debentures are all issued by the Company’s
subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. (the Bank) Due to
these bonds’ coupon interest rate being almost equal to market interest rate, their
fair value evaluated based on the present value of expected future cash flows are
almost equal to book value.

(9)

Other borrowings: Other borrowings are short-term loans. Their book values are
similar to the future payable amounts, thus the book value is adopted as a
reasonable basis in estimating the fair value.

(10) Other financial liabilities, including principal of structured instruments and
futures traders’ equity: These kinds of liabilities’ book value are pay out price
so that book value should be the reasonable basis in evaluating these liabilities’
fair value.
(c) Transfer of financial assets
Transferred financial assets that are not derecognized in their entirety:
In daily transactions of the Company and subsidiaries, most financial assets of the
transferred financial assets that are not derecognized in their entirety are bonds sold
under repurchase agreements. These transactions’ collection right of contract cash
flows had been transferred to the counter party, and these transactions reflect the
related liabilities of the Company and subsidiaries to buyback the transferred assets
with fixed price in the future. Regarding these kinds of transactions, the Company and
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subsidiaries cannot use, sell, or pledge these transferred assets during the effective
contract periods, and the Company and subsidiaries should bear interest risk and credit
risk, thus they are recognized as transferred financial assets that are not derecognized
in their entirety. The information of transferred financial assets that is not
derecognized in their entirety is as follows:
December 31, 2018
Carrying amount
of transferred
financial assets

Carrying amount
of related
financial
liabilities

Fair value of
transferred
financial assets
(Note)

Fair value of
related financial
liabilities (Note)

Fair value net
position (Note)

26,816,809

27,182,813

-

-

-

1,744,015

1,645,506

-

-

-

1,902,748
30,463,572

1,778,464
30,606,783

-

-

-

Carrying amount
of transferred
financial assets

Carrying amount
of related
financial
liabilities

Fair value of
transferred
financial assets
(Note)

Fair value of
related financial
liabilities (Note)

Fair value net
position (Note)

16,027,330

15,603,851

-

-

-

Category of financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss
Securities sold under repurchase $
agreements
Financial assets at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Securities sold under repurchase
agreements
Investments in debt instruments at
amortized cost
Securities sold under repurchase
agreements
Total
$

December 31, 2017

Category of financial assets
Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss
Securities sold under repurchase
agreements
$

Note: The counter parties of securities sold under repurchase agreements with JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. have the rights of recourse not only on the transferred
assets but also on JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s assets. There is no need to
disclose fair value of transferred assets, fair value of related financial liabilities
and fair value net position according to IFRS 7 p42 D(d).
(d) Offsetting of financial assets and liabilities:
There are no financial instrument transactions of the Company and subsidiaries that
should adopt IAS 32 paragraph 42 accepted by FSC to offset related financial assets
and liabilities and show net amount in the balance sheet.
The Company and subsidiaries have financial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable
master netting arrangements and similar agreements but do not meet the offsetting
conditions of IFRS regulations, such as securities purchased under resell agreements,
securities sold under repurchase agreements, derivative financial instruments, etc. The
transaction parties can choose to use net settlement or settle on a gross basis for above
subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements.
In the case of default when all the transactions with the counterparty are terminated,
the other party who are not responsible for the default can choose net settlement.
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Offsetting of financial assets and liabilities’ information are as follows:
December 31, 2018
Financial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements
Gross amounts
of recognized
Related amounts not set off in
financial
Net amounts of
the statement of financial
liabilities set
financial assets
Gross
position
off in the
presented in the
amounts of
financial
Cash
statement of
statement of
recognized
instruments
collateral
financial
financial position
financial
position(b)
(c)=(a)-(b)
(Note)
received
assets (a)
Derivative financial
instruments
$
328,753
328,753
-

Net amount
(e)= (c)-(d)
328,753

December 31, 2018
Financial liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements

Derivative financial
instruments
Securities sold under
repurchase agreements
Total

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial
liabilities (a)
$
297,758

$

30,606,783
30,904,541

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial assets
set off in the
statement of
financial
position(b)
-

Net amounts of
financial
liabilities
presented in the
statement of
financial position
(c)=(a)-(b)
297,758

Related amounts not set off in
the statement of financial
position
financial
Cash
instruments
collateral
(Note)
received
-

Net amount
(e)= (c)-(d)
297,758

-

30,606,783

30,606,783

-

-

-

30,904,541

30,606,783

-

297,758

December 31, 2017
Financial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements

ġ

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial assets
(a)

Derivative financial
instruments

$

581,111

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial
liabilities set
off in the
statement of
financial
position(b)
-

Net amounts of
financial assets
presented in the
statement of
financial position
(c)=(a)-(b)
581,111

Related amounts not set off in
the statement of financial
position
financial
instruments
(Note)

Cash
collateral
received

-

-

Net amount
(e)= (c)-(d)
581,111

December 31, 2017
Financial liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements

ġ

Derivative financial
instruments
Securities sold under
repurchase agreements
Total

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial
liabilities (a)
$
712,580

$

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial assets
set off in the
statement of
financial
position(b)
-

Net amounts of
financial
liabilities
presented in the
statement of
financial position
(c)=(a)-(b)
712,580

Related amounts not set off in
the statement of financial
position
financial
instruments
(Note)
-

Cash
collateral
received
-

ġ
Net amount
(e)= (c)-(d)
712,580

15,603,851

-

15,603,851

15,603,851

-

-

16,316,431

-

16,316,431

15,603,851

-

712,580

Note: Master netting arrangements and non-cash collaterals are included.
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(e)

Financial risk management
(1) Risk management organization structure
The financial risk management structures of the Company and subsidiaries
include the board of directors and senior management of the Company and
subsidiaries, the Risk Management Committee, the risk management division and
risk management unit under individual business group. The major objective of
operating strategies is to monitor and manage related risk structures for overall
risk of the Company which the risk management division is responsible for
detecting relevant risks arising from risk management unit under individual
business group. The integrated management among the Risk Management
Committee, the risk management division and risk management unit under
individual business group is to meet appropriate balance between risk and return,
and the expectation return of shareholders.
In order to achieve the operating goal and increase return of shareholders,
appropriate risk management should be implemented to enhance the effective risk
management system and sound business operation. Therefore, the board of
directors of the Company and subsidiaries set out and approve risk management
strategies to achieve efficient and effective risk management system; these
strategies are used to control and manage relevant risk.
The risk management division focuses mainly on the overall risk consideration,
and integrates relevant risks of the business departments. There are three
subordinate departments under the risk management division, including the
department of market risk, the department of credit risk, and the department of
operation risk, which are responsible of the planning and controlling of market
risk, credit risk, and operation risk. The business departments are responsible for
daily risk management and control, especially the intraday transaction control.
Through the cooperation of the risk management division and the risk control
units of business departments enables the risk control mechanism to connect
during the premarket, after-hours and intraday transactions. Furthermore, it
complete risk control by covering the functions throughout front, middle and back
offices.
(2) Risk management policy
For the purpose of improving the operation and development of the businesses of
the Company and subsidiaries, to help them achieve their operating strategy and
targets, the principles and objectives with which the Company and subsidiaries
must be equipped when setting up their financial management policies are as
follows:
A) The objectives of risk management
a) The Company and subsidiaries establish the independent and effective risk
management structure and system to assess and supervise the risk-burden
ability, the statue of the risks received, responding strategies toward decisive
risks and the compliance situation of risk management procedures of the
Company and subsidiaries.
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b) The Company and subsidiaries establish scientific risk management system to
identify, analyze and assess and handle the significant risk, which has potential
negative impact toward the Company and subsidiaries and then take risk
response measures to mitigate the significant risk in a reasonable statue.
B) Principle of risk management
a) With the scientific risk management system, the Company enables to analyze
the risk and to achieve reasonable returns.
b) Under the effective risk management structure, each segment executes the
daily management respectively. The risk management division is established
to submit the risk management report to the board of directors regularly, in
order to control the risk in time and effectively and in time. When significant
risk exposure is emerging, which threatens the financial and business situation
as well as the compliance of regulations; proper measurements should be
adopted and should report it to the board of directors immediately.
c) The risk control mechanism supervises the capital adequacy of the Company
in consideration of the scale of business, credit risks, market risk, operation
risk and the trend of future operation. It aims at making assets allocation in
compliance with the overall risk exposure, regulatory capital and the
characteristics of liabilities.
C) The operation of risk management function should have characteristics as following:
a) Timely: The operation system should provide risk forecasting report,
strategies and avoidance to the risk in accordance with the risks resulted from
the process of decision-making of the Company and subsidiaries so that the
system can apply the risk management function immediately.
b) Effectiveness: The Company and subsidiaries should set up appropriate risk
management procedure, monitoring method and emergency response plan to
keep the effectiveness of the risk management function against any possible
risk.
(3) Risk management category
The Company and subsidiaries’ risk management function have already identified and
controlled the various risks as follows:
A) Asset-liability riskǺ
Deposit, loan and assets allocation are the main operation of financial holding
companies. This might lead financial holding companies to face an imbalance
between the maturity structure of assets and liabilities for the long term or the short
term and to exposure to the liquidity risk and the interest rate risk caused by
potential interest rate changes. Therefore, the risk management functions of these
two risks are as follows:
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a) Liquidity risk:
In addition to be in compliance with the reserve requirement and the lowest
liquidity ratio required by the competent authority, the Company and
subsidiaries establishes liquidity analysis, triggers, and limit of indicators in
order to set up coping strategies to prevent poor liquidity.
b) Structural interest rate risk:
In order to reduce the degree of interest risk exposure effectively, the Company
and subsidiaries have built up interest rate sensitive balance sheet, analyzed
interest sensitive gap and established limit of indicators for setting strategies
and hedging programs.
B) Market risk:
Market risk is defined as the exposure to market factors (such as interest, stock
price, exchange rate, etc.) that resulted in unstable price changes of assets which
arise from operating financial instrument actively and expansion of business. To
effectively evaluate the degree of market risk exposure, the Company and
subsidiaries have set up management indicators and its limit by establishing
scientific methods and system of market risk management.
C) Credit risk:
Credit risk is defined in the event when counterparties fail to perform its obligation
which arising from operating financial instruments actively and expanding the
business with possible loss or financial status worsen by the counterparties or
credit customers. The Company and subsidiaries should set up standard evaluation
method of asset quality and classification to compute and control the exposure
regarding the industry characteristics. The method should be reviewed
periodically to recognize allowance for credit loss and reserve. According to the
credit policy for credit rating and asset diversity, the credit information of
counterparties and credit customers should be monitored and collected as
management indicator to minimize the risk of default and credit concentrations.
D) Operational risk (including legal risk):
The operational risk might be caused by internal issues, such as inappropriate
system, personnel negligence and system malfunction; or the losses caused by
external issues including legal risk. The Company and subsidiaries comply with
the operational risk management policy, structure and function which were
established internally to reduce the significant losses caused by operational risk
and its negative impact on achievement of objectives of operating and
management. The Company and subsidiaries also achieve risk identification,
measurement, monitor, control and reduction by risk management activities such
as self-risk assessment and key risk indicators report.
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(4) Risk management process
A) The Company and subsidiaries’ risk management process includes the
identification, assessment, management, supervision and reporting of risks. Risk
assessments and responding strategies are explained as follows:
a) Recognition and evaluation
To effectively evaluate the degree of market risk exposure, the Company and
subsidiaries have set management indicators and its limit by establishing
scientific methods and system of market risk management. The evaluation can
serve as a basis to manage and monitor the Company and subsidiaries possible
market risk. The Company and subsidiaries’ internal market risk estimation
model include interest rate, foreign exchange, equity, product and other risk
factors. In addition to the traditional control methods such as authorize position
limit, stop-loss limit, limit of risk indicators (i.e.: Greeks, DVO1……), Value
at Risk (VaR), stress test and limit on permission suspension are applied to
measure market risk. Nevertheless, when data is applied for stress test, in the
extreme scenario the monitor and management of limit is valued as the whole
financial holding company.
b) Monitoring and reporting
1) Risk management department of each business unit:
Daily supervision is conducted by each business unit by following related
internal policies and executing hierarchical authorization control.
Furthermore, reports should be submitted. When a divergence or exception
occurs, an analysis should be accompanied with the report. When
submitting a report, one should not only follow the Company’s notification
procedures, but also send notification to risk management division. If the
risk indicator is within the limit, general manager of the Company should
approve further measures and the top executive from the financial holding
company’s risk management division should review before giving notice to
the chairman. If, however, the loss of a business unit exceeds its limit, it
should ameliorate within a period of time unless the character of the
business operation unit requires seeking approval from the Company’s
chairman. When the loss cannot be dropped below the limit, the business
operation unit needs to take specific handling procedures. If necessary,
financial holding company’s risk management committee should be held to
come up with a resolution.
2) Risk management division:
In compliance with financial holding company’s risk management
mechanism, risk management division would supervise the indicators of
market risk of the Company and its managed business unit on the daily basis.
If the Company’s risk indicator exceeds the limit, risk management division
should analyze the irregularity and report to the Company’s general
manager and chairman. Furthermore, the general manager and chairman of
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the Parent Company should be notified the case. If necessary, financial
holding company’s risk management committee should be held and the case
should be reported in the nearest board meeting.
c) Management of price risk of equity securities
1) The definition of equity security risk
Equity security market risk includes specific risk incurs due to the price
change of a specific equity security and a general market risk incurs due to
the price change of whole market. Primary equity instruments held in the
Company and subsidiaries’ trading portfolios include listed and TPEx
securities, ETF and mutual funds, domestic and oversea equity index futures,
domestic stock index options, equity futures, warrants, convertible bonds,
securities borrowing and equity derivative products and related hedged
positions which the Company and subsidiaries issued.
2) Equity securities risk management policies, procedures and evaluation
methods
A. In order to efficiently control the risk which arise from equity securities
and the impact on profits, authorized transaction limit, stop limit and
related risk indicators are founded for each business unit, traders and
other equity security instruments.
B. Alert for a decline of single share and stop-loss percentage is set for listed
and TPEx stocks, convertible bond, securities lending of convertible
bonds, ETF and stock mutual funds.
C. Greeks limit (i.e. Delta, Gamma and Vega) is set for total equity
securities’ positions.
d) Foreign exchange risk management
1) The definition and source of foreign exchange risk
The foreign exchange risk shall mean the potential loss of an exchange of
two different currencies at different period of time. The main foreign
exchange products operated by the Company and subsidiaries are
non-option foreign exchange products, foreign exchange options, the
foreign exchange derivative instruments and its hedged position issued by
the Company and subsidiaries.
2) Foreign exchange risk management policies, procedures and evaluation
methods.
A. In order to effectively manage the Company and subsidiaries’ risk
incurred due to foreign exchange market operation and gauge the
influence on the Company and subsidiaries’ profit, transaction limit,
stop-loss limit and related risk indicator are established to each business
unit, traders and foreign exchange related products.
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B. Overall positions’ limit and individual position limit of every kind of
foreign currency position are set by the Company and subsidiaries’
operation of non-option foreign exchange products, including spot
exchange, forward exchange, foreign exchange swap, NDF and foreign
exchange rate futures.
C. Overall positions’ Greeks limit and individual position’s Greeks limit
(i.e. Delta, Gamma and Vega) are set by the Company and subsidiaries
for the operation of foreign exchange option.
D. Overall positions’ Greeks limit and individual position’s Greeks limit (i.e.
Delta, Gamma and Vega) are set by the Company and subsidiaries for
foreign exchange derivatives instruments and related hedged position.
e) The Bank’s trading book risk management policies
Trading book is established in compliance with Regulations Governing the
Capital Adequacy and Capital Category of Banks. Trading book includes the
position of financial products and physical products which are evaluated
frequently and actively managed for trading or for hedging.
1) Strategies
A. Intend to make a profit through the spreads of actual or expected price of
held position.
B. Intend to make a profit through the changes of other prices or interest
rate of held position.
C. Position held for the brokerage and proprietary business.
D. Position held for the need of hedge.
E. Other all transactions under predetermined investment limit.
2) Policies and procedures
Financial Investment Limit Authorization and Suspension Policies are
established by the Bank as a basis of governance of trading book.
3) Evaluation policy
Position of trading book is evaluated daily according to its fair value or
models. Market price data needed by the valuation models should be
updated daily.
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4) Measurement approach
A. The assumptions and calculations of Value at Risk (VaR) refer to (7) B)
market risk analysis a) Value at Risk (VaR).
B. Stress tests carried out by the Bank include single factor sensitivity test,
historical scenario test and custom scenario test. These tests are
conducted to understand the influence on the Bank’s existing trading
portfolio assuming a recurrence of significant international and domestic
events or an occurrence of customized extreme condition and to verify
extreme situations which may cause extraordinary loss.
f) The Bank’s trading book interest rate risk management
1) Contents
Primary interest rate related instruments held in the Company and
subsidiaries’ trading portfolios include domestic and overseas bonds,
interest rate derivatives, interest rate futures, interest rate options,
convertible bond asset swap and interest rate derivative instruments issued
by the Bank and related hedged positions.
2) Management procedure
In order to effectively supervise the interest rate risk and the possible effect
on the Bank’s profitability, authorized trading limit, suspension limit and
limit of related risk indicator are established for each business unit, traders
and interest related product.
3) Measurement approach
A. DVO1 limit is set for domestic and overseas bonds, interest rate
derivatives and domestic and overseas interest rate futures.
B. Greeks limit (i.e. DVO1, Gamma and Vega) is set for interest rate options.
C. DVO1 limit and Greeks limit (i.e. Delta, Gamma and Vega) are set for
the interest rate derivative instruments and related hedged positions that
are issued by the Bank.
D. Greeks limit (i.e. Delta, Gamma and Vega) is set for convertible bond
asset swap.
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g) The Bank’s banking book interest rate risk management
Interest rate risk refers to the risk that the economic value of earnings and assets
and liabilities will be impacted due to adverse changes in interest rates.
1) Strategies
In order to decrease the degree of interest risk exposure, the Company and
subsidiaries have built up interest rate sensitive balance sheet, analyzed
interest sensitive gap and established limit of indicators for setting strategies
and hedging programs.
2) Management process
A. Identification and measurement
Interest rate sensitive balance sheet system is established by the Bank to
measure the Bank’s interest rate risk of banking book. The system
includes the JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s on and
off balance sheet’s asset and liability positions in New Taiwan Dollars
and US Dollars. And the system is applied to observe the influence on
the Bank’s economic value and the following year’s net interest revenue,
if a change in interest rate occurs.
B. Monitor and report
Monitoring the Bank’s banking book interest rate risk exposure,
supervising interest rate risk indicator, building up interest rate sensitive
balance sheet and analyzing interest rate sensitivity gap are performed by
the risk management division on the monthly basis. During the Asset
Liability Committee, a report should be put forward. Moreover, a report
of interest rate risk management analysis should be submitted to higher
level management, audit committee and board of directors.
Holding the Asset Liability Committee on a monthly basis and the
committee should examine interest rate risk.
When the banking book interest rate risk exceeds the predetermined
threshold (medium and high risk or up), the risk management division
should analyze and report to Asset Liability Committee and the Parent
Company’s risk management committee. Furthermore, possible walk
around is developed with the consideration of the Bank’s ability to
sustain the interest risk regarding its eligible capital.
C. Measurement
Analyzing the possible economic effect as the parallel shift of interest
rate at 200 bps divided by eligible capital is the main indicator used to
measure interest rate risk.
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B) The Company and subsidiaries’ credit risk management
a) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s business
In addition to the execution of credit risk management by the risk management
department independent of the business unit, each business unit under the
jurisdiction of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. also has a risk control unit. In
addition to the hierarchical implementation of relevant internal regulations, and
the execution of relevant reports, credit risk management also reveals and
analyzes the risk profile of various risks through the establishment of scientific
methods and the establishment of credit risk measurement indicators, so as to
effectively assess the degree of risk of credit risks, and as a basis for JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. to manage and monitor overall credit risk. In order to
prevent the issuer or counterparty from worsening financial position or credit
status, which results in failure to perform its contractual obligations, and cause
the risk of loss of the rights of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. due to default, JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. integrates internal credit rating and external credit rating,
establishing the credit rating classification system, setting the credit risk limit
of the issuer and the counterparty to control the credit risk. JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd.’s credit risk management is maintaining the capital adequacy within
the range of affordable credit risk and helping to achieve a balance between
risk and reward.
b) JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s business
In order to make sure the credit risks are controlled under tolerance area, the
process of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s credit risk
includes risk recognition, risk evaluation, risk measurement, risk monitoring
and risk reporting. To response to credit risks, if a client of consumer banking
meets one of principles and conditions on the negative listing, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. would not be willing to lend to avoid
risk. As for corporate banking, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
avoids choosing clients who have poor ratings, such as default, and warning
clients. However, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. still takes
the extent of overall credit risk into account and assesses whether the collaterals
or guarantees could reduce expected losses to a controllable level.
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. establishes a consistent
method based on its business characteristics to evaluate asset quality and
classification, calculates and controls its risk exposure and regularly reviews
and verifies its allowance for bad debts. The credit assets of the bank are
classified into 5 categories. Normal credit assets shall be classified as
“Category One”. According to the status of the loan collaterals and the length
of overdue, the remaining unsound credit assets should be classified as
category two to category five, and be named as attention, substandard, doubtful,
and loss, respectively. To manage problematic credit, JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. will make regulations as the basis of management
of problematic loans and remaining debt.
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Based on business characteristics and size, JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd. builds up the grade of credit quality, supervises, collects credit
information of all counterparties and credit clients, and sets up the management
objectives through the regulations of credit risk management and credit policy
to reduce default and concentration risks. The systems of credit risk
measurement are described as follows:
1) Corporate banking
To evaluate credit risk, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. has
to do credit investigation and financial analysis by using relevant information
provided by the credit clients and conduct credit rating after understanding
the profiles of companies and industry. To accurately quantify credit risks,
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. has to develop various
probable default models (PD models) and complete a credit rating system for
corporate banking. In addition to the probability of default model (PD), loss
given default model (LGD) is also established by JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.. The properties of credit risk measurement
system are:
A. The risk premium is the expected loss which is measured by probability
of default (PD), loss given default (LGD), and exposure at default, and it
is treated as the basis of corporate credit pricing.
B. Risk concentration control: the credit rating generated by the corporate
credit rating system is the basis of JihSun International Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd.’s corporate credit limits. The credit balance of each credit rating
cannot exceed a certain percentage of the total corporate credit balance.
Lower quality of credit is granted for high-risk credit clients who have
poor credit ratings.
C. Post-loan risk warning: credit rating is used in the post-loan management,
and monitoring every warning situation.
D. Monitor the extent of credit risk: Monitors can evaluate the extent of credit
risk based on the segregation method of credit rating, and corporate group.
2) Consumer banking
To measure credit risks of the credit clients, JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd. must review the basic information such as age and occupation
of the credit clients when doing consumer credit. To further quantify credit
risks, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. develops model to
qualify risks of consumer banking. Currently JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. has established the scoring card including credit
loans, automobile loans, mortgage loans and credit card, behavioral scoring
card, the probability of default model (PD). JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd. will use these scoring cards, behavioral scoring card, and
models to control credit risk effectively and enhance post-loan management.
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3) Investment
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. manages the risk of debt
instrument by external institutions or internal mechanism such as credit rating,
credit quality of bond, country, and counterparty risk to identify credit risk.
The counterparties of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s
derivative transactions and financial peers shall be deemed as mostly above
investment grade and will be controlled according to their credit limit
(including interbank credit limit); for counterparties that have no credit rating
or are classified as non-investment grade, the transactions are prohibited. For
general customers, credit exposure is controlled in accordance with the
derivative instrument risk limit that is approved when applying for the credit
by following a general procedure.
C) The Company and subsidiaries’ credit risk are divided into four definitions and
level definition is described as follows:
a) Low risk: High transparency of information and strong capacity to meet debt
obligations. Low probability of default or small expected losses.
b) Medium risk: Average transparency of information and capacity to meet debt
obligations. Average probability of default or moderate expected losses.
c) High risk: Low capacity to meet debt obligations and is vulnerable to external
economic conditions. High probability of default or large expected losses.
d) Default: Indicates that the company or the subject has failed to perform its
obligations in accordance with the contract or in line with the Bank’s internal
management system listed in the defaulter or default level.
D) The Company and subsidiaries’ judgment for the credit risk have increased
significantly since the initial recognition
a) The Company and subsidiaries assess the change of default risk of various
credit assets/financial assets during the expected duration of each reporting
date to determine if the credit risk has increased significantly since initial
recognition. In order to make this assessment, the Company and subsidiaries
consider that the credit risk has increased significantly since the initial
recognition of reasonable and corroborative information (including forwardlooking information). The main considerations include: significant downgrades
of internal credit ratings or external evaluations of various types of credit assets,
significant downgrades of the internal credit ratings or external evaluations of
various types of financial assets, when contract payments/financial assets are
overdue for more than 30 days, being included in the alert accounts, having bad
credit noted accounts according to the Company and subsidiaries’ internal
management system, credit risk of other financial instruments of the same
borrower having been in default or credit impaired, etc.
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b) Low credit risk: If it is determined that the credit risk of various loans/financial
assets at the reporting date is low, it can be assumed that the credit risk of
various loans/financial assets has not increased significantly since the date of
initial recognition.
E) The Company and subsidiaries’ assets write-off policy
The Company and subsidiaries determine the debts that cannot be recovered,
which are reported to separate board of directors of separate company for approval
and then written-off. If the debts are recovered after written-off, the balance of the
allowance losses will be adjusted.
F) The Company and subsidiaries’ definition of various loans/financial assets being
default or credit impaired
The Company and subsidiaries’ definition of various loans/financial assets being
default is the same as judgment of various loans/financial assets being credit
impaired. If one or more of the following conditions are satisfied, the financial
asset is determined to be in default and credit impaired:
a) Quantitative indicators: The borrower’s payment stipulated in the contract is
overdue for more than 90 days.
b) Qualitative indicators: If there is evidence that the borrower will be unable to
pay the contract, or show the borrower has significant financial difficulties,
such as:
1) Applied for reorganization or bankruptcy proceedings.
2) The Company has listed as an overdue receivable.
3) According to the internal management system, it is included in the
defaulting account or negotiated account.
4) According to the internal management system, has bad credit alert account,
related loan and financial assets were judged as financial assets impaired.
5) The external rating is the default level.
c) The aforementioned financial assets that have been in default or with credit
impaired, if no longer meet the definition of default of contract and credit
impairment, are deemed to return to the state of normal contract status (have
been cured), and are no longer considered as financial assets that have been in
default or credit impaired.
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G) The Company and subsidiaries’ measurement of expected credit loss (ECL)
a) Adopted methods and assumptions
For various types of credit assets/financial assets with low credit risk and no
significant increase in credit risk since the initial recognition, the 12-month
expected credit loss amount is used to measure the allowance loss. For various
loans/financial assets that have been significantly increased in credit risk or
credit impaired since the initial recognition, the lifetime expected credit loss
amount is used to measure the allowance loss.
To measure the expected credit loss, consider the borrower’s/debtor’s
probability of default (PD) for the next 12 months and its lifetime, and then
include the loss given default (LGD) multiplied by exposure at default (EAD),
and consider the impact of the time value of money, calculate the expected
credit losses for 12 months and lifetime, respectively.
PD is the default probability of the borrower/debtor, and LGD is the rate of
loss caused by default by the borrower/debtor. PD and LGD used in the
impairment assessment for various loans businesses or investment business
of the Company and subsidiaries are calculated after adjusting historical data
based on internal historical information (such as credit loss experience) of
each combination, and based on the current observable information and
forward-looking general economic information (such as unemployment rate,
GDP, etc.) The Company and subsidiaries’ relevant impairment assessments
of investment business which used external credit rating to determine PD,
calculated based on the corresponding rating of external credit rating and
internal credit rating. The LGD of the Company and subsidiaries’ investment
business is calculated based on recovery rate on Moody’s various bonds
(distinguished into secured main order bonds, unsecured main order bonds
and subordinated debentures).
b) Consideration of forward-looking information
When the Company and subsidiaries measure ECL in various types of credit
assets or financial assets, it takes forward-looking information into
consideration, performs forward-looking model estimations based on the
nature of different lending, and establishes credit risk link models based on
past default rates and overall economic information. The model estimates the
relationship between default rate and overall economic information, and
establishes a model to predict the forecast value of the overall economic
information to predict the default rate in the next year. Then, forward-looking
adjustments are made to the ECL. In principle, the validity of the abovementioned forward-looking model is examined every year.
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H) JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s policy of mitigation of credit
risk
a) Collateral
For risk events with low probability of default but large loss given, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. takes actions such as call for
additional collateral, guarantor and on-balance sheet netting in order to
mitigate or transfer risks. When the credit cases are evaluated to be of low
probability of default and small loss given, JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd. would bear the risk.
b) Credit extension limit and credit risk concentration control
To avoid excessive concentration of credit risk, JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. has built up limits of credit balance for a same
person, same related parties, same affiliated enterprises, same enterprise
group and the category of industry, collaterals and countries, respectively.
c) General conventions of net settlement
The transactions of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. is
usually settled on a gross basis, net settlement is set with certain
counterparties or in the case of default when all the transaction with the
counterparty are terminated and settled on a net basis to reduce credit risk.
I) The Company and subsidiaries’ fund liquidity risk management
a) Definition and sources of liquidity risk
Liquidity risk refers to the inability to liquidate assets or obtain financing to
meet its due obligations, and thus impact the Company’s and subsidiaries’
earnings or shareholders’ equity.
b) Liquidity risk management
The Liquidity risk management can be divided into three parts: the Company,
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. and JihSun International Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd. as follows:
1) The Company
The Company’s controlling categories of fund liquidity management
include the source of fund, funding gap, fund applications and liquidity risk
management indicators. The controlling contents are as follows:
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A. Source of funds: The time schedule and cost, the stability and the
diversification of source should be assured.
B. Funding gap: The Company control the funding gaps on different due
days to better plan the funds.
C. Fund applications: The Company evaluates the investment target,
durations and the rate of return. The short-term should take consideration
of its safety and liquidity.
D. Liquidity risk managerial indicators are based on liquidity ratio. The risk
management division reviews the exposure statue of liquidity risk from
assets and liabilities on a monthly basis.
E. Each unit follows its internal regulation, executes the risk management
by hierarchical authorization. Furthermore, reports should be submitted
when a divergence or exception occurs, such as excess of the limit,
quality degradation assessed, exceeding warning indicator or large loss
given, etc., the business departments should report to the risk
management division. If necessary, risk management committee should
be held and the case should be reported in the nearest audit committee
and board meeting.
2) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Fund liquidity risk management of the JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. includes
the controlling of the source of funds, credit management, funding gap, fund
employment and liquidity risk management indicators. Those are explained
as follows:
A. Source of funds: The time schedule and cost, the stability and the
diversification of source should be assured.
B. Credit management: JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. maintains the stability of
credit limit, controls the collateral rate to lower the fund cost, and
maintains sufficient credit line to respond to funding demand.
C. Funding gap: JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. control the funding gaps on
different due days to better plan the funds.
D. Fund employment: JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. evaluates the investment
target, durations and the rate of return. The short-term employment of
funds should mainly consider its safety and liquidity.
E. JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. uses liquidity ratio as the liquidity risk
managerial indicator. The risk management division reviews the
exposure status of liquidity risk from assets and liabilities on a monthly
basis.
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F. Each unit follows its internal regulation, executes the risk management
by hierarchical authorization and submits relative reports. When a
significant risk event occurs, such as excess of the limit, quality
degradation assessed, exceeding warning indicator or large loss given,
etc., the business departments should report to the risk management
division. If necessary, the risk management division has to report to the
risk management committee to determine responding measures and the
event should be reported in the nearest audit committee and board
meeting.
G. If significant default on settlement or financial difficulties takes place
and lead to JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s disability in repaying debts,
which results in difficulties in operation or disorder in securities market,
corresponding measures are as follows:
a. actively disposes of current assets and short-term investments, such
as stocks, benefit certificate fixed-income fund
b. pledge or dispose of properties and equipment
c. borrow from non-banking and insurance institutions (should report to
the authority in two days from the date of occurrence of the borrowing
event)
d. ask the competent authority for a bailout
e. plan in advanced directing against how to raise fund in emergency and
the related documents should also be prepared beforehand
3) JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
A. Strategies
In addition to meeting the relevant liquidity preparation requirements of
the competent authorities and the minimum current ratio, a liquidity
analysis, management indicators and quotas of indicators shall be
established so as to formulate response strategies and prevent liquidity
crisis occurring.
B. Management process
a. Financial investment division uses the daily estimated funding gap as
the basis for allocation of funds.
b. JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. conducts stress tests
of liquidity to assess the level of risk it can bear when encountering
crisis and the result will be reported to the risk management division
and top executives.
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c. Financial investment division convenes “Asset Liability Management
Committee” every month to review JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd.’s liquidity risk.
d. Risk management division monitors external warning indicators on a
daily basis.
e. Risk management division produces liquidity risk management report
to top executives every month. The report includes internal indicators
of the Bank’s liquidity risk management and tables of gap analysis.
The risk management division monitors and analyzes the liquidity risk
profiles then submits a report to the Assets and Liabilities
Management Committee and together with the monthly liquidity risk
analysis report will be reported to the top executives, audit committee
and board of directors.
C. Evaluation method
a. Prepare tables of structure analysis of maturity in accordance with the
competent authority.
b. Prepare tables of fund gap that predicts the renewal rate of deposits
and loans in order to assess JihSun International Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd.’s fund liquidity analysis.
c. The internal indicators of liquidity risk management are “LTD ratio
of Taiwanese or foreign currency”, “liquidity reserve ratio”, “ratio of
the amount of liquidity gap of new Taiwan dollar that will mature
within 30 days to total assets”, “liquidity coverage ratio” and “net
stable funding ratio”. Limit of indicators are set in accordance with
risk tolerance level to develop coping strategies.
d. In addition to internal indicators, JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd. also uses external indicators. For example when its
credit ratings are downgraded or when it’s significantly penalized by
the competent authority, contingency measures will be initiated by the
emergency response team.
e. Setting scenarios for stress test for liquidity is in order to assess JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s duration under stress
scenarios. Appropriate strategies for capital allocation and
countermeasures are developed when it’s necessary.
f. JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. sets “Business Crisis
Contingency Measures” in accordance with the “Operational
Measures when Handling Business Crisis for Financial Institutions”
issued by FSC. When JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
faces abnormal deposits withdrawals, a serious shortage of funds or
other huge loss of liquidity, relevant procedures will be carried out.
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(5)

Credit risk analysis
A) Credit risk analysis of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. and subsidiaries
The credit risks to which JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. exposes are the risks
that an issuer or counterparty fail to perform a contractual obligation and
lead to loss of the JihSun Securities Co., Ltd..
The following disclosed financial assets that may be subject to default.
a) Credit risk concentration analysis
The two tables below present the credit risk exposure of financial assets
by area and by industry:
By area
(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
2018.12.31
Taiwan

Financial assets
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss炼current

Asia

8,295,493

188,061

3,234,696

Financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive
income炼current

24,564,222

29,595

Security borrowing deposits
Financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive
income炼non-current

765,861
6,017,617

Refinancing guaranty deposits
Guaranteed proceeds receivable
from refinancing
Guaranteed price deposits for
security borrowing
Margin loans receivable
Future exchanges margins
receivable
Total
Percentage by area

$

Hong Kong

$

Europe

America

Total

370,630

352,881

12,441,761

584,820

-

177,943

25,356,580

-

-

-

-

769,382
6,017,617

729
610

-

-

-

-

729
610

57,575

-

-

-

-

57,575

8,897,009
1,689

-

-

-

-

8,897,009
1,689

3,521

48,600,805

221,177

3,819,516

370,630

530,824

53,542,592

90.77%

0.41%

7.14%

0.69%

0.99%

100.00%
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2017.12.31
Taiwan
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss炼current

$

Bonds
Stocks
Futures margin
Buy options炼future
Open-end funds and money
market instruments
Available-for-sale financial assets炼
current
Securities borrowing deposits
Financial assets carried at cost炼
non-current
Refinancing guaranty deposits
Guaranteed proceeds receivable
from refinancing
Guaranteed price deposits for
security borrowing
Margin loans receivable
Total

$

Percentage by area

Hong Kong

Asia

Europe

America

Total

5,058,953
12,869,266

120,672
152,607

2,377
3,105,627

466,829

200,805

5,182,002
16,795,134

11,065,169
1,714,697
45,302
9,013
35,085

151,566
938
103
-

2,968,788
136,839
-

466,829
-

176,420
24,385
-

14,828,772
1,876,859
45,405
9,013
35,085

8,307,943

-

-

-

-

8,307,943

409,188
965,192

-

-

-

-

409,188
965,192

3,594
2,971

-

-

-

-

3,594
2,971

22,857

-

-

-

-

22,857

12,494,250

-

-

-

-

12,494,250

40,134,214

273,279

3,108,004

466,829

200,805

44,183,131

90.84%

0.62%

7.03%

1.06%

0.45%

100.00%

Note: The column Asia in the table of the credit risk concentration analysis by area in which Taiwan and
Hong Kong are excluded.

By industry
(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
2018.12.31
Central or

local
government

Financial
Individual

industry

Manufacturing

Electronics

Service

Construction

Funds

Total

Financial assets
Financial assets at fair value

$

2,015,379

-

3,603,980

4,146,291

1,690,548

177,171

257,791

7,962,115

-

2,994,038

8,533,149

5,751,968

29,594

85,716

550,601

12,441,761

-

25,356,580

through profit or loss炼
current
Financial assets at fair value
through other
comprehensive income炼
current
Security borrowing deposits

-

-

769,382

-

-

-

-

-

769,382

Financial assets at fair value

-

-

6,017,617

-

-

-

-

-

6,017,617

-

-

729

-

-

-

-

-

729

-

-

610

-

-

-

-

-

610

-

-

57,575

-

-

-

-

-

57,575

152,211

-

8,897,009

-

-

1,689

through other
comprehensive income –
non-current
Refinancing guaranty
deposits
Guaranteed proceeds

receivable from
refinancing
Guaranteed price deposits for
security borrowing
Margin loans receivable

-

8,123,751

Future exchanges margins

-

1,689

611,346

-

1,013

-

-

-

8,688

-

receivable
Total
Percentage by industry

$

9,977,494

8,125,440

14,055,277

12,680,453

7,442,516

215,453

495,718

550,601

53,542,952

18.63%

15.18%

26.25%

23.68%

13.90%

0.40%

0.93%

1.03%

100.00%
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2017.12.31
Central or
local
government

Financial
Individual

industry

Manufacturing

Electronics

Service

Construction

Funds

Total

-

-

-

-

182,158

206,688

159,424

16,795,134

-

14,828,772

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents

$

Financial assets at fair value

-

5,182,002

3,646,596

-

-

3,275,422

5,323,354

-

4,001,492

3,646,596

5,182,002

through profit or loss炼

current
Bonds

-

3,124,266

4,793,198

2,991,223

75,770

197,719

Stocks

-

-

91,683

530,156

1,010,269

106,388

8,969

Futures margin

-

-

45,405

-

-

-

-

-

Buy options炼futures

-

-

9,013

-

-

-

-

-

Open-end funds and

-

-

5,055

-

-

-

-

30,030

-

-

2,964,241

-

-

-

8,307,943

129,394

1,876,859
45,405
9,013
35,085

money market
Available-for-sale financial

1,018,383

4,325,319

assets炼current
Securities borrowing deposits

-

-

409,188

-

-

-

-

-

409,188

Financial assets carried at

-

-

965,192

-

-

-

-

-

965,192

-

-

3,594

-

-

-

-

-

3,594

-

-

2,971

-

-

-

-

-

2,971

-

-

22,857

-

-

-

-

-

22,857

cost炼non-current
Refinancing guaranty
deposits
Guaranteed proceeds
receivable from refinancing
Guaranteed price deposits for
security borrowing
Margin loans receivable
Total
Percentage by industry

$

11,935,809

399,042

1,725

9,923

147,751

-

12,494,250

3,646,596

11,935,809

13,224,509

6,343,462

8,326,811

-

192,081

354,439

159,424

44,183,131

8.25%

27.01%

29.93%

14.36%

18.85%

0.44%

0.80%

0.36%

100.00%

b) Maximum exposure to credit risk
Without taking collateral or other credit enhancement into mitigation
effect into account, the maximum exposure to credit risk of
on-balance-sheet financial assets is equal to their carrying values.
c) Collateral and other credit enhancements
Dealing in securities trading margin financing and securities lending
business is conducted according to the regulations of the competent
authority. The customer of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. uses the stock
bought by financing as collateral to apply for financing. The financing
ratio is subject to legal regulation. However, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
may give different financing ratio depending on the degree of the
stock’s risk in accordance with internal risk control system. If the stock
price of its individual stocks fluctuates too violently, it will then control
the position of the purchase of financing or the limit of the amount of
financing so as to avoid the risk of excessive concentration of collateral.
After the daily settlement, the price of the financing and short-selling
balance of each credit account will be priced. When the customer’s total
guarantee retention rate is lower than the maintenance rate stipulated in
the law, the customer is notified to make up the payment. The customer
fails to make the payment within the prescribed time limit and
maintenance rate is not reached, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. will dispose
of the collateral to ensure the claims.
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d) Credit risk explanations of different financial assets are as follows:
1) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are mainly composed of savings accounts,
time deposits, checking accounts and short-term notes.
2) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss炼current
A. Bonds
Bonds, convertible bonds, etc. are included.
B. Stocks
The main stock positions of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. include
proprietary positions, underwriting position, hedging position
and warrant position.
C. Derivative financial instruments炼OTC
When JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. trades derivative financial
instruments with the counterparty over OTC (Over-the-Counter)
market, ISDA master agreement is necessary as the agreement
between two parties. The derivative financial instruments over
OTC include structured products and interest rate swap (IRS).
The counterparties are all financial institutions in Taiwan.
D. Future exchanges margins
The futures margin is the margin required to participate in futures
trades in the exchange market. It includes the position held for
trading or hedged purpose.
E. Buy optionsüfutures
The buy option position bought by JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. is
the market value of the premiums paid to buy option contracts of
Taiwan Future Exchange for holding-for-sale or hedging purpose,
of which the risk is quite low.
F. Open-end funds and money market instruments
Open-end funds and money market instruments position are
higher liquidity financial assets such as short-term bills, money
market funds, etc.
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3) Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive incomeü
current
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive incomeü
current position are JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s proprietary trading
position.
4) Availableforsale financial assets-current (applicable for 2017)
Available for sale financial assets-current position are JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd.’s proprietary trading position.
5) Securities purchased under resell agreements
The securities purchased under resell agreements of JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. are bond transactions with terms to resale.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. signs up master agreement with the
counterparties, whereby the two parties agree to transact at an aimed
price, given interest rate and interval, and agree to resale with price
as promised prior to the due date. The counterparties are all domestic
financial institutions. Considering that JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
holds the bonds as collateral, the exposed amount is reduced
effectively.
6) Securities borrowing margin
Securities borrowing margin is the caution money paid to the
counterparty for securities lending or short sale.
7) Financial assets carried at cost炼non-current (applicable for 2017)
The financial assets carried at cost炼non-current held by JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. are mainly composed of domestic financial
institutions and related for long-term investments.
8) Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
炼non-current
The financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive
income炼non-current held by JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. are mainly
composed of domestic financial institutions and related for
long-term investments.
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9) Refinancing guaranty deposits, guaranteed proceeds receivable from
refinancing and guaranteed price deposits for security borrowing
The refinancing guaranty deposits, guaranteed proceeds receivable
from refinancing and guaranteed price deposits for security
borrowing are all from domestic financial institutions.
10) Margin loans receivable
Margin loans receivable is mainly from domestic individuals.
e) Credit risk quality level
Some of the financial assets held by JihSun Securities Co., Ltd., such
as cash and cash equivalents, financial assets at fair value through profit
or loss, securities purchased under resell agreements, refundable
deposits, accounts receivable and other receivables (unimpaired) are
judged that the credit risk is relatively low due to these assets’
counterparties have good credit ratings. Apart from the above, the credit
quality of the remaining financial assets is analyzed as follows:
1) Credit quality analysis on receivables
(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
2018.12.31

Low risk
Interest receivable from
investment in debts
instruments
Future exchanges margins
receivable

$

154,959

-

Receivables-impaired

-

Other receivable-impaired

-

Overdue receivable

-

12-month ECLs
Medium risk
High risk

Total

154,959

Low risk

Life time ECLs- without impairment
Medium risk
High risk

Total

Life time
ECLs – with
impairment

-

Accumulated
impairment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

46,057

44,368

34

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,972

1,972

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

81,479

62,144

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,170

2,170

Net amount

154,925
1,689
19,335
-

2) Credit quality analysis of security investments
(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
2018.12.31

Low risk
Investments in debt
instruments designated at
fair value through other
comprehensive income

$

17,961,185

12-month ECLs
Medium risk
High risk

-

-

Total

Low risk

17,961,185

-

Life time ECLs- without impairment
Medium risk
High risk

-

-

Total

Life time
ECLs – with
impairment

-

-

Total

17,961,185

Accumulated
impairment
(Note)

6,675

Note: Accumulated impairment on investments in debt instruments designated at fair value through
other comprehensive income are adjusted to other equity items.
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3) Credit quality analysis or financial assets
(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
Normal assets

2017.12.31
Overdue but

Financial assets

Low risk

Cash and cash equivalent

$

Medium risk

3,539,805

1,640,866

15,738,977

849,932

Bonds

14,641,806

112,163

Stocks

1,007,796

737,641

45,277

128

Financial assets at fair value through

High risk

No rating

Reserve for

not impaired

Impaired

impairment

1,331

-

-

-

5,182,002

2,028

204,197

-

-

-

16,795,134

74,803

-

-

-

14,828,772

2,028

129,394

-

-

-

1,876,859

-

-

-

-

-

45,405

-

Total

profit or loss炼current

Futures margin
Buy options炼future

-

9,013

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,013

35,085

-

-

-

-

-

-

35,085

8,307,943

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,307,943

Security borrowing deposits

409,188

-

-

-

Financial assets carried at cost炼

921,058

27,166

Refinancing guaranty deposits

2,296

1,298

-

-

Guaranteed proceeds receivable from

1,893

1,078

-

-

-

-

Open-end funds and money market
Available-for-sale financial assets炼
current

16,968

-

-

-

-

409,188

-

-

-

965,192

-

-

-

3,594

-

-

-

2,917

-

-

-

22,857

-

non-current

refinancing
Guaranteed price deposits for security

22,857

-

borrowing
Margin loans receivable

11,256,308

Accounts receivable
Other receivable
Total
Percentage

$

22,578

-

-

6,727,373

1,215,364
-

-

-

-

1,972

(1,972)

44,892

-

-

-

-

38,178

(38,178)

44,892

40,150

(40,150)

50,955,396

0.08%

(0.08)%

100.00%

46,972,590

3,735,704

24,606

222,496

-

92.18%

7.33%

0.05%

0.44%

-

%

-

12,494,250
6,727,373

B) Credit risk analysis of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
a) Maximum exposure to credit risk
Without taking collateral or other credit enhancement instruments into
account, the maximum exposure to credit risk of on-balance sheet
financial assets is equal to their book values and the maximum exposure
to credit risk of off-balance sheet financial instruments are as follows:
Various guarantee
proceeds
Unused amount of
irrevocable letter of
credit
Unused amount of
irrevocable credit card
commitments
Unused amount of
irrevocable loan
commitments
Total
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$

$

2018.12.31
1,131,107

2017.12.31
878,444

352,451

398,457

19,956,897

22,033,243

16,203,808

17,411,064

37,644,263

40,721,208
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The related information of maximum exposure to credit risk about the
on-balance sheet and off-balance sheet items held for collateral, netting
agreements and other credit enhancement obtained is as follows:

December 31, 2018
On-balance sheet items
Receivable from default
settlement amount of
derivative products
Loans discounted
Off-balance sheet items
Unused amount of irrevocable
letter of credit
Various guarantee proceeds
Total

December 31, 2017
On-balance sheet items
Receivable from default
settlement amount of
derivative products
Loans discounted
Off-balance sheet items
Unused amount of irrevocable
letter of credit
Various guarantee proceeds
Total

Netting
agreement

Other credit
enhancement
obtained

27,328

-

-

110,979,804

-

4,578,972

115,558,776

12,925

-

22,620

35,545

13,455
111,033,512

-

383,893
4,985,485

397,348
116,018,997

Collateral
$

$

27,328

Netting
agreement

Other credit
enhancement
obtained

30,045

-

-

106,834,349

-

4,484,299

111,318,648

7,451

-

35,771

43,222

20,821
106,892,666

-

207,146
4,727,216

227,967
111,619,882

Collateral
$

$

Total

Total
30,045

b) The related quantity information of credit impaired financial assets held
for collateral, netting agreements and other credit enhancement
obtained is as follows:

December 31, 2018
On-balance sheet items
Loans discounted

c)

Collateral
$

1,169,436

Netting
agreement
-

Other credit
enhancement
obtained
72,442

Total
1,241,878

The relevant collaterals and other credit enhancement disclosures of
financial instruments not applied the impairment rules in IFRS 9
In order to reduce credit risk, JihSun International Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd requires the counterparty based on the ISDA contract to
provide Credit Support Annex (CSA) for derivative commodity
transactions. Similar to the margin of margin trading, although both
parties bear debts each other, due to changes in market prices, one party
may incur losses due to insolvency. Therefore, even if the market price
changes, the two parties will provide credit support items. The two
parties will still perform their obligations or they will use the credit
support provided by the defaulting party to protect the rights of the nondefaulting parties.
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d) Information on concentrations of credit risk
Concentrations of credit risk exist when counter-parties to financial
instrument transactions are individuals or groups engaged in similar
activities with similar economic characteristics, which would impair
their ability to meet contractual obligations under negative economic or
other conditions.
The credit risk concentration of JihSun International Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd. originates from assets, liabilities or off-balance sheet items
that are generated by the transaction (irrespective of the product or
service), performance, execution or cross-category exposure
combination, including credit extension, deposits and call loans to
banks, securities investment, receivables and derivatives instruments.
There is no significant concentration of credit risk within JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. in terms of a single client or
counterparty to a transaction, and the transaction amount of a single
client or counterparty does not account for a significant amount of
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. balance of discounts
and loans and non-accrual account. The following table illustrates the
diversification of the loan portfolio among geographical regions,
industry sectors and collateral types.
1) By Industry
Industry
Private business
Individual
Financial institution
Total

$

$

2018.12.31
Amount
71,957,316
83,304,770
4,204,713
159,466,799

%
45.12
52.24
2.64
100.00

2017.12.31
Amount
66,009,522
82,272,220
4,466,606
152,748,348

%
43.22
53.86
2.92
100.00

2) By Area
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. primarily engages
its business in Taiwan and there is no significant geographically
concentrated credit risk.
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3) By Collateral
Collateral
No Collateral:
Credit
Collateral by:
Stocks
Bonds
Real estate
Movables
Note receivable
Guaranty
Others
subtotal
Total

2018.12.31
Amount

%

2017.12.31
Amount

%

$

43,908,023

27.53

41,429,700

27.12

$

13,913,181
593,109
96,669,163
2,095,710
723,709
1,215,308
348,596
115,558,776
159,466,799

8.73
0.37
60.62
1.32
0.45
0.76
0.22
72.47
100.00

12,835,411
443,567
92,136,941
2,866,659
854,001
1,735,561
446,508
111,318,648
152,748,348

8.40
0.29
60.32
1.88
0.56
1.14
0.29
72.88
100.00

e) Credit quality and impairment analysis of financial assets
Some financial assets held by JihSun International Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd. and subsidiary, such as cash and equivalent cash, due from the
Central bank, call loans to banks, financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss, securities purchased under resell agreements, refundable
deposits, interest receivable-due from the Central bank and government
bonds, receivable from pre-issuing trading bonds, and other
receivables-financial holdings, are excluded from this analysis since the
must of counterparty is normally with good credit quality and can be
considered as low credit risk. Below tables provide the credit quality
analysis for other financial assets of JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd. and subsidiary.
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188,590,072

Total

$

1,056,986
313,854
66,534,171

Off-balance sheet items
Guaranty
Letter of Credit
Loan commitment
53,588,591

67,705
38,597
21,768,190

55,457

229,554

276,036

-

-

-

123,469
48,663

31,256,956

-

settlement amount of
derivative products
炼Other receivable from

194,290
163,306
9,077

Medium risk

120,042,352

-

without resource
炼Receivable from default

counterfeit fraud and legal
advances
Discount and loans
Other financial assets
炼short-term advances

-

$

Low risk

Items
On-balance sheet items
Receivables
炼Credit card business
炼Interest receivable-loans
炼Acceptance receivable
炼Factoring receivables-

8,933,408

3,301,112

2,425

5,568,796

-

-

-

54,942
6,133

High risk

12-month ECLs

251,112,071

1,124,691
352,451
91,603,473

333,918

156,868,104

-

-

372,701
218,102
9,077
229,554

Total

-

-

-

-

397
226

224,224

22,180

309

201,112

Low risk

-

-

-

-

268,776

157,201

8,846

48,350

54,290
89

Medium risk

60,814
636,411

-

4,326

467,564

-

-

102,344
1,363
-

High risk

Lifetime ECLs- without impairment

2018.12.31

1) Client quality analysis of discounts and loans as well as receivables

240,195

13,481

717,026

1,129,411

-

-

-

-

157,031
1,678

Total
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5,383

491,395

10,562

6,416

2,457,522

-

365

1,881,668

-

58,752
2,981

impairment

Lifetime
ECL – with

2,481,065

11,375
54
30,475

2,590

2,057,577

5,383

346,939

21,985
1,027
91
3,569

impairment

Accumulated

252,217,939

1,119,732
352,397
91,823,755

345,174

157,409,221

-

144,456

566,499
221,734
8,986
225,985

Net amount
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147,413,159

4,700,038

-

4,373,677

-

-

-

316,697
2,985
6,679

Medium risk

-

-

-

-

-

42,752

6,416

35,000

57

1,279

High risk

-

-

-

-

-

-

11,016

2
11,014

No rating

(A)

152,166,965

878,444
398,457

149,861,803

-

153,539

25,096

563,588
115,795
170,243

Subtotal

1,083

60,038

423,403

-

362,282

-

-

-

-

Past due not
impaired (B)

2017.12.31

4,339

12,274

3,080,186

-

2,524,262

539,311

-

-

-

Impaired (C)

155,670,554

878,444
398,457

152,748,347

539,311

153,539

25,096

635,900
115,795
175,665

Total
(A)+(B)+(C)

-

-

-

-

868,850

129

528,397

336,329

504

3,491

-

-

-

1,546,505

8,720

1,528,692

1,656

321

826

6,290

Without objective
evidence of
individual
impairment

Appropriated loss (D)
With objective
evidence of
individual
impairment

153,255,199

869,595
398,457

150,691,258

202,982

151,883

24,775

626,119
115,795
174,335

Net amount
(A)+(B)+(C)-(D)

Note: No rating is (1) missing (or closed card) accounts and normal accounts which have been approved for more than 1 year but no billing recorded in the
recent 1 year, or (2) bad debt, legal proceedings and doubtable accounts.

Total

872,028
398,457

145,453,126

-

default settlement
amount of
derivative products
Discount and loans
Off-balance sheet items
Guaranty
Letter of Credit

153,539

25,096

245,610
101,796
163,507

receivableswithout resource
炼Receivable from

$

$

Low risk

receivable
炼Factoring

receivable-loans
炼Acceptance

On-balance sheet items
Receivables
炼Credit card business
炼Accounts receivable
炼Interest

Items

Neither past due nor impaired
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2) Client-credit-quality-based credit quality analysis on none past due and
none impaired discount and loans
2017.12.31
Consumer banking
炼Residential
mortgages
炼Micro-credit
loans
炼Other
Corporate banking
炼Secured
炼Unsecured
Total

Neither past due nor impaired
Medium risk
High risk

Low risk
$

Total

46,551,499

4,257

-

46,555,756

318,135

233,830

-

551,965

26,413,995

4,283

-

26,418,278

31,773,233
40,396,264
$ 145,453,126

462,710
3,668,597
4,373,677

35,000
35,000

32,235,943
44,099,861
149,861,803

3) Credit quality analysis of security investments
2018.12.31

12-month ECLs
Items
Investments in debt instruments
designated at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Investments in debt instruments at
amortized cost
Total

Low risk

$

$

Life time ECLs- without impairment

Medium risk

High risk

28,665,493

-

-

36,136,845

-

-

64,802,338

-

-

Total

Low risk

Medium risk

High risk

Total

28,665,493

-

-

-

-

36,136,845

-

-

-

-

64,802,338

-

-

-

-

Life time ECLs
– with
impairment

-

-

Total

28,665,493

Accumulated
impairment

10,077

36,136,845

3,283

64,802,338

13,360

2017.12.31
Neither past due nor impaired

Loss amount

Medium

Items

Low risk

risk

High risk

No rating

Subtotal (A)

Past due not

Impaired

Total

recognized

Net amount

impaired (B)

(C)

(A)+(B)+(C)

(D)

(A)+(B)+(C)-(D)

Available-for-sale financial assets
炼Bonds

21,957,694

-

-

-

21,957,694

-

-

21,957,694

-

21,957,694

ɡStocks

$

159,293

-

-

-

159,293

-

-

159,293

-

159,293

ɡOthers

187,161

-

-

-

187,161

-

-

187,161

-

187,161

2,429,649

-

-

-

2,429,649

-

-

2,429,649

-

2,429,649

268,644

-

-

98,675

367,319

-

58,166

425,485

14,623

410,862

25,002,441

-

-

98,675

25,101,116

-

58,166

25,159,282

14,623

25,144,659

Held to maturity financial assets
炼Bonds

Other financial asset
炼Stocks
Total

$

Note: No rating means (1) not listed or TPEx securities without JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s rating; (2) listed and TPEx
securities whose listing period is less than one year and without the
Bank’s rating.
4) Aging analysis on past due but not impaired financial assets
Past due but not impaired loans might results from some temporary
administration reasons so the customer is in the early stages of delinquency
but no actual impairment occurs yet. According to the internal credit risk
assets impairment evaluation guideline, unless there are other objective
evidences shown the potential loss, a less than 90-day past due loan is
typically not to be treated as impairment.
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The aging analysis on past due but not impaired financial assets is as
follows:
2017.12.31
Overdue
between
1 and 3 months

Overdue within
1 month
Receivables
炼Credit card business
ɡInterest from loans
Discounts and loans
Consumer banking
ɡResidential
mortgages
ɡMicro-credit loans
ɡOthers
Corporate banking
炼Secured
炼Unsecured
Total

$

$

Total

17,562
443

42,476
640

60,038
1,083

143,261

89,897

233,158

2,993
64,361

2,206
58,941

5,199
123,302

292
51
228,963

267
13
194,440

559
64
423,403

5) Disclosures required by the Regulations Governing the Preparation of
Financial Reports by Public Banks
A. Asset quality

Business炾
炾Items
Corporate
Secured
banking
Unsecured
Residential
mortgages
Cash cards
Consumer
banking
Micro-credit loans
Other Secured
Unsecured
Total loan business

Credit card business
Factoring receivables - without
recourse

Nonperforming
Total loans
loans
65,511 36,788,580
190,383 47,532,639
103,898 46,614,065
-

-

1,421
506,594
50,483 27,650,130
1,592
374,790
413,288 159,466,798
Overdue
accounts Receivables
2,311
936,248
-

229,554
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Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, %
2018.12.31
NonAllowance Coverage ratio
performing
for bad of allowance for
loans ratio
debts
bad debts
0.18 %
451,775
689.62 %
0.40 %
311.62 %
593,268
701,332
0.22 %
675.02%
-

%

-

-

%

0.28 %
9,844
692.75 %
0.18 %
283,492
561.56 %
0.42%
17,866
1,122.24%
0.26 % 2,057,577
497.86 %
Overdue
Allowance Coverage ratio
accounts
for bad of allowance for
ratio
debts
bad debts
0.25%
24,575
1,063.39 %
-

%

3,569

-

%
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Business炾
炾Items
Corporate Secured
banking
Unsecured
Residential
mortgages
Consumer Cash cards
Micro-credit loans
banking
Other Secured
Unsecured
Total loan business

Credit card business
Factoring receivables - without
recourse

Nonperforming
loans
321,490
229,252
56,687
1,714
65,520
6,406
681,069
Overdue
accounts
3,373
-

2017.12.31
NonAllowance Coverage ratio
performing
for bad of allowance for
Total loans loans ratio
debts
bad debts
33,299,512
0.97 %
477,129
148.41 %
44,672,050
0.51 %
561,198
244.80 %
47,178,427
0.12 %
708,045
1,249.04 %
619,419
26,475,904
503,035
152,748,347

%
0.28 %
0.25 %
1.27 %
0.45 %

%
11,937
696.44 %
273,231
417.02 %
25,549
398.83%
2,057,089
302.04 %
Allowance Coverage ratio
Overdue
for bad of allowance for
Receivables accounts ratio
debts
bad debts
1,027,937
0.33 %
9,781
289.98%
153,539
%
1,656
%

Note 1:

Non-performing loans represent the amount of overdue loans as reported in
accordance with the “Regulations Governing the Procedures for Banking
Institutions to Evaluate Assets and Deal with Non-performing/Non-accrual
Loans.” The credit card overdue loans represent the amount of overdue loans as
reported in accordance with Jin-Kuan-Yin-(4)-Zi No. 0944000378, dated July 6,
2005.

Note 2:

Non-performing loans ratio = Non-performing loans ÷ total loans; Credit card
delinquency ratio = Overdue receivables ÷ balance of receivables.

Note 3:

Coverage ratio of allowance for bad debts = allowance for credit losses ÷
non-performing loans; Coverage ratio for credit card = allowance for credit losses
÷ overdue receivables.
For residential mortgage loans, a borrower provides his/her (or spouse’s or minor
child’s) house as collateral in full and pledges it to the financial institution for the
purpose of obtaining funds to purchase property and to construct or repair a house.

Note 4:

Note 5:

Micro-credit loans are defined by Jin-Kuan-Yin-(4)-Zi No. 09440010950, dated
December 19, 2005, and they do not include credit cards or cash cards.

Note 6:

Others in consumer banking are secured and unsecured consumer loans other than
residential mortgage loans, cash cards, and micro-credit loans, and do not include
credit cards.

Note 7:

In accordance with Jin-Kuan-Yin-(5)-Zi No. 094000494, dated July 19, 2005, the
amounts of without-recourse factoring will be classified as overdue receivables
within three months from the date that suppliers or insurance companies resolve
not to compensate the loss.
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B. The information below shows supplemental disclosures of JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s loans and receivables that
may be exempted from reporting as non-performing loans and
overdue receivables, respectively.
Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars
2018.12.31

2017.12.31

Loans may be Receivables may Loans may be Receivables may
exempted from
be exempted
exempted from
be exempted
reporting as a from reporting reporting as a from reporting as
non-performing
as overdue
non-performing
overdue
receivables
receivables
loan
loan
Pursuant to a contract under a debt negotiation plan (Note 1)

28,025

Pursuant to a contract under a debt liquidation plan and a debt
relief plan (Note 2)

14,974

5,285

38,007
17,728

5,593

Total

42,999

5,285

55,735

5,593

Note 1:

In accordance with Jin-Kuan-Yin-(1)-Zi No.09510001270, dated April
25, 2006, a bank is required to make supplemental disclosure reporting
credit information which was approved under the “Debt Coordination
Mechanism of Unsecured Consumer Debts by the Bankers Association
of the R.O.C”.

Note 2:

In accordance with Jin-Kuan-Yin-(1)-Zi No.09700318940, dated
September 15, 2008, a bank is required to make supplemental
disclosure reporting credit information once debtors apply for
pre-negotiation, relief and liquidation under the “Consumer Debt
Clearance Act.”

C. Concentration of credit extensions

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, %
2018.12.31
Credit amount to
Enterprise group
Credit amount
shareholders’
equity ratio (%)
4,034,776
18.76%
A GROUP炼Real Estate Development
2,374,530
11.04%
B GROUP炼Other Amusement and Recreation
Activities
2,030,875
9.44%
C GROUP炼Ocean Transportation
1,806,015
8.40%
D GROUP炼Rolling and Extruding of Iron and
Steel
1,600,000
7.44%
E GROUP炼Basic Chemical Materials
Manufacturing
1,564,268
7.27%
F GROUP炼Financial Lease
1,491,000
6.93%
G GROUP炼Ocean Transportation
1,323,675
6.15%
H GROUP炼Other Financial Intermediates not
Elsewhere Classified
1,316,500
6.12%
I GROUP炼Other Plastic Products
Manufacturing
1,195,045
5.56%
J GROUP炼Passive Electronic Components
Manufacturing
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2017.12.31
Rank

Enterprise group

1

A GROUP炼Other Amusement and Recreation
Activities
B GROUP炼Real Estate Development
C GROUP炼Ocean Transportation
D GROUP炼Basic Chemical Materials
Manufacturing
E GROUP炼Rolling and Extruding of Iron and
Steel
F GROUP炼Monitor and Terminal
Manufacturing
G GROUP炼Other Financial Intermediates not
Elsewhere Classified
H GROUP炼Financial Lease
I GROUP炼Wholesale Electronic and
Communication Equipment and Parts
J GROUP炼Manufacture of Other Electronic
Parts and Components Not Elsewhere Classified

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Credit amount to
shareholders’
equity ratio (%)
2,616,370
12.68%

Credit amount

2,280,862
1,947,750
1,700,000

11.05%
9.44%
8.24%

1,543,552

7.48%

1,458,132

7.06%

1,204,500

5.84%

1,122,597
1,082,281

5.44%
5.24%

992,500

4.81%

(6) Liquidity risk analysis
A) Maturity analysis of non-derivatives liabilities
Table below shows the analysis of cash outflows of non-derivatives
liabilities based on time remaining until the contractual maturity date.
Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars
Deposits from the central bank
and banks
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Securities sold under repurchase
agreements
Commercial paper issued—net
Payables
Deposits
Bonds payable
Other borrowings
Other financial liabilities
Deposits from securities
borrowing (listed in other
liabilities)
Total

Within 3 months
$
10,054,996

$

2018.12.31
3 to 12 months
Over 1 years
2,873,057
3,323,547

49,490

-

29,395,547

-

7,346,973
9,168,820
51,176,307
1,330,000
8,499,125

199,166
56,773,761
2,500,000
74,976

50,752
86,740,989
2,500,000
281,198

7,346,973
9,418,738
194,691,057
5,000,000
1,330,000
8,855,229

165,890
117,187,148

62,420,960

94,107,722

165,890
273,715,830
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-

Total
16,251,600

1,211,236
-

49,490
30,606,783
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Deposits from the central bank
and banks
Financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss
Securities sold under repurchase
agreements
Commercial paper issued—net
Payables
Deposits
Bonds payable
Other borrowings
Other financial liabilities
Deposits from securities
borrowing (listed in other
liabilities)
Total

Within 3 months
$
7,758,925

$

2017.12.31
3 to 12 months
Over 1 years
3,080,775
3,487,120

Total
14,326,820

23,230

-

-

23,230

15,603,851

-

-

15,603,851

9,467,763
13,050,280
51,496,820
1,140,000
6,467,621

-

-

267,556
49,705,148
253,479

71,716
87,494,247
5,000,000
273,583

9,467,763
13,389,552
188,696,215
5,000,000
1,140,000
6,994,683

482,403
105,490,893

53,306,958

96,326,666

482,403
255,124,517

B) Maturity analysis of derivatives liabilities
Table below shows the analysis of cash outflows of derivatives liabilities
(listed in financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss) based on the
maturity date:
Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars
Call ( Put ) warrants
Forward contracts
Foreign currency swap
FX options
TXO options
Stock options
Interest rate instruments
Structured instruments
Total

Within 3 months
$
32,757
7,762
13,283
20,440
19,343
946
104,629
945
$
200,105

2018.12.31
3 to 12 months
Over 1 years
4,442
146,257
4,442
146,257

Call ( Put ) warrants
Forward contracts
Foreign currency swap
FX options
TXO options
Stocks options
Interest rate instruments
Structured instruments
Total

Within 3 months
$
320,323
484,908
3,390
25,376
10,779
646
57,711
41,908
$
945,041

2017.12.31
3 to 12 months
Over 1 years
4,551
94,736
4,551
94,736

Total
32,757
7,762
13,283
171,139
19,343
946
104,629
945
350,804

Total
320,323
484,908
3,390
124,663
10,779
646
57,711
41,908
1,044,328

C) Maturity analysis of off-balance sheet items
Table below shows the maturity analysis of off-balance-sheet items for the
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. The amount of the
guarantee and committed credit lines will be allocated to the earliest period
when such obligation can be exercised anytime by clients.
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Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars

Unused amount of
irrevocable credit card
commitments
Unused amount of
irrevocable letter of
credit
Various guarantee
proceeds
Unused amount of
irrevocable loan
commitments

Unused amount of
irrevocable credit card
commitments
Unused amount of
irrevocable letter of
credit
Various guarantee
proceeds
Unused amount of
irrevocable loan
commitments

2018.12.31
181 days91-180 days
1 year
718,690
1,636,671

0-30 days
$
130

31-90 days
844,208

108,193

148,155

96,103

281,416

52,000

78,794

166,644

552,253

1,131,107

2,588,813

3,152,430

3,282,785

5,405,740

1,774,040

16,203,808

2017.12.31
181 days1 year
91-180 days
1,038,218
3,505,004

Over 1 year
16,680,655

Total
22,033,243

0-30 days
$
-

31-90 days
809,366

Over 1 year
16,757,198

-

-

-

-

Total
19,956,897

352,451

49,243

279,439

69,775

398,457

21,416

55,960

100,108

157,500

543,460

878,444

2,763,551

3,452,049

3,065,671

6,108,316

2,021,477

17,411,064

D) Maturity analysis of lease contract and capital expenditure commitment
The lease contracts of the Company and subsidiaries are operating lease.
Operating lease commitment is the future minimum rental payment under
operating lease conditions when the Company and subsidiaries is a lessee
or lessor.
The capital expenditure commitment of the Company and subsidiaries is the
contractual commitments signed for obtaining buildings and equipment.
Maturity analysis of lease contract and capital expenditure commitment of
the Company and subsidiaries is as follows:
2018.12.31
Lease contract commitments
Operating lease expense(lessee)
Operating lease revenue(lessor)
Capital expenditure commitments

Under 1 year

2017.12.31
Lease contract commitments
Operating lease expense(lessee)
Operating lease revenue(lessor)
Capital expenditure commitments

Under 1 year

$

$

297,447
19,760
77,943

303,157
19,379
39,289
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Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars
1 to 5 years
Over 5 years
Total
414,033
35,955
1 to 5 years
529,286
48,724
3,682

42,526
1,393
Over 5 years
7,042
3,183
-

754,006
57,108
77,943
Total
839,485
71,286
42,971
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(7)

Market risk analysis
Market risk results from the changes in market prices, such as price risk, interest
rates risk, foreign exchange rates risk and product risk will cause the risk of loss.
A) Market risk analysis – JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
a) Value at Risk (VaR)
Value at risk is the risk measure of the maximal expected loss on a specific
portfolio for given time horizon and confidence level under normal market.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. currently adopts 99% C.L.1 day to measure the
risk of loss on portfolio. JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. exercises back testing
to evaluate the appropriateness of Value at Risk model on a daily basis to
ensure that the greatest probable risk can be evaluated effectively.
1) Value at Risk
99%C.L.1 day(VaR)
Total of departments
Covariance adjustments
Securities in All

2018.12.31
31,920
(8,525)
23,395

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
The lowest
The highest
Average
17,232
41,323
23,410
(10,698)
(14,034)
(10,322)
6,534
27,289
13,088

99%C.L.1 day(VaR)
Total of departments
Covariance adjustments
Securities in All

2017.12.31
23,060
(9,252)
13,808

The lowest
16,189
(8,409)
7,780

The highest
22,135
(7,001)
15,134

Average
18,637
(7,928)
10,709

2) The table of Value at Risk by risk factors

99%C.L.1 day (VaR)
2018.12.31
Average
Lowest
Highest

Securities in
All
23,395
13,088
6,534
27,289

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
Exchange
Interest
Equity
Instrument
rate
rate
price
284
4,391
23,853
506
5,535
11,784
23
464
3,802
6,480
141
300
5,429
25,518
-

99%C.L.1 day (VaR)
2017.12.31
Average
Lowest
Highest

Securities in
All
13,808
10,709
7,780
15,134

Exchange
rate
30
63
48
76
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rate
6,158
6,712
5,141
11,059

Equity
price
10,717
7,444
7,038
7,423

Instrument
424
174
516
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b) Stress testing
Stress tests carried out by JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. include single-factor
sensitivity test, historical scenario test and self-defined scenario test. These
tests are conducted to understand the impact on JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s
portfolio assuming a recurrence of significant international and domestic
events or an occurrence of self-defined extreme condition.
The data applied for stress test in the extreme scenario used by JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. considered the following factors to simulate the
probable loss.
1) Single factor sensitivity test烉
The purpose of this test is to observe the change on a portfolio’s value
whenever a specific risk factor changes. For example, when the risk
factor is stock price of listed company, the single-factor sensitivity test
evaluates change on portfolio value because of changes to stock price.
2) Historical scenario test烉
The purpose of this test is to simulate the portfolio under a historical
period, where the shocks are applied to following the historical returns.
3) Self defined scenario test烉
This test is similar to the single-factor sensitivity test and in addition,
takes into consideration the correlation of risk factors.
The table of stress testing

Risk factor
Equity Price risk
Interest Rate risk
Exchange Rate risk

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
Changes in gain and loss of
positions
Movements
2018.12.31
2017.12.31
Equity price depreciate 20%
(137,541)
(630,589)
Interest rate curve shift up 100bps
(152,298)
(383,557)
Foreign currency depreciate 7% against NTD
(49,795)
(53,184)

c) Except for the indicators aforementioned, the Company sets up different
internal control mechanism and risk control indicators for each department
according to the natures and products of each department.
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B) Market risk analysis-JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
a) Value at Risk (VaR)
Incompliance with Basel- Internal Model Approach for Market Risk, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. (the Bank) updates market data on
a daily basis. Exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) is applied
to compute volatility based on the market price range for the past year.
Additionally, correlation of different market risk factor is considered and
assumption of price changed of risk factor follow certain pattern is made.
With an assistance of a computer, simulation of possible price path is
identified. The Bank uses the simulation as the basis of investment
portfolio’s profit allocation. Monte Carlo simulations may be applied to
compute Value at Risk of 99% confidence interval. Variance-covariance
matrices or Historical simulations can also be applied. Furthermore, the
Bank would exercise back testing to evaluate the appropriateness of Value
at Risk model on a daily basis.
Tables shown as below are the Value at Risk portfolios of JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. For the years ended December 31,
2018 and 2017烉
99% C.L.1 day(VaR)
Exchange instrument
Interest instrument
Equity instrument
VaR

Average
2.58
3.48
4.24
6.27

99% C.L.1 day(VaR)
Exchange instrument
Interest instrument
Equity instrument
VaR

Average
15.13
4.96
2.61
6.00

Unit: in millions of New Taiwan Dollars
2018
The highest
The lowest
2.28
2.55
2.58
1.56
12.21
1.45
13.90
2.41
2017
The highest
35.13
6.02
1.75
36.68

The lowest
2.53
2.29
1.36
2.63

b) Stress testing
Stress test is exercised to evaluate the greatest potential loss of
risk-weighted assets under the worst hypothetical scenarios. The test is
composed by three parts: (1) Single factor sensitivity test: The purpose of
this test is to observe the change on a portfolio’s value whenever a specific
risk factor changes. Assuming that the risk factor is the stock price of
common stocks, the single factor sensitivity test is to evaluate the value
change on a portfolio when the stock price changes. (2) Historical scenario
test: The purpose of this test is to simulate the portfolio under a historical
period, where the portfolio is applied to following the historical returns. (3)
Custom scenario test: This test is similar to the single-factor sensitivity test
and in addition, takes the correlation of risk factors into consideration.
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c) Sensitivity analysis
Summary of sensitivity analysis are as follows:
Unit: in millions of New Taiwan Dollars
2018.12.31
Risk Items
Interest
Rate Risk
Foreign
Exchange
Rate Risk
Equity Price
Risk

Movement
Interest rate curve shift up 100bps
Interest rate curve shift down 100bps
Foreign currency appreciate 7%
against NTD
Foreign currency depreciate 7%
against NTD
Equity price appreciate 20%
Equity price depreciate 20%

Amount
Profit and loss
Equity
203
(392)
(198)
332
(9)
559
9

(559)

44
(44)

42
(42)

2017.12.31
Risk Items
Interest
Rate Risk
Foreign
Exchange
Rate Risk
Equity Price
Risk

Movement
Interest rate curve shift up 100bps
Interest rate curve shift down 100bps
Foreign currency appreciate 7%
against NTD
Foreign currency depreciate 7%
against NTD
Equity price appreciate 20%
Equity price depreciate 20%

Amount
Profit and loss
Equity
(64)
(907)
(36)
938
7
667
(6)

(667)

(2)
2

32
(32)

1) Interest rate sensitivity information for JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd.
A. Interest rate sensitive assets and liabilities analysis sheet (in New
Taiwan Dollars)
December 31, 2018
Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars; %
181 days –
1 year
Over 1 year
Total
(inclusive)
2,887,246
20,323,387
198,857,928

1-90 days
91-180 days
Item
(inclusive)
(inclusive)
Interest rate sensitive $174,637,743
1,009,552
assets
Interest rate sensitive
72,703,002
86,450,767
22,649,710
liabilities
Interest rate sensitive 101,934,741
(85,441,215) (19,762,464)
gap
Net value
Interest rate sensitive assets to interest rate sensitive liabilities ratio
Interest rate sensitive gap to net value ratio
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December 31, 2017
181 days –
1-90 days
91-180 days
1 year
Item
Over 1 year
(inclusive)
(inclusive)
(inclusive)
Interest rate sensitive $ 169,965,090
1,324,228
2,576,105
20,634,189
assets
Interest rate sensitive
67,340,537
82,775,528
22,850,842
7,833,248
liabilities
Interest rate sensitive 102,624,553
(81,451,300) (20,274,737)
12,800,941
gap
Net value
Interest rate sensitive assets to interest rate sensitive liabilities ratio
Interest rate sensitive gap to net value ratio

Total
194,499,612
180,800,155
13,699,457
20,067,355
107.58
68.27

Note 1: Listed amounts of the head office, domestic branches, offshore banking unit
and overseas branches (excluding foreign currency amounts) are denominated
in NTD.
Note 2: Interest rate sensitive assets and liabilities are determined by the revenue or
cost of various rates spreads between interest-earning assets and
interest-bearing liabilities.
Note 3: Interest rate sensitivity gap = Interest rate sensitive assets 炼 Interest rate
sensitive liabilities.
Note 4: Ratio of interest rate sensitive assets to liabilities = Interest rate sensitive assets
÷ Interest rate sensitive liabilities (denominated in NTD).
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B. Interest rate sensitive assets and liabilities analysis sheet (USD)
December 31, 2018
181 days 1-90 days
91-180 days
1 year
Item
(inclusive)
(inclusive)
(inclusive)
Interest rate sensitive $
356,904
87,299
131,917
assets
Interest rate sensitive
286,703
335,776
108,263
liabilities
Interest rate sensitive
70,201
(248,477)
23,654
gap
Net value
Interest rate sensitive assets to interest rate sensitive liabilities ratio
Interest rate sensitive gap to net value ratio

Over 1 year
335,456

Total
911,576

41,329

772,071

294,127

139,505
16,334
118.07
854.08

December 31, 2017
181 days 1-90 days
91-180 days
1 year
Item
(inclusive)
(inclusive)
(inclusive)
Interest rate sensitive $
334,584
53,567
50,313
assets
Interest rate sensitive
262,961
398,109
44,145
liabilities
Interest rate sensitive
71,623
(344,542)
6,168
gap
Net value
Interest rate sensitive assets to interest rate sensitive liabilities ratio
Interest rate sensitive gap to net value ratio

Over 1 year
326,859

Total
765,323

140

705,355

326,719

59,968
19,624
108.50
305.58

Note 1: Listed amounts of the head office, domestic branches and offshore banking unit
(excluding contingent assets and liabilities) are denominated in USD.
Note 2: Interest rate sensitive assets and liabilities are determined by the revenue or
cost of various rates spreads between interest-earning assets and
interest-bearing liabilities.
Note 3: Interest rate sensitivity gap = Interest rate sensitive assets 炼 Interest rate
sensitive liabilities.
Note 4: Ratio of interest rate sensitive assets to liabilities = Interest rate sensitive assets
÷ Interest rate sensitive liabilities (denominated in USD).
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C)

Exchange rate risk concentration information of the Company and subsidiaries
Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars; %
Foreign currency
amount

Financial assets
Monetary items
USD
JPY
EUR
AUD
HKD
CNY
ZAR
Others (Note)
Financial liabilities
Monetary items
USD
JPY
EUR
AUD
HKD
CNY
ZAR
SGD
GBP
NZD
Others (Note)

Financial liabilities
Monetary items
USD
JPY
EUR
AUD
HKD
CNY
ZAR
NZD
Others (Note)

NTD amount

$

1,225,655
1,408,207
16,668
55,323
263,368
1,009,687
172,548
-

30.735/30.714
0.2785/0.2782
35.242/35.198
21.679/21.639
3.924/3.921
4.476/4.471
2.128
-

37,665,021
392,150
587,410
1,199,346
1,033,072
4,518,746
367,182
154,991

$

1,000,123
3,377,785
17,518
60,422
226,886
1,110,966
601,525
5,332
5,925
9,306
-

30.735/30.714
0.2785/0.2782
35.242/35.198
21.679/21.639
3.924/3.921
4.476/4.471
2.128
22.491/22.479
38.907/38.886
20.622
-

30,734,704
940,701
617,351
1,309,881
890,203
4,972,377
1,280,047
119,932
230,527
191,904
94,818

Foreign currency
amount
Financial assets
Monetary items
USD
JPY
EUR
AUD
HKD
CNY
Others (Note)

2018.12.31
exchange
rate

2017.12.31
exchange
rate

NTD amount

$

1,042,126
3,573,487
19,312
54,301
366,619
1,016,120
-

29.850/29.760
0.2649/0.2642
35.695/35.568
23.268/23.188
3.819/3.807
4.577/4.565
-

31,086,028
946,502
689,285
1,263,459
1,398,954
4,648,962
206,555

$

917,233
3,602,072
13,738
61,520
252,251
973,444
492,282
5,300
-

29.850/29.760
0.2649/0.2642
35.695/35.568
23.268/23.188
3.819/3.807
4.577/4.565
2.420/2.410
21.207
-

27,363,656
954,120
490,319
1,431,431
962,854
4,454,148
1,191,323
112,401
232,661

Note: Other currencies that are less than to NTD 100 million are disclosed aggregately.
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(f)

Capital management
(1)

Capital management objectives
A) The capital management objective of the Company is that their eligible
capital is sufficient to meet the capital requirements and the minimum legal
capital adequacy rate. The eligible capital and the authorized capital are
calculated in pursuant to the regulations set by the regulators.
B) To enable the Company to have an adequate capital to cover various risks,
the required capital should be calculated based on the risk portfolios and the
risk characteristics that the Company faced. Optimal allocation of resources
can be achieved by regularly reviewing the objectives of capital
management.
C) The Company’s capital management is for ensuring that the Company has
operation plan and the enough financial resources to pay for its working
capital, capital expenditure, repayment of liabilities and dividends payment
in the next twelve months.

(2)

Capital management procedures
A) The Company maintains adequate capital to meet the requirements of the
authority and completes the overall risk management report and submitted
to the authority on a semiannual basis.
B) The Company’s qualified capital is managed by the Financial Planning
division. The Financial Planning division summarizes the budgets of the
Company and subsidiaries annually and submits a recommendation of
earnings distribution plan to the Company’s management for deliberation
annually. After the Company’s management deliberating, the
recommendation of earnings distribution plan should be presented to the
Board of Directors for deliberation.
C) The financial planning division is responsible for the Company’s
consolidated capital adequacy ratio. According to the Regulations
Governing the Consolidated Capital Adequacy of Financial Holding
Companies, the financial planning division calculates the consolidated
capital adequacy ratio monthly under consolidated basis in order to control
to meet the requirement of the minimum consolidated capital adequacy ratio
required by laws and regulations.
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(3)

Capital adequacy ratio of the group
Items
Percentage
of
ownership
100%
100%
100%
100%
-

Company
Financial holding company
Bank subsidiaries
Securities subsidiaries
Other subsidiaries
Deduction
Subtotal
Capital adequacy ratio of the group (%)
Items

Percentage
of
ownership
100%
100%
100%
100%
-

Company
Financial holding company
Bank subsidiaries
Securities subsidiaries
Other subsidiaries
Deduction
Subtotal
Capital adequacy ratio of the group (%)

December 31, 2018
Group’s
statutory capital
Group’s net
eligible capital
requirement
44,192,975
48,331,118
22,438,462
15,457,591
17,112,676
7,485,069
5,257
3,528
49,001,087
48,249,358
34,748,283
23,027,948
150.90
December 31, 2017
Group’s
Group’s net
statutory capital
eligible capital
requirement
39,062,046
43,192,406
22,559,162
13,863,133
15,179,922
5,619,836
5,377
3,538
44,276,162
43,074,323
32,530,345
19,604,590
165.93

(4) Eligible capital of JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Items
Common stock
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Capital surplus
Unappropriated earnings
Equity adjustments
Less: Goodwill and other intangible
assets
Less: Treasury stocks
Total eligible capital

7.

December 31, 2018
36,190,357
1,673,633
875,464
16,418
2,802,993
3,190,331
1,330
554,891
44,192,975

December 31, 2017
35,423,607
1,440,323
1,371,328
2,293,281
(540,782)
18
925,693
39,062,046

Related Party Transactions
(A) Names of related parties and relationship with the Company
Name of related party
Relationship with the Company
Jih-Sun Securities Investment Trust The investee company carried under the equity method of the
Co., Ltd.
Company’s subsidiary JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Jih-Sun Securities (Agent) Co., Ltd. Jih-Sun Securities (Agent) Co., Ltd.’s directors are the main
management of the Company (Note)
CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED
The mainly shareholder with more than 10% shares of the Company
Other related parties
The directors, managers and supervisors of the Company and
subsidiaries

Note: Jih-Sun Securities (Agent) Co., Ltd. does not have any trading and business activities.
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(B)

Material transactions with related parties:
(a)

Deposits

Name of related party
Jih-Sun Securities Investment Trust Co.,
Ltd.
Other related parties
Total

Name of related party
Jih-Sun Securities Investment Trust Co.,
Ltd.
Other related parties
Total

$

Ending
balance
136,164

$

237,519
373,683

$

Ending
balance
110,636

$

262,436
373,072

2018
Maximum
balance
136,683
498,520

2017
Maximum
balance
110,636
468,804

Interest
revenue
1,178

Interest
interval %
0-1.0%

2,321
3,499

0-4.8%

Interest
revenue
652

Interest
interval %
0-1.18%

2,279
2,931

0-4.8%

The above interest rates on deposits are substantially the same as for comparable
transactions with non-related parties.
(b)

Loan
December 31, 2018
Agreement
Number
or
related
party Maximum
Classification name
Balance
Employee
6
4,327
consuming
loan
Personal house
55
414,129
mortgaged loan
Other loans
12
58,306

Ending
balance
2,506

Terms of
trade
different or
not with
Normal
Overdue
non-related
Collateral
loans
loans
party
2,506
None
None

380,393

380,393

-

Real estate

None

49,645

49,645

-

Real estate,
negotiable
security and
obligatory
right

None
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December 31, 2017
Agreement
Number
or
related
party Maximum
Classification name
Balance
Employee
6
3,776
consuming
loan
Personal house
59
442,119
mortgaged loan
Other loans
8
38,271

Ending
balance
2,281

Terms of
trade
different or
not with
Normal
Overdue
non-related
Collateral
loans
loans
party
2,281
None
None

381,929

381,929

-

Real estate

None

35,880

35,880

-

Real estate,
negotiable
security and
obligatory
right

None

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, there were no overdue loans from the related
parties. Allowance for bad debts is estimated in accordance with the accounting policy
of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. In
relation to the related-party credit policy, JihSun International Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd. follows the requirements under Articles 32, 33, 33-1, 33-2, 33-4, 33-5 of the
Banking Act, and does not provide credit loans without collaterals. For collateralized
loans, the collaterals shall consists of full guarantees, and the terms (including interest
rate, collateral and its related appraisal, guarantor requirement, loan term, repayment
method of principal and interest, etc.) must not be superior to the other parties for
similar types of loan. Financing provided to the same related party, which individually
or cumulatively amounts to $100,000 or 1% of the Bank’s net worth, whichever is
lower, must be presented to the Board of Directors and Supervisors for deliberation.
Moreover, the meeting must be attended by more than two-thirds of the directors and
approved by more than three-fourths of the directors in attendance. The terms and
conditions of loans to related parties are not superior to those given to non-related
parties.
(c)

The accounts receivable and other receivable with related parties (listed in receivables),
payable and other payable with related parties (listed in payables) were as follows:
Name of related party
Receivables
Jih-Sun Securities Investment Trust Co., Ltd.

$

6

Payables
CAPITAL TARGET LIMITED

$

307,800
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(d)

The revenue with related parties was as follows:
2018
Securities registration and service fee
Jih-Sun Securities Investment Trust Co., Ltd.
Income from selling fund rewards
Jih-Sun Securities Investment Trust Co., Ltd.
Service fee – Brokerage
Other related parties
Net wealth management income
Other related parties

$

2017
36

36

1,941

1,802

6,687

5,448

34

19

2018
167,208
2,061
169,369

2017
146,012
2,054
148,066

(C) Compensation information for main management
Salary and other short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Total

8.

$

Pledged Assets
Pledged assets
Financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss
Financial assets at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Investments in debt instruments at
amortized cost
Restricted assets–current (certificates
of deposit, demand deposits)
Other financial assets (financial assets
carried at cost)
Investment property
– land
– building (book value)
Property and equipment
– land
– building (book value)
Other assets (refundable deposits)
Total

9.

$

Objects
Deposited court guarantee,
guarantee of bills dealer, trust
fund reserve for compensation,
and fund dispatching needs
Bank loan guarantee and
deposited court guarantee
Deposited court guarantee,
guarantee of bills dealer, trust
fund reserve for compensation,
and fund dispatching needs
Bank loan guarantee and
deposited guarantee of CNY
clear accounts
Bank loan guarantee

$

2018.12.31
-

2017.12.31
2,159,500

2,181,446

-

2,131,600

-

840,040
-

890,620
477,288

Ȼ
Ȼ
Ȼ
Ȼ
Deposited court guarantee
$

186,417
16,696

186,417
17,424

1,022,303
250,260
41,469
6,670,231

1,022,303
260,479
10,128
5,024,159

Significant Contingents Liabilities and Unrecognized Contract Commitments
(A) Significant contractǺ
An advisory company had informed and requested the Company to pay for the consultancy
fees in 2009. In accordance with the Company’s internal evaluations and the opinions from
the appointed lawyer, the Company could use three reasons to defend its position. One
reason was that the consultancy agreement did not complete the legal procedure within the
Company. Another was that the case of capital increase did not include in the range of the
consultancy agreement. Therefore, the Company thought that it was not necessary to
estimate and pay for the requested amount.
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(B)

Significant lawsuit
(a) In January 2014, four customers of the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd.’s futures introducing broker business alleged that they had suffered losses, and
requested JihSun Securities Co. Ltd., and its subsidiary, JihSun Futures Co., Ltd. and the
employees to be jointly responsible, and claimed for $109,428. On September 30, 2016,
the Taiwan Taipei District Court ruled in favor of JihSun Securities Co. Ltd. Some of the
customers disagreed with the adjudication made and filed an appeal and claimed $35,344.
On May 30, 2018, the Taiwan High Court ruled in favor of JihSun Securities Co. Ltd.
Some of the customers disagreed with the adjudication made and filed an appeal. The suit
is currently under judgment by the Superme Court. Futures introducing broker business
of JihSun Securities Co. Ltd. and its subsidiary, JihSun Futures Co. Ltd., had been
inspected by the competent authority several times and had not been found in violation
of any regulation. JihSun Securities Co. Ltd. and its subsidiary, JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.
do not need to bear the damage liability compensation, and no accrual shall be booked.
(b) In March, September, and October 2016, twenty-seven customers of Yilan Branch of
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. alleged that they had suffered losses, because a former
salesperson used his job opportunities to commit fraud by pretending to introduce the
purchase of Chunghwa Telecom convertible bonds. The customers requested JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. and the former salesperson to be jointly responsible, and claimed
$80,960. Litigations of the case were respectively on trial by the Taiwan Yilan District
Court (four litigations), the Taiwan High Court (one litigation) and Supreme Court
(one litigation) totaling six litigations. In February 2017, Taiwan Yilan Branch District
Court ruled one suit in favor of customers. In that decision, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
and the former salesperson should bear the damage liability compensation of $13,200.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. disagreed with the adjudication and filed an appeal. In
September 19, 2018, the Taiwan High Court abandoned Taiwan Yilan Branch District
Court’s judgment, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. should not bear the damage liability
compensation. The customers disagreed with the adjudication and filed an appeal to
Supreme Court. The suit is currently under judgment by Supreme Court. In December,
2017, the Taiwan Yilan District Court ruled another suit in favor of JihSun Securities
Co., Ltd. In that decision, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. should not bear the damage liability
compensation of $8,500. The customers disagreed with the adjudication and filed an
appeal. The suit is currently under judgment by the Taiwan High Court. The Supreme
Court issued a judgment in June 2017 in which it drastically relaxed the scope of
employment of the employed, and aggravated the supervision of the election of the
employer. The Taiwan Yilan District Court had different views on the relevant judgment.
One view is that the behavior of the former salesperson and JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
shall be jointly liable for damages, the other view is that JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. is
not liable. JihSun Securities Co., Ltd assessed possible litigation losses and accrued the
litigation losses amounted to $59,260 as of December 31, 2018.
(c) Customers of Xinyin Branch of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. alleged
that one wealth management consultant was suspected of misappropriation of customers’
funds, and believe their rights were infringed due to JihSun International Commercial
Bank Co., Ltd. and the wealth management consultant were both involved and did not
fulfill debt, and requested JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. to be
responsible for compensation liability of $290,385. The case is now under the
jurisdiction of Taiwan Tainan District Court. Currently, except for the civil lawsuits filed
by customers individually amid civil claim cases, the remaining criminal lawsuits with
the supplemental civil action have yet to be heard. Whether JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. needs to bear the damage liability compensation or not and
the amount of damage liability compensation cannot be estimated. Based on the current
evaluation, the case has no material impact on the operations and shareholders’ equities
of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
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(C)

Significant commitments and contingencies of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd.:
Acted as an agent for various collections
Entrusted with the sale of U.S dollar traveler’s checks
Handled several guarantees
Outstanding bank acceptance liabilities
Letters of credit
Acted as custodian of post-dated checks for its clients
(excluding next day’s checks for clearing)
Loans commitments (including revocable loan
commitments)
Credit card commitments
Total

$

$

2018.12.31
41,565
10,085
1,131,107
9,077
352,451
8,478,021

2017.12.31
26,521
9,569
878,444
25,096
398,457
10,097,214

71,897,333

69,941,477

19,956,897
101,876,536

22,033,243
103,410,021

(D) Significant commitments and contingencies of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.:

(E)

(a)

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company had issued post-dated checks for
future rental payments, which amounted to $19,819 and $22,302, respectively.

(b)

As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, in connection with securities financing activities,
the Company’s subsidiary JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. held client-owned stocks which
amounted to approximately 486,504,561 shares and 621,057,122 shares, respectively;
stocks lent out to clients amounted to approximately 34,200,000 shares, and
34,349,000 shares, respectively. The Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co.,
Ltd. had received refundable deposits in full from the clients for the lent securities.

Except for aforementioned, other consolidated subsidiaries have no significant commitments
and contingencies.

10. Significant Catastrophic Losses: None.
11. Significant Subsequent Events:
(A) Transferring shares and amount to the employees’ information of the 5th and 6th purchase
treasury stocks approved by the Company’s board of directors on January 17, 2019, please
refer to Note 6 (AE)(b)(6).
(B)

On March 14, 2019, the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co. Ltd.’s board of
directors approved the dissolution & liquidation of its overseas subsidiary JIH SUN
FINANCIAL SERVICES (CAYMAN) LIMITED, reinvested by JIH SUN
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED. The reason was
based on consideration of the operating situations of JIH SUN FINANCIAL SERVICES
(CAYMAN) LIMITED.
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12. Others
(A) Business segment financial information: please refer to Note 14 (A): Gains/losses of
operating segments and valuation of assets.
(B)

Average amount and current period average interest rate of interest-earning assets and
interest-bearing liabilities are as follows烉
2018.12.31

Interest-earning assets
Interest-bearing liabilities

(C)

$

Average
amount
232,364,044
218,168,837

2017.12.31
Average
rate
(%)
1.82
0.64

Average
amount
206,215,076
205,616,525

Average
rate
(%)
1.84
0.56

Maturity analysis of assets and liabilities to JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.:
(a)

Structure analysis of New Taiwan Dollars time to maturity
December 31, 2018

Unit: in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars
Remaining amount to maturity
181 daysTotal
0-10 days 11-30 days 31-90 days 91-180 days
Over 1 year
1year
Major capital $213,435,600 21,353,386 29,241,486 27,439,754 9,958,884 16,435,610 109,006,480
inflow at
maturity
Major capital 276,069,425 13,516,152 16,233,282 28,641,577 32,491,792 67,657,464 117,529,198
outflow at
maturity
Gap
(62,633,825) 7,837,234 13,008,204 (1,201,823) (22,532,908) (51,221,854) (8,522,678)

December 31, 2017
Remaining amount to maturity
181 daysTotal
0-10 days 11-30 days 31-90 days 91-180 days
Over 1 year
1year
Major capital $206,243,794 48,833,659 10,699,712 20,019,050 10,733,459 13,621,201 102,336,713
inflow at
maturity
Major capital 269,217,183 14,777,896 12,234,323 26,563,006 27,351,740 61,981,781 126,308,437
outflow at
maturity
Gap
(62,973,389) 34,055,763 (1,534,611) (6,543,956) (16,618,281) (48,360,580) (23,971,724)

Note:

Listed amounts of the head office and domestic branches (excluding foreign
currency amounts) are denominated in NTD.
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(b)

Structure analysis of US Dollars time to maturity
December 31, 2018

Major capital
$
inflow at maturity
Major capital
outflow at maturity
Gap

Unit: in thousands of USD
Remaining amount to maturity
181 days31-90 days 91-180 days
Over 1 year
1 year
93,424
72,926
128,824
518,892

Total
984,150

0-30 days
170,084

1,198,192

344,607

167,699

117,244

289,187

279,455

(214,042)

(174,523)

(74,275)

(44,318)

(160,363)

239,437

December 31, 2017

Major capital
$
inflow at maturity
Major capital
outflow at maturity
Gap

Remaining amount to maturity
181 days31-90 days 91-180 days
Over 1 year
1 year
108,323
96,961
46,211
477,118

Total
937,521

0-30 days
208,908

1,096,301

288,948

207,515

148,983

158,437

292,418

(158,780)

(80,040)

(99,192)

(52,022)

(112,226)

184,700

Note 1: Listed amounts of the head office and domestic branches and offshore banking unit
are denominated in U.S. dollars. The amounts were listed by book value except for
additional statement. Non-recorded amount shall not be listed. (For example: planning
to issue negotiable certificates of deposit, bonds or stocks.)
Note 2: The supplementary disclosure of information shall be provided, if the overseas assets
accounts for more than 10% to the total assets.
(D) Pursuant to Article 17 of the Enforcement Rules of the Trust Enterprise Act, the balance
sheets and income statements of trust accounts are as follows:
(a)

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

TRUST BALANCE SHEETS
Trust assets
Cash in bank
Stocks
Funds

$

Securities borrowed by
the other parties
Receivables

Total trust assets

$

2018.12.31
106,927
278,194
5,038,443

2017.12.31
139,704
185,593
5,015,181

195,051

416,238

7,639

34,804

5,626,254

5,791,520

Trust liabilities
Payables
Trust capital
Reserves and
accumulated
earnings (losses)
Net (losses)
income
Accumulated
earnings (losses)
Income
distribution
Total trust liabilities
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$

$

2018.12.31
7,197
6,087,022

2017.12.31
3,472
5,744,167

(544,553)

1,838

130,339

88,584

(53,751)

(46,541)

5,626,254

5,791,520
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TRUST PROPERTY LIST
Investment items
Cash in bank
Short term investment
Stocks
Funds
Securities borrowed by the other parties
Total trust assets

$

2018.12.31
106,927

2017.12.31
139,704

$

278,194
5,038,443
195,051
5,618,615

185,593
5,015,181
416,238
5,756,716

TRUST INCOME STATEMENTS
Investment items
Trust revenues
Interest income
Rental income
Cash dividends
Realized capital gains
Unrealized capital gains
Unrealized currency exchange gains
Realized currency exchange gains
Subtotal
Trust expenses
Administrative expenses
Tax expenses
Service fee expenses
Realized capital losses
Unrealized capital losses
Unrealized currency exchange losses
Realized currency exchange losses
Postage and telephone expenses
Health insurance expenses
Subtotal
Income (loss) before tax
Income tax expense
Net (loss) income

2018
$

2017
186
11,217
94,180
47,059
23,775
32,894
48,821
258,132

127
12,738
58,611
71,144
137,822
12,919
624
293,985

2,799
17
5,263
86,610
570,467
131,459
5,750
1
319
802,685
(544,553)

3,219
10
4,012
37,096
129,964
107,682
9,994
1
169
292,147
1,838

$
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(544,553)

1,838

-43633,238,027

Deferred amount transferred from the
previous period

Net income

Accumulated earnings (losses)

30,025,842 Total trust liabilities

3,592,445

914,775

46,235

1,365,652

1,401,020

7,366

17,058,672

501,840

4,444,632 Reserves and accumulated earnings (losses)

323 Trust capital

2017.12.31
Trust liabilities
692,882 Payable for securities in custody

$

$

33,238,027

(674,493)

675,861

3,675

26,941,300

2018.12.31
6,291,684

30,025,842

(721,949)

722,795

2,829

26,429,722

2017.12.31
3,592,445

Note: The above total trust assets included trust assets of OBU, the related amounts as of December 31, 2018 and 2017 are $422,372 and $532,656,
respectively.

Total trust assets

6,291,684

8,924

Construction in progress

Securities in custody

31,406

1,245,107

1,735,094

Buildings

Land

Real Estate

Structured instruments Real estate

7,366

16,097,348

Funds

Securities borrowed by the other parties

640,813

326

2018.12.31
1,165,995

Stocks

$

$
6,013,964

Trust assets

TRUST BALANCE SHEETS

JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

Bonds

Prepayments

Cash in bank

(b)
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TRUST PROPERTY LIST
Trust items
Cash in bank
Short-term investments
Bonds
Stocks
Funds
Securities borrowed by the other parties
Securities in custody
Real estate–net
Land
Buildings–net
Construction in progress
Securities in custody
Total trust assets

$

$

2018.12.31
1,165,995

2017.12.31
692,882

6,013,964
640,813
16,097,348
7,366
1,735,094

4,444,632
501,840
17,058,672
7,366
1,401,020

1,245,107
31,406
8,924
6,291,684
33,237,701

1,365,652
46,235
914,775
3,592,445
30,025,519

TRUST INCOME STATEMENTS
Investment items
Trust revenues
Interest income
Dividends
Revenue from securities borrowing
Gain on sale of properties
Other revenue
Subtotal
Trust expenses
Administrative expenses
Service fee expenses
Loss on sale of properties
Other expenses
Tax expenses
Subtotal
Net income

2018
$

$
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2017

1,474
1,027,595
63
344,682
6,000
1,379,814

1,016
935,171
275
467,526
4,000
1,407,988

173,051
1
527,798
3,006
97
703,953
675,861

223,069
7
458,495
3,486
136
685,193
722,795
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(E)

JihSun Financial Holding Co., Ltd.:
(a) Condensed balance sheets:
2018.12.31
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables–net
Current tax assets
Equity investments under equity method–net
Property and equipment–net
Intangible assets–net
Other assets–net
Total assets
Liabilities and equity
Short-term loans
Commercial papers issued
Payables
Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Total Liabilities
Capital
Common stock
Capital surplus
Retained earnings
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Unappropriated earnings
Other equity
Exchange differences on translation of
foreign financial statements
Unrealized losses on valuation of
available-for-sale financial assets
Unrealized gains on financial assets at fair
value through comprehensive income
Other
Treasury stocks
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity
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$

$

2017.12.31

476,402
73,763
78,285
48,249,358
849
1,330
7,148
48,887,135

272,223
111,814
67,274
43,074,323
71
18
6,198
43,531,921

410,000
3,478,685
799,708
1,225
2,644
568
4,692,830

400,000
3,618,961
447,208
1,120
2,005
563
4,469,857

36,190,357
16,418

35,423,607
-

1,673,633
875,464
2,802,993

1,440,323
1,371,328
2,293,281

(201,286)

(232,829)

$

-

$

(307,953)
3,369,294

-

22,323
(554,891)
44,194,305
48,887,135

(925,693)
39,062,064
43,531,921
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(b) Condensed statements of comprehensive income:
2018
Revenues
Share of profit of associates accounted for using
equity method
Other revenues
Total
Expenses and losses
Operating expenses
Interest expenses
Other expenses and losses
Total
Profit from continuing operations before tax
Tax income (expense)
Profit
Other comprehensive income
Components of other comprehensive income that
will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Losses on remeasurements of defined benefit
plans
Revaluation gains on investments in equity
instruments measured at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Share of other comprehensive income of
associates and joint ventures accounted for
using equity method
Income tax related to components of other
comprehensive income that will not be
reclassified to profit or loss
Subtotal of other comprehensive income
that will not be reclassified to profit or
loss, net of tax
Components of other comprehensive income that
will be reclassified to profit or loss
Exchange differences on translation of foreign
financial statements
Unrealized gains on valuation of available-forsale financial assets
Unrealized losses from investments in debt
instruments measured at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Impairment loss on debt instrument measured
at fair value through other comprehensive
income
Income tax related to components of other
comprehensive income that will be
reclassified to profit or loss
Subtotal of other comprehensive income
that will be reclassified to profit or loss,
net of tax
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Total comprehensive income
Basic earnings per share (NT Dollar)
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$

2017

2,602,946

2,392,373

21,336
2,624,282

15,374
2,407,747

109,158
19,962
3,670
132,790
2,491,492
18,278
2,509,770

83,465
17,442
4,366
105,273
2,302,474
30,623
2,333,097

(11,619)

(47,817)

755,067

-

22,462

(154)

12,998

8,155

778,908

(39,816)

31,543

(137,720)

-

633,585
(31,393)

-

6,829

-

-

$
$

-

6,979
785,887
3,295,657
0.71

495,865
456,049
2,789,146
0.65
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Balance—January 1, 2017
Profit
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Earnings appropriation and
distribution:
ġ Legal reserve
ġ Special reserve
ġ Cash dividends炼common stock
Purchase of treasury stocks
35,423,607
Balance—December 31, 2017
Effects of retrospective application
Balance—January 1, 2018 after
35,423,607
adjustments
Profit
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Earnings appropriation and
distribution:
ġ Legal reserve
ġ Special reserve
ġ Cash dividends炼common stock
766,750
ġ Stock dividends炼common stock
Disposal of investments in equity
instruments designated at fair
value through other
comprehensive income
Changes in capital surplus:
Treasury shares sold to employees
Balance—December 31, 2018
$ 36,190,357

Common
stock
$ 35,423,607
-

Capital stock

16,418
16,418

-

1,673,633

233,310
-

-

141,509
1,440,323
1,440,323

-

Legal
reserve
1,298,814
-

Capital
Surplus
-

(c) Condensed statements of changes in equity:

875,464

(495,864)
-

-

1,000,723
1,371,328
1,371,328

Special
reserve
370,605
-

2,802,993

(233,310)
495,864
(1,789,085)
(766,750)
328,329

2,509,770
1,518
2,511,288

(141,509)
(1,000,723)
(277,400)
2,293,281
(36,624)
2,256,657

Unappropriated
earnings
1,419,632
2,333,097
(39,816)
2,293,281

Retained earnings

(201,286)

-

31,543
31,543

(232,829)
(232,829)

Exchange
differences
on
translation
of foreign
financial
statements
(95,109)
(137,720)
(137,720)

730,503
730,503

3,369,294

(328,329)

-

2,967,120
2,967,120

Unrealized
gains (losses)
on financial
assets at fair
value through
other
comprehensive
income
-

-

-

-

(307,953)
307,953
-

Unrealized
gains (losses)
on
availablefor-sale
financial
assets
(941,538)
633,585
633,585

Other equity
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22,323

-

22,323
22,323

-

Other
-

3,190,331

(328,329)

784,369
784,369

(540,782)
3,275,073
2,734,291

Total
(1,036,647)
495,865
495,865

370,802
(554,891)

-

-

(925,693)
(925,693)
(925,693)

Treasury
stocks
-

387,220
44,194,305

(1,789,085)
-

2,509,770
785,887
3,295,657

(277,400)
(925,693)
39,062,064
3,238,449
42,300,513

Total equity
37,476,011
2,333,097
456,049
2,789,146
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(d) Statements of cash flows:
2018
Subtotal
Cash flows from operating activities:
Profit before tax
Adjustments:
Depreciation expenses
Amortization expenses
Share of profit of associates accounted
for using equity method
Interest income
Interest expenses
Share-based payments
Subtotal of income and expense items
with no effect on cash flows
Changes in operating assets and
liabilities:
Decrease (increase) in receivables
Decrease (increase) in other assets
Increase in payables
Increase in provisions
Increase in other liabilities
Net changes in operating assets and
liabilities
Cash flow used in operations
Interest received
Income tax received
Income tax paid
Interest paid
Net cash flows used in operating
activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Dividend received
Acquisition of intangible assets
Acquisition of property and equipment
Net cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Increase in short-term borrowings
from banks
(Decrease) increase in commercial
papers payable
Payments to acquire treasury shares
Treasury shares sold to employees
Share-based payments received from
subsidiaries
Cash dividends paid
Net cash flows used in financing
activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, at the
beginning of the period
Cash and cash equivalents, at the end of
the period

2017
Total

$

Subtotal

2,491,492

2,302,474

129
111
(2,602,946)

64
183
(2,392,373)

(1,603)
19,962
782

(1,420)
17,442
(2,583,565)

32,816
476
44,636
105
5

(2,376,104)

(91,589)
(62)
38,967
124
31
78,038
(14,035)

1,600
20,303
(7,798)
(19,898)

(52,529)
(126,159)
1,423
136,569
(136)
(17,374)

(19,828)

1,451,460
(1,423)
(907)

(5,677)

175,542
(7)
1,449,130

175,535

10,000

200,000

(140,276)

819,584

369,732

(925,693)
-

16,706
(1,481,285)

(277,400)

$
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Total

(1,225,123)
204,179

(183,509)
(13,651)

272,223

285,874

476,402

272,223
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(F)

The Subsidiaries’ balance sheets and statements of comprehensive income
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
(a) Condensed balance sheets:
2018.12.31
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Due from the central bank and call loans to banks
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Investments in debt instruments at amortized cost
Receivables–net
Current tax assets
Loan discounted–net
Available-for-sale financial assets–net
Held-to-maturity financial assets–net
Investment accounted for using equity method–net
Other financial assets–net
Property and equipment–net
Investment property–net
Intangible assets–net
Deferred tax assets
Other assets–net
Total assets
Liabilities and equity
Deposits from the central bank and banks
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Securities sold under repurchase agreements
Payables
Deposits
Financial debentures
Other financial liabilities
Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Capital
Retained earnings
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Unappropriated earnings
Other equity
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity
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$

$
$

$

2017.12.31

2,526,158
12,480,770
566,425
29,638,167

3,097,114
11,416,966
38,026,284
-

36,133,562
2,106,819
13,097
157,370,762
37,519
524,214
3,374,216
412,312
77,258
38,698
383,015
245,682,992

2,220,209
23,789
150,655,451
22,304,148
2,429,649
43,474
1,077,519
3,445,111
370,449
78,731
32,893
702,437
235,924,224

16,251,600
296,813
3,423,970
1,667,469
196,593,145
5,000,000
579,784
150,304
45,620
162,734
224,171,439
17,286,080

14,326,820
670,672
1,800,232
2,144,283
190,496,667
5,000,000
533,410
114,478
37,952
159,902
215,284,416
16,655,715

2,717,452
109,417
1,098,151
300,453
21,511,553
245,682,992

2,362,808
561,873
1,162,918
(103,506)
20,639,808
235,924,224
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(b) Condensed statements of comprehensive income:

Revenue from interest
Interest expenses
Net interest income
Net income except interest
Net Income
(Reversal of provisions for) provision for bad
debt expenses, commitments and guarantee
liability
Operating expenses
Profit from continuing operations before tax
Tax income
Profit
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Total comprehensive Income
Earnings per share (EPS) (NT Dollar)

$

$
$

2018
Amount
4,263,038
1,396,587
2,866,451
1,051,805
3,918,256
(90,060)

2,944,134
1,064,182
108,699
1,172,881
(71,796)
1,101,085
0.68

%
109
36
73
27
100
(2)

75
27
3
30
(2)
28

2017
Amount
3,627,067
1,145,140
2,481,927
1,471,381
3,953,308
(56,585)

2,956,863
1,053,030
129,117
1,182,147
483,869
1,666,016
0.68

%
92
29
63
37
100
(1)

74
27
3
30
12
42

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
(a) Condensed balance sheets:
2018.12.31
Assets
Current assets
Financial assets carried at cost炼non-current
Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income炼non-current
Investment accounted for using equity method, net
Property and equipment
Investment property
Intangible Assets
Deferred tax assets
Other non-current assets
Total assets
Liabilities and equity
Current liabilities
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Capital
Capital surplus
Retained earnings
Other equity interest
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity
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$

$
$

$

2017.12.31

54,135,246
5,454,764

47,948,145
930,173
-

3,914,167
1,466,176
240,161
56,781
26,252
997,116
66,290,663

3,369,243
1,461,603
241,664
51,652
17,279
986,880
55,006,639

39,408,743
149,372
39,558,115
11,572,127
1,298,456
11,016,926
2,845,039
26,732,548
66,290,663

32,350,195
86,673
32,436,868
11,572,127
1,298,456
10,040,670
(341,482)
22,569,771
55,006,639
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(a) Condensed statements of comprehensive income:

Incomes
Service fee charge and commissions expenses
Employee benefits expenses
Share of profit of associates and joint ventures
accounted for using equity method
Operating expenses except for employee benefits
expenses
Other gains and losses
Profit from continuing operations before tax
Tax expenses
Profit
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Total comprehensive income
Earnings per share (EPS) (NT Dollar)

2018
Amount
$ 4,494,751
174,573
1,752,733
22,877

$
$

%
100
4
39
1

2017
Amount
4,085,667
147,916
1,696,420
61,347

%
100
3
42
1

1,140,950

25

1,060,120

26

180,736
1,630,108
(200,337)
1,429,771
856,896
2,286,667
1.24

3
36
(4)
32
19
51

150,860
1,393,418
(183,652)
1,209,766
(27,600)
1,182,166
1.05

4
34
(4)
30
(1)
29

JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
(a) Condensed balance sheets:
2018.12.31
Assets
Current assets
Property and equipment
Intangible assets
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities and equity
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Capital
Retained earnings
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

$

2017.12.31

6,811
1
244
7,056

6,827
3
1
244
7,075

1,799
1,799
3,000
2,257
5,257
7,056

1,628
1,628
3,000
2,377
5,377
7,075

$
$

$

(b) Condensed statements of comprehensive income:

Revenues
Operating costs
Operating expenses
Operating benefits
Non-operating incomes
Profit before tax from continuing operations
Tax expenses
Profit
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Total comprehensive income
Earnings per share (EPS) (NT Dollar)

$

$
$
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2018
Amount
8,619
4,540
3,716
363
4
367
(73)
294
294
0.98

%
100
53
43
4
4
(1)
3
3

2017
Amount
8,780
4,777
3,453
550
4
554
(94)
460
460
1.54

%
100
54
40
6
6
(1)
5
5
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(G) ProfitabilityǺ
(a) Profitability of the Company and subsidiaries
Item
Consolidated return on assets ratio (Before tax)
Consolidated return on assets ratio (After tax)
Consolidated return on equity ratio (Before tax)
Consolidated return on equity ratio (After tax)
Consolidated net income ratio

2018
0.84%
0.81%
6.02%
5.80%
29.25%

2017
0.82%
0.80%
6.22%
6.10%
28.59%

(b) Profitability of Financial Holding Company
Item
Return on assets ratio (Before tax)
Return on assets ratio (After tax)
Return on equity ratio (Before tax)
Return on equity ratio (After tax)
Net income ratio

2018
5.21%
5.25%
5.76%
5.80%
96.51%

2017
5.45%
5.53%
6.02%
6.10%
97.79%

(c) Profitability of JihSun Securities Co. Ltd.
Item
Return on assets ratio (Before tax)
Return on assets ratio (After tax)
Return on equity ratio (Before tax)
Return on equity ratio (After tax)
Net income ratio

2018
2.63%
2.31%
6.27%
5.50%
31.53%

2017
2.79%
2.43%
6.31%
5.48%
29.15%

(d) Profitability of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Item
Return on assets ratio (Before tax)
Return on assets ratio (After tax)
Return on equity ratio (Before tax)
Return on equity ratio (After tax)
Net income ratio

2018
0.44%
0.49%
5.00%
5.51%
29.93%

2017
0.45%
0.51%
5.32%
5.97%
29.90%

Note 1: Return on assets ratio = Net income (loss) before/after income tax ÷
average total assets.
Note 2: Return on equity ratio = Net income (loss) before/after income tax ÷ average
total equity.
Note 3: Net income ratio = Net income (loss) after income tax ÷ Net revenue.
Note 4: Net income (loss) before/after tax represents accumulated income (loss) of the
current year.
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(H) The information about the Company and subsidiaries’ transactions, operations development,
interactive use of information and use of operating equipment or place were as follows:
(a) The information about the Company and subsidiaries’ operations and transactions was
as follows:
(1) For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company paid the fee from
providing agency service for stock affairs (including computer printing fee) to the
Company’s subsidiary, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. amounted to $11,329 and
$11,251, respectively. For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, directors’
and supervisors’ remuneration received from JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. amounted
to $13,934 and $8,453, respectively. For the years ended December 31, 2018 and
2017, the Company’s ending balance of bank deposit with JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. amounted to $320,351 and $117,386, respectively. The
highest balance of bank deposit amounted to $2,328,459 and $523,375,
respectively. For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the total amount of
interest income amounted to $268 and $68, respectively. For the years ended
December 31, 2018 and 2017, directors’ and supervisors’ remuneration received
from JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. both amounted to $5,500.
(2) For the years ended December 31, 2018, share-based payment received from the
Company’s subsidiaries, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. and JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd., amounted to $9,850 and $6,856, respectively, due to
the Company granted these companies’ employees subscribe rights to purchase the
Company’s treasury stocks.
(3) JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. charged to JihSun International Commercial Bank Co.,
Ltd.:
2018
Service fee – Brokerage
Rental income
Stock agent income (including computer
printing fee)
Revenue from management fee allocated
(Note 1)
Marketing expenses allocated (Note 2)
Revenue from water and electricity expenses
allocated (collection and payment)
Transaction fees
Other operating revenues
Salaries expenses (collection and payment)
Other expenses (including remittance charge,
handling charge and others)

$

2017
1,894
7,743
960

1,666
8,114
960

275,403

271,412

872
3,879

889
4,103

157
36
680
906

189
52
960
1,242

Note 1: Refer to the management fee that JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. authorized
JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. to deliver settlement
money from customers, stock transfer, joint marketing expenses and
management expenses allocated from related events.
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Note 2: The allocation of marketing expenses between JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. and JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. except for the
rental expenses, which was paid at a fixed amount based on agreements,
was calculated based on the proportion of the actual usage.
(4) The deposits for JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. to rent operation
place from JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. were as follows:
Refundable deposits

$

2018.12.31
1,328

2017.12.31
1,328

(5) For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.’s
ending balance of bank deposit in JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
amounted to $574,493 and $951,226, respectively. The bank deposits are recorded
under cash and cash equivalents, operation guarantee deposits, refundable deposits,
amounts held for settlement, receipts under custody from exercise of warrant,
receipts under custody from customers’ security subscription, etc. For the years
ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the highest balance of bank deposits amounted
to $2,537,074 and $2,635,324, respectively, and interest income amounted to
$3,316 and $3,258, respectively.
(6) The commission income of JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. that acted as an agent to
promote JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.’s products are
as follows:
2018
Commission income

$

2017
1,314

1,602

(7) Income which JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. charged to JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. is as follows:
2018
Leasing income

$

2017
10,445

10,100

(8) The deposits for JihSun Securities Co., Ltd. to rent operational place from JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. are as follows:
Guarantee deposits received

$

2018.12.31
1,964

2017.12.31
1,964

(9) The commission income of JihSun International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. that
acted as an agent to promote JihSun International Property Insurance Agency Co.,
Ltd.’s products is as follows:
2018
Commission income

$
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(10) As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun
International Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s guaranteed line of credit to JihSun
Securities Co., Ltd. both amounted to $1,200,000, the loan balances were both $0.
As of December 31, 2018, the Company’s subsidiary, JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.’s guaranteed line of credit to JihSun Futures Co., Ltd.
amounted to $300,000, the loan balances was $0.
(I)

According to article NO.46 of the Financial Holding Company Act, the Company should
disclosure the aggregate amounts and percentage of credits (Note 2), endorsements (Note 3)
and other transactions (Note 4) taken place between all subsidiaries of the financial holding
company and any of the following counterparties such as the same person, same related
parties and same affiliates for the year ended December 31, 2018:

Name
A. The same person
Cheng Shin Rubber Ind., Co., Ltd.
Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., Ltd
Taiwan Power Company
B. The same affiliate
Foxconn Technology Group
Highwealth Group
Far Eastern Group
Yulon Group
Shin Kong Group
Hotaimotor Group
Fubon Group
Formosa Plastics Group
Yuanta Financial Holding Group
China Steel Group
Chailease Group

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
Aggregate amount of
Percentage of the aggregate
credits, guarantees or
amount to the financial
other transactions
holding company’s net value
2,391,985
3,101,506
2,857,921

5.38%
6.98%
6.43%

4,593,423
4,041,262
5,215,914
3,359,024
2,419,628
2,238,240
3,220,571
5,064,314
2,569,967
2,454,381
2,778,167

10.33%
9.09%
11.73%
7.56%
5.44%
5.04%
7.25%
11.39%
5.78%
5.52%
6.25%

Note 1:

If the aggregate amount of credits, guarantees, or other transactions conducted
by all subsidiaries of the financial holding company with the same person, same
related parties or same affiliate is greater than the lower of 5% of net value of
the financial holding company or NT$3 billion, the related transaction
information needs to be disclosure according to the table refer above.

Note 2:

Credit includes loans, discounts, overdrafts, acceptances, guarantees and other
business operations designated by the Central Competent Authority.

Note 3:

Endorsements are guarantees and endorsements of short-term bills.

Note 4:

Other transactions include the transactions listed below that conducted with the
same person, same related parties, or same affiliate (thereafter referred as “the
affiliates”):
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Note 5:

(1)

Transaction of bills and bonds with repurchase agreement;

(2)

Investment in or purchase of securities issued by any of the affiliates
mentioned in the preceding paragraph;

(3)

Transactions of financial derivatives; and

(4)

Other transactions are prescribed by the competent authority.

Percentage of the aggregate amount to the Company’s net value is calculated
based on per book amount on December 31, 2018.

13. Disclosure Required
(A) Related information on significant transactions
According to the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Financial
Holding Companies, the Company’s related information on significant transactions for the
year ended December 31, 2018 are as follows:
(a)

Loans to other business or individuals: not applicable to financing and securities
subsidiaries; other non-financial industry investees: None.

(b)

Endorsement and guarantees for others: not applicable to financing and securities
subsidiaries; other non-financial industry investees: None.

(c)

Marketable securities held as of December 31, 2018 (Excluding position in investing
subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures): Not applicable to financing and securities
subsidiaries.

(d)

Cumulative purchases or sales of the same investee’s capital stock up to $300,000 or
10% of paid-in capital: None.

(e)

Cumulative purchase or sale of the same stock up to $300,000 or 10% of paid-in capital:
not applicable to financing and securities subsidiaries others; other non-financial
industry investees: None.

(f)

Acquisition of real estate up to $300,000 or 10% of paid-in capital: None.

(g)

Disposal of real estate up to $300,000 or 10% of paid-in capital: None.

(h)

Service fee discount for related parties transaction up to $5,000: None.

(i)

Receivables from related parties up to $300,000 or 10% of paid-in capital: For more
information please refer to Note 6 (AD) (b) (11) and these transactions were written-off.

(j)

Financial derivative transactions: Please refer to Note 6 (AS).
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(k)

Information on NPL disposal transaction:
(1) Summary of information on NPL disposal transaction: None.
(2) Disposal of NPL selling price up to $1,000,000: None.

(l)

Types of securitization instruments approved to be issued pursuant to financial assets
securitization rules or real estate securitization rules and other relevant information:
None.

(m) Business relationship and material transactions between the parent company and
subsidiaries: Please refer to appendix 1.
(n)

(B)

Other significant transactions might influence the financial statement users in decision
making: None.

Related information on investee companies:
As of December 31, 2018
Unit: shares/ in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars
Ratio of shares held by the Company and its
Investment

Names of Investor
The Company

Names of Investee

Location

Investment

of end of

gain ( loss)

Main Business scope the period Book value

JihSun Securities Co., Republic of China Brokerage,
Ltd.

associates

Percentage

100 %

26,732,548

Total
Shares

recognized currently held be held

1,429,771

1,157,212,760

Remark

Share to
-

Shares
1,157,212,760

Percentage

(Note)

100%The Investment

underwriting,

has been

proprietary trading

eliminated in the
consolidated
financial
statement.

Ȼ

JihSun International

Ȼ

Deposits and loans,

Commercial Bank Co.,

temporary receipt,

Ltd.

investment of

100 %

21,511,553

1,172,881

1,728,607,993

-

1,728,607,993

100%

Ȼ

100 %

5,257

294

300,000

-

300,000

100%

Ȼ

98.14 %

1,984,865

32,821

68,696,435

-

68,696,435

98.14%

Ȼ

100 %

1,264,319

(22,002)

54,600,000

-

54,600,000

100%

Ȼ

government bonds,
short-term bills/ notes
and financial bonds

Ȼ

JihSun International

Ȼ

Property Insurance

Property insurance
agency

Agency Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities

JihSun Futures Co.,

Co., Ltd.

Ltd.

˷

JIH SUN

Ȼ

Futures brokerage and
proprietary trading

Cayman Islands

Investee companies

INTERNATIONAL

operate following

INVESTMENT

business: 1.Securities

HOLDING

brokerage and

COMPANY LIMITED

proprietary trading
2.Underwriting
3.Securities research
and analysis
4.Corporate and
individual financial
planning 5.Financing
business 6.Investment
trust 7.Futures
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Ratio of shares held by the Company and its
Investment

Names of Investor

Names of Investee

Location

associates

Percentage

Investment

of end of

gain ( loss)

Main Business scope the period Book value

Republic of China Provide advisory and

122

10,000,000

Remark

Share to

recognized currently held be held

67,949

100 %

Total
Shares

-

Shares
10,000,000

Percentage

(Note)

JihSun Securities

JihSun Securities

100% The Investment

Co., Ltd.

Investment Consulting

consulting related with

has been

Co., Ltd.

securities investment

eliminated in the

on a consigned basis

consolidated
financial
statement.

Ȼ

JihSun Venture Capital

Ȼ

Venture capital

Ȼ

Securities investment

100 %

307,600

5,859

30,000,000

-

30,000,000

20 %

289,434

6,077

7,800,000

-

7,800,000

99 %

37,519

23,791

297,000

-

297,000

100%

Ȼ

Co., Ltd.

Ȼ

JihSun
Securities

trust business and

Investment

discretionary

Trust Co., Ltd.
JihSun International JihSun Life

20% Associates

investment business

Ȼ

Life insurance agency

99% The Investment

Commercial Bank

Insurance

has been

Co., Ltd.

Agency Co.,

eliminated in the

Ltd.

consolidated
financial
statement.

JIH SUN

JS CRESVALE

Hong Kong

Brokerage, proprietary

INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES

trading underwriting,

INVESTMENT

INTERNATIONAL

other related securities

HOLDING

LIMITED

business authorized by

COMPANY

100 %

904,319

(24,796)

370,000,000

-

370,000,000

100%

Ȼ

100 %

283,467

2,980

8,050,000

-

8,050,000

100%

Ȼ

100 %

82,469

523

2,000,000

-

2,000,000

100%

Ȼ

Hong Kong Act.

LIMITED

Ȼ

JIH SUN FINANCIAL Cayman Islands

1. Securities brokerage

SERVICES

proprietary trading,

(CAYMAN)

underwriting and

LIMITED

financial service
2. Corporate and
individual financial
planning
3. Design of financial
products
4. Other related
securities business
authorized by the local
government.

JS CRESVALE

JS CRESVALE

SECURITIES

CAPITAL LIMITED

Hong Kong

1. Stock brokerage,
margin trading

INTERNATIONAL

2. Futures brokerage,

LIMITED

sales of mutual funds
& other financial
product.
3. Other related
securities business
authorized by local
government

Note: Investments accounted for using equity method and equities of the investee companies were
written-off when preparing consolidated financial statements.
(C)

Information on investment in Mainland China: None.
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14. Segment Information
(A) Gains/losses of operating segments and valuation of assets:
Accounting treatments applied to business segments are consistent with the significant
accounting policies used by the external reports. The Company assesses the operating
performance based on earnings before tax.

Net interest income (losses)
Net income except interest

Financial
Holding
$
(18,359)
2,619,009

Net income
Provision for (reversal of
provisions for) bad debt
expenses , commitments
and guarantee liability
Operating Expenses

2,600,650
-

Profit before tax
Tax (expense) income

Banking
2,866,451
1,051,805

2018
Consolidated
Securities
746,644
4,152,539

66
99,400

Adjustment
& Write-off
7,428
(2,942,357)
(2,934,929)
-

Others

Total
3,602,230
4,980,396

3,918,256
(90,060)

4,899,183
62,557

99,466
-

109,158

2,944,134

3,189,396

68,904

2,491,492
18,278

1,064,182
108,699

1,647,230
(216,836)

30,562
(6,236)

(2,626,737)
-

2,606,729
(96,095)

(2,626,737)

2,510,634

(308,192)

8,582,626
(27,503)

6,003,400

Profit

$

2,509,770

1,172,881

1,430,394

24,326

Capital expenditure

$

907

75,351

125,026

1,122

Total assets

$

48,887,135

245,682,992

75,087,550

162,761

(50,849,180)

318,971,258

Total liabilities

$

4,692,830

224,171,439

48,317,337

119,605

(2,562,303)

274,738,908

Net interest income (losses)
Net income except interest

Financial
Holding
$
(16,022)
2,401,961

76
100,354

Adjustment
& Write-off
4,142
(2,731,853)

Total
3,146,862
5,019,828

(2,727,711)
-

Net income
Provisions for (reversal of
provisions for) bad debt
expenses and guarantee
liability
Operating Expenses

2,385,939
-

Profit before tax
Tax (expense) income
Profit

$

Capital expenditure

$

Total assets
Total liabilities

Banking
2,481,927
1,471,381

2017
Consolidated
Securities
676,739
3,777,985

Others

-

202,406

3,953,308
(56,585)

4,454,724
31,611

100,430
-

83,465

2,956,863

3,012,247

63,632

2,302,474
30,623

1,053,030
129,117

1,410,866
(199,757)

36,798
(6,256)

(2,422,155)
-

2,381,013
(46,273)

2,333,097

1,182,147

1,211,109

30,542

(2,422,155)

2,334,740

7

31,707

117,604

663

$

43,531,921

235,924,224

62,060,616

146,175

(45,705,712)

295,957,224

$

4,469,857

215,284,416

39,462,721

96,885

(2,447,282)

256,866,597

(305,556)

-

8,166,690
(24,974)

5,810,651

149,981

(B)

Geographic segment information: The Company primarily operates within the Republic of
China, and therefore, has no other regional information for disclosure.

(C)

Information on major customers: No customer represents 10% or more of the Company’s
revenue in the statement of income for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017.
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(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

No
Party
Counterparty
(Note1)
0
JihSun Financial Holding Co., JihSun International
Ltd.
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
1
0
1
2
0

0

JihSun International
JihSun Financial Holding
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. Co., Ltd.
JihSun Financial Holding Co., JihSun International
Ltd.
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
JihSun Financial Holding
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
JihSun Financial Holding
Co., Ltd.
JihSun Financial Holding Co., JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Ltd.

Transactions, for the year ended December 31, 2018
Percentage of
consolidated
Relationship
operating revenue
with party
or consolidated total
Account
Amount
Terms
(Note2)
assets
1
Cash and cash
320,351 The same terms as for
0.10%
equivalents
comparable transactions
with non-related parties
2
Deposits
320,351
"
0.10%
1

Accounts payable –
related parties
Accounts receivable –
related parties
Stock management
incomes
Other general and
administrative
expenses
Accounts receivable –
related parties
Current tax liabilities

457,605

"

0.14%

457,605

"

0.14%

11,329

"

0.13%

11,329

"

0.13%

73,641

"

0.02%

73,641

"

0.02%

66

"

0.00%

66

"

0.00%

425,359

"

0.13%

10,000

"

0.00%

3

Accounts receivable –
related parties
Accounts payable –
related parties
Cash and cash
equivalents
Operation guarantee
deposits
Refundable deposits

22,764

"

0.01%

3

Deposits

456,159

"

0.14%

3

Guarantee deposits
received
Leasing incomes from
operating assets
Leasing incomes from
operating assets
Other general and
administrative
expenses
Leasing incomes from
operating assets

1,964

"

0.00%

3,006

"

0.03%

7,439

"

0.09%

10,445

"

0.12%

7,743

"

0.09%

7,743

"

0.09%

276,275

"

3.22%

276,275

"

3.22%

3,316

"

0.04%

3,316

"

0.04%

22,632

"

0.01%

22,632

"

0.01%

2
2
1

JihSun Financial Holding Co., JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
JihSun Financial Holding
Co., Ltd.
JihSun Financial Holding Co., JihSun International Property
Ltd.
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
JihSun International Property JihSun Financial Holding
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

1

2

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

3

1

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

3

2

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

3

1

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

2

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd

3

1

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co.,
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

Other general and
administrative
expenses
Other non-operating
income
Other general and
administrative
expenses
Interest income

3

Interest expense

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

3

Accounts receivable –
related parties
Other payables

2
0
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2

2
1

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

2
1
2
3
3

3
3
3

3

3
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No
Party
(Note1)
1
JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
2

JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

1

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

2
1
3
1
3
2
3

Counterparty
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.

Transactions, for the year ended December 31, 2018
Percentage of
consolidated
Relationship
operating revenue
with party
or consolidated total
Account
Amount
Terms
(Note2)
assets
3
Refundable deposits
1,328 The same terms as for
0.00%
comparable transactions
with non-related parties
3
Guarantee deposits
1,328
"
0.00%
received
3
Other service charge
1,894
"
0.02%

JihSun International
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
JihSun International Property
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
JihSun International Property JihSun International
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun International
JihSun International Property
Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
JihSun International Property JihSun International
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
JihSun International Property
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
JihSun International Property JihSun Securities Co., Ltd.
Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.

3

Service Fee, brokering

1,894

"

0.02%

3

Agency service fee

3,217

"

0.04%

3

Other commission
expense
Deposits

3,217

"

0.04%

6,006

"

0.00%

Cash and cash
equivalents
Other non-operating
income
Other commission
expense

6,006

"

0.00%

1,314

"

0.02%

1,314

"

0.02%

3
3
3
3

Note 1: Serial number is determined as follows:
1.

0 represents parent company.

2.

Subsidiaries are numbered in a sequence of Arabic numerals from 1 based on company
category.

Note 2: With the transaction the relationship between person types is as follows:
1.

Parent company to subsidiary

2.

Subsidiary to parent company

3.

Subsidiary to subsidiary
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List of Major Accounts
Item
Statement of Assets and Liabilities
Statement of Cash and Cash Equivalents
Statement of Due from the Central Bank and Call Loans to Banks
Statement of Financial Assets at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
Statement of Financial Assets at Fair Value through Other
Comprehensive Income
Statement of Investments in Debt Instruments at Amortized Cost
Statement of Receivables
Statement of Loans Discounted
Statement of Changes in Investments Accounted for Using Equity
Method
Statement of Other Financial Assets
Statement of Change in Investment Property
Statement of Changes in Property, Plant and Equipment
Statement of Changes in Intangible Assets
Statement of Deferred Tax Assets
Statement of Other Assets
Statement of Deposits from the Central Bank and Banks
Statement of Financial Liabilities at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
Statement of Securities Sold under Repurchase Agreements
Statement of Commercial Paper Issued
Statement of Payables
Statement of Deposits
Statement of Bonds Payable
Statement of Other Borrowings
Statement of Provisions
Statement of Other Financial Liabilities
Statement of Deferred Tax Liabilities
Statement of Other Liabilities
Statement of Comprehensive Income
Statement of Interest Revenue
Statement of Interest Expenses
Statement of Net Service Fee (Charge) and Commissions Income
Statement of Gains and Losses on Financial Assets or Liabilities at Fair
Value through Profit or Loss
Statement of Realized Gains (Losses) on Financial Assets at Fair Value
through Other Comprehensive Income
Statement of Foreign Exchange (Losses) Gains
Statement of Impairment Loss (Reversal of Impairment Loss) on Assets
Statement of Share of Profit of Associates and Joint Ventures Accounted
for Using Equity Method
Statement of Other Non-Interest Incomes
Statement of Provision for Bad Debt Expenses, Commitment, and
Guarantee Liability
Statement of Employee Benefits Expenses
Statement of Depreciation and Amortization Expenses
Statement of Other General and Administrative Expenses
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Schedule 1
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Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedule 4
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Schedule 5
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Schedule 6
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Note 6 (AM)
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Note 6 (I)
Note 6 (AP)
Note 6 (AQ)
Note 6 (AR)

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Cash and Cash Equivalents
December 31, 2018
Schedule 1

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Item
Cash on hand and petty cash

Description
Cash

Amount
$

Foreign cash

245,457

Petty cash

2,801

Subtotal
Bank deposits

1,293,595

Checking deposits

62,093

Demand deposits

139,188

Time deposits

1,759,676

Futures guarantee amountɡNTD

393,890

Futures guarantee amountɡForeign currency

Short-term bills

1,045,337

68,508

Foreign deposits

1,327,212

Subtotal

3,750,567

Interest rates from 0.25%~0.55%

390,361

(Maturity date 2019.1.3~2019.1.21)
Checks for clearing

498,153

Total

$

5,932,676

NoteǺ The foreign currency of the above-mentioned foreign currency cash is USD 2,286 thousand,
exchange rate 30.7350; JPY 167,519 thousand, exchange rate 0.2785; HKD 9,324 thousand,
exchange rate 3.9240; EUR 1,123 thousand, exchange rate 35.2420 and CNY 11,702 thousand,
exchange rate 4.4760.
The foreign currency financial institution deposits (including futures guarantee amount) are
USD 13,817 thousand, exchange rate 30.7227; JPY 312,501 thousand, exchange rate 0.2785;
HKD 107,529 thousand, exchange rate 3.9212; GBP 464 thousand, exchange rate 38.9070;
SGD 272 thousand, exchange rate 22.4908; AUD 1,670 thousand, exchange rate 21.6790;
NZD 273 thousand, exchange rate 20.6220; CAD 1,732 thousand, exchange rate 22.5830; SEK
7,580 thousand, exchange rate 3.4250; ZAR 6,633 thousand, exchange rate 2.1280; EUR 4,657
thousand, exchange rate 35.2419; CHF 152 thousand, exchange rate 31.2280 and CNY 33,182
thousand, exchange rate 4.4746.
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Derivative instruments not for hedge
Futures margin
Forward contracts
Foreign currency swap
FX options
TXO options
Stocks options
Interest rate instruments
FX derivative instruments
Subtotal
Non-derivative financial assets
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Convertible corporate bonds
Listed and TPEx securities
Emerging stocks
Non-listed and TPEx securities
Beneficiary certificates
Subtotal
Total

Name of
financial instrument

Schedule 2

Description

Shares
or
units

$

2,000,000
8,289,315
200,000
495,700

Par value

-

Total amount

Interest rate

2,017,822
8,369,452
200,000
500,185
1,365,757
128,385
87,154
20,000

Acquisition
cost

Unit
price

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Financial Assets at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
December 31, 2018

$

$

2,015,379
8,279,850
200,000
505,457
1,331,460
124,483
41,105
19,925
12,517,659
13,008,186

143,822
29,845
22,730
68,151
17,939
13
181,319
26,708
490,527

Total
amount

Fair value

Fair value
changes is
attributable to the
changes in
credit risk

Note

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
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Note:

2022.10.18~2028.2.15
2019.5.23~2028.3.29
2019.6.3~2027.4.10
2019.1.15
2019.1.3~2019.3.7

Description
(Matured period)

Shares
or
units

8,868,132
16,976,270
7,603,487
89,520
13,098,645
46,636,054

8,694,141
2,491,569
11,185,710
57,821,764

-

-

$ 45,435,806

Acquisition
cost

$ 8,662,025
16,000,150
7,578,111
89,520
13,106,000
45,435,806

Par value

Total
Interest
amount
rate

Parts of the above financial assets are restricted, and please refer to Note 8 for further details.

Investments in debt instruments designated
at fair value through other comprehensive
income
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Financial debentures
Negotiable certificates of deposit
Commercial paper
Subtotal
Investments in equity instruments designated
at fair value through other comprehensive
income
Listed and TPEx securities
Non-listed and TPEx securities
Subtotal
Total

Name of
financial instrument

Schedule 3

16,752

N/A .
N/A

1,329
9,923
2,457
9
3,034
16,752

Allowance!
loss
Unit
price

7,603,052
6,782,634
14,385,686
61,012,364

8,909,891
16,960,433
7,572,293
85,419
13,098,642
46,626,678

Amount

Fair value
Note

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Financial Assets at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income
December 31, 2018
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-

2019.1.3~2019.6.6

Negotiable certificates
of deposit

Note 1:
Note 2:

-

2019.1.24~2023.5.23

Financial debentures
-

$ 35,747,644

-

-

-

Total amount

17,373,432

5,100,412

573,800

$ 12,700,000

Par value

0.590~3.149%

0.740~4.850%

1.000~3.900%

0.625~3.000%

Interest rate

3,283

281

918

215

1,869

Allowance
loss

389,201

229

3,331

81

385,560

Unamortized
amount

36,133,562

17,373,380

5,102,825

573,666

13,083,691

Book value

Note

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Parts of the above investments in debt instruments at amortized cost are restricted, and please refer to Note 8 for further details.
The sum of financial assets measured at amortized cost shown above held under repurchase agreement please refers to Note 6 (R).

-

2019.8.28~2024.11.16

Corporate bonds

-

Units

2019.1.20~2036.7.19

Description
(Matured period)

Government bonds

Name

Schedule 4

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Investments in Debt Instruments at Amortized Cost
December 31, 2018
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7,800 $

272,062

Beginning Balance
Shares
(thousand
Amount
shares)

28,448

Addition
Shares
(thousand
Amount
shares)
(11,076)

Decrease
Shares
(thousand
Amount
shares)
7,800

20

289,434

Ending Balance
Percentage
of
Shares
ownership
Amount
37.11

Unit price
(NTD)

289,434

Total
amount

Market Value or
Net Assets Value

Equity
method

None

Guarantee
Accounting
or
method
Collateral

Note1

Note

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

$48 (after tax).

gains on investments measured at fair value through other comprehensive income $22,323, and gains on remeasurements of defined benefit plans

Note1: Including share of profit of associates and joint ventures accounted for using equity method $6,077, cash dividend received $11,076, revaluation

Name of investee
Jih-Sun Securities
Investment Trust
Co., Ltd.

Schedule 5

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Changes in Investments Accounted for Using Equity Method
For the year ended December 31, 2018

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Deferred Tax Assets
December 31, 2018

Schedule 6

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

______ Item

___

____

_ Description_

Operating loss carryforwards

Amount
$

Remeasurements of defined benefit plans

39,075
5,704

Deferred losses on warrants

20,746

Deferred losses on bad debt provision

8,781

Total

$

-461-

74,306

Note

-462-

Interest rate

$

$

(4,743,145)

4,775,902

49,490

Total

Structured instruments

Financial liabilities designated as at fair
value through profit and loss

Subtotal

Interest rate instruments

400,294

945

349,859

104,629

946

19,343

TXO options

Stocks options

171,139

FX options

13,283

Total amount

Foreign currency swap

Par value

Fair value
Unit price
Total amount

7,762

Description

Shares
or
units

Fair value changes is
attributable to the
changes in credit risk

Note

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Forward contracts

Warrants redeemed

Warrants liabilities

Derivative instruments not for hedge

Liabilities on sale of borrowed securities

Non-derivative financial liabilities

Financial liabilities held for trading

Name of financial instrument

Schedule 7

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Financial Liabilities at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
December 31, 2018

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Commercial Paper Issued
December 31, 2018
Schedule 8

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Bank/Bills Finance Corp.
Union Bank

Amount
$

1,100,000

Period

Interest rate

Mortgage or
Collateral

2018.10.18~2019.2.12

0.65~0.85%

None

China Bills Finance Corp.

800,000

2018.11.5~2019.2.14

0.65~0.80%

Ƀ

Mega Bills Finance Corp.

60,000

2018.11.2~2019.2.27

0.66~0.72%

Ƀ

2018.10.4~2019.3.5

0.42~0.59%

Ƀ

2018.10.26~2019.1.24

0.64~0.76%

Ƀ

1,380,000

International Bills Finance Corp.
Grand Bills Finance Corp.

610,000

Taishin International Bank

1,620,000

2018.10.8~2019.2.18

0.61~0.67%

Ƀ

KGI Bank

630,000

2018.10.9~2019.2.20

0.64~0.79%

Ƀ

Dah Chung Bills Finance Corp.

240,000

2018.12.3~2019.1.3

0.76~0.77%

Ƀ

Taiwan Bill Finance Corp.

690,000

2018.11.16~2019.1.25

0.70~0.83%

Ƀ

CTBC Bank

220,000

2018.12.4~2019.1.28

0.80%

Ƀ

Subtotal

7,350,000

Less: Discount on commercial
paper payable
Total

(3,027)
$

7,346,973

-463-

(English Translation of Financial Report Originally Issued in Chinese)
JIHSUN FINANCIAL HOLDING CO., LTD. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Statement of Deferred Tax Liabilities
December 31, 2018
Schedule 9

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Item

Description

Remeasurements of defined benefit plans

Amount
$

Note

13,967

Land value increment tax

68,408
486

Deferred gains on structured instruments
$

Total

82,861

Statement of Foreign Exchange (Losses) Gains
For the year ended December 31, 2018
Schedule 10

(Expressed in thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Item

Description

Net gains of Spot foreign exchange

Amount
$

Net gains of self-owned funds

74,309
8,850

Net gains of FX options

90

Net loss of consumption

(4)

Total

$

-464-

83,245

